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Preface

Tbe field of acroaeoustics has matured drmnaticafly in tbe po._t two decades. Rc-
searcbsra bane gained significant theoretical mid experimental mlderstanding of tbe
noise generated by aircraft power plants and tbeir cesnponents. In addition, airframe
noise and interior noise have been investigated extensively. Tbe physical understand-
ing obtained from tbese efforts h_mresulted in tbe development of hardware capable
of reducing conmmility noise and ef meeting strict noise certification requirements.
Reductions in overall sound pressure level of 20 to 3(]dB have been obtained for some
types of power plants, while in the same period their installed power bus increased
significantly.

Current quiet flight vehicle designs are based on information reported in a
[ mllltitude of journals, conference proceedings, research reports, and specialized

books. Each of these scientific publications represents only incrcnmnt_fl steps in the
evolution of our present understanding of the varimls aereacoustie noise generation
and pmpagntion mechanisms and procedures for noise control. There is tiros _ need
for a reference document summarizing tbe current star|is of acroacoustlcs. It is
recognized that some other fine books on aeroaconstics are already available. The
reader is referred to the classic handbooks by Harris on noise and vibration control,
to Goldstein's "Aereacoustics," which provides a general theoretical treatment
of most aeroaconztin noise sources, to tbc text "Noise and Acoustic Fatigue in
Aerommtlcs" by Richards and Mead, and to tile AIAA Reprint Series volume
entitled "Aerodynamic Noise." Tbe current book represents an attempt to integrate
and update tbe information il_ previous related publications, to provide a blflanced
viewpoint with both fundamental and applied aspects being considered, and to focus
on those topics that arc significant for the design and operation of quiet fligbt vehicles.

In July 1982, the Continuing Education Subcommittee of the Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Aeroacoustics Tedmieal Committee identified a
critical need for a reference book summarizing and Interpreting tbe status of re-
search il_aeroacoustics. The full Aereacoustlcs Technical Committee agreed with
this conch|sion and enthusiastically supported the concept of publishing such a book.
The book would bane a scope consistent with that of the Tccl|nical Committee and
would include pbysics of noise produced by motion of fluids and bodies through the
atmosphere and by chemical reaction processes; it would also include the responses
of human beings, structures, and the atmosphere to aerodynamic noise. Tbe sub-
committee was then instructed to prepare an initial outline of the book for planning
purposes and to procure financial support for its printing. This effort bEmbeeu given
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generous support by NASA (Langley, Lewis, and Anles Research Centers)) the U.S,
Air Force Wright Research and Development Center, and the U,S, Army Aviation
Systems Conummd,

This book is pbmned as a reference publication, elLsily readable by persons
with seiestifie or engineering training who have completed a bacbelor degree study
program. It serves _Lsaa authoritative resource book for teaebers, stndents_ and

researchers, but it is not designed for use directly as a textbook. It provides
reeomulellded methodology to evaluate aeroaconstics-rebtted problems alld suggests

approaches to their sohltions, witllmlt extensive tabRcs,nomograpbs, and derivations.
It is oriented toward flight vehicles and emph_mizes mlderlying physical concepts.
Theoretiesl, experimental, and applied espects are covered, inchldbtg the main
forlnulations and colnparisons of theory Rnd experiment.

The preparation of the material for this book kiLObeen carried out snder the
general supervision of the AIAA Technical Committee ell Aeroacoustk_, Tile Com-
mittee elected tbe editor (Harvey H. ]fubbard), two _ssociate editors (Cbristopber
K. W, Tam and Rt)bert H, Scblinker), and six additional editors (Charles E. Foiler,
James C. Yu, Waiter K. Eversnlan, Marvin E. Goklstein, Robert E. Kraft, and
Ymlg H. Yu). Donald L. Lansing and John Laufer (until his nntinlely death) also
served for short terms. They fimctioned _Lsan editorial board to establish tbe overall
policy for tbe organizing, reviewing, and editing of tbe book. Each was selected
because of his expert knowledge of at least one of tbe specialty arenascovered in
the book. They collectively cmnprise a team of experts who represent imblstry,
government, and academia viewpoints.

The editorial board members chose by vote the lead autbors for esch chapter
basedontheirstatureand expertiseinparticldartec]micalare_sandonthelrproven
ability to commmfieate. In all cases, eontributb_g authors were selected and enlisted
IW the lead authors on the be.sis of the same criteria. An outline of each chapter
was first approved IW the editorial board msa means of defining the overall scope of
that chapter, Technicld reviewers were chosen by vote of the editorial board b_Lsed
oa tbeir expertise of subject matter lind the nature of their cxperieIIce, Two to
four persons were selected to provide technical reviews for each ulannseript, These
technical reviews were then provided to tim appropriate authom _usa hi,sis for the
preparation of their final manuscripts. Final editing wlts accomplished by Mary K.
McCaskill and Thomluq It. Brinkley of the NASA Langley Research Center Technical
Editing Branch. This latter effort illvolved skilled tecbnieal editom closely associated
with the publication profession. Their work included checking for accuracy, grammar,
consistency of style, coulpliance with editorial hlstructions, and e,ssembly far printing.

Authors and reviewers contributed their tbne for tbis project without receiving
compensation. Draft manuscript preparation, typing, and grapbics were supported
partially or wholly by the particip,nt's employer. All these contributions were vital
to the success of tbis project and are greatly appreciated.

Supporting reference information cited in tbis book is limited to publications
awdlable at the time of the text preparatiml, No proprietary or classified information
is included is order to protect tbe interests of authors' companies and governments,
In order to enlmnce its utility, this book is divided into two volumes, each of whicb
has a list of symbols, an index, and a separate glossary of terms. Reference lists far
each chapter contain tile key available supporting docuulents.
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Volume 1 includes all the chapters that relate directly to the sources of flight
vehicle noise: Propeller and Propfan Noise; Rotor Noise; Turbomachinery Noise;
Jet Noise Classical Theory and Experiments; Noise From Tnrbulent Shear FJows;
Jet Noise Generated by Large-Scale Coherent Motion; Airframe Noise; Propulsive
Lift Noise; Combustion and Core Noise; and Sonic Boom. Volume I! includes
those chapters that relate to flight vehicle noise control and/or operations: Human
Response to Aircraft Noise; Atmospheric Propagation; Theoretical Models for Duct
Acoustic Propagation and Radiation; Design and Performance of Duct Acoustic
Treatment; Jet Noise Suppression; Interior Noise; Flyover-Noise Measurement and
Prediction; and Quiet Aircraft Design and Operational Characteristics.
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Symbols

A cross-sectional area; itCOtlstic admittance

b ebord

6'D drag coefficient

C L lift coefficient

Cp, Cp specific heat at constant pressure

Cv specific heat at constant volume

c speed of sound

D, d diameter

d distance, o,_, t fFonl source to receiver

/;' fuel-air ratio; force

f frequency

Gp cross spectral density of acoustic pressure

H_ h height

h entbalpy

J intensity

i imaginary number,

k wave number

L A Aowelghtcd sound level

L D D-weighted sound level

Ldn day-nigbt average sound level

LEp N effective perceived noise level

Leq equivalent continuous sound level
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/PN perceived noise level

l, _ Iength

J_4 Mach mnnber

771 in ft.qs

7h mass flow ratio

mpr Prandtl number

NRo Reynolds number

NSt Strouhalnumber

P power

p sound pressure

R reflection coefficient; acoustic resistance; gas constant; duct
radius; jet radius

_}_ distance from arbitrary point on rotf*ting rotor blade to
observer

r rotor radial position

S wing area

S(o') Searsfunction

T temperature

t time; wing thicknes.q

fJ" flight velocity

u particle velocity; mean velocity; axial velocity

[/" velocity

Ve exit velocity of jet

._kr acousticreactallc0

x, r, 0 cylindrical coordinates

Z impedance

sound absorption

/_ = v'-ffz_-1
7 ratio of specific heats

_f flap deflection

I xlv
[
I
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S_mbols

_ij Kroneckerdelta

_" ratio of characteristic impedances

A wavelength

u viscosity

cutoff ratio

p density

a reduced frequency of gust

a5 phase angle

Q rotorrotationalrate

cv circular frequency, 27rf

Abbreviations:

BPF blade-passage frequency

BVI blade*vortex interaction

DNL day-night average sound level

EPNL effective perceived noise level

FAR Federal Aviation Regulations

HSI high-speed impulsive

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization

LEQ equivalent continuous sound level

LLS Stevens loudness level

LLZ Zwicker loudness level

NR noise reduction

OASPL overallsound pressurelevel

PNL perceived aolsu I_vel

Pwr power level

rm_ root-mean-square

SLA A-weighted soundlevel

SLD D-weighted sound level

SLE E-weighted sound level
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SpL sound pressuru level

SWIZ standing wave ratio

TL transmission loss
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Clemaas A. PowelI
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Vinfinia

Contributing author

James M. FiElds
Goven;ment Accounting O_gce
Washin#ton, D.C.

Introduction

If noise is defined as sound that produces adverse effects, then aircraft are

a major source of noise affecting, at lent to some extent, tile work and leisure
activities era large proportion of people in nearly all developed countries. Although

only a small percentage of the propulsion energy of an aircraft, is converted into
sound, that percentage represents a large power sollree. The sources of aircraft
noise most responsible for community and ground crew ell'nets are the high.velocity
jet exhausts, fans, internal turbomaehinery, propellers, rotors, internal combustion

engine exhausts, and, for supersonic aircraft, sonic booms. Those sources most
responsible for passenger or flight crew effects are turbtllent boundary hwers,

propellers, helicopter gear boxes, jet exhausts, internal Eombnstion engine exhausts,
and structureborne vibration from unbalanced rntatimml forces. However, there

is not a one-to-ram relationship between sound energy and any given noise effect.
To effectively control the noise, tlmt is, reduce those components that are most
responsible for adverse human effects, it is necessary to thoroughly understand the

physical characteristics of tile sound and how each of those characteristics can affect
human response.

Adverse effects of aircraft noise include hearing loss, task performance degra-

datinsp speech intelligibility reduction_ sleep interruption, and general feelings of
annoyance. A nnmber of nonauditory physiological effects that may adversely affect
health are claimed to result from noise exposure. It is not possible in the limited

space of this chapter to examine all tile potential effects of aircraft noise in great
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detail. Since nearly all effects of noise on hmnans rely on tile perception of sound
by tile lmarJng mechanism, tile human auditory system and tile general perception
of sound are discussed, floweret, tile major concentration of this cbapter is an an-
noyance response and methods for relating physical characteristics of sound to those
psychnsocJologJcal attributes associated with human response. Results selected from
the extensive laboratm'y and field research conducted on human response to air-
craft noise over tile past several decades are presented along with discussions of
tile methodology commonly used in condasting tbat research. Fbmlly, some of the
more colnnlon criteria, regulations, aml recommended practices for tile control or
]indtatkm of aircraft noise arc cxandned fil light of tile research findings on bureau
response.

Those readers with particular interest in the elfccts of noise ml task performance,
sleep interruption, healtb, or otber nonauditory pbysiological hmctions are referred
to t.be general reference texts of references 1 to 3.

Perception of Sound

Tile human auditory system is capable of sensing, alndyzlag, or interpretblg
fluctuations in air pressure over an extrelaely wide range. The interested reader
can lind more details of this fascinatblg sensory system in many nlodern textbooks
such as reference 4. The fallowing sections, however, provide a brief overview of
hearblg anatomy and theory and those attributes which are considered most critical
to blnn_ta response to aeroacoustic llOlSe sources.

Anatomy of the Ear and Hearing
Theory

Tile auditory system consists of the outer (pbma and ear canal, or external
meatus), middle (osslcular chabi), and inner (cochlea) ears and tile _msociated
patbways to tile brain. A diagram of tbe internal bearing organs is shown in figure 1.
Air pressure fluctuations in tile external meatus vibrate tile tympanic membrane, or
eardrula, which is coupled mechanically to tlle fiuid-fified immr ear througb tile
bones (malleus, incus, and stapes), tendons, ligaments, and muscles which make up
the ossicular cbaln located in tile middle ear. Tile mechanical lblkage forms the
impedance-matcbing interface between air and the fluid-filled cochlea.

Tile tehsor tympani and stapedius amscles in tile middle ear are capable of
impeding the nlotion of the ossicular chain and are responsible for the acoustic,
or aural, reflex. This reflex, which is involuntary in nmst people, attenuates intense
sounds and thereby offers some protection to tile sensory organs in tile inner ear.

Tile vibratory motion of tile stapes is coupled to the tluid-filled cavity [if the
cochlea through the oval window, Pressure fluctuations cause a travefing wave to
pass alnng the cochlear partition, or basilar nmmbrane, with the ultimate Excitation
of tile hair cells situated on the basflnr membrane within tile organ of Corti. Tbe
mechanisms of nerve cell excitation aml transmittal of neural signals to the brain
are beyond tile scope of this review but can be found in most text_ on lmaring such
as reference 4.

Since the cocblear partition decreases in stifflless from the stapes, it acts as a low-
pass filter, with tim result that the end fln'ther from tile stapes is more responsive

2
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Outer Mhldle Inner
13nr otlr oYtr

partitlnn

audhnry

Tympanic

wilu]ow

Figure 1, Cro,,rs,_ection of the human ear.

to low frequencies, This mechanism facilitates tile frequency analysis capabilities of
the auditory system, particularly at higher frequencies, and forms the b_mis of the
"place" theory of hearing. In addition, tim "volley" theory proposes that analysis is
performed by the central auditory nervous system, particularly at low frequencies,
and that frequency hlformatlon is transmitted in volleys of neural discharges which
arc phase locked to the pressure fhlctllatlons, It is now generally accepted tlmt
neither theory can hilly explain the sensitivity altd seleetivlty of tile auditory system
over the total frequency range and that a better explanation is found in an interaction
of both mechanisms.

Becanse of the complexity of the auditory systenl and tile interfaces between
tim acoustical, mechanical, and neurological systems, it is not surprising that the
response of the auditory system to smmds with differing spectral and temporal
characteristics is not eaqy to predict or men.sure. However, several generalities can
be stated:

1. Tile human auditory system is sensitive to a very wide range of air pressure
fluctuation. The pressure ratio of the threshold of pain to the threshold of
audibility is approximately I million.

2. The audible frequency range of hearing is normally considered to be 20 Hz to
20 kHz. However, the sensitivity is ilot uniform across tile frequency range; lower
sensitivity occurs at both tile high- and the low-frequency end of tile range.

3. One sound can nlask tile perception of another sound of lower intensity. In
general, although the masking is most eftleient if the frequency contents of the
two sounds are similar, a sound with lower frequency content than a given sound
is more efficient at mltsklng the given sound than is a sound with higher frequency
content,

3
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-J, Sound lit high sonnd pressure levels Call cause |)oth telnporary and |_erllUtllent
threshold shifts in hearing ability. Levels grettter than abmlt |80 dB ca. rupture
the tynlpanie membrane, and levels greater than about 8,5 dB can cause signiticant

tenlporary or l}ermaaent loss of hearing acllily depelnling on the duration ill the
llOiSe expofiilrO,

Auditory Phenomena Affecting
Perception of Sound

Tilefollnwil£gsectionsconsiderthoseauditoryphenonlena that]lavebeen found
to be ilnportallt ill predicting how people perceive 1tnd resl)l)llll to It given sound ill
a given situation. The scope of this discussion does not allow a complete treatment
of ally of these important 1epics. The reader can lind nlore infornmtion in a mnnber
of general references inelnding references 2 and ,I,

Loudtlga8

Loudness is traditionally defined as the perceived inlensily of a stored. Cmlsid-
erable research liras been conducted over the hL_t 75 years to investigate how the
human auditory Wstem integrates tile tenlporal lind spectral information contained

ill sollnd waves lu,riving at the ear st) that it may he quantified snbjeetively ill terms of
a single overall intensity measure. Tile basic inochanisms and inlporlant parameters
have bee_l known and studied for nlany yearn (ref. 5); however, the advent of mmlern

electronic and audio systems lm.s resulted in improvements ill and relinements to
loudness prediction models.

The curves of figure 2 represent the sound plmsm2re levels of octave bands of noise

which produce tile sensation of equal loudness (ref. 6). As elm be seen, the auditory
system is neither uniforln across frequency nor completely linear with amplitude.
Similar equal-loudness curves have been defin0d for sounds consisting of pure tones.

Tile basic shapes of tile eqnaI-Inudness curves are similar, with tile region of greatest
sensitivity occurring at about 3 kllz.

The qnestion of how tile auditory system snnls tile loudness of sounds comprised
of more than a single coral)anent has also been the subject of nnlch research. The
model of loudness sunllnatlon ill referellce 7 eollslders not only the loudness of the

individual components [)tit also file concepts of crltica[ handwidths aud nlntual
masking, or inhibition, between tile wlriens sound eomllonents. Again tile more

interested reader is referred to a more complete text (rots. 2-4).
The loudness of a sound film also been found to depend on its duratiol*. Tile

loudness of a constant-amplitude tone increases with inerensing duration up to a
duration of approximately 200 msec. This duration is conunonly refi_rred to as tile

"integration tinle of the ear." This temporal stlnlmation is believed to take place
in tlle eeutraI ilervons system rnther than in tile ear itself (reL 8), Most research
in tills area indicates that the loudness increm_es about 10 dB for a factor-of-t0

inere0se in dllratiml lip to tile integration tittle, This type of Imldness increase is very
important for SOl+rids of short duration snch as ilnpulses nnd is disenssed at lllore
length in subsequent sections. There have also been studies that indicate a type

of loudness adaptation, or decrease in loudness, with inereltsillg durations beyond
tlle integration time; however, the stlldy of referettce 9 snggests that the previollsly
meamlred adaptation ulay be an art+flint of tile test methods used.
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Octave hand SPL Ju

diffuse field, till

.f131,5 ,003 .l.°ff ._5 ,5 I 2 4 _1

I_reqtlellCy, kHz

Fienre _. Equal.loudness eontoura. (From re/. 6,)

Pitch

Pitch call be defined _mthe llerceived frequency of sound, lligll-froqtlency tones
or nnrrow bands of noise are heard as being "hlgh" in pitch, and low-frequency
tones or narrow bands tm being "low" in pitch, Although there has been muclk
research into the llel'eeptlon of pitch, there has been very little consideration of pitch
and some related phenomenll, otiler than shnplo fi'eoueney content, in explMning
reaction of people to tile noise of aircraft or other aeroacoustle noise sources.
The potential relevance of these phenomena nmy be of increasing importance for
some configurations of advanced turboprop alreraft which may have counterrotatlug
propellors with unequal numbers of blades.

Tile relationship of pitch and consonance or dissonance of multiple tones is
described in tile nlodel of reference 10, A concept of virtual pitch is described which
accmmts for many psychoacoustie and nmsieal phenomena related to combination
and residue tones, A historical review and the determination of the detectability of
combination tones which result when two (or more) tones at different frequencies,/1
and f2, are heard sinmltaneonsly are presented ill reference 11, These combination

5



tones include not only tile summation (fl + f2) and difference (/2 - fl) tones but
also the cubic difference (21"1- f2) tone and higher order relies, Tile "residue" is
the.pitch produeed by a set of frequency components rather than by any of the
single components (re/'. 12). The low pitch tone associated with large high-bypass-
ratio turbofan aircraft engines, commonly called "buzz saw," is one such example.
This pitch results from tile difference in frequency of the many harmonically related
components of tile fan shaft frequency rather than from the filadalaelltal itself.
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Noiaine,_.s

Noisiness w_msuggested in reference 13 to refer to the characteristic or attribute
of it sound which makes it unwanted, unacceptable, dlsturbing, objectionable, or
annoying and wifich may be distinhqlishable from loudness. Through extensive
laboratory tests a set of equal-noisiness contours were determined (ref. 14), As
indicated in figure 3, these curves have tile same general shape ms the equal-
loudness contents of figure 2 altilough there are some differences particlflarly at
high frequencies,

Tile tempond summation of noisiness has been shown to be very similar to that
of loudness for durations less than the integration time o{"the ear, However, the
sumnlation for noisiness contilmes for durations eonsidenddy in excess of tlnlt time. I
Based on analysis of data from mmly studies, 3 dB per doubling of duration, or 10 dB
for a factor-of.10 change in duration, seems appropriate as a temporal summation
fltctor for noisiness.

Localization and Precedence

The ability to determine the location of sound sources is one of tile major benefits
of lntving a binaural hearing system. Localization has been studied nearly mslong
as has loudness. It is generally recognized that tile hnman auditory system uses
botll interaunfl hltensity and interaural temporal differences between the ears _s
cues which are processed in the central auditory nervous system. At low frequencies,
ttmporal or phase differences at the ears are thought to provkie the dominmtt cues,
whereas at higller frequencies, intensity differences are thought to provide more nsefnl
information. Typical examples from tile work of reference 15 on tim error in ability
to locate a sound source are shown in figure 4. As indicated, the error is greatest in
the freqneney region about 3 k]lz wllere the localization caes are nlore ambiguous.
The localization errors are minimal directly in front of the head, and with heml
movement most people can locate tile origin of a sound within 1° or 2°.

21

Imcalization

_rror IS

15

is 0 _9 I _ I I I I I I

10O IStill nl01)s

FrvqlJu:lcy, IIz

Figure 4. Error in localization as a function of frequency, (Frmn ref, 1£)

Allotimr phenomenon related to billaural hearing is conunonly called the Harm,
or precedence, effect (ref. t6). This refers to the ability to hear as a single aconstic
event the sound from two or more sources radiating nearly identical nconstie signals
provided tlmt the signals arrive at the listener's earn with a delay not exceeding

7
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50 msee. In addition tile sound appears 1o originate at tim nearer source or that
source from which tim first sihgml ardws. Althlmgh neither localization nor the
precedence effect is as significant ill deterndning hlllnan response to aeroaeoustic
sources r_ is loudness or noisiness_ they may be significant nmdifiers to that response
if tile sound is perceived to be too close or ill sonic location wllere safety is
compromised.

INolse Metrics for Predicting Human
Response

Considerable research has gone into developing methods to predict the loudness,
noisiness, and annoyance of sounds ell the blmis of measurable physical characteristics
of tlle sounds, In the following sections some of tile procedures developed to predict
lnlnlnn response to noise from aeroacollstlc sources are discussed. Complete details
of tlle ealcldation procedures call be retold in a number of references (e.g., refs. 17
and 18).

Single Events
Loudness Lcasl

Metrics developed to predict loudness h_we, in general, incorporated w_rioas
means to account for the Innnall sensitivity to frequetmy and sotmd level aml the
summation of the different frequency components of sound. Tile most commonly
used metric is based on a simple frequency filter (defined tm the A-weigbtieg filter)
for weighting the spectral content of a possibly complex sound. Although originally
intended to approximate the loudness level of sounds with sound pressure level
(SPL) between 24 _md 55 dB_ the A-welghted sound level (SLA) bas been found
to correlate very well with noisiness and loudness of many sounds wlth broadband
spectra regardless of level. The relative response of the A-weighting filter is indicated
in figure 5. Tile sunmmtion of different frequency eomponmlts is a simple energy

re_[#Oll_{!, -n}
dB

-20

-_u I I I I
_0 ns_ _e s,_e ._es _oeo _o_J0ttnles

['rcquency, I[z

Figure ._ Relative response of the A-weighting filter.
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summation after frequency welgbting. If Llle weighting is hlcorpomted hi a sound
level meter, the rocJt-mean-square (rms) circuitry iIJ the meter performs the necessary
sunlmation. If the A-weighting is applied to octave or I/3-nctave baud SPL's. the
resulting weighted SPL's are summed on an enerb,_ Imsis:

LA ----10lllgl0 10/',:(il/10 (1)
ti=l 2

where LA (i) are the weighted SPL's of the frequency bands,
A sonlewhat inase complicated procedure for predicting loudness level (LLs)

was developed by Stevens (ref, 19) m_d called Mark VI. It accmmts flw frequency
characteristics inchuling nmdlnear level effects and in a shnplified way for nl_skhlg
and inhibition between frequency components, Tile uldt of loudness, sone, is defined

tile Iolldness of it I-kHz Imre tone with a sound pressure level of 40 dB, The
loudness in souas thereby represents a ratio sclde with the property that twice tLs
many sones indicate twice the Ioudlless.

Tile frequency aad level characteristics of the Mark VI loudness procedure are
shown in figllre 6. Tbe loudness ill sones S(i) of each ocUwe or Uz-octave band is
delennined from tile figure or a calculation algorithm. The total loudness is then
found from the mmnnation

St=Sm+l'_[_S(i)-Sm] (2)

where Sm is tile Iollilness of tile ]oldest band and F is a lnaskhlg factor, 0.15 for
l/_-ocUwe band data or 0.30 for octave baud data. Tile loudness level in pllons is
then calculated by

LL --40+ 10log2 St (3)

Tile pboa scale bas deelbcl-fike properties and a factor or 10 phons represents a.
approximate doubling or loudness.

Anothm. prediction scheme for loudness level (LLz) has been developed by
• Zwicker (ref. 20) and accounts for more of the cmnplexities of tile human auditory

system, such as widening of "critical bandwidth" at low frequencies, "remote
masking," and differel*t sensitivities to diiferent types of sound fiekls. In the original
formulation of tile method, mdy loudness of statimmry sound fields or of time-varying
sound fields at a limited auulber of iastants wtLseasily calculated because the method
relied on the plotting of l/a-octave band smmd levels and integration under tile curve
with a phtuiu_et_r. The developmmlt of relatively inexpmlsive computer systems,
however, allows tbis method to be easily applied to nonstationary sounds, After
calculation of tile total loudness of the sound in sones St ushlg the graphical or
computer method, tile loudness level L[,z, in phons, is calculated using tile stone
type of relationship as equation (3).

Perceived Noi.Wnesa

'rile eolse metric which is most commmfly used to predict the aoisilless level
of sounds is the perceived uoise level (PNL), This metric, which w_ developed to
predict tile reported mlnoyhlg quality of jet aircraft sounds (ref. 13), is ealmflated

9
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Fignrc ft. l_equene!l eharncterisliea for tile Mark V1 loudneas procedure.
{Front re[. 19.)

very similarly to the loudness level LLs (ref. 19). The unit of perceived noisiness,
hey, is defined _ts the noisiness of an octave band of noise centered at l kHz with a
sound pressure level of 40 dB. A sound which is subjectively twice _ noisy as tile
reference sound has therefore a pereelved noisiness of 2 noys.

The noisiness of each Ya-oetave band N(1), expressed in noys, is determined by
using curves such as those in figure 3 by using a set of tables based on those curves,

i or by using a computerized algorithm. The noisiness of the total sound at any instant

t I0
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is given by

Nt = Nm + F N(i) - Nm (d)
I-i=l .I

where Nm is tile noisiness of the noisiest band and F is lhe ma_sking factor in
equation (2) for the Stevens loudness calculation. The PNL is then given by

LpN = 40 + t 0 log2Nt (5)

The PNL scale is thereby similar to the phan scale far loudness in that it has decib0f
llke properties, and a factor of l0 in PNL represents aa approximate donhfiag of
noisiness,

In much the same way that SLA has been nsed Ik_a simplified method to
npproxknate the Ioodaess of sounds, allother frequency-weighted metric has been
used to approximate the noisiness of sounds. Tile D-weighted sound level (SLD)
uses the frequency weighting shown in figure 7, which is comparable to tile klverse of
the ¢10-noy contour of equal noisiness (fig. 3). Tile mlmmation of different fi'cqueney
components is ml energy summation after frequency weighting. Tile D-welghting
filter Is also ineorl)orated in some soalld level meters which provide the necessary
rms eircuitry for the summation, ffthe D+welghtiug is applied to octave or Va-octave

:+ SPL's, tile resulting weighted SPL's LD[i) are summed on +Illenergy basis:

L D = lfl ]ogl0 l0 l'_gli)/10 (fi)

The sknilarlty of the equal-noisiness and eqtml-loadness eolgours is obvlons by

: _ comparing figures 2 and 3. Because nf tim sinfilarity and reaaalysiu of data of nmay

0 _ ,,. i

• Ildatiw

: ¥1!*_]]Oll_t!, --Ill I
dll ;

-20

-:_o I I I l I I, l I
50 100 _[)[) ,511(I 1000 21ll_ ,5000 na_l)

FrPqut,llCy, I[z

Figure 7. Relative reaponse oft/Iv D-weightino filter.
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noisiness and loudness experiments, it w_kspraposed in rererellce 21 that loudness and
noislness were aetmdly manlfcstations of the Halle! auditory response and conkl he
predicted using a slightly nlodi0trd set of response curves, This calculation proced_lru
was called Mark VII. perceived level (PL). The nnlt of perceptlon for PL is based,
however, oil tile pereeptloa tlf a l/a-octave band or noise centered at 3,15 kHz with
assound pressure level of 32 dB as a reference flolnld. The fi'eqnency weighting for
this procedure is given in figure 8. The magnitude of each octave or l/a-0ctave band
S(i) is detcnnhled from the cnrves ill Lhefibqlro or fronl Itcalculation algnrlthm, q'he
total perceived level of It sound is thee caletdnted nsing the sunnnation reJe.tlonship
of equation (2). The m_mkizlgfactor 1; far this newer procedure winsproposed to be
a function of Sm as hldlcated in figure 9. The perceived level el" tile sotlnd is glven
by the relation

Lr = 32 + 9 Iog_ St (7)
which is based el) a doubling of perceived nmgnltude being eqnlvalent to a 9-dB
change in sound level.

A shoplifted method or appn_xhnatlng tile perceived level of a l_olnld ,.v,.18also
proposed ill reference .'21,This metric, analogous to the A-welghted and D-weighted
sound levels, is called tile E-welghted sound level (SLE) and is eonlpnted using tile
frequency weighting of figttre Ill.

Tone and Duration C'otrectlon,_

Tile advent of fan-jet engines ()Isconlmerda] airplanes wtm aecolapailied by a
concern of whether the tonal nature of tile slmnd w_ts adequately aecolmted for
by the PNL metric. A number of tone correction procedures were developed and
one procednre was incorporated into the eoise metric for noise certification of new
transport aircraft. It w_malso proposed that sfttlads of Jollger dln'ation were ;note
annoying than those of shorter duration, Therefore a duration correction procedure
was also incorporated into tile eerti0eatlon noise metric, The certification nolse
metric developed for large jet ag'planes was b_ed on the PNL metric (ref. 13) to
account/'or the basic frequency dmraeteristics and sotmd pressure levels of the noise
which tile airplanes made in airport comnlnnities. Tile certification noise metric,
effective perceived noise level (I_PNL), requires that the PNL be calculated and
corrected for significant tones every 0.5 see and ezlergy slnlnned over the effective
duration of the flyover noise (ref. 22). Tile tone correction proctrdare consists of
identifying tones contained in the spectra, rstlnlating tile level differences between
the tones and the broadband noise in the t/z-octave bands colltaining tile tones,
determhllng the value of the tone correction, and adding that wdue to the PNL to
obtain the tone,.con'ected perceived noise level (TPNL) for radl 0.5-see interval, If
tile freqlleney of the tone is less than 509 Hz or greater than 5090 llz, tim correction
toN.that band is one-sixth the level difference (in riB) between the tone and broadband
noise; if hetween 509 ltz and 5000 Hz, tile correction is one-thlrd the level dflference,
The corrections for the bands, however, are limited to 3.3 dB and 6,7 dB, respectively.
The overall correetiolt for the time interval is the latrLxinnlnl(Jrtile corrections for
the individual bands. The EPN.L for the flyover is then givea by

LEp N = 191ogl0 19LTpN(i)/IO -- 13 (8)
Li=l .1
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Fi.qure I0.Relative reaponse o/the E-we(ohtin_ filter. (from re/. 21.)

where L,Tp N(f) ]s tile wflue of the TPNL in the ith 0.5-see interval of the flyover. The
sunmmtion is over the duration when the LTPN(I ) are within 10 dB of the maximum
TPNL of the flyover. The factor of 13 dB is subtracted to account for the ditferenee

• in the (L5-sec time increments and a reference duration of i0 see.

Another duratlon.eorrected noise metric commonly used to predict the annoyance
of singI0 aircraft and other noise events is the somld exposure level (SEL). This metric
is the enerl,_" average over the duration of a noise event referenced to a duration of
1 sec. I|' the noise level is sampled wit]l period t between samples, the calculation
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formula is

LAE = lOlogln IoLA{I)/IOI (9)
LI=I J

where LA(1) is the instantaneous A-wolghted sound level for the ith sample, For
practical purposes the summation is uornmlly fimiled to the duration for which the
instantaneous level exceeds a level lO dB below the nlaxinmnl level,

S;pecch lr|tsrference

A number of metrics have been developed to predict tile e/lest that It glvell

noise environment will have on tile intelligibility of speech. Several of the nmtbods,
including articulation index (AI) and speech transnfisslon index (STI), require |nero
detail to adequately describe tim calcufittion procedures than can be given in this
review. The more interested reader is referred to the original work in reference 23 and
tile suggested modifications in reference 2,1for the procedures involved ill calculating
AI, which predicts llow much of the speech spectrum is m_mked by tile noise signal.
Because of its wide acceptance and usage, tile calculation procedure is covered by
ANSI standard $3.5-1969(R1971) (rof. 25). The newer s'rI method of reference 26
considers tile elfeetive signal-to-noise ratio produced by tile nmdulated speech slgnal
and includes the effects of reverberation.

The speech interference level (SIL) is n simpler method for predicting speech
interference effects of noise of essentially constant level and is frequently used to
quantify aircraft interior noise (rsf. 27). Tile calculation of SIL is the simple
numerical average of tile unwelghted SPL in tile four octave bands from 50{] llz
to ,100{]Hz as defined in ANSI standard $3.1d-1977 (ref. 28). Initially tile average
was defined over tile three octave bands which encompassed tile frequency range
from 60{]Hz to ,18110Hz. After the Introduction of tile "preferred" frequencies for
octave bands, tbe rauge was modiiied to include tile till'co newly defined oct_we bands
centered at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2{]0{]IIz, and tlm procedure was called preferred
speech interference level for a short period. The method h_ts its greatest applicability
if the noise is relatlvely steady, has a snmoth spectrtun, and is in an environment
which is not highly reverbermlt.

Multiple Events and Total Noise
Expasure

Many different noise indices have been snggcsted to quantify tile annoyance
potential of tlme-varying continuous and nmltiple-discrete-event noises. Those most
commonly used for aircraft noise have been b_.sed either ell tile A-weighted level or
on the perceived noise level to account for tile basic frequency dlaracterlstics. Tile
following sections describe several of tile more commouly used indices.

A- Wsigfited Indices

The continuous or multiple-event slmractcr of noise is accounted for in the
A-weighted indices through energy averaging or summation. The basle index is
called the squiwdent continuous sound level (LEQ) and is defined as tile level of the
time-averaged A-weigllted sound energy for it specified period of time. The most
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common periods for averaging are 1 hoar, 8 honrs, and 24 horn's, 'File LEQ for n
given period can he calculated frmn temporal samldes of the A-weighted seam] level
by

Leq= l(iloglo I0cA(i)llO (I0)

where n is the laanber of samples m_d LA(1) is the level of the ith sanlple. Ill
additlon to its wkle use te assess people's reaction to aircraft community noise, LEQ
is widdy and effectively used to ,assess reaction to other community noises and to
predict bearing loss for long-term noise exposure.

In an effort to account for the pesslbility that noise occurring whee mast people
are asleep is more annoying tllan during the day, the U.S, Envirormmntal Protection
Agency (EPA) developed noise criteria based oil a modified LEQ with it 10-dB
penalty for the period between I0:00 I).m. and 7:00 a.m, The iudex is called tim
day-night average sound level (DNL) and can he calculated in n nmnber of ways
depeodlng on tile sound level hlforlnation available for the day and nigllt periods. If
the LEQ is known for l)oth periods, DNL is given by

Ldu = lO]egto{ l,)--l,2_[15(1olq'/lO) +9(lOb't/lO}]) (111

whore Ld is the LEQ far the clay period (7:00 a.m. to 10:0t1p.m.) and Ln is the LEQ
for the nigl_t period (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.).

Another variant on the equivalent contlxtaoas sound level applies not only tile
lO-dB night penalty but also a 5-dB evening penalty, This index is primarily used
in California for airport community noise. The community noise equivalent level
(CNEL) is calculated by

Ldcn=lOloglo{1Cl2(loLd/lO)+3(loL_l'O)+9(lOL"/'O)]} (12)

where Ld is the LEQ for the day period (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.), Le is tim LEQ for
the evening period (7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.nl,), and Ln iS the LEQ for tlle night period
(IO:(]Dp.m. to 7:00 n.m.).

PNL-Based Indices

Before tile EPA adopted DNL for a._sessment of all eonmmnity noise, tlle nmst
widely used index for assessing airport eonlmunlty noise was tlle noise exposaro
forecast (NEF). This index was based on EPNL for assessing tile impact of each
aircraft operation with adjustments for the tinm and llanlber of oeearrenees dtlrieg
the 2d-hour period. The nighttime adjustment was based on a 10.dB penalty if the
average number of aircraft el)eratlons per hour during tile day and night were tile
stone, if, however, EPNL is known far each event (LEpN(i)) at seine location, ttle
NEF is giwn by

[5 1LNE F = lOlogl0 10LFA'N(il/IO + 16.07 10I'EPN(1)/IO - 88 (13)
i=1 /--I J
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where n is the nmnber of events occurring during [he clay (7:00 a,m. to 10:{10p,m.)
and m is the nnmber occurring during the night (10:60 p.nl. to 7:00 a.m.). The factor
of 16.67 is the night correction factor which applies an elfeetive penalty of 12.2 dB
to each event occurring dnring the night period.

Another PNL.based index is frequently used in tile United Kingdom to _sess the
elfeets of aircraft noises on communities. Tile noise and manber index (NNI) is based
oll the average (energy bmqis) PNL of aircraft noise events "beard" at a location in
tile commnnlty and an adjustment for the nnsd)er of events occurring daring a given
period. The calculation formula is

LNNl = L_, p,,ak+ 151ogto N - 80 (14)

where/PN peak JS the energy average of the peak PNL's of all events which exceed
80 dB dur ng the perioc, and N is tile num _erof those events. It is interesting to
note that the nnmber correction, 15, is greater than a correction based on equlwdent
energy principles, 10. This results in a correction of 4.5 dB for a doublhlg or halving
of the number of operations rather tlnu| the correction of 3 dB for indices such m_
LEQ or NEF.

Laboratory Assessment of Human
Response

Many laboratory cxperbnents have been conducted over tile lm_t three decades
to determine various a_pects of haman response to aircraft noise _mheard in the
airport comnnmity and within the aircraft. In most of these experiments, test
snbjects have judged or rated the ammyancc of noise stlmali that tlm exllerimelltcr
reproduced in the laboratory, Sblee the noise stimuli rarely interfere with an activity
that the subject prefers or has to do, it is qnestlonable whether true annoyance is
involved in tile laboratory situation, There has been, however, Ihnitcd wdidation of
laboratory flsdhlgs throngh careflllIy controlled fiekl studies of response to specific
physical chantcterlstics of aircraft noise. Thus it is generally accepted that laboratory
testing can play a major role in tile _msesslsent of tile physir.al clmracteristics of
noise that can cause true nnnoya|lee in real-life situations, The major advantages of
laboratory experbnentation are tile cost savings and experimental control relative to
field expcrlmeatation. The following sections I)resent some aspects of methodology
and findings of laboratory experin|cnts of aircraft community and interior noise which
deal with noisiness or the potential for causing annoyance in a real-llfe situation.

Methodology

Facilities and Stimuli Presentation Systems

The use of nlndern high-quality headphones to reproduce ab'craft or other
noises that are used as stimuli ill psyehopbysieal tests clrcnmvents several potential
problems of facilities mid stimuli presentation systems. First, very little considera-
tion need be given to tile facility other than providing a measnre of creature eonlfort
and a relatively low background noise condition. Normal el[ice or hnnm envlronnlents
are generally satisfactory. Second, headphones are generally capable of reproducing
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alrcraft-Wpe noises with lower distortion, over It_vidm' freqlleney r_tllge, and at blgher
intensity levels than are most ilortlll_] loudspeaker systems. Tbeir nit, or disadvlm-
rages are slight discomfort over Iontg periods t_f time, dflficulty of calibration, and
variability in stimuli between subjects and tests due to vtu'iations in placement on the
bead. A direct eomparist)n of results of noisiness tests conduetefl raider beadpbone,
anechoic, and semireverberant listenhlg conditions is reported izl reference 29. Very
little difference ill subjective results wss found botweell tile three methods.

A[tltough loudspeaker systems suffer from a munber of sbortcomlngs, they have
been used extensively to reprodllct, noise stimuli for nlost sllbjec{ive tests involvblg
aircraft nolse. Loudspeaker systems of all levels of sophistieatlon |lave beell used.
Since the etlieient response range o1"a loudspeaker system is rehtted to the Ifllysicral
size of the drivers, most illodern systems ilse multiple drivers of dflferellt sizes, As a
eollse(lllellee some relnfol'CeZllentalld canceflatioll oeellr at variolls locations for SOlllt_
frequencies. This can result in less than ideal or fiat frequency response in the direct
field of even the most expensive O.lldreportedly smooth response systems. Aulothet"
problem whleb plagues loudspeaker systems is harmonic distortion at high intensity
levels. Loudspeaker syslellls are, at best, Iow-eflieieney devlc_!s; therefc_re, aircraft
noises at realistic outdoor levels are dfltieult to reprc)duce, partieuhu'ly if they contain
nmch low-fl'eqllezzey energy. Lollflspeaker systems nlso have ec)lmiderable phase
distortion. While such distortion is not normally considered ]ml)ortant for most
broadband noises, it does prevent tile realistic reproduction of the tbne signature of
impulsive noises soleb as blade slap prochleed IW some helicopter operations, It is
possible, in some cases, to electronicnlly predistort tile i)ll_useof different li'equeney
components so that the pressure field at the ]istel3er location h_m the proper phase
relationships (re/'. 30),

In order to better control loudspeaker-reproduced stbnull and to sblmlate outdoor
listening conditions, many subjective listening tests have been eonduetecl in anechoic
ebambers, bl aflciition, a limited llmllber of tests have been conducted in progressive
wnve fseflities (ref. 31). These types of facilities have the obvious adwultages of
redueblg tile effects of reflected sound and of generally having low baekgrouiid noise
levels, However, such facilities have it potelltial disadvantagl! of poor visual realism
and Italy cause anxiety in stone subjects during tests of long din'ariel1,

Mmly subjective aircraft noise tests bare been conduct ed imder semireverl)erant
conditions such as in Imrma] otlice ellvb'olllllellts (}l' in special quiet flleillties such
as audiollletrle booths, As indicated in reference 09, llttle differeztcc in results of
lloislness tests is alltieipatefl provided that the ft'i!qlleney respollsc eharaeterlstles
szld room acoustics effects on those characteristics are accounted for bl tile analysis
of results clr, better yet, by the deetrmtie filtering vf the input slgIlllls to the sotmd
reproduction system.

A number of spccbd pllrpose facilities haw_ I)r,orl built to provide a realistic
visual enviromnent ill addition to the reqtflred acollstie ellvirolmmllt (refs. 32-:_4),
The Interior Effects Room located at the NASA Langley Research Center (ref. 35)
produced tile visual simulation of a IivLngroonl as well as the acoustic simulation of a
typical house structure. Multiple lotldspeaker systems were located olltslde tbe room
structure, and realistic aircraft and other elwiroll[tlental lllllses were transmitted
through tile structure. While such attention to detail is nlost probably unwarranted
on purely acoustic grounds, numerous te._tswere conducted bl tile facility where hoth
visual lind acoustic simulation w_usrequired for Iong-duratlon, multiple-event, and
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multlple-noise-source studies. The Passenger Ride Qnality Apparatus also located
at the NASA Langley Researd* Center (ref. 36) provided both the visual simulation
and the vibration slnmlation of an ab.eraft interior ns well as acoustic simulation fi:r
inany passenger alllloyance studies,

Payzhoaeou,_tk Procedure,_

"_ The purposes of most laborntory aircraft annoyance stndies have been to deter-
mine how different physical characteristics of aircraft solnlds afflict reported annoy.
ance response, how the sounds of different aircraft types will be accepted in connnu-

] nitles, or how well different noise nletrics predict annoyance or noisiness. Since it is
generally recognized that these types of laboratory trssessments are nnt absolute but
rather are relative to either the wlmle set of sonnds or to a specific sound used in the

,!! tests, comparative types of psyclmacoustic test procedures and/or analyses are most
often used, Freqnently the goal o[" tile tests is to detennble noise levels for a set of

_! stimuli wldeh produce equal annoyance or noisiness response. Tim nlost conunonly
used procedures are described in tim following paragraphs, Additional infornmtion

_ on tile varinns psychometric methods and analysis of data nhtained can be found in

references 37 and 38. In reference 39 tile different procedures for determining Inunan!_ response to aircraft noise were evahmted using a standardized set of test conditions
t': and noise stbnuli.
_'i In tile method ofadjustnlent (MeAl, or nlethnd nf average error as it is sometimes

called, tile task of the test subjects is to adjust the intenslty of one of a pair nf sound
stimuli so that each has eqtnd noisiness or some other attribute. Subjects are typically

ii lref.14)instructed

i! Your job is to listen to tile stt_aldardnoise ... Own... tile comparison lloise ... and

ltdjttst tile intensityof tile conlparisonnoise illltil It Soil/IdaItsacceptable to yell a._Ihestaltdar(L
-q
h

Subjects call usually make the adjustment and comparison its fanny times tm
necessary for convergence, "rim expert|hunter then records the sound level of I.he

_ variable stimulus for comparison with tim level of the lixed stimulus. Both orders
rl of presentation of the fixed and variable stbnnli are usually given in tile tests to
,_'_ prevent an order bias, By avernging over tile reported points of equality for all test
t¢

subjects or repeated trials for single subjects, tlle experimenter obtains a statistical
estimate of sound levels whlch produce responses of equal noishmss (or sonic other
attribute) for tile two sthnnli. These noise levels will be referred to as "levels of

II ti subjective equality (LSE) in snbseqncnt discussions. Tile exact application of this
methodology ha.s heen varied between different laboratories and experimenters. In
some eases tlle level of tim utantlnrd sound is varied and in others tile level of tile
comparison sound is varied. While intuitively MOA htm many virtues, it is l)erhaps
tlle most time-conslnning and difficult test procedure for the subject nnd is thernfm'e
rarely used tbr tests involvblg many stinnlli.

Another frequently used psychonmtrie test method is also ba.sed on direct
comparisons of pairs of sonnds. This method has been called paired cnml)arisons
by some cxperbnenters but is more properly called the method of constant stbmdns
differences (CSD). In this procedure many pairs of noise stimuli, comprised of a
standard and a conlparison stimnlus, nre presented to tile test subjects who judge
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which member 0f each pair is more aJInoyillg or nolsy+ "Pile subjects are typleldly
instructed (reL 14)

Yell are to jlldgewhich of the solmdsyell thhlk Wollldlie m_lredisttlrllingto you if heard
rcgldarly ,,. 20 to _Otiltlesper day ill yollr holzle.

Each comparisoll 8111Inl]nfl]s presollted at a nalllber Oflevels greater tball and less
than the standard sthnuhls. Ill the course of a test the order of presentation of
the standard and comparison ._thnull is w_ried to prevent order Nas, and frequently
the overall order of preselgation of the pab,'s is varied between different subject
groups to nlinhaize learning or other temporal effects. Psychometric functions of
file proportion of responses, versus noise level, for which tile comparison stiamlus
is more annoying than tile standard are determined using appropriate statistical
methods (refs, 117and 38). Levels of subjective equality (LSE) for all comparison
stimuli are tben based on estimates of levels which Wollld produce aa equal number
of positive and n0gatlve responses, The CSD procedure generally requires less time
for the test subject than does the MOA procedure since tile nualber of comparisons
is fixed. However, a comparison of tile two methods (ref, 119) indicates that MOA
provkles soamwhat smaller standard deviatioils in LSE than does CSD and therefore
nlay have slightly better reliability.

Tile method of magnitude esthnation (ME), or fl'aetionation, ll_mbeen extensively
Hoed in experiments concerned with aircraft llyover and klterior noise. Tile t_Lskof
tile subject is to assign a nunlerical ",'+dueto each test stitnuhls, the magnitude of rite
value being proportional to the pereelved magnitude of the .stimallts. A reference or
standard stimuhls is presented and is +_ssigned a convenient numerical value, stwh
as 10, and the subject Imslgas to a test stinnllus a value twice as great (i.e., 20) if
it Is twice as noisy or annoying, ere+ Since the relationship between the magnitude
of many types of sensations and it physical nleasure of their intensity is generally
found to be a power fimetioa, a plot of the logarithm of the subjective magnitude as
a fllaetion or the level of a sound is usually .roan(I to be linear. The ME procedure
thus provides much more infornlation than does the MOA or CSD procedures alJotlt
response to the noise stimuli, Tile LSE for each test stbnuhls olin l)o found by
graphical interpolation or regression analysis to estimate the level which produces the
same noisiness or lalnoyanee response ms the standard. The fimetional relationship
of response to noise level provides estimates of tile growth of noisiness with level
and convenient comparisons between test stiaalll. The subjective respoases ca.
be converted into numerical values having properties llke decibels from prediction
equations based olt regressiotm of noise level ell subjective responses for a standard
or reference sound presented over a range of sound levels. The total aalount of time
required by each test mlbject is approximately one-half thai required for a CSD test
with the same number of test stimuli. Based oil comparisons of results of ME with
those of MOA and CSD (ref._. 29 and g9), ME provides reliability at lea.st gs good
lls, if liar better than, the other eoalparative procedures.

Another test procedure, mmlerieal category scaling (NCS), has also been used
in maay aircraft flyover and interior noise subjective studios. This proeedllre more
closely l)aralMs tile procedure used in many community noise sun'eys and hrm been
almost exclusively used in laboratory studies concerned with multiple noise eveats
or unlltlple noise sources. The ta-_k of the subject is to assign a numerical wdue
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or a category to each test stimulus wblcb is related to tile subject's assessi-aent
of mmoyance or other attribute of tile stbmdus, There has l>erbal)s been more
variability in the specific application of this procedure than in the otber procedures.
Diiferent oxpsrbnenters bave used different munhers of categories (4 to l 1 is typical),
different labeling of categories, and in some cases only labeling of tbe cud points of
tile scale. Typleal analyses and comparisons of the noisiness of tbe dilferent stimuli
are based on linear regressiol_ of tile subjective responses on llloa.,_llre(] (It eolaputed
ntfise levels or are based on analysis of variance of the responses. Like tile responses
from the ME procedure, the NCS responses can be couverted to a scale baying
decibel-like properties, Based on tile evahlatlons of referenee 39, tile reliahility of
NCS is comparable to tbat of CSD hut not quite as good _L_that of ME or MOA for
determining levels of subjective equality. For comparison of dilfereat noise stbmlli
using tile declhel-like eoulputed ses.le values, the NCS proeethn'e provides reliability
very comparable to the ME procedure.

Findings Related to Aircraft Noise
Annoyance In the Comlnunlty

Most laboratory studies of aircraft noise Ilave concentrated on various pbysical
ebaraeteristies of the sounds which can affect tile noisiness or annoyance of the sounds
o.s heard in tile community, Althougb laboratory seltings have also been used to
study other elfeets such as sleep interference, there is considerable eolleera wbethcr
results are directly applicable to the nornml environment (refi 3). In addition it
is very difficult to obtain enougb data for statistically meaninghd interpretntion of
those results. Tbe reader particularly interested in eifeets of aircraft noise ell sleep
is referred to tile review in reference 40, The following sections therefore consider
oaly annoyance studies (and some appropriate loudness research) related to those
pbysieal charaeteristles wbich are considered most inlluential in deterulbfiag human
response. Additional information on studies of human response to aircraft noise prior
to about 1975 can be found in reference ,11.

Spectral Content

Very few studies ushlg real aircraft noise have been specifically designed to study
tile most approl)riate frequency weighting and eompoaent sumnmtiou for predicting
humau annoyance response. Fundamental studies that led to tile develol)ment of
the PNL metric for aircraft noise assessllleut were conducted using filtered bands
of noise of various bandwidths. The problem with using actual aircraft sounds is
that most of tile other w_rlables, such as duration, tonal content, and Dappler sbift,
are blghly correlated Wltb frequency content through their individual d0pendencies
oll distance. Many studies using real or recorded aircraft sounds, however, have
examined the snbjeetlve results for chics as to which metric or frequency weigbting
procedure is most highly correlated with reported annoyance. A series of MOA and
CSD studies nsblg eight, jet and propeller aircraft recordings (ref, 13) indicated that
an early version of PNL was less variable in predicting the judged noisiness of the
flyover noises than were various loudness measures or simple frequency weigbting
schemes. In a later field test, using real aireraf_ overflight noises in outdoor and
indoor settings, PNL and LLs were found superior to SLA and SLD (ref, 42),
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An extensive set of CSD tests were conducted (ref. 31) under dosely controlled
acoustical conditions ill a traveling wave faeilRy. Snhjects compared a reference
octave band of noise centered at 1O00 llz with the noisiness of 120 recorded
jet airplane, propeller airplane, and helicopter flyover sounds. Because of the
great number of different sounds, the intereorrelation between the various acoustic
wMables such as duration, Doppler shift, and frequency content was reduced. Some
data from tiffs study are plotted ill figure 11. The standard deviatlnn of the prediction
error, the difference between the judged (or subjective) level and measured noise
level for the different metrics, is plotted for nil aircraft--jets, turboprops, piston-
engine propeller aircraft, and helict_pters, In general, LLZ followed by LLs and
PNL produced less error than SLD and SLA. Tile noisiness of jet aed piston-engine
aircraft ",vmspredicted better by all metrics than was the noisiness of turboprops and
helieoptm's, It was postulated that the combination of high-frequency (compressor)
andlow-freqaency(propeller)tonesoftheturbopropsandthelow-frequencypulsatile
natnreofthehelicoptersmay flarebeenresponsibleforthepoorperformanceofthe
nletrlcs.A subsequentpropellerRed jetaircraftannoyancestndy(ref.43)using
NCS methodolo_5' reported slufilar findings that the band snmmat[Oll metrics PNL,
PL, and LLs were somewhat superior to the weighted metrics SLD and SLA. A
reaealysls (ref. d4) of data from 23 studies of environnmntld noises indicated that
the more complicated summation metrics LLs, PL, PNL, and LL z in genend better
predicted loudness and acceptability than the weighted metrics SLA, SLD, and $LE.
In additiml the weighted metrics SLE and SLD were slightly, but significantly, better
predictors than SLA.
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Figur_ 11, Prediction error ]or rHfferentaoiac metrlc,_. (Baaedm_ re/, 81.)

It,is perhaps not surprising that lhe nmjority of laboratory noise aelloyailce
studies indicate that the more complicated conlpoted or band summation metrics
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l)erronn better at Ibeir intended tnsks than the more slml)le frequeney-wei6hled
llietrlcs. Tbelr Snllllll_ltln]l procedllres are emplrically blised oll response t() eonlplex
sounds. Another Iindln6 from most studies, b_sed solely on the spectra or aircraft
sonnds (i.e., keephlg dnration constant i)r tile same), is that thl!re seems to be very
little difference between annoyance and loudness. The loudness-derived metrics LLs
and ],Lz predict noisiness as well _u_does PNL, the noisiness-derived metdc,

Dotal|on

It is logical to a.ssume that the hmger an intense sound is l)resent in the
ellv_r0nment_ the inore anlg)yallee it call callaO. T|le question tllell arlses_ how ]nlleh

inore annoybl6? Lotldness has been sbown not to |flare,me wltb dora|ion after _.few
tenths of a secmld, the integration tbne of the human hearing system. Thus tile
effect or duration is potenthdly diiferent for annoyance and Iondness and lure been
studied extensively for aircraft noise assessment imrlmses.

In a series of CSD tests (ref. 1,t ) using shaped time histories of recorded helicopter
" and simulated jet and propeller noise with 1.5- to I2-sec durnticm, it w_ found

that tile judged ammyance of the sounds increased about 4.5 dB for a donl)ling of
dlmttion. An extension of tbese tests to longer durations (ref. ,15) indicated that
the duration effect decreased wltb longer durations. Figure 12 presents the results
or both tlmse studies. Based on these results and other laboratory eonflrnmtions,
a penalty or 3 dB per doubling of dnratitm w_m|henri)orated in the noise metric
used by tbe Federal Aviation Administratbm (FAA) for noise eertlfleatian of new
jet airenfft. This penalty wa,s tested in a laboralory-lype field study (ref, 42) and
bl |he extensive laboratory lasts (ref. 31) with the general conclusion that the 3 dB
par doubling penalty did reduce tile scatter and bnpravo the correlation between
subjective response and radons noise nletries. '.['lienecessity of a dllratiOll correction
was refuted in reference 46 based on results of laboratory tests and examination or
previous work, Reference 46 suggested that all studies tbat showed a significant
and large effect of duration used stnmg duration cues in tile instructions to the test
subjeI:ts and that the subjects actually nsed a form or eross-nn_dalfi,y judgment in
which they rated intensity in terms of duration, The lack of all apparent duration
effect in some studies was suggested in reference 47 to lie the result of cues within
the aircraft, sounds. Cues, sucb as Doppler shift, could provide distance and speed
information whleb would result in tim listener rating a sound by what he expects tn
hear ratber than by what he actually bears.

A llnlllber or tim postulates were blvestlgated ill the study or reference 48 using
computer synthesized flyovers in which spectra, flyover velocity, and altitude could
be independently eoatrolled. Thus dnratbm, spectra, and Doppler shift could be
uneoltpled in tile experhnental design. Tile instruction to tile test subjects nsed
no dttratloll one, but rather the subjects were simply instructed to make their NCS
judgments when they beard a beep, which oecnn_d at the end of eaeb llyover. Results
from tile study indicated that tbe duration correction of 3 dB per doubling w_mvery
nearly optimum and tbat Doppler shift was not significantly correlated with tile
mmoyanee judgments. These tindblgs were fllrtber substantiated ill tile study of
reference .t9, in which recorded aircraft flyovers were modified by playback at higher
or lower speeds to change tile apparent Doppler shift, by spectral filtering to correct
for spectral changes resulting from the playback speed changes, and by shaping tile
flyover time bistories to prodnce changes ill tile duration or tile llyovers.
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7bne_

"£'heqllestion of whether or not n tone correetlon or penalty is needed to _uqscssthe
human re_ponse to ab'eraft |loise I.m been hotly debated sb|ce the advent of turbofan
jet engines in tile early 196fl's, As pNnted out in a review or research results (ref. 50),
most studies that indicated the ;wed for tone correctioas used artificial sounds, such
as pare tones in shaped hands or random aoise, whereas studies that indicated no
need for corrections most often used aehlal aircraft overflights or recorded oh.craft
som]ds,

A typical example of results indicating tile need for a tone penalty is shown in
figure 13, 'rllese silnlnlary restdts, from references 51 and 52, indicate that ill order
to prod|we cqtlal noisbwss, tile sound pressare level or a tone in an octave baud of
aoisu lllllst ]}fi reduced by as l|na!h /1_ 15 dB relative to tile stone octave band of
noise without tim tone component, The tone effect ilwre_es with tone-to-noise ratio
up to 30 (IB and increases with frequency up to 4000 Hz. Later results (ref. 53)
indicated that modubttion of the tones had little elfect na judged noisiness of tim
tone.in.noise complexcs_ tbat mldtiple tones within the noise bands intruded tile
effect by up Io 5 dB, but that it made very little difference whether the nmltiple
tones were luu.moaieafy related or not. Prbnarily because of this type of data, tile
Federal Aviation Administration blchlded a tone correction ill the noise eertilication
metric for jet aircraft,

In field and laboratory studies using actual or recorded aircraft sounds, tim
results have not indicated so conchJsive]y that a tone correction is necessary to assess
aircraft noise bapact, h] a controlled fyover field study (ref. 42), both tile FAA and
anotiwr tone correction procedure gave inconsistent results and offered no significant
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improvement over tile nolo-tone-corrected metrics. Similar results were found in the
large-scale laboratory study of reference 31. As indicated by the sltmmary nf these
results in figaro 14, the standard deviation in annoyance prediction error wlkqreduced
by the addition of a tone correction only for EPNL for jet aircraft, hi all other e_.qes
the addition of tone corrections increased or did not change the standard deviation,
Ill it reanalysls (ref, 54) of over 500 aircraft and other spectra with and witlmut tonal
components nnd respnnses to tbose spectra, very little evidence could be found to
support either tile FAA or several other tone corrections.

Repented lmpul_es

A characteristic of some Imlieopter noise which him been reported to cause
increased annoyance witllout an equivalent increase in level, _mnleasured by most of
tile common noise metrics, is tim rept_titious impulses called blade slap. Although
blade slap can be attributed to several inech_ulisms, it is generally cllaraeterized
by a popping or banging sonnd with a repetition frequency eqnal to the main-
rotor blade pnasnge freqneney. In terms of human respasse and the need to
apply a correction to tile common aircraft noise metrics to aceonnt for increased
adverse responses, research studies Imve been about as ineonehlsive as they have
been for tone corrections. In a review of 34 psyebonconsti¢ studies (ref. 55), the
conclusion was readmd that helicopter noise sllould be me_Lquredin tile same way
as other aircraft noise and that no impulse eorreetinn was necessary to aeemmt
for blade slap, Although ninny studies indicated the need for an impulse correction,
nearly all utilized electronically synthesized or modified examples of helicopter noise.
Conversely, most of those that indicated no need for corrections nsed natnral live
or tape-recorded Ilelieopter sounds. A typical example of the type of mixed results
is illustrated in ill,rare 15, whlell is based on data from a CSD metlmd study of
;eferenee 5fi. In the tests the subjects compared the annoyance of sonnds with
and without repetitive bnpulses. For stationary sounds with varioas levels of
added impulses, there wn._ a rather strong trend for increased ammyance without
a corresponding inere_me in PNL as the level of tlle inlpnlses w_ increased, For
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transient noises that were recordings of helicopter flyovers, no such clear trend was
indicated. Shnilar results were reported in reference 57. hi these tests lie significant
effects of hnpulslveness were fouud for It Ihnlted nunibcr of recorded }lelicopter

l'lyovers, but a significant eflbct wits found for fabricated nolsl!s wltli added pulses.
In at study (ref. 58} in wlllch subjects located hldoors aud outdoors jlldged tht!

Itniloyaueeof rictulilhelicopteroperatloasusiilgthe NCS inethod,EPNL without
July inlpulse correction was most highly correlated wltb the reported annoyance. Tim
biggest drawback to tills study was that only two helicopter types were lised, Idtbough

one type was flown ill such it lilalliier that vlu'ioas levels of hnpulsivencss were
generated for different flyovers, Ill order to overcome tills dl.awbaek, all extensive
set of tests wilts conducted (ref. 59) usblg recordings of 89 different helicopter
flights (22 different types) and 30 conventiomd aircraft flights. These tests utilized
both headphone luld loudspeaker presentations lind compared the NCS and MOA

techniques. Results (if tllcse tests also indicated no significant need for Jill lnlpulse
correction and in flicl, indicated that tim helicopter sounds wore no more flllnoyblg
than conventional aircraft souuds for the Slime EPNL.

Sonic Boom

Tim coucel'n about adverse effects of smile boom has resulted in the prohibition
of colnulerelal supersonic flight over huld wlthin tim United States. A recent

bibliography (ref. 130) inchides a very extensive listing of physical and psychological
studles of sonic boom. Ill addition to annoytuice due to tile lictual ilolse levels
produced by a sonic lloolll, tbere is perhaps a llloro ilnportRnt startle reaction due to
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the suddenness of the so|fie boonl sotmd. The sonic boonl noise characteristics resldl
from tile N-shaped pressure pulse caused by tile compression and rarefiletlon of air
as an aircraft flies at a speed greater time tl_e speed of Sotlnd. A Fourier transform
of the pressure time ]fistory into the frequency domain indicates 01at tile ,teoustlc
crier/,,,/covers a wide frequency range and that the low-frequency cutoff Jsdetermined
by tile duration between| the positive and negative pressure peaks. The amount of
high-frequency acousticenerKy is inversely related to the rise time of the pulse, A
series of CSD tests (ref, 61) on simulated m_d idealized sonic-boom-type N-waves
and sawtooth pressure pulses iadieated that tile duration between Iho positive alld
negative pulses was not a major factor of loudness, that loudness iaereased with a
decretuse in rise time, and that Iondness and annoyance were llot very different for
sonic-boom-type noises.

Fourier transformation of the pressure time history into the h'0qneney donndn
serves as the basis of several loudness and llnnoyanee prediction procedures. '/'lie
n]ethod described in reference 62 basically converts the spectral ieformation into
|/z-octave band pressures, corrects for the integration time or the ear, corrects l'or
the large ammmt of ener_q, _tt very low freqae]teies, and then uses the Stevens
loudness ealanlation procedure to predict a composite loudness level. A siml)lifled
method of loudness predietlon for sonic booms has been suggested in reference (]3,
Based on analysis of subjective data from otltdoor judgments of solfic boolns from a
test conducted in Meppan, W. Germany, an empirical relationship for determining
tile loudness of the booms was developed. Tile loudness in terms of phans is
approxhnated by

L = 201oglo(P/po ) -- t - 12 (15)
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whore p is tile peak overpressure of the boom, pc is tile reference ttconstJe pressure,
2 × 10-5 Pa, and t is tile rise timo hi alsee. Ill Ii later rc_port {ref. 6,1), nlsa b_med on
results of tile Meppen tesls, startle reactions were investigaled and could be related
to a slmilnr ftmction of p and t.

Air investigation of sonic boom rasction is prasellted in reference 65, Some results
of these CaD tests are sh_wn in llgure IB. The! boollt signatures were prodlleed
nsillg eompnter-genentted eleetrle_tl signals ned special filtering. Effects of rise thne
and peak ovelln'assurc agreed well with previous studies (refs. 61, 62, and 6B).
Althong|l little effect of duration was fonnd for short durations, _ signiticalJt increase
in loudness w_tsround for durations exceeding 200 reset, Since this dnrntian exceeds
the integration time of tile ear, it is suspected that. tile subjects were reacting to
both tile positivt_ and the ilegative l)cn'tjons Oftile sizulllated N-waves.

Multiple. Noi_e Ezpoaure,_ and Other Effeeta

Connllau]ty annoyance dne to aircraft noise exposnro iS generally eon._idered to
depend oil the nnmbor of/light operations in tile eommullity as well _ the noise levels
of the operations. Although nunleroas social survey studies luwe 1)con conducted
to detennlne the rdatlonshJp of nnnoyallce IClIlOise expasuro, the relationship of
annoyance to tile inlmber of events ll_mremained relatively unresolved. The first
major laboratory study to jt_vestigate the effects of tile nunlber of aircraft events
on annoyance was reported in reference :34. In the study, stlbjects hi a livhlg-rooln-
type env]ronnlent who were ellgl_.gedia qnJet activities, such _s rending, nmde NCS-
type jnd_,_nents ell l-honr-leng scssioas of aircraft noisl! exposure. Tile sessions
contained from ,1 to 64 aircraft flyover noises of various typos. 13a.sedoil resnlts of
the study, the i_ast fit for nnnlber of events w_L_abont 7Iagl0 g or N/6, where N
was tile nlanber of tlyover events per lieut. A series of slmilar tests (refs, 67 and
68) indicated a somewhat larger numll0r effect, 15 logic N. l]owever, this elfeet did
not significantly differ from the number effect, 101age0 N, implied In the energy-
avernging-type nletries, such as LEQ or DNL. Some other findings of the study of
reference 68 were as follows. The time of occurrence of Ihe tlyovers in the session
was not a si_qqlilieantfactor; thus annoyance does not decrease significantly after
cxposnn! at least for rellltivoly short periods of time (minutes and hollrs), fit addition
annoyance decreased with increases in session duration for a fi×ed number of flyovers
in tile session; thus the subjects nmke nu iweraging*type jndglnent over time rather
than a simple summatiozl. Thtls arJ eu(!rgy-_weu.aghlg nloiseexposure metric lllgly be
very approprhtte for assessing total eolnnltlnlty colas exposare.

Another factor tlntt has been considered to affect ]nnllan response to aircraft
noise is tile level of tile ambient or btlckgrotl|ld noise in which tile aircraft noise
is heard, Most studios that investigated background noise effects have used Nc,q
procedures in which alreraft noises with different Iloise levels were heard in a session
with a construct background noise. The background noise effects were determined
by havhlg the subjects judge the same aircraft flyovers in it number of sessiolts with
differentbaekgronndnolselevds, A sumnlary of three different studies (rcfs, 69-71)
is sIlown [11figure 17. A significant reduction in subjective noise level for inere_tsil_g
backgrotmd nolse level w_m found in each study, and the magnltudas of the effects
were very slnailar its hldleated by the high correlation of tile pooled data, Although
these effects are consistent and significant, tile effect is rllther samll at typical
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Figure 16. Effect of rise tlme and duration on respon,se to simldated sonic

_ooms.(Fromre/. #5.)
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aircraft-to-background nolse ratios (:>_0 dg)i therefore it is not expected that
background noise is a major factor ill detennhling community almoyaaee to aircraft
noise.
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Figure JZ Effect of 6ackground nai,_c on aircraft nai_e annoyance judgments.

Findings Related to Aircraft Interior
Noise

Tim effects of aircraft,interlor noise on people have received aluch less specific
attcntloa as a researcb topic than has aircraft commmfity noise. Mmly reasons may
contribute to the apparent lack of hlterest in aircraft interior noise _ma rasearch topic.
First, the people exposed to aircraft interior noise i',ormally are willing participants
and benefit directly fronl flying. They have some control over their overall cxpoasre
aml level of aulloyance by sbnply not flying or by flying in aircraft tbat provhlc
an acceptable interior :raise environment. Sccoad, tbe airlines tend toward buying
aircraft with acceptable Interior noise h!vels its much as economically possible so that
the passengers will contlmm to fly with their airline. Thlrd_ the aircraft industry takes
whatcvm" noise control measures arc necessary and econmnically feasible to nmxhnlze
passenger acceptance and sales to tile airlines or private operators. And finally, the
nature oF the noise itself allows application of findings from basic or generic research
on human response to noise to guide noise control methods.

Aircraft interior noise environments w_ry significantly with tile type of aircraft
and operation. For most flights, however, the cruise phase lasts much longer than
takeoff or landing phases or other pha-ses with significant malleuvers whicb cause
variations in noise level or speetnun. Typical cruise lloise levels for tile interiors
of a number of ditfercat classes of aircraft are indicated in flgare 18 and are
compared with tile noise levels typically measured hi ground transportation systems
(ref. 72). Typical interior noise levels bl commercial jet aircraft range from 8QdB
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to 8.5 dB (A-weigbted}. Tyllical genera! aviation ah'pianes and hellcopters have
significal'Ltly hlgh_r interior noise levels and can create the possibility of hearing
damage with long and unprotecled exposllrcs. Private bushwss jets arc frequently
quieter than commercial jets so that better verbal conllnunicathll| is possib]e between
the I_msengers. Tile nolse Jevels for large eonlnlorcial jets a;'_a_tlla)Jy optJolized so
that coozmanication is possible between adjacent scats but a me_Lqureof privacy is
pmvkled,from other passenger,_.

HO
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Figure 18. Cornlmrativc i?Itcrior noise lewis for dffferent air, raft told ground
transportation ayslem& (From ref. 7_.)

Tim three most important effects of aircrMt interior noise oil passengers and
crew are tile potential for porlaanent hearblg loss, speech interibrence, and general
annoyance. Since for tile omst part aircraft interior noise has constant level and
spectrum, generic hearblg dalnnge and speech intelligibility r0search is directly
applicable for predicting those dh_cls of tile aircraft hlterior noise environlnt!nt. A
possible exception would be for speech intelligibility in some helk_opters where the
noise envlronmeat is dominated by higb-freqnezlcy tones, fn reference 73 it was folmd
that tile commonly used articulation index procedure tended to underestimate tile
intelligibility scores (percent correct) for a helicopter interior noise environment with
very strong pure tone conlpon_at8. The following sections therefore present some
research results of factors related specilically lc_aircraft interior Iloise annoyance.

hlteraetion of Speech Interference and Annoyance

Aircraft crew and passengem can sulfer from fittil,qle ns the rt!slllt of the increased
vocal effort required to eonmmnicate effectively inside aircraft with high noise levels.
Thns in addition to the direct effects on general annoyance and speech intelligibility,
aircraft interior noise can be the smwce of increased annoyance which results from
tile increase in fatigue level.
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hi reference 74, subjects were asked to rate recorded alreraft interior noises for
genend anlloyRiiCe and aeolnlmlniclttion alllloyancof asstlnllng they WOllld want

to be able tO converse in the noise. Recorded speech noises were presented
sinmltaneously with the aircraft interior noise, and speech intelligibility tests were
administered during part of the study, Results of the study are presented in llgure 19.
The percentage of the subjects who reported thaL they were highly annoyed by
aircraft interior noises was in general greater whoa tile subjects considered verbal
eonnnunlcat[on, particntarly in tile middle range of the noise levels presentecl, Tile
eoznnnlnlcatlon noise rathlgs were also found to be significantly eorrelatec! with
speech intelligibility. Figtlre 20 presents the conmunfieation annoyance ratings
grouped according to speech intelligibility and related to noise level. An interaction of
noise level and speech intelligibilily is clearly indicated. Since speech communication
is a eolnlnon and bnportant activity in airenfft, it must he concluded that speech
intelligibility lm well as noise level shoukt be considered in determining approl)riate
noise environments inside aircraft.
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Figure A.q. Effect8 of aircraft interior noise leeels on ueaeraf annoyance and
commmziealion annoyance. (From ref. 74,)

Interaction o/Noise attd Vibration

Aircraft, interior noise is usually aeeompanled by vibration over It wide frequency
range. Depending on tile level and frequency, the vibration may be sensed through
whole-body motion or tactile sensation through the hands or feat or other body
members. Ill 1975a research prognml wire instituted at the NASA Langley Research
Center to develop n ride quality model that would be applicable for predicting human
response to the wkle range of vibration inputs possible from all types of aircraft.
During the research for development of the model, it was found that the effects
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Figure _0. Effects o/ noi,se level and _peech intelllgibilitll on eommnnieation
anrtoyanee, r is the product moment correlation eoel]_cient. (From ref.
_,l.)

of noise and vibration were interactive in determining the acceptability of a given
aircraft interior enviromnent,

"rile ride quality model involves transforming the physical noise and vibration
characteristics into subjective discomfort units of nolse and vibration ushlg a connnon
scale wfiieh can be combined into a single discomfort index (ref. 75), The model
was validated in a simulator study ushlg the Passenger Ride Quafity Apparatus
mentioned previously with recorded helicopter interior noise and vibration (refi 70),
Experienced military helicopter pilots serw!d ,as test subjects. TypiEal results from
the study _tre shown in figure 21, Tile open symbols represent tile lnean discomfort
ratings given by file pilots; the closed symllols are tlle predicted discomfort ratings
from tile model. TIlE agreenlent is good over the range of conditions, and tile data
illustrate the interaction between noise and vibration in determining total disconlfort.

Field Assessment of Human Response 1

Community noise annoyance surveys arc tile major source of information abont
the effects of noise on people in tile community. Over 200 social surveys of colnnltln]ty

response to noise have been performed and over fi0 of those surveys lmve specifically
addressed aircraft noise (ref. 77). The reader interested in a more detailed discussion
of tile findings from field studies of aircraft and other types of transportation noise
sonrees is referred to reference 78. Such studies consist of two nndn parts: a social
survey in wbich residents in the studied community answer questions about their
reactions to aircraft noise and/or other community environmel)tal factors and a noise

I Section authored by Jztmes M. Flehis,
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Figure _1. Comparison of pilot diacomfort j.dgmenl.s wilh prediclion,_ of the
NASA Ride Quality Model ahowin 9 the internetion of noi,sc and vibration.
(Fromre/. 7tJ.)

melmurenlent survey whirl1 provides estimates of the residents' noise exposures. The
major advantages of field a.ssessment of tile effects of noise are timt community
residents are exposed t.o tile aet,ual noise environment whleh can interact with other
environmenUll factors mid their personal living conditions to produce fc_elings el"
annoyance or dissatisfaction with the environment. The mltjor disadvantages arc that
a enrefillly conducted social and physical surve2,, of aircraft noise is expensive and
thne-eonsnmlng but null amy not provkle the necessary statistical accuracy to test
hylmtheses of tim effects of some acoustical variables, k'he following sections present
stone of tile methodological eonsiderations arid fill(lillgs of aircraft noise snrvoys which
relate to both indivklnal noise amloylmee and community eomplahlt netivity,

Methodology

Activilll Diaturbance and Annoyance Scaling

Activity disturbances are normally stndied in a ]laturnl coznnnmity setting by
asking retrosl)eetiw questions in surveys rather than by directly observing specific
instances of activity interference _ is done in the laboratory. Respondents are asked
a series of questions such as tile following frmn the 1967 Ileathrow alreraft noise
survey (rot, 79):

Do itireraftever. , ,

L Startle you?

3,1

I
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ii, Wake you up?

ill Imerferewith listening to radio or TV?

iv.MaketheTV pictureflicker'?

v. Make the Imuscvibrme or shak,?

Vi, hlt_rfer_ with collv_rs/tt]oll'?

vii. hnerfcre with or disturb anyother activity?

Respondents are also frequently asked how annoying they find tim disturbauee {e.g.,
"very, moderately, a little") or how often they arc disturbed (e.g., "very ores, fah'ly
often, occasionally"). In spite of the diverse exposure conditions and the use of
self-reports rather than laboratory observations, tile surveys consistently show that
activity interference cmlsistcntly increases with increasing noise exposure. A typical
example is shown in figure 22, which is from data collectcd ill a survey around the
Geneva, Switzerhmd, airport (re/'. 80). These results indicate that connnunleatlon
interference (conversation, radio, TV) is tile most frequently mentiom!d type of
activity interference;

Although there is consistency in the qnalltative results of activity interference
across different surveys, tile level of reported activity interference varies wkle]y
between sm"ceys (ref. 81). The exact wording of the questions has been found to result
in large differences in reported disturbance even within tile sanlc survey. Therefore
attempts to summarize interference results across studies or to compare results from
different studies need to take into account the specific questions a.sked in the surveys.

S_t]S _ C{IHVcr_;tnIHI

TV and callio

70 '""" _ _":' Vibral hl:t

'""/g_ Ile_t
SO

Percent Sh,vp

." / / _,,s Startled
311 I J _._"

20 _ / _ 'Wc_rk

20 30 40 50 I_[I 70

Figure _2. Reported activitIi interference (percent) as related to aircraftnoise
ezpoaure around Geneva airport. (From re[ 80,)

Social surveys typically measure annoyance by asking whether speeilic noises
"annoy" or "bother." Since the respondents hear only these questions rather than a
philosophical treatise on the "trne meaning of annoyance," the annoyance which is
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ineastlr0d }s nothing lllOro than wh_.tevt_r (]illlellSiOll8 Rl'O tnl)pcd |)y the |)ltrticII]al"

wording of the survey questions. Questions wldch are typically used are _m fl)llows:

plca._t) look _ttthis ._cldeand tell hie Ilow Iiiiich tlu) noise!(ff the airer#fl bothurs or an lloys
you.

Dl!grco _ "llow InttcllH
Very I]lllch )_cahl

b,lod(!rat ely . Extremely

A little ,I
Nm Itt MI (From the 1997 Ileathrow survey, rcf. 79)

3

I will now read a number of nni_es

hoard ill dJlrcrent I]eighborhoods. 2

Which ones do you hear ill this
neighborhood? 1

Of thosl_ that yell hear. how llltlt2h (*
are yell botheretl or iln/loyt!t]? Us(_ \ g¢rr(i Not ttt all
tit(! Ol)izlion Therlnmneter. (From a U.S. survey, ref, 82) _ or

IIOltfi

lndivkhml responses to these types of questions can be scored numerically and used

to ol)tRhl grotl|l averages _t,_)a functioll of noise ex|)Ostlro) or they call l)e scored
categorically and 6secl to determine percentages of the I)opulat[on ill each category
as a fllllctioll of llc)ise exl)osllre. Ill all ell'err to conlpare rcslllts tl{21'ossII large

llUlnlJer of stlrveys for it ntllnber o|' lloise Sollrces n tht! upl}0r 27 t(} 29 ])erc0nt or ally
annoyance scale w_m used in rofel'once 81 to Fe_)rI}s(!llt _'high" alllloyallcfi. Therefore
lllost sld)seqll{}llt stlldies of COlIllnllllily ilOlSe allnoyallee have ])roseltted results hi
terms of tile "highly annoyed" dichotomy. There is, however, no scientific relmon
for eiloosing a particular dlchotolnlzation of tile anlloyntlce scale. It nmy be ;trgll(!(]
that it "high" /illnoyRiicE pohlt shmlhl be less hltluenced by pcrsmml characteristics
and more related to noise level. The nnly empirical data that cOnll)are diIrerem
_lnlloyllll(!e cutting l)oints show that tile high aunoyanee dlchotonlization is no more

closely related to noise level than less severe dichotomizations (ref. 83).

Validity and Reh'aMlily

hi order to correctly hlterl)ret the IIl{_allhlg Ol" itnfloyallce ntecq,.qllrelllC!iits fFoln

social surveys, it is important to consider both the validity aud the reliability of

the annoym*ce me;isurements. VIdidlty is defined as the extent Io which a question
actuldly measures some "true" underlying annoyance. Reliability is tile extent to
which repeated ille_k'qllres Of SOllle individuals' ;lnnoyRIiee Itre collslstellt.

The subjective Imturc of the response of tile residents and the possibility that tile

responses might he biased by the interview procedure hlwc led to eareflllly designed
Rlld tested social sllrvey research procedures for COllllllHnity noise stlldi()s, GEneral
guidelines for the desiglt lind conduct of social surveys can be found in specialized

texts (ref. 8,1). The following practices reduce or eliminate some of the potential
bi_t_ses. Survey questionmdres conceal the focus oil noise ns lollg ms l)nssiblc l)y
being presented ,as studlcs of general envh'onxnental problems. The I)rhnary noise
annoyance quEstiolt is presented early in tile questionnaire in tile context of a list
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of enviroamental disturbances. Interviewers are trained to ask all questions exactly
_mprintM so that they do not bias the respmMeuts' answers. Questions are staled
in a simple, unbiased manner. And finally, the selection of respoMents is I,_qed
on samplillg techniques wbicb ensure that tile sampled respondents represent the
community as a whole,

Methodological studies of the ammyanee measures have given farther confidence
that other characteristics of the snrveys do not bias the results if the _,nfidelhws
are followed (ref. 78). In general it. has becll fonnd that answers are not affected
by variatioas in the order of qnestions or the order in Mdch the alternatives are
presented, Studies ]lave fonnd 01at responses are not distorted by the length of the
questionnaire or deliberate falsifientlon on tile part of file respondents. Other supporL
for tile wdklity of the annoyance measures comes frmu the fact that annoyance
responses correlate with other variables in a meaningfid manner (ref. 85) and are
highly correlated Mth one another as well as with nmrc objective aleasnres such
as activity interference, private behavior, and pnbllc complaint reports. Annoyance
responses also correlate witll nolse exposnres.

Wbereas the iwailable research indicates that annoyance respoases t_btabled hi
surveys al_ valid, unbiased measures of annoyance, the responses to any single nol_e
environmast are highly variable and alfectcd by tim exact wording of questions. The
reliability of _mnoyaace indices consisting of several qnestiommire itenls has generally
met the standard, accepted social sclcnce reliability criterion (in terms of product
moment correlation), r _ 0.80, although there is still a great, ileal of variability.
When tile same bldlvidnals were asked about their unchanged noise environments
at an interwd of about I year (ref. 86) only about 35 percent of the wiriancc ill
response ratings could be explained by filch, answer on the previous questlommire.
Since respondents in surveys in general must consolidate all their experiences and
feelings about noise into a single response and nnlst nmke a somewhat arbitrary
choice between tlw words or numbers that the interviewer offers, the low level of
reIiability is not snrprising.

Findings Related to Aircraft Noise
Annoyance In the Community

Connmnlity aircraft noise mnloyance is related to nt)ise exposure and other
enviromnental factors as well as to attitudes aim other personal factors. The next
sections examine results of selected aircraft noise surveys for blfornmtion related to
those factors that eaa alfec.t comnmnlty response.

Extent of Aircraft Noioe Annoyance

Large numbers of people in nationally representative surveys have reported that
they are anlloyed lV Mrcraft aolsc. In the United States an anmlal national honshlg
survey fmmd that about 8 percent of tile popuhttiml is bothered by ah'eraft noise
in contrast to about 18 percent bothered by road trallic noise (ref, 87 I. Although
aircraft noise was fonnd to be the second most widely heard noise source in I_nghmd
(road traffic noise was the most widely heard source), it was rated as annoying less
often than were the noises from children and mdnmls (ref. 88),

It has been generally found in airport commlmity surveys tbat hMividual annoy-
ance and the percentage of people highly annoyed increase with increasing aircraft
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noise exposure. Figure 23 presents the percentage of people highly mmoyed (fli-
cllotomized according to tile top '2.7to 29 percent of an annoyalme scale after reL 81)
in five European and one U.S, survey as related to their noise exposure in Ldn (refi 3).
Using these data and esthaates made in 1974 (refi 80) of the numbers of people liv-
ing in urbaa areas or the United States exposed to wlrious levels of aircraft noise, it
can be estimated that between 3 million and 5 million people are highly annoyed by
aircraft noise in urban arerm of the United States alone.
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Fi_Jure ,_g, Percentage of respondcnt_ figd# re|hayed in _everal aurvey,s. (From
ref.e.)

Acouatical and Situational Factors

Community airenfft noise annoyal_ee has been found to be systematically related
to noise exposure, The total noise exposure is made up of many single events
which result fi'om difl'ereut aircraft types, occur at different tht]es of day or night
in combiaatiml with other noises, and vary in noise level, spectral content, and
duration. Most informatiell ell spectral, duration, and aircraft-type elfeets has eolue

from laboratory studies. The general findings are that duration affects annoyance and
that an energy summation procedure such as used in EPNL or SEL is appropriate.
The commonly used A-weighted scale appears to be +_susefal _ts the more complex
mctrles for rating aircraft noise in most etwlronments.

The importance of the mlmber of noise events relative to the noise level of the
events lips been a major issue ia aircraft noise evahmtion. The most common method
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of describing the number effect iS tfie "deefi)el equivalent" or a tenfifid increase in
the number of events (ref, 79). Tile 1961 Ileathrow study (refs. 90 and 91) estimated
the decibel equivaleiit to be either 24 h)glt) N or 15 l_glo N depending on the type
of analysis used. Tile I997 Ileathrow study (refi 79) was specifically designed to
esthnate the number weighting and reported a value of 4. In It review and analysis
of available survey data (ref. 92), it wits concluded that the balance of evidence
suggests that the number weightlug is no more than, and is perbaps somewhat less
than, the welghtlag of l0 logls N which is implicit in equiwtlent energy indices such
as LEQ.

It is generally assumed that the same noise levels cause more annoyance in
residential arem4 if they occur daring the evening or night than if they occur
during the day, because more residenls are at home and are engaged in nlore noise
sensitive activities (TV viewing, conversation, etc.) and because the noise may be
more intrusive given the lowered nlghtthne ambient noise level. It has been found
that after adjusting for tile dilrerEace in noise lEVElS,p_ople rate their aighttbne
anti evening environments as more ammying than tlmir daytime environments
(ref. 93). On tbe other band, the study of reference 94 found that people were
not sensitive to a change in late-night noise exposure. In this study, conducted
around the LosAngnles International Airport, people did not report a reduction in
nightti|ne annoyance after an almost total elimination of nighttime (it:00 p.m. to
6:00 a.m.) flights over the study area. A revlcw of surveys providing information
ell time-of-dr W effects (ref. 93) found that good nanlerical estimates of the relative
importance of daytime, nighttime, or evening noises are not available and the
results are Ifighly variable. Some studies have reperled that the nighttime weighted
indices, such as DNL, are more closely related to annoyance than simple unwelghted
2d-hour indices, such as LEQ; other studies have reported the opposite. Tile lack of
consistency of the survey results may be due in part t(i lfigh correlation between the
daytime and nighttime noise levels at individual airports. As a consequence, it may
not be possible to adequately determine tile most appropriate tin|e-of-day weightlngs
fi'nm conventional surveys.

TIlE reactions of people to aircraft, noise in tile presence of ambient noise have
been addressed with two alternative hypotheses. It is frequently hypothesized that
annoyance to It specific noise woukl be greater when experienced along with a low
ambient noise tlmn when experienced almlg with a high ambient noise. It has
also been l|ypothesized (ref. 95) that an intrusive strand nlay be nlnre annoying
in a high ambient noise because people can become sensitized in general to noise,
Early attempts to investigate ambient noise effects in surw!ys were hampered by
inadequate ambieat noise level data (ref, 79) or unacceptably small numbers of study
sites for each ambient noise category (ref, 96), Results were inconsistent far the
magnitude MrdirEetinn of an ambient noise effect. A large-scale survey (ref, 97) that
was specifically designed to study ambient noise elfeets found that aircraft noise
annoyance wtmnot affected by tlle level of road traffic ambient noise, These I_ndings
along with tile small ambient noise effects found in laboratory studies suggest that
most normally oecun'ing ranges of ambient noise do not stnmgly affect, if at all,
community ammyanee to aircraft noise.

Another issue concerning multiple Imlse sources that has been investigated using
data from eonununity noise surveys is the relationship between total noise annoyance
and the levels of the fildivldual noise sources. The analyses of referencE 98, wldeh
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examined I'ive alternative models forevahnttlng annoyance reactions bt mixed noise
eavb'omnents, indicated that annoyance reactions were Inort_accurately predicted by
aay of tile more ctnnplex models than by tile simple nle_mua_ment of tile LI_Q of tile
total eav]rolnnellt, Although it was not possible to identify tile correct model with
the analyses, tile findings do suggest that it may nltknately be possible to identify
It model for general eonllnnn[ly noise annoyance that is better than the equiwdent
ezlerg'y nlodels LEQ or DNL.

Findings on differences in annoyance between different classes of aircraft ]lave
often been contradictory. A study In Australia (ref, 99) found that annoyance around
a military airfield wan shllilar or less tlmn that Rronlld civilian airports, wherea-s a
study in tile Net]lerlftncls (ref. lfl0) eoneblded that noise annoyance around milltauT
airfields was probably greater 0ran Rrotnld civilian airports at the same lloiso level. A
West German snrvey (re f, 10i) found general _wbttlon noise to be more annoying than
commercial avkttion noise, but a Calladbln survey (ref. 102) found that annoyance
differentkds retied between qnestlolls ill ways that were related to differeltees between
the acoustical environments at the general avhttion and commercial airports.

Most aircraft noise snrveys ]lave been conducted in areas where tile noise envl-
ronments have been largely unchanged for several years, W]]ell it noise environment
changes significantly over a short time span, however, reactions to tile c]nmge might
differ from the reactions predicted from the relationship between noise exposnre mid
response obtaSned from the static data, One sneh example was tile lack of c]mnge in
general and sleep activity annoyance when nighttime operations were severely cut-
back over certain are_l.snear Los Angeles International Airport (ref, 94), Although
there w0.sonly a snlal] chailge ba total noise exposnro os ,'nee.shred with the DNL
index, thlls explaining the lack of eifect orl genend aircraft noise annoyance, the lack
of effect on sleep-related annoyance is not easily explained, A study of reactions to
temporary chttnges bl noise levels around all airport in Burbank, Callhn'nla (ref, 103),
found that reactions followed the ehnl_ges in noise levels; 2 months after tile elmnge,
reactions were singbtr to those predicted fronl tile originally collected static data,
Slnd]es conducted 1 and ,1years after the opening of Charles de Gaulle Airport
near Paris (ref. 10d) were consistent with each other and with relationships observed
earlier ]n a static noise sltuat]on around the Orly Airport also near Paris. These lat-
ter studies suggest tllat changes in noise exposure do lead to changes in annoyance
which, at least after a period of time_ would be predicted from static debt,

A nnmber of other enviromnental and situational factors have been hypothesized
to nlfeet airport community annoyance. Be.sod on data from a number of surveys, it
has been found that double glazitlg, locations of bedrooms, trod other factors related
to individualized noise exposnl'e alfeet alnloyallce (ref. 78). ]Iowevl!r, goocl estillmtes
are ilot available on the relative effect of a dt_cibel of localized reduction (at tile
receiver) as opposed to the same reduction at tile source. M/nly studies have found
that there are unexplained dilferences between the renctlons fonnd in dltferent study
areas (ref, 105). These are sometimes /lssnnled to be ihle tll dilTerences between
reactions of people ill d]lferent countries or different cities. The explanation of
sltch differences is not known, and the posslbility clearly exists that there are other
bnportant acoustical or situational filctors which have not yet been investlgated,
Given tile presence of correlated neighborhood characteristics, knowledge about tile
effwets of these variables is not likely to be obtained except tilrough large-scale,
elireflllly designed surveys that include large numbers of fully described study areas.
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Attitndlnal and Per.sonal Factors

The large v*).rbince in annoyance found in surveys wbleh is not imsoeiated wfib
noise exposure factors h_mled to it number of hypotheses about attitudinal alld
personal factors that may be associated with annoyance. References 82, 90, luld
106 in particular discuss a wide range of variables and their effects on reported
aircraft mmoyance. Tile six most consistently reported attitudes that h,we been
hypothesized to affect aircraft noise annoyance, when tbe actual noise eXlmsure bins
been held constant or otherwise accounted for, are fearfillness, preventability, noise
sensitivity, perceived neighborhood quality, health effects, and non-noise impact of
tbe sotll'ee.

Respondents who express fear tbat aircraft may crash in the neighborhood al'e
generally more annoyed tban those who express little or no fear of crashes (ref. 79).
Sbnilarly, respondents who believe that autboritles'eonld do sonmthlng to reduce the
aircraft noise exposure are also generally more annoyed than tbose wbo believe tbat
authorities do all that is possible (ref. lO7). Tbose respondents who report that they
are sensitive to ethel- noises or to noise in general have also bel!n found to be nlore
annoyed with aircraft noise (ref. 90). Tile level of sensitivity, however, has never
been found to be related to their actual envlromnental noise level, lncre_med aircraft
noise annoyance bas also been found to be related to general negative evahmtions of
other neigbborbood characteristics (ref. 108). Tbe few people wbo believe tllat their
health is affected by aircraft noise are also likely to be more mmoyed by a given noise
environment (ref. 90). Finally, people who are annoyed by other intrusive a.speels of
aircraft, such as lights and odors, are also generally more annoyed by tim noise of
aircraft (ref. 92).

It is smnetimes argued that the above findblgs indicate that alm(_yauce is caused
by these attitudes (refs. 107 and tO9). However, the difficulties in providing firm
evidence for tile nature of the causal relationships have led otber investigators to
state that altllough the variables are interrelated, conclusions cannot be drawn about
tile direction of causation (rcf. llO).

Many studies have examined the standard denmgraphlc variables of age, sex,
marital status, size of household, education level, social status, income, length of
residence, type of dwelling, and type of telnlre (own or rent). None of tile w_riabtes,
however, have consistently been found to be related to aircraft amloyanee response.

Complaint Activity

Individual and group complaint activities, in the absence of social surveys, are
indicators of nolse impact which are likely to be used by public authorities. Whether
or llOt sllcb actions are good indicators of ab'eraft noise impact is open to dis¢.usslolL
and is examined in the following sections.

Conditions That Affect Public Action

The first condition that affects tbe amount of pubfic action is tbat there is
a b_mic underlying dissatisfaction wlth the existing aircraft noise situation. Tile
_onsistent relationship between aircraft annoyallee and noise level means that there
is dissatisfltction in virtually all high aircraft noise areas. The second conditioll
is that there is ml identifiable object or authority responsible for tile control of
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noise, 'rile exlstenee of a highly visible aim cenlrallzed alrlmrt authority eoukl help
exp]aht why _tir])ort iloise h_18 b(!ell the fogns of nil)re l)ll]21ic lttientillll re]lLtive tl) the

total nunlber nf people impacted thall Ires ro_td tratlie noise. The third eondititm is
that the gnnq_ or individual believes Ihat action call lead Ioa ehauge in the Iloise
situation. Thus beliefs about preventability of aircraft noise eoukl haw ewm nmre
impact on eomphfints than on annoyauee fief. CO). The lburth etmdltinn is that
peoil]e ]nll_t be awaFP of a Illelllls of eOllta(_ting the apl)r¢)l)riate _llltllorlty; whell t]l_

avaiklbiliW of a telelflmne l_oulphfint service is pnblMzed, tile nunlber of eolnphlints
rises (ref. 111). The fifth condition reqnlrod, for grmq_ action in particular, is that tile
soeialstructureofthoareaaudsocietyasawholeflteilitatepnblleactkal. It is obvious
that conlIllaillts alld grotlp actions are Itltlgh more likely to ocenr ill a (lelnocrntle

soeiely thnll ill n Iotalltarhnl society. A sixth condition that can incren.se the anlt)llllt
of action is a new focal point. Tile introductkm of tile ConeoMe supersonic translmrt
into service at New York and W_Lshington, D.C., ill the mid-1970's is an example (ff
a relatively small change ill noise exposure causiltg a nllijtlr public lictiOIh

Cotnplaint,_ n,sNoi,_e [:fleet hJdicator_

Superficially, centrally ellllected relmrts of compkflnt activity have attractive
characteristics for monitoring resl)ollses to aircraft noise. They are relatively
¢!eollflnllcnl to ol)tilill lind sol?ill to hldiCat e Itll hnportallt ty[)o of (listllrhallCe since tile

eOlllplllillallt mllSt ilStlaily go to sollie trouhle to make the eoHllllaillt, No evidel]CC w_k_

fonlld ill It 811[vey IlrOtlll[I Ileathrow that i!{nllphtillltllt8 have illlllSnll] psychologleal

traits sndl i_sneurotleism [ref. 90). Although eomlllainants were more lunloyed than
the iwcrage resident arlllnM Ileathrow, there was no indication that they were a tiny
hypersensitive nlinorily; many more equally tmnoyed residents did not conlplahl,
In the Ileathrow survey itlid ill Ihe Illl0(It"snrvcy around U.S, airports (reL 107},
complainants were no nlllre likely Ihan the renminder of the popnhttion to lm sensitive
to other lmise sources. In the U,S, airport snrvey, eonIphlint aetivlty w_l._fonnd 1¢1
be related to tile llolse exposln'e Illlt llot tl8 slrolJg]y _ annoyallee.

In spite of tile fact th/I,t I!olnl)lalnts s0i!ln t¢) I)e genllhle ¢_Xl}r[?sgions of itllllOyllllei3 t

the eoneluskln has been relidled by lnnlly researchers (e.g., refs. 112 mid 113) that
COllllll[llntrei!orlls Iii'e inifllellding hlilleators of tile extent or eallses Of llOiSe effects ill

tJol)nkltklns. Coml)laillt records seriollsly illlderesI hllllte tile extellt ¢lf lth'eraft noise
ell'eels, hi It survey aronnd lieathrow, (_2percent of th0 iloi_nlatlon wore annoyed by
aircraft llOiSe_ 1_ l)eritellt were very allllllyed_ but O]l]y I Ill)tel!lit repln'ted nlakhlg tt
complailtt (reL 90).

Conlphfinants diff0r front the rest of the impacted population in several respects.
They are typkmlly articulate and have greater confidence that they can deal with
authorities. Collseqnt!lltly_ uldike aunoyance response, complaint action is affected
by soeili] el_s indicators SliCk Ik_ (ieelll)lllion _ e(hleatioll, hleolne_ alld property v_illle

(refs. 90 and 107). Comphfint activity, nlflike annoyance, Im._also been found to he
affected hy the individu_d's llttitude toward the noise 8ouree fief. 107), It ll_malso
been fl'equentiy observed tllat more aflhlent neighborhoods eonlphthl more about
aircraft noise.

Mo_t eolnlfla[nt data are collected Ily wu'h_us authorities for nonreseareh pitt-
poses. The hleieknlee of recorded eonll)hlil]tS Itlld how they al'0 categorized,
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tabulated, and reported coubl depend heavliy on tile agency recordblg tile data.
It hzLsalso been frequently noted that only a few individuals nmy be tlle smtrce of a
sabstantlal proportion of the compMnts. Thus, one might erroneously conclude that
aircraft noise bothers only a few well-to-do people who are hostile toward ;drcnfft
and that noise knpaet varies widely in ways width are only hmsely related to the
aircraft noise expostlre.

Noise Regulations, (2rlterln, and
Recommended Practices

Wlth the increasing awareness of tim need to prt_tect the avendl environlnent in
the late 1960's and early 197fi's, there wire increased eoncerlt with tile eonnnunity
noise environment. Tile increasing popularity of eonmtereial air transportation
and the increashlg numbers of largo jet transports wltb high noise levels e,reltted
adverse envlrmmlontal conditions alfeeting an evor-incren.qhlg aulnber of residents
near commercial ah.ports. As a resnlt of the prcssare exerted ell the U.S. Congress
and the governments of other countries, a nunlber of legislative actions and resulthlg
noise regulations were enacted to rednce or at least llnlit the growth eftbe community
noise problem. A few of the major actions i:t tile United States alfeetiilg alreraft noise
in particular are discussed in the final sections of this chapter,

Aircraft Noise Certification

In 1969 tile U.S. Federal Aviation Administration issued a noise certilicatiml
regulation, Federal Air Regulation, Part 36 (ref. 22). This reguhltion, which is
commonly referred to as "FAR 36," wr_s issued with tile objective of preventing the
escalation of noise levels of civil turbojet and transport categories of aircraft. In
order to be given a type certification for operation within tile United States, new
aircraft were required to be significantly quieter than the turbojet aircraft developed
in tile late 1959's and early t960's.

In order to best reflect tile annoyance response of people to aircraft nOiSE,
tile metric selected for use in the noise certification procedure was tile effective
perceived noise level (EPNL), which considers freqnency content, duratknl, and
tone content ill addition to overall sonnd pressure level. Tile tone corrections were
considered particularly knportant to account for tile strong tonal conlponents of tile
new generation of tnrbofan engbles. Tim new oh'craft were required not to exceed
prescribed noise levels at three locations: (1) 3.5 n.mi. (65gO m) fr0a| brake release
on tim runway centeHine during takeotf, (2) 0.25 nani. (dgl) m) to tile side of tbo
runway centerlkm at the point of mnximma noise level after lift-off darbzg takeoff"
(later modified to 6.50 m if nlore than tLlree engines), and (3) l.O nani. (2000 m)
from touchdown during bmdlng. The noise level Ibnits varied as a erection of gross
weight of the aircraft as sllown by the upper lines in tlgure 2'1. For both takeolf and
landing, closely prescribed operational procedures had to be followed.

ThE basic FAR 36 standards have been modified over tile years to account for
bnproved technology mid reduced noise levels for new generation aircraft (ref. 114).
The additional lines in figure 24 represent the current noise lbnits for newly certified
aircraft. The noise lknit for a particular transport aircraft, turbojet or propeller,
depends not only on tile weight of tile aircraft but also on tim date of applleation for
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Figure _4, FAR 8fl noise limits for tranaport aircraft.
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type certification, If application was made pdor to JanuaIT l_ 1997 (stage 1)_1he
aircraft must meet the stage 2 limits in figure 24 or be granted special exception. If
application was nmde after Jmnmry 1_1967, but before November 5, 1975 (stage 2),
the aircraft must meet the stage 2 limits without exception. If applleation is nlade
on or after November 5, 1975 (stage 3), the aircraft must meet the stage 3 limits.
Through the application of i:hc stage 1 and stage 2 requirements, it number of older
and noisier aircraft were forced out of service or had to be upgraded to meet tile
more stringent rules.

The FAR 36 rehndatioa also c.overs propeller-driven small alrpbums. For this type
of aircraft a dilferent noise metric, different operational procedures, and dilferent
noise limits are prescribed. These dilfcrenees were i)reserlbed to reduce the cost t)f
certification for the smldler manuhlt:turcr and to reduce the noise for one of the most
commoll and fi'eqnently annoying flight operatioas for small propeller airplanes, low-
altitude flights around or near small airports with frequent touch-and-gt_ bludlngs.
The metric prescribed for this type of airplane is the simple A-weighted sound
level (SLA). The prescribed flight procedure is a constant-altitude liyover at 100{}ft
(305 m) at highest normal operating power, The nolsc limits dep0nd on the weight of
the airplane as indicated in figure 25, If certification wz_.sapplied for after JamlmT,'1,
1975, the slightly lower mmxlmum limit applies.

The Intematiorml Civil Aviation Orgmlizstlon, to which most developed nations
belong_ also issues noise regulatitms, eomsmnly called Annex lfi (ref. Ill), whb!h
cover the aircraft categories covered by tile FAR 36 and in addition, holicoplel_.
The procedures and noise limits, with only minor exception, are the same _Lsthose
ill FAR 36, Thus, aircraft manufactured in and m(!etirlg certification requlrenlents
in any member nation can be operated ia all meml)er mttions.

Aplflicat _ol*date
85

Print t. January I, 1975

I t_[I / Afler Jalmary 1, )975

SLA, 75 /dB

7fl

65 I I I I I
25D0 5(]00 7500 1O0O0 12501]

Max. takeoffgroan Ivolghl, [b

Figure 25. FAR 36 noise limits for small propeller-driven aircraft.

Community Noise Criteria

hi the Noise Control Act of 1972 the U.S. Congress directed the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to "develop and l)nblish criteria with respect to noise"
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and "publish htformation on the levels of environm[mtal noise the attainment and

maintenlmee of wbieh in defined areas under various conditions are requisite to
protect tile public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety." To
accomplish this goal, the EPA established an augalst working group of experts in
all aspects of human response to noise, including noise-lndueed hearing loss, other
health effects, and activity interference. As a result of this committee's actions and
several review meetings, the EPA published what lure come to be known as tile
"Levels Doeunlent" (ref. 116). In the document the A-weighted sound level SLA and
the day-nlght _werage sound level DNL were recommended as a "simple, nniforln

and appropriate way" for describing the elfects of environmental noise. The effects,
levels, and appropriate areas for application of the criteria are given in table 1.

These levels are not to be construed as levels that should never be exceeded but

rather _.q a total "dose," or exposure, summed over a period of time. In establishing
the activity interference and annoyance criteria, a large amom'Lt of consideration w_ts
given to aircraft comnmnlty noise. A summary figure of aircraft annoyance survey
and community reaction results was presented which provides relationships between

percentage of people highly annoyed, percentage of people who could be expected to

_thle I. SIlllUllltry ofNoise Levels hlontified a._ Requisite To Protect Public
Health and Welf_e Wgh an Adeqtmte Margin Ill Safety

Effect t.evel Area

lleaxhlg loss L_qt_a) < 70 dD All area._

Outdoor activity illterfereIIce _dn <--55 dB O,ltdoors hi reskienthd areas
itlld itllnoyltltce iii1{| fl_rllt8Illld oilier Olltdoo_

arena where people fipelld

widely varyillg aliioultts of t[llle
and other places ill which qtliet
is n basis for title

Lcq(24) _<55 dl] Outdoor arc_m where ptmple
apend limited atllounts of

time, such Imschool yards,
I)layffcolllld.'Letc.

]tldoor activity baerferenee Ldll -< 45 dB [lltltlor reshie/ttial _tre;u_
itntl /tlllloyltltcl2

Leq(24) < 45 dl_ Other indoor are_ts with
hlllllRll activities, slleh fls
sc]mols, elc.

eomphdn, tile severity of community reaction, and noise level in DNL. This summary

is given in figtlre 26. The recommended outdoor noise level of Ldn _< 55 dB wonld
thereby be expected to cause no adverse community reaction, would cause only a few
complaints, but would still cause about 20 percent of the exposed population to be
highly annoyed. The percentage of people higlfly mmoyed in this figaJre, Imwever, is
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2(1

O,tdonr DNL, dB

Fioure _6, Summary of expected annoyance and community reactions aa
rehlted to aircraft noise exposure. (From re/.. 116.)

greater than the 5 to 10 percent reported in other attempts Io sumnmrize conm]unity
reaction to aircraft noise (refs. 81 and 117),

Land Use Planning

To reduce tim adverse impact of aircraft, noise on tile airport ecmlm|udty, it is not
always necessary that noise limits he placed on individual aircraft or that operational
limits be placed oa tile air carriers. An equally effective me_usure is at)propriate use
of the land armmd the airport. In 1980 a U,S. Government ieteragency eomnlittee
comprised of members from the Environmental Protection Agency, Department of
Housing and Urban Development, Department of Defense, Veterans Administration,
and Department of Transportation issued noise guidelines for land use planning
and control (ref. 118). The stated purpose for land use planning is not to limit
development but to encourage noise conlpatible development, guiding noise sensitive
land uses away from tim noise, and encouraging nonsensitive lalld uses where there
is noise, The report provides the elnssilicatlon of seven noise zones with a wide range
of noise exposure Jn terms of SLA, DNL, and NEF. Approximately 100 diiferent land
uses are then categorized for eon]patibl]ity with the noise zones,

To obtain Federal financial aid for implementing a noise compatibility program,
airports in tile United States mnst comply with the Federal Aviation lleguIation,
Part i50 (ref. 119). This regnlation prescribes the noise metric DNL for nmasuring
tlle noise and determining the exposure of individuals to noise that results from
operations at the airport and the land uses which are normally emnpatible with
the noise exposure. Tile noise exposure is cle.ssificd into 6 _ones, which are the

! a?
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sam(_ Im Ilhe highest zones of tile previously described laud use guidelines, and 2,t

land u_(!8 are identified mid categorized for cmnlmtlbility with tile exlmsure zolms.

Tile conlpatibilily guidelines are essentially file same as those in the l)revlously

desclqhcd general noise guidelhle8, The distilw, tion between I'_AR. Part 150 and the

previously described general huld use guideliaes is flint an airport nmst comply with

Part 150 lit applying for Federal aid for hnlflemenltilng a program which seeks to

ellsurc huld cmnpatibility established by the guhlelines. Thus, while FAll. Part 150

daes not directly force laud use compatibility, it provhles some hlmlrance tllat

airports ulfilbrmly ,_sess their pmbhmls aim that if a noise compatib]lhy l)rogram

is implolzlOlltt!l]_ it is expected to) make ;t nleRsur_tb[e redtlellozl ill it(lvorso h111111111

r(_spOll_.
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Introduction

How sound propagates frmn a source to a receiver outdoors is a complicated
problem because there are several wave propagation and meteorological mechanisms
that can affect the result. The shape and type of ground surface also play a part.
The received signal is influenced by each mechanism in a differust way and to ml
extent that depends on range, source and receiver beights, and sound frequency,

The study of sound propagation in the atmosphere has a long anti interesthlg
ldstory (refs, 1 and 2), As early as lfi36, Mersenne (1588-1648) measured tile speed of
sound by timing the interval between the flash and sound of a gun blast, He obtained
a value of 230 toises per secmldt equivalent to about 448 m/see. A contemporary,
Gaasendi (1592-1655) noted that tile speed of sound w_ independent of its intensity,
since the speed was the same whether the sound was made by a large weapon, such
as a cannon, or a smaller one, such as a musket. Derbam in 1700 concluded that
favorable winds speeded sound propagation while adverse winds retarded it: he did
not measure tmnperaturo but concluded that the speed of soulld was the same in
summer as itl winter. In 1740, Bianconl in Bologna showed that the speed of sound
definitely lnerusasd with increasing air temperature. The first precise measurements
of the speed of sound were probably those made in 1738 under tile direction of the
Academy of Paris. When corrected to 0°C, the value obtained was 332 m/see--
within about 0.3 percent of the best modern value--and it was obtained two and a
half centuries ago.

From about 1860 onward, thei'e was coasiderable interest in fog signaling for
ships--Joseph Henry in tile United States and Tyndall in Britain investigated what
we would today call absorption or scattering by water vapor. Stokes at that time in a
private letter to Tyndall wrote that scattering wr_smore likely caused by temperature
differences in the air. Knowledge of sound propagation in the atmosphere has usually
developed in response to the needs of practical problems, During the first World ;,Vat
there was the problem of locating artillery; in the 1930's, the need to understand
the loss of brilliance of music in concert halls; in the 1600's, the concern over noise
produced by many forms of new teclmology--intense llke commercial jet aircraft or
widespread llke powered lmvn mowers and air conditioning. Since then tile increasing
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; numbers of noise sources, and often thelr greater intensity, have increased the social
I and pofitical pressures on acousticians to yet again advance tlmir knowledge of sound

propagation outdoors. Significant progress has been made in recent years (refs. 3
and 4).

This chapter reviews the current state of knowledge of each basic mechanisnl and
how each changes tile spectral or temporal characteristics of tile sound received at
a distance from tile source. An understanding of thcas mechanisms is important
since some affect even short-range measurements, whes one is often attempting to
characterize the source. Long-range measurements or predictions, such as when one
is attempting to predict the influence of a source on a neighboring community or to
detect the source at the greatest possible range, are alfected in different ways and
by other mechanisms.

Some of the basic processes affecting sound wave propagation are present in any
situation. Tlmso are

1. Geometrical spreading--Sound levels decreese with increasing distance from the
source; there is no frequency dependence.

2. Molecular absorption--Sound energy is converted into lmat _ the sound wave
propagates through the air; there is a strong dependence on frequency.

3. Turbulent scatterlng--Local variations in wind velocity and temperature induce
fluctuations in phase and amplitude of the sound waves insthey propagate through
an inhomogencous medium; there is a moderate dependence on frequency.

Other phenomena occur only because of the presence of the ground and are usuafly
most significant near the ground. These phenomena and the features that cause
them are

L Reflection at the ground surface---The sound field reflected at the ground inter-
fores with the direct sound field; interfereece is a repetitive flmction of frequency;
height of source and receiver, their distance apart, and the type of ground surface
are important parameters.

2. Type of ground surfucc_-Surfaess have a finite and complex acoustic imped-
ance that results in a phase change on reflcctio|| of a sound field and a reflection
coefficient that is a function of angle of incidence; this in turn leads to the
existence of a ground wave in addition to a plane reflected wave and under some
circumstances, to a trapped surface wave.

3. Shape of ground surface---Concave ground surfaces can result in multiple ray
paths between source and receiver and hence increased sound levels; convex
ground surfaces such as berms or low hills can act as sound barriers and lead
to an acoustical shadow that is penetrated by diffracted and scattered waves.

4. Near-surface mlcrometeorology--The ground surface heats (usually daytime)
or cools (nighttime) relative to tile atmosphere leading to vertical gradients
in temperature; viscous drag of the surface on wind produces similar vertical
gradients in wind speed; _ma result, sound fields are refracted upward (warmer
ground or upwind) or downward (cooler ground or downwind).

Finally, these phenomeua depend for the most part on different parameters, and so
each can be strong or weak depending on the particular clrcumstances. Furthermore
the phenomena coexist, and a given sound field may be influenced by different
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mechanisms at different frequencies, at different heights, or at different distances.
Thee coexisting mechanisms sometimes reinforce, and sometimes mdlif_', each other.

Geometrical Spreading

Some energy spreads out its it propagates away from its source. At distances that
are large compared with the effective size of the sound source, the sound wave fronts
spread spherically in three dimensions provided that the atmosphere is isotroplc.
Note that sound does not necessarily radiate equally in all directions as it would
from a true point source. ]towever, if the polut source approximation is applicable,
tlm sound level decreases at tile rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance. This situation
exists once the directionality pattern of the source does not change as a function
of distance. For coherent sources (those for which unique phase relationships exist
between all the radiating elements), the Fresno] region near the source extends to
a distance somewhat greater than the square of the source diameter, or square of
its length, divided by the wavelength of the stored. Within this near-field region
there is interference between coherent elements of the source and there are no simple
relations between sound levels and position.

One should take care in defining the effective size of the source. For example,
uolse from an axial flow compressor is generated by flow past individual blades t
but the pure-tone compouents of this noise are gsoerated coherently by the complete
annular ring of blades and are radiated from the inlet duct of the compressor (in some
engines also from the fan outlet). The effective slze of the source is the diameter of
the inlet duct (or the distance between the inlet orifice and the fan outlet). When
the noise source is a turbulent jet, the effective size of the source can he the whole
mixing region, which is much larger than any dimension of the mechanical hardware.

The {3-dB decrease per doubling of distance relationsMp applies either to the
instantaneous sound pressure level (or time-averaged sound level of a stationary
source) or to the maximum sound pressure level reached during a passby of a moving
source,

One must be careful to distinguish these from certain measures of total sound
exposure received from g moving source during a passby event. Such measures as
single event noise exposore level (SENEL) represent the total value of sound pressure
squared when integrated throughout the passby event. In these cases, although the
maxhnum sound pressure level decreases by 6 dB per doubling of the closest distance
of approach, tile length of time during which the sound pressure level is within a
given difference from the maximum value also doubles, and tile net result for any
such time-and-intensity measures is that the level decreases at the rate of 3 dB per
doubling of distance from the source. Three decibels per doubling of distance also
represents cyllndrlcal spreading of sound energy propagating away from a line source.
Such a sound is that from tile traffic flow along a busy road, where tile individual
vehicles are a line of discrete point sources each radiating sound incoherently with
respect to the others.

Tile phenomenon of geometrical spreading, and the corresponding decrease in
sound level with incre_.slng distance from the source, is the same for all acoustic
frequencies or wavelengths. Certain parameters of the atmosphere directly affect
sound levels calculated from geometrical spreading, but these effects are very small
and rarely, if ever, detectable. For example, gross changes in temperature (not to be
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confused with transverse temperature gradients that produce refraction) ebange tile
speed of sound and hence the sound energy density and measured solmd pressure
levels, Tbe smmd level measured at the ground (temperature of 20°C) directly below
an aircraft flying at an altltnde where the temperature is -40aC is 0.5 d13 less because
of this 60°C temperature clmngo than it wmdd be if there were no temperature
change. In addition_ if the relative humldity was 100 percent, the sound pressure
level at the ground ',sould he deere_cd by a filrther 0,2 dB because of air density
changes alone,

Molecular Absorption

bl contrast to gemnetdeal spreading, tbe absorption of sound energy by the at-
mosphere is a significant function of freqummy, temperature, pressure, and bumidity.
Studies of moleeulttr absorption have a history going back to tile 19th century and
continue even today, In tlfis section we summarize the basic mechanisms by which
acoustic energy is absorbed by the atmosphere, we dlseuss tbe current ANSI Stan.
dard for calculating atmospheric absorption (ref, 5), and finally we mention current
research to improve the accuracy of tim calculations,

• The absorption of acoustic energy by a mixture of gases occurs through two basic
physical mechanisms (ref. 6), The first, involves the direct transfer of acmtstle energy
(ordered motion) into heat energy (random motion) through processes involving
viscous effects and heat eonductlon, These two loss processes have been known since
the tgth century and are known today as classical absorption, The second basin
physical mechanism of absorption is molecular relaxation, The eompressional energy
of the acoustic wave is redistributed into rotational and vibrational modes of the
molecules through binary collisions, The time lag associated with this transfer leads
to absorption of sound energy, wltb maximum absorption (per wavelength) being
reacbed at the relaxation frequency, For frequsocles below 10 MHz_ absorptions due
to classical losses and molecular relaxation are additive. Current theory assumes
that the total molecular absorption of acoustic energy by the atmosphere is the stun
of four terms:

_ C_clJcO_rotJc_0 "_"ON (I)

wherec%listbeclassicalabsorptlon_Orottlleabsorptionduetorotationalrelaxation,
and c_0 and aN are,respectively,tileabsorptiondoe tovibrationalrelaxationsof
oxygen and nitrogen.

Tim classicalabsorptionisa functionoftemperature,pressure,and frequency.It
isthedominantabsorptionmechanismforacousticenergyathighfrequencies.The
absorption due to rotational relaxation is also a function of temperature, pressure,
and frequency, Furthermore, the rotational relaxation frequency in tbe atmosphere is
well above 10 MHz. This permits tbe rotational absorption constant to he combined
with the classical absorption constant into one expression for practical purposes.
Tile combined expression yields the curve labeled "Ofcl+rot" in figure 1. These two
absorptions provide the dominant losses at frequencies above approximately 30 kHz.

Historically, ehmsical absorption and rotational relo.xation were by themselves
unable to account for tbe loss of brilliance long observed in concert halls in tile fre-
quency range above about 2 kHz. In response to this, theory was developed in tile
early 1930's which included tile contribution of the vibrational relaxation of oxygen.
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Fioure 1. Decrease in sound pressure level with distance a8 a function of
/requency due to four molecular processes in equation (1). Temperature,
etP C; pressure, 1 arm; relative humidity indicated in percent.

In addition to frequency, temperature, and pressure, the vibrational reh_cation ab-
sorption dependsstronglyon theconcentrationofwatervapor.Collisionswithwater
vapormoleculesspeedtheenergytransferprocessand henceinfluencethefrequency
oflluLxhamnabsorption.The dashedcurveslabeled"so" infigureIindicatehow
therelaxationfrequency_and hence theabsorptiondue totheoxygenrelaxation,
changesat20°C when therelativehumidityincreasesfromIto100percent.Atnor-
mal temperaturesand relativehumidities,tileoxygenrelaxationprovidesmaximum
absorptionatfrequenciesaboveabout2kHz.

In tile1960'sand early1970's_increasingactivitywas devotedtopredicting
environmentalnoiesinurbanareasforcommunityplanning,includingthecontrolof
aircraftnoise.Measurementsbegantoshowdeviationsfromthetheoryformolecular
absorptionatlowfrequencies,wheremostofthesoandenergyofenvironmentalnoise
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is found, hlitittlly empirical procedures (reL 7) were developed to account for tile
d}screpancies below 2 kHz. Later it was realized that tile vibrational relaxation of
nitrogen is the main absorption meebanism at low frequencies. The coutrlbutlon
to absorption of tile nitrogen relaxation is illustrated by tile curve labeled "V_N"in
figure I.

The total molecular absorption due to the font contributions in equation (1) is
shown by the curve labeled "Total" in figure 1. Tim absorption is predicted for n
pressure of 1 arm, temperature of 20°(2, and relative humidity of 40 percent and
is expressed in decibels per 100 m. For example, tim total absorption raider these
conditions is about 1 dB/100 m at 2 klfz. A set of fairly simple equations forpractical
calculations of the four terms in equation (1) form the basis of an ANSI standard
(1978) for atmospheric absorption (ref. 5). The scientific support and experknental
evidence for this standard are found in reference 6. Tile accuracy of the atmospherlc
absorption calculated from this standard (ref. g) is approxinmtely 10 percent for
temperature from 0° to 40°C, relative humidity from :10to 100 percent, frequency
from 50 Hz to 10 MHz, and atmospheric pressure less than 2 arm. The ealculatlons
can have an accuracy of 5 percent over a more limited range of variables within tile
ones quoted above. On the otlmr hand, outside this quoted range, for example, at low
frequencies and low humidities, the accuracy of tile ealculatlon is usually worse than
10 percent. There is still a need for more fimdalnental work, especially at the more
extreme couditlons, to {ncre_metile understanding of these processes. Some recent
work (reI. 8) aimed at extending the measurements at low frequencies has revealed
discrepancies in the accepted relaxation freqneacies of oxygen. It is expceted that
this and other new knowledge will result in a revision of tim current ANSI standard
(1978).

Effects Due to the Presence of the Ground

In this section, we consider oaly the direct effects on sound propagation caused
by the ground. These effects arc additional to those of geometrical spreading and
molecular absorption already discussed. We postpone until later any discussion
of near-surface micmmetcorological effects such us those caused by beating or
coolhlg. Propagation effects caused by the ground are most significant witkin a
few wavelengths, that is, only a few meters above the ground surface. Furthermore,
the ground has a greater effect on sound waves traveling essentially horizontally
just above tile ground than it does on sound waves bnpingiag from nearly vertlcal
directions.

When the sound source and reseiver are above a large flat ground, sound reaches
the receiver via two paths: directly from tim source to the receiver, tile direct field,
and after being re.quoted from the ground surface between tile source and receiver,
the reflected field (fig. 2). Most ground surfaces are porous to some degree and
therefore their acoustic impedance is complex. In simple terms, one may think of a
resistive component of impedance that describes the losses of sound energy duo to
thermal and viscous effects in the interstices of the ground material; there is also
a reactive component due to flow into and out of the porous grmmd in response
to the alternating acoustic pressure in the air just above the surface that results
in compression either of gas in the interstie_g or of the solid itself. The complex
acoustic impedance of the ground is associated with a complex reflection coefficient
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that is rarely as large as unity and is a function of angle of incidence. The sound
field reflected from tile surface therefore suffers (1) a reduction in amplitude and
(2) a phase change between zero and _" radians (0° to 180°), There is another
more subtle_ but very important, effect on the sound field: if the incident waves
are plane, the reflected waves are also piano because all parts arrive with tile same
angle of incidence; hut if the incident field is of some other shape (e.g., spherical),

1 then different parts of the wave front meet tile plane surface with different angles
i of incidence and are subjected to reflection coefficients that differ in magnitude and

phase, Thus the reficcted field lma a different shape; for example, a spherical field
,, no longer appears to come from a point source below the surface. Instead tile source
fl region becom_ blurred and theoretically stretches to infinity.
5

rl M t:,l

L I
I_ I d_ 0
J,: d _1

I

(a) Source near the ground. (b) Source nearly overhead.

Figure 2. Schematic of the direct sound field by the my path SM and that
reflected at the ground surface by the path 8GM. (1 is the location of the
geometric image of the source in the ground.)

Plane Waves

Tile reflection coefficient/_ for plane waves incident on a plane surface is given
in its simplest form by

sin 0 - Z1/2,..

where 0 is the angle of incidence (fig. 2) and ZI/Z2 is the ratio of the characteristic
impedance of air at ground level to the specific normal acoustic impedance of the
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grmmd surface. The impedance Z2 is complex. This simple form of the equation for
tile comple): refiectinn coefficient lgo is for a ground surface of local reaction, that is,
a surface whose reflection coefficient at any point is not significantly affected by the
sound field incident at neighboring points. If the ground can support a significant
amount of wave propagation, either in the solid material or in the air of the pores,
then the expression for tile reficction coefficient becomes more complicated, but
its properties remain almost the same. In practice the impedance Z2 must always
remain finite, even though it is very large for hard surfaces such a_ concrete, so

that for 0 small enough to make sin0 << IZ1/Z_.I, R_ always approaches -1 atgrazing incidence. Figure 3 shrove the magnitude [/_jJ and phaze change ¢ of tile
complex refieetion coefficient. 1_ = ]l_[e i¢' for plane waves incident on a typical
grass-covered surface such a._ an airport or field. Only at grazing incidence does
the magnitude of the reflection coefficient reach unity, and this is accompanied by
a phase change on reflection of _r radiaes (180°). For most angles of incidence
that are not close to grazing, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is between
0.5 and 1.0, and the phase change on reflection of the sound waves is less titan
about lr/4 radians (45 °) and can often be ignored. The general features shown in
figure 3 apply forall ground surfaces although the angle of incidence seslc (abecissa)
and the magnitude of the reflcction eoefficiest scale (ordinate) change depending on
the acoustic impedance of the ground surface. For example, tile magnitude of tile
reflection coefficient I/_[ always has a minimum when its phase change is 0r/2 radians
(9fi°). Tile angle of incktence for which this occurs becomes more nearly grazing as
the acoustic impedance of the ground incres_es, for surfaces like concrete, asphalt, or
packed earth, and becomes more eblique as impedance decreases, for softer ground
surff_ees like snow or the ground in a forest.

Ground and Surface Waves

Because tile magnitude and phase of tile reflection coefficient/'¢p vary with angle
of incidence, aa shown ill figure 3, tile total sound field near the gromal cannot usually
be described mathematically by the simple addition of two terms, the incident sound
field and the reflected sonnd feId multiplied by the phme-wave reflection coetficient
of equation (2). An additional term is required that allows, in effect, for the fact that
each curve in figure 3 is not a horizontal straight llne. A more complete expression
for the sound pressure p, borrowed from electromagnetic theory and known mstile
WeyI-Van der Pol solution is

p Cikrl clkr2 eikr2

= _ ÷/_'_r2 + (1 --/?_)F kr2 (3)

In equation (3), Pc is a constant, k is tile wave number of tile sound field (the number
of wavdengths in a length of 2rr meters), rl and r2 are the ray paths in figure 2, and F
is a complex amplitude function (ref. 9) that allows for tile curvature of the incident
sound field and, under some circumstances, the possible existence of a surface wave,
Mathematically F is related to tim complex error function of a parameter w, known
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in this context as the numerical distance, and given by

1. , Z 2

The first term on the right side of equation (3) clearly represents the direct, sound
field in both phase and amplitude, the second term represents the field reflected at,
the ground surface but assuming the plane-wave reflection coefficient at, the angle
of specular reflection, and the third term corrects the reflected field to account for
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the angle of reflection systematically varying with posltion along the surface. This
third term in equation/3) is called a ground wave in ecoastles but may also include
a surface wave under some circumstances (beware that the term "ground wave" in
electromagnetic propagation applies to tile whole right side of eq. {3)).

When the source and receiver arc both relatively near the ground and are a large
d[staase apart, tile direct and reflected fields (tile ray pnths r I and r2 in fig. 2{a))
become nearly equal and the grazing angle O tends to zero. The direct and reflected
sesmd fields then cancel each other because R:r_---*-I, and any sound reaching the
receiver (apart from medlmdsms to be described later) is explained theoretically by
this third term of equation (3).

The amplitude factor F in shown in figure 4 vs. tile numerical distance w described
by equation (4). The factor F is cemplex aml is shown for several values of tile phase
angle ¢ of the ground impedance,

_p= tan_ t lira Z2_rioz2/' (_)

It is intuitively useful to consider the abscissa of figure 4, the numerical distance w,
as the propagation distance between source and receiver but sealed for tile value of
freqasney {proportional to k), for impedance ZI/Z2, and for angle of hmidease 0. The
behavior of the ground wave during propagation is best described by assuming for
the moment that tile grmmd surface is purely resistive, tlmt is, tile curve for ¢ = 0°
in figure 4. This curve cannot contain any surface waves {see below). Then at short
distances w << 1, the ground wave suffers no excess attemlatiou, ]F I is essentiafly
unlty, and tile second and third terms of equation (3) combine to describe a sound
field as if it were reflected from an infinitely hard surface. At greater distances
w >> 1, or equivalently at higher frequencies, tile ground wave decreases at a rate
that is fl dB per doubling of distance flL_terthau that due to geometrical spreading
alone.

In reality tile phase asgle ¢ of tile ground impedance is about 45 ° for grass-
covered and most other ground surfaces at least up to frequencies of a few kilohertz.
The curve for ¢ -- 45° in figure 4 shows a substantial increase in [F[, especially for
numerical distances slightly greater than unity. This increase in [F I occurs only for
positive vahms of ¢, which in turn are related to the porous or capacitive behavior of
ground surfaces for acoustic waves. Tile increase is due to the existence of a asrface
wave which is coupled to the ground but propagates in tile air witb an amplitude
that has a maximum at the ground surface and decreases exponentially with height.
For those whose experience and intuition are more mathematical than experimectal,
the gsound wave corresponds to a branch llne integral, and the surfitee wave to a
pole. Thus, for certain values of complex impedance, the third term in equation I3)
is given completely by a branch line integral, but as impedance is varied, it may
become necessary to allow for the contribution from a pole. In these cases the pole
contribution effectively appears to grow out of the contribution from the branch llne
integral, just as the surface wave appears out of the ground wave when the values of
complex eurfitce impedance allow.

Obviously ground and surface waves are closely related but their fundamental
origins differ, as does their behavior during propagation. Ground waves exist because
curved wave fronts strike different parts of the ground at different angles of incidence
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._ and because the reflection coefficient of finite-impedance ground is also a function
of angle of incidence. Ground waves exist unless tile ground is infinitely hard or

_] infinitely soft or unless the incident wave fronts are plane, that is, the source can
be considered infinitely far away. Surface waves exist when the ground surface is

8ufficiently porous, relative to its acoustical resistance, that it can influence tile
airborne particle velocity near the surface and reduce the phase velocity of sound

i waves in air at the mlrfaee. This traps some of the sound energy in the airp regardless
of the shape of the incident sound field_ to remain near the surface as it propagates
from the source to tile receiver. This latter point may be significant because surface
waves, which spread cylindrically (in horizontal directions only), decrease at 3 dB
per doubling of distance, whereas all other components of tile sound fiehl, including
the ground wave component of the reflected sound field, decrease by at least 6 dB
per doubling of distance. Though surface waves may initially decrease more slowly
with distance, they eventually decay rapidly relative to other components of the total
sound field because they are closely coupled to the ground surface and lose energy
exponentially with distance through viscous and thermal processes in the pores of
the ground.

Acoustic Impedance of Ground Surfaces

Sound waves incident on a ground surface are reflected and interfere with the
incident field, This interference field can be probed within a few wavelengths of
the ground to measure sound pressure and phase, or equivalently the position of
maxima and minima of pressure, or to measure the distribution of phase gradient or
of phase, in order to determine the refieetion coefficient Rp. Alternatively tile ground
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impedance can he found directly by deternfining the pressure and the particle velocity
at tile acrface. All these mmmurements are difficult to make with tim necessary
accuracy for most ground surfaces, and so various techniques have been used, each
of wtdch provides results of sufficient accuracy over a different but limited range of
frequascles or values of ground impedance. Anybody planning to undertake such
measurements is strongly advised to read the original papers so as to be aware of the
subtleties of the various techniques and precautions that are important to obtaining
valid results. We shall do no more than outIine each of tbe measurement techniques
and indicate their principal strengths and limitations.

Some early values of ground impedance were measured in reference 10 witb
an impedance tube "screwed" into the ground in sltu to a depth of about 0.2 m.
Like several of the other techniques to be mentioned, these measurements are
restricted to normal incidence, suffer from the uncertainty of knowing exactly
where the theoretical ground surface is located, and can change the flow resistivity,

: porosity, or other parameters of the microstructure of the ground surface. To
avoid some of these limitations, Dickinson and Desk developed a technique based
on measuring the pressure profile along a line perpendicular to tbe surface below
a loudspeaker suspended several meters above tim surface--the ground surface
remained undisturbed and tile sound field was unconfined. Later the interference

between the direct and reflected sound fields was mea._ured (rcf. 11) by moving
a micropbone along an inclined path, GM in figure 2(a}. This method allowed
measurements at oblique angles of incidence more appropriate to sound sources near
the ground but were restricted to frequencies greater than about 400 Hz, that is,
to wavelengths less than about 0.8 m, because the dlstaace between interference

i minima is increased (inversely as sin O) and becomes very large near grazing angles
of incidence. More recently, a direct pressure vs. velocity, and hence impedance,

: measurement (ref. 12) has been obtained with a Ilelmholtz resonator, one side of
the volume of the resonator being open and capable of being pushed into the ground
surface. A motor-drlven mechanical soume provides a known volume velocity source
and a micropbone measures the resulting pressure. This technique is restricted
to frequencies below about 300 Iiz both by the capabilities of the sound source
and by tile requirement that the sound wavelength be large compared with the
dimensions of the resonator. Another technique that measures both pressure and
pressure difference near the surface, and hence by calculation the impedance at
tbe surface, has been used in reference 13 for small areas of sound absorbent
materials. Because of instrumental limitations and finite difference approximations,
this technique allows sufficiently precise measurements only for frequencies greater
than about 500 Hz. Still more recently, a two-microphone technique (ref. 14) has
basn used to measnre pressure, phase, and phase dffibrence along a vertical line in
the spherically spreading interference field below a source suspended several metem
above the ground. Measurements have been made down to 30 Hz over grass-covered
ground.

A lilalted selection of measured values of tile resistive aud reactive components
of normalized specific normal impedance for gra.us-covered ground at different sites
is shown by the dashed curves in figure 5.

For many practical purposes our interest in the ground surface is merely the effect
it has on tim sound field in the air above it. Tbe direct effect in through the reflection
coefficient Rp that varies in the complicated way illustrated in figure 3 as a function
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frequency, ue = 150 x 10_a Pa-see/m '_ assumed in equations (7) and (8).

r! of angle of incidence and frequency. A simpler characterization of the ground is
_= its specific normal acoustic impedance, Z2. in eqaation (2). The impedance Z2 is

complex:

where/'/2 is the resistive component of the ground impedance, and X2 its reactive
component• Most ground materials are porous, and thus for nonlayered grounds
the specific normal acoustic reactance of the surface is capacitive, or sprlnglike in
electrical or mechanical analogs. The impedance Z2 is a function of frequency and
its two components for typical grass surfaces are shown in figure 5. Such impedance
curves were shown in reference 15 to he described for most porous ground surfaces
by ixsingle parameter, tile effective flow resistivity ereof tile ground. In reference 15
the empirical expressions earlier given in reference 16 were used for the specific
acoustic impedance of fibrous porous materials. When the implied time dependence
is exp(-icat), these equations become

z2_ l+6.651('f_-°'7_ ::_-o,73- _: +i0.6rfi9_,y,) (7)
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'Dlb[¢ 1, Ranges of Elrectlve Flow Resistivity lot Varlmls Ground Surfitces

Flow resistivlty,

Type of surface Pa-sec]m "z

0.1 m ofnew fallen_ dry snow 7 to 3fi X [0 3

Sugar snow 25 to ,50× _.03

Forest finer, pine or hemlock 20 to fifi x 1O3

Grass on airfield, rough pasture 150 to 300 x 103

Rough roadside dirt, assorted particle sizes no0 t_ 8ofi × 10a

Sandy si[t_ packed 0.8 to 2,5 x 10 °

Limestone chips, thick layer (0.01 to 0.025 m meals} 1.5 to ,I x l0 G

Old dirt roadway_ stones (fi.05 m mesh), interstlces filled 2 to ,I x 106

Earth, little vegetation and rain-packed 4 to 8 × 10 °

New asphalt, depending on particle size 5 to If x 10_

Quarry dast, packed by vehicles 5 to 20 x 10 _

Ohl _sphalt, sealed by dust lind use 25 to 30 x 10 °

Concrete t depending on surface finish 30 to 100 × 1O°

where f is the frequency in hertz, w = 2¢rf, and a_ is the effective flow resistivity of
the ground in Pa-sec/m'. Equation (7) is valid for a wlrh range of ground surfaces
but tends to overestimate both components of the impedance below about 200 Hz.

Table I gives tile values of effective [low resistivity for various ground surfaces (ref. 17)
that can be used in equation (7) to provide the specific normal acoustic impedance
Z2. This in turn can be used in equation (2) to provide the complex reflection

coefficient Rp and, with figure 4, a complete description of the effect of the ground
on the sound field above it.

The predicted effect of four ground surfaces on the spectrum of a sound wave
measured 1.22 m above the ground at a distance of,500 m is shown in figure 6. In

figure 6(_) the source is 2 m above the ground (i.e., nearly horizontal propagation}
as in figure 2(a) and in figure fi(b) the source is essentially overhead as in figure 2(b).
The fl0wresistivityparametersof thefourcurvescorrespondroughlytosnow_ grass.
covered eartlhpacked earth,and concrete.The predominant featureofeachcurvein
figureg(a)isthe broad minimum ofsound pressurelevelinthe rangeoffrequencies

from about I00 to 400 Hz oversnow to around 4000 Hz over concrete.The shape
isdetermined by the largephase changes on reflectionat nearlygrazingincidence_

illustrated in figure 3, interacthlg with the phase differences as a function of frequency
that occur because of path length differences between the direct and ground-reflected
sound fields (fig. 2). In figure 6(b) for nearly perpendicular reflection at the ground
surface, there is almost no phase change on reflection regardless of the effective flow
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resistivity of tile ground surface. The shape of tile curves therefore differs very
little between surfaces and is determined almost entirely by patb length differences.
The first minbanm occurs at about 70 Hz, for which the receiver is at a height of
one-quarter wavelength above the ground (i.e., tbe refiected field travels an extra
huff-wavelength compared with tile direct field). Subsequent minima occur at 3, 5,
7_ ...times 70 Hz.

It is convenient to be able to charaeterlze a wide range of common ground surfaces
by tile value of one parameter, whetber selected from table I or measured for a specific
surface of interest. When the one-parameter model is not sufficiently precise, for
example, at frequencies below about 200 Hz, or when the ground changes significantly
near its surface or is noticeably layered, then more elaborate theory can be invoked.
In reference 18 the acoustical properties of bomogeneous and ]sotropic porous soils
were slmwa to depend on four material parameters: flow resistivity, porosity, grain
shape factor, and pore shape factor ratio. Of these parameters_ tile flow resistivity a
and porosity t2 are the two most important; furthermore, the empirically determined
effective flow resistivity ae of tile one-paran|eter model (eq. (7) and table 1) is
essentially given by the product at2. Though in general more complicated, the
four-parameter model yields a low-frequency and high-fiow-reslstivity approxbnatlon
that provides better agreement with measured impedances at frequencies below
200 Hz than does tile one-parameter model (eq. (7)). Tile normalized surface
impedance derived from the four-parameter theory but limited to large vahms of
the elfective flow resistivity ae and low frequencies is (eq. (14) of ref. 18):

Z_ = 0.218 (_)'/_" (l +i) (8)

Equation (8) is an alternative to equation (7) and differs from equation (7') by
predicting tlmt the resistive and reactive components of the ground impedance are
equal and vary as the inverse square root of the frequency. (Equ_tlon (7) predicts a
variation close to the inverse three-quarter power of frequency.)

This same low-freqneney, high-flow-resistivity approximation also provides an
expression for tile normalized surface impedance of a ground whose porosity decreases
with depth (eq. (31) of rut'.18):

o 1/2 O" I/2

Note that equation (9) is tbe same as equation (8) with tile addition to the reactance
of a term in self, whom ae is an effective rate of decreasu in porosity with depth.
It is predicted that the resistive component of the ground impedance is uncbanged
by the rate of change of porosity below the surface.

When the ground consists of a porous layer backed by an essentially rigid
impervious base, the obvious additional parameter needed to describe the normal
surface impedance is the layer thickness L The impedance of tile surface layer g/e
is thou calculated by

Z_ O ,' _¢1f'd
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Figure 6. Predicted transmiasion spectrum measured J,g_ m above the 9rannd
for a source 500 m awe#.

wherecoisthesoundspeedattheeerfaceofthegroundand thenormalizedwave
number k2 is given by

/ f ,,-0.693 (f,_ -0.02 (11)
k2 = I + 0.fi978 L_.'_,) + i0,189 ,o.e /

and Z2/ZI is given by equation (7), or equation (8) if appropriate.
The Jew-frequency, iligh-flow=resistivity approximation allows simplification of tile

expression for the surface impedance of a layered surface (ref, 18). At low frequencies,
formany groundsurfacesbut notforu layerofsnow becauseitsflowresistivityis
too smafi_ equations (10) and (11) can be replaced by (eq. (33) of rnf, 18):

¢a8,0o (12)_'tZl= 0.00082o'.ee+ fe--_

[
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(b) Source directly overhead.

Figure 6. Concluded.

where fe represents the effective thickness of the layer given by 12£. The porosity
for many ground materials lies in the range 9.3 < fl < 0.6. Equation (12) shows
that the normalized resistance of a surface layer backed by a Ilard rigid material is
independent of frequency and that its normalized reactance increases rapidly with
decreasing frequency.

Tile general effects on the sound field restlltlng from reflection at a layered surface
for nearly grazing angles of incidence are illustrated in figere 7 (ref. 19). These
sound pressure levels were measured at short range over a layered ground model of
reticulated foam backed by a hard concrete floor. The principal effect is to deepen the
minimum in sound pressure level in the so-caned ground effect dip, in the region from
300 to 2000 Hz, compared with propagation over an infinitely thick layer of the same
surface material. Although shown in these results, the minimum in sound pressure
level does not necessarily occur at a higher frequency above a layered medium than
above an infinitely thick ground.

Ground SurfacesWith a Discontinuity
ofImpedance

Asisapparentinfigure6(b),alltypesofgroundhaveessentiallythesameeffccton
soundfieldsreflectedalmostperpendicularlytothesurface.Differenttypesofground
do howeverhavedifferenteffects(fig.fi(a))onsoundtravelingatnearlygrazingangles
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Figure 7. Gomparison of sound pressure levels measured above layers of
reticulated foam (data points) with predictions from equation (lO)(curves),

of incidence. This latter configuration is of importance in many practical situations,
for example, sound from an aircraft on the runway or from vehicle traffic on the
highway, which propagates borizantaIly initiafiy above an acoustically hard concrete
or asphalt surface and subsequently above a softer grass-covered surfime. Several
authors (refs. 20-23} bane developed theoretical solutions to the problem of nearly
horizontal sound propagation across an impedance discontinuity, and measurements
both indoors and outdoors up to horizontal distances era few meters ]rove been made
(reL 24) for various types and distance ratios of hard and soft ground, In gennral
there is good agreement between predictions and measurements, mid in all eases
tile measured sound spectra are significantly different from what they would he far
homogeneous ground, whether all bard or all soft. A typical example of a measured
spectrum (ref, 24) is illustrated in figure 8 for a source fi,1 m high over asphalt and
receiver 0,5 m high over grass where the propagation distances are 2 m and fim over
the respective surfaces. Predicted spectra for a ground coesisting of all asphalt or
all grass are also sbown, as well as the predictions of the spectra using the theories
of references 21 to 23.

In the absence of specific calculations, which are time-consuming in many cases,
one nan postulate from the variety of measurement configurations shown in the figures
of reference 24 that a good rule of thumb is to calculate the spectra by assuming first
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Figure 8. Measured ehanoe_ in a 8send field propagated acrosn the impedance
dincontlnuity between asphalt and yrans. Source height 0.1 m above asphalt
(an = 3{3× l0 s Pa-nee/m -2) and receiver heioht 0.5 m above ores8
(an -_ 85 × 103 Pa.sec/m-_); di_tancen over huff aces were _ m and 6 m,
respeetlvel_t, (l_om ref. _4.)

that the ground is all hard and second that it is all soft acoustically. A reasonably
correct spectrum (within about 5 dB) can then be obtained by weighting the hard
and soft spectra in proportion to the distances propagated over the hard and soft
grounds.

Refraction by Vertical Gradients of Wind
and Temperature

Under most weather conditions both the temperature and the wind vary with
height above the ground. The velocity of sound relative to the gronnd is a function
of temperature and wind velocity, and hence it also varies with height_ causing the
sound wuves to propagate along curved paths. During the day solar radiation lneats
the earth surface resulting in warmer air near the ground. This condition, called
a temperature lapse_ is most pronounced on sunny days but can also exist under
overcast skies. A temperature lapse is the common daytime condition during most
of the year and ray paths curve upward.

After sunset there is often radiation cooling of the ground which produces cooler
air near the surface. In summer under clear skies suci2 temperature inversions begin
to form about 2 hours after sunset, when they may extend to lass than a meter
above the ground; as the night progresses, they extend to increasing heights and can
reach altitudes of the order of a hundred meters by sunrise. Througimut this period a
temperature lapse exists above the top of the growing temperature inversion. Within
the temperature inversion, the temperatsre increases with height and ray paths curve
downward,
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Figure 9. Schematic showing the bending of a_y paths.

When there is wind, its speed decreases with decreasing helght because of drag
on the moving air at the ground. Tilerefore tile speed of sound relative to the ground
increases with height during downwind propagation and ray paths curve downward.
For propagation upwind the smmd speed decreases with helght and ray paths curve
upward. There is no refraction in the vertical direction produced by wind when the
sound propagates directly crosswind. An illustration of the ray paths is shown in
figure 9. In a temperature inversion or for propagation downward, the ray patbs
curve downward as in figure 9(a). Under specific conditions which depend on source
and receiver heights, horizontal range, and tile strength of tile inversion, additional
ray paths are possible that involve one or more reflections at the ground. In a
temperature/apse or for propagation upwind, ray paths curve upward away from
the ground as in figure 9(b). If the relation between sound speed and height in
linear, there is a limiting ray that just grazes tim ground and beyond which no direct
8mind energy can penetrate. This eauee_ an asoustieal shadow region. If, on tile
ether hand, tile sound speed profile is not linear, tbe limiting ray is replaced by
n caustic beeaase sound energy (rays) from various regions of the irradiated sound
field can reach the same region along tile shadow boundary. The effects of tile
temperature and wind profile_ on the sound speed profile are additive. Pays curve
upward or downward in the real atmosphere depending on the relative strength of
the vertical gradienLs of temperature and wind speed. For example, an aeoastie
shadow can exist even downwind if the temperature lapse dominates the wind speed
gradient to produce a sound speed that decreases with height. In what follows
we shall distinguish between downward and upward refraction irrespective of which
meteorological condition produces the effect.

Downward Refraction

The propagation of sound in a temperature inversion has been studied previ-
ously (ref. 25}, but the principal results would be qualitatively similar for sound
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propagation downwind. We shall therefore discuss here the more general case of a
sound velocity profile that increases with height. Tile form of profile which is most
convenient for physical interpretation and mathematical computation is one wimre
the sound velocity increases linearly with height:

c = c_(t + 7h) (13)

In equation (13), h is the height above tile surface and ff is the coefficient of increase
in velocity with height, We note that a linear variation with belght is a good
appro×hnatlon for most cases although it is not necessarily achieved in practice,
The sound rays between source and receiver are then circular arcs. Wimn either the
sound source or the receiver is above the ground, in addition to the direct ray there
are reflected rays which also follow circular patbs (fig, 10).

s _---_ ._1
--,,./y0

_i (a) At _hort or moderate aource-to-receiver distances.

i?

:_ S .%1

[b) At to.get aourc_-to-recelver distances.

Figure 10. Bending of ray paths in downward refraction.

If source and receiver are separated by moderate distances of the order of
d = 100 m and are a few meters above tile ground, there is only one reflected
ray, providing that we also assume average atmosphel'ie i'efrastion. The direct
and reflected ray paths are filustrated in figure 10(a)," Note that the angle 0 for
the reflected rny is greater than for an unstratified atmosphere, The magnitude
of the reflection coefficient therefore deviates filrther from -t and the destructive
interference between direct and reflected waves becmnes less complete. Tim result
is less attenuation for frequencies armmd 500 Hz, This is illustrated by the
measurements (ref. 26) in figure ll. The curve labeled "0" represents sound levels
me_ured in the absence of stratification or crosswind while tile curve labeled "+5"
represents results for dowmvind propagation. There is essentially no difference
between those two curves below 400 liz at i10 m or below 300 Itz at 615 m from
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the source. At higher frequencies, however, the reduced attenuation for downwind
propagation is evident.
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Figure 11. Sound pressure levels relative to free field ia 1/S.oetave bands of
noise measured at 110 and 615 rn from a jet engine (re.£ E6). Nurnbern
on curves indicate wind velocity, in re/see, in the direction of propagation;
curves marked %" ere for a tereperature lapse. (From ref. 3.)

In general at longer distances d there are more than one reflected ray path (refs. 25
and 27). Tim existence of these additional ray paths is e_ily predicted (ref. 25) from
elementary analytical geometry. Further, a particular ray may be reflected several
tirees between source and receiver. When them is one reflection at the ground for
any ray_ there are three possible reflected ray paths. These are illustrated in figure
10(b) by tile dashed curves, There is the ray reflected at tile midpoint between
source and receive5 assuming for the moment that the source and the receiver are
at equal heights. The two ether rays have a point of refection displaced from this
midpoint, one striking the snrface relatively near the source and the other near the
receiver, These additional paths filrther degrade the ground effect attenuation as
shown in figure 11, at 615,11 for frequencies above 400 Hz.

In the general en.qeof finite source m_d receiver heights hn and hr, there arc a
total of four reflected ray paths for each number of reflections per ray greater than
one, There is, bowever, an upper limit to tile number of reflections at the surface,
unl_s ha = hr -- 0. It is not dimeult to develop a simple criterion to determine the
existence or absence of the higher order paths with multiple reflections. Let HI be
the height of a ray path at its zenith (fig. 12). One can show for ha and hr << dt
that

,_,_ "_d--_°" 04)8
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where equality occurs wben h, = hr = O. Furtber, rays are realizable provided that

lln _ -_2 >-hs and hr (15)

Thus wben n is sumelently large that H n < h_ or h r then the corresponding ray
patlls do not exist. To take specific examples, we _sume that h._ -- hr = 1.2 m and

= 3 x 10 -5 m-1, typical for a temperature inversion. Then, from equation (14),
H1 = 0.04 m for d = 100 m. Thus there is only one reflected ray path as shown in
figure 10(a). Next, for d --- 800 m, we find that HI = 2.4 m and If2 = 0.6 m. This
example corresponds to the illustration in figure 10(b). Finally at a mucb larger
distance, for example_ d = 4 km, equations (14) and (15) yield HI _-.60 m and hence
H 7 _ 1.2 m and //8 _ 0.9 m. Thus, theoretically at least, there should be no ray
paths having more than about seven reflections between source and receiver wben
beth are 1.2 m above tile surface.

Figure 1,9,Schematic showing groups of ray paths in downward refraction that
have approximately the same heights at zenith, (l_om ref. ~,,v"_

At these larger distances, when tile ultimate goal is to estimate the sound levels at
a distant point as a resnlt of sound traveling via the numerous ray paths, it is useful
to group them differently from the number of reflections a ray suffered between source
and receiver. A convenient grouping is according to tbe maximum height above the
surface reached by the path as shown in figure 12, Thus the four rays having zenith
heights of approximately H1 have different numbers of surface reflections m; one has
m = 0, two have m = I, and one has m = 2. These rays follow almost the same
path through tile atmosphere and maintain partial coherence between tbemselves to

much greater extent ttlan between other similar groups of ray patbs. Under such
conditions a method has been suggested (ref. 25) to estimate tim sound levels at
distant receivers. Tile interference between tim direct ray Prom the source and the
rays reflected at the surface are first calculated for tile first grouping of individual
rayu in the bundle having zenith HI. The amplitude and phase of the waves reflected
near the source are calculated from the impedance of the surface, assuming that this
is known, and added coherently to the direct ray, in effect assuming a composite
source (see ref. 25 for the details of the calculations). Because tbe ground surface
in tile vicinity of the receiver can vary from one location to another_ tile sound rays
reaefiing the receiver after a last reflection in tbe vicbdty of the receiver should, on
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average, be taken into account by adding their intensity to that of rays not suffering
this reflection. If tile reflection coefficient of tile surface near the receiver is known
to be unity, this bnplies adding 3 dB to tile level given by the rays not reflected
in this region. However a more typical magnitude for the reflection coefficient is
less than unity and an average correction of 2 dB is suggested. Tile roles of sound
source and receiver are reclpmcaI, so this discussion is valid also when the ground
impedance near tlrs receiver is known, but tbat near tile source is not known or may
vary from one source location to ahother. The sound energy traveling via the other
groups of ray paths with zenith H_, If:l, etc., experience different local turbulence
(see the next section) and hence are expected to add incoherently to tim energy via
the primary group. "rile maximum correction to be added to the results calculated
for the primary group is about 2.2 dB when timre are an infinite number of possible
paths (see ref. 25). In more realistic cases, when only a few of these paths exist, tim
correction to be added is about 0.5 dB. In most outdoor sound propagation problems
tbis correction for multiple paths in downward refraction is therefore negligible.

The factors just discussed lead to tile qualitative conclusion timt downward
refraction can nullify tile reduction in sound pressure levels caused by grmmd effects.
Sound levels therefore increase to tile levels predicted by geometrical spreading and
molecular absorption alone, but in general not above such levels. Increases above such
levels are due to focusing caused by curved, that is, nonlinear, sound speed gradients
and are inevitably accompanied by decreases caused by defocusing elsewhere in the
sound field.

Upward Refraction

When the sound speed decreases with height, tile sound rays are bent upwards,
away from the ground. For realistic smmd speed profiles, there is a limiting ray
leaving tile source which just grazes the ground. This limiting ray is shown in
figure 13, and when tile sound speed decreases linearly with height, the ray is an
arc of a circle. Above this limiting ray the sound fiehl is composed of direct and
ground-reflected waves. Below tile limiting ray there is an acoustical shadow region
in which these waves thcoretlcally do not exist; sound energy does however penetrate
this shadow region due to other, diffractive propagation mechanisms.

It is perhaps useful to remind ourselves that rays do not represent any real
physical entity. Rays are a convenient way of understanding various features of a
sound field. For example, interference is a wave phenomenon that depends on phase
differences between sound fields; rays provide a convenient set of geometrical lines
from which path length differenccs_ and hence phase differences, can be calculated.
Similarly in figure 13 the limiting ray is a geometrical line whose trajectory can
be calculated and which divides the sound field into two regions; the sound field is
however continnous across the limiting ray, although it changes across a broad band
of space near the limiting ray at a rate which depends on the wavelength of the
sound and often on other geometrical factors--again, affirmation that what occurs
in n sound field is governed by wave mechanisms.

Above the shadow region, the sound field can be described by tile same arguments
as before. A typical pair of direct and reflected waves is shown by tile dotted curves
in figure 13 to the point Mr. There is always only one ground-reflected wave _nd the
incidence angle 0 is smaller than for the unstratified atmosphere. Tile magnitude
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_ Fioure 13. Schematic illustratin 0 the main features of upward refraction.
'_ (From ref. 81,)
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the reflection coefi}eient is now closer to -1 and tile destructive interference between
direct and reflected waves is enhanced. This increases the attenuation for frequencies
above about 500 Hz (see the curves ill fig. 11 at It0 m, labeled "-5" for upwind
propagation and "-5L" for lapse conditions). Tlmse results were probably measured

_1 just beyond tbe limiting ray into tbe fringe of tim sbadow; however ttle results still
-" sbow tile effect described above. Tbeory to account for the ebanging incidence angle
_! due to the curved ray patb has been described in reference 27, where calculated

curves predicted well tbe ebanges in tim spectra of figure 11 at bigh frequencies.

At 615 m from tile source the results labeled "-5" and "-5L" in figure ll were

_i measured farther into tile abadow region (M_. in fig. 13) and the description of
tbese results requires a very different analysis, A number of numerical methods

.! are available to compute accurate quantitative results (refs. 28 and 29). These
reconstruct the sound field allowing for tbe effects of diffraction_ changes in sound
.velocity with height, or otber relevant factors. However to provide a better
understanding of tbe features involved, we shall describe the process in an alternative
and more intuitive way. The sound levels, in tbe absence of turbulence, can be
determined from diffraction theory (refi 30), wbieh suggests that the energy received
at M2 initially leaves tile source and travels along the limiting ray to tile ground.
Tben it propagates in tile air along the surface in a creeping wave. At an appropriate
distanee_ tbe energy is then shed from the creeping wave and travels to M2 along
the ordinary geometrical acoustics ray slmwn by the dashed curve in figure 13. An
example of an acoustical shadow governed by this mechanism is sltown in figure 14.
The points are measurements made above an asplmlt surface at a distance of 200 nl
from a point source (ref. 31), at locations well within the shadow region. Predictions
obtained from creeplng-wave tbeory_ the solid curves, are in reasonable agreement
with the measured values except at the two higbest frequencies close to the ground
and upwind, that is, wbere the sound pressure levels are lowest. This discrepancy
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is probably due to yet another mechanism, scattering by turbulence, whereby sound
energy is redistributed between various regions of otherwise eohereutly determined
sound fields,
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Figut_ 14. Comparison of predicted and measured sound pressure levels within
shadow reolon at a distance of 200 m from the source over an asphalt
surface. Sound pressure levels marked by open symbols may be perturbed
by turbulence. (l_om ref, 31.)

Atmospheric Turbulence

Tile atmosphere is an unsteady medium (ref. 32) with random variations in
temperature, wind velocity, pressure_ and density. In practice only the temperature
and wind velocity variations significantly affect acoustic waves over a short time
period. During the daytime these inhomogeneities are normally much larger than
is generally appreciated. Shown in figure 15 is a typical record of the temperature
measured 1 m above a fiat ground surface on a sunny day. Tile measurement was
made with a fast response (< 1 rosen) thermometer. Fluctuations in temperature of
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5°C which last several seconds are common and 10°C fluctuations not uaconunon.
Tile wind velocity fluctuates in a similar manner and has a standard deviation
about its mean value that is commonly one-third of the average value. When
waves propagate through tile atmosphere, these random fluctuations scatter tile
sound energy. '-Pile total field is then the sum, in amplitude and phase, of these
scattered waves and the direct line-of-slgbt wave, resultblg in random fluctuations in
alaplitude and phase. The acoustical flnetuntlmls are in some respects analogous to
more familiar optical phenomena such as the twinkling of light from a star.

Wl!llU)l!rtltllFl! _ 3(1 .
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Figure 15. 7_.lpicalrecording o/the temperature measured about I m above the
ground on a sunny summer day. The reapouse time o/the thermometer

-: was less than I rr_ec.

Large eddies are formed in the atmosphere as energy is injected into the turbu-
lence as a result of instabilities in the tbermal and viscous boundary luyers near tile
ground. For example t we have seen in tile section on refraction that tile average
horizontal wlnd velocity varies as a function of height, being essentially zero at the
ground surface, and this variation creates turbulence of a size approximately equal
to the height. This is illustrated very clearly in reference 83, The size at which
the energy eaters into the turbtdenea is called the outer scale of turbulence and is
designated by Lo. Tbe eddies of sizes greater than Lo are generally anisotropie, The
spectrum in this range, called tim input range_ depends on how tile turbulence is cre-
ated in tbe particular circumstances, and thus there is no general formula describing
tile turbulence characteristics in this range,

In the range of tim spectrum where the Eddy size is smaller than Lo, tile kinetic
energy of the turbulence is very much greater than the amomlt of klnetie energy
that can be dissipated due to viscosity in the time required for a large eddy to break
down into smaller eddies. Since the dissipation is negligible, almost all the klnetle
energy can he transferred to eddies of smaller size. Thus, tile energy transfer can he
visualized as a process of eddy fragmentation wbere large-scale eddies cascade into
eddies of over-decreasing size. The characteristics of tile initial conditions disappear,
the fluid motion is almost completely random and irregular, and its features elm be
described in statistical terms. Tbls part of tile turbulence spectrum is called tbe
inertial or I{ohnogorov range.

However, as the eddy size becomes smaller, tile fraction of available kinetic energy
being dissipated by viscosity increases. Eventuafly tile smallest size £'oof the eddies
is reached where their kinetic energy is of tbe same order as the kinetic energy being
dissipated, At this size t'oj virtually all the energy is dissipated into beat and almost
no energy is left for eddies of size smaller than £o. Thin size fo is called the inner
scale of turbulence and is typically of the order of 1 ram. The spectrum range of
eddy size smaller than £o is called the viscous range.
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The tbree charaeterlstie ranges of tile spectral density of the _urbulent atmosphere
are illustrated in figure 113. The points are an Example of a measured spectrum
of wind velocity fluctuations. Essentially, the points represent the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the time-varylng signal recorded by tile anemometer, Tbe
measurements were made about 1 m above the ground andt as expected, tile outer
scale is about 1 m.
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Figure 16. The three ranoes of the atmospheric turbulence spectrum. The
points are the result of an FFT analysis of a wind velocity reeardin9.

For horizontal sound propagation near tbe ground in the range of frequencies
from a few hundred to a few thousand bertz and distances of hundreds of meters,
the propagation is most influenced by eddies having sizes greater than 1 in and
hence in tim input region of tile turbulence spectrum. As explained above, there
is no general formula describing tile turbulence in tbis range. Measurements and
some simple tbeory_ althougb still tentativep are beginning to provide information on
the mecbanism governing the propagation through turbulence in this range (refs. 31
and 34). On the other hand, for air-to-ground propagation from an elevated source,
the miter scale is mueb greater tban 1 m and the propagation is most infiueneed by
eddies in tim inertial range of turbulence. Our understanding of tbe mecbanism in
this ease is much better, mainly because of the large body of knowledge accumulated
through work on atmospberle sounders (ref. 35).

Regardless of wbether the significant turbulence is larger or smaller than the
outer scale, tile scattering of sound by turbulence produces fluctuations in tile
phase and amplitude of tile received signal, The magnitude of the fluctuations
increases with increasing distance of propagation, sound frequency, and strength
of turbuleace. Sbown in figure 17 are measured pbsse (open points) and amplitude
(solid points) fluctuations plotted as a function of the calculated fluctuations (ref. 34).
The measured fluctuations are for a variety of frequencies, distances of propagation,
and strengths of turbulence. Tile calculated values are obtained from simultaneous
meteorological measurements. The graph shows that tile phtme fluctuations increase
without bound, as predicted, for increasing values of tile variables. The amplitude
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fluctuations on the other hand_ in addition to being systematically lower than tile
phtme fluctuations, clearly shiny saturation,
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Figure 17. Measured amplitude (8gild polnt_) and phase (open points} fluctu-
ations as a function of the corresponding calculated values. (From re/. 84.)

An effect of atmospheric turbulence, which is immediately suggested by the
results shmvn in figure 17, is the nuisance of coping with fluctuating levels during
noise measurements from relatively distant sources such tm aircraft. However the
saturation of the amplitude fluctuations shown in figure 17 minimizes this problem,
Tile fluctuations in sound pressure level initially increase with increasing distance,
but quickly reach a limiting value, For example when the noise from aircraft
propagates under clearly llne of sight conditions over distances of a few kilometers,
tlte measured sound pressure levels fluctuate about their mean value with a standard
deviation of no more than fi dB. This is in agreement with the results of figure 17".

An effect of atmospheric turbulence which has traditionally been considered
imporl,vJ_t is the direct attenuation of sound by turbulence, If the sound is in
n highly directed beam, the turbulence attenuates the beam by scattering energy
out of it (rcfi 3g). However for a spherically expanding wave this attenuation is
negligible, because tile scattering from turbulence is elastic and mostly in the forward
direction through a small scattering angle. Therefore, in a simpleminded way, the
energy scattered out from the line of sight is replaced by energy scattered hack to
the receiver from adjacent regions, This implies that the energy level of the root-
mean-square sound pressure in an unsteady medium is the same a_ tile level would
be in the absence of turbulmme. Tim only mechanism by which turbulence could
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provide attenuation in a spherical wave field is baekseatterlng Cref. 37). l[owever
I it seems that tile attenuation provided by backseattering is mucb smaficr than the
i attenuation due to molecular absorption. Tile attenuation of sound due to scattering

from a moderately directional source mast lie between the two extremes of a
finite-width beam and a spherical field, but has never been evaluated thoronghly.
It is generally believed (ref. 3) to be negligible for most appfleatlons.

Other acoustical phenomena are most strongly and directly affected by atmo-
spherle turbulence. For example tile interference of direct and ground-reflected
waves depends critically on tile exact pbase relationship that exists between them.
The randonl fluctuations in phase shown in figure 17 bring into question tile use of
coherent acoustical theory to describe this phenomenon, as was done earlier. The
points in figure 18 are excess attenuation measurements from reference 26 of jet noise
propagating across a grass-covered field for varions distances. (Excess attenuation is
that which is over and above attemmtion due to normal spreading and atmospheric
absorption.) The dashed enrve is calculated using the coherent acoustical tfleory
described earlier. At frequascies below about 300 Ilz, this theory adequately de-
scribes tile measured values. However, above 300 llz, the coherent theorybegins
to consistently overpredlct the depth of the ground shadow at a distance of 100 m.
The discrepancy between tire measured points and the solid curve reaches about
10 dB at a distance of 1 kin. The solid curves were calculated (ref. 38) by treating
tile atmosphere as a turbulent medium and assuming a normal distribution of phase
velocities of sound having a standard deviation of about 2 parts per Ifi00 and some
partial coherence between tile direct and tile reflected path. Theory (refs. 38-40)
sbows that the partbd coherence between the two paths is very sensitive to the ra-
tio of path separation and coherence length of the medium. A coherence length of
about 1 m, typical of values me_ured close to the ground, was used to calculate
the curves in figure 18. To assume partial, rather than complete, coherence between
tile interfering waves is tile only simple way to obtain reasonable agreement with
measurements at afl frequencies and distances. Alternatives reich as using a different
value of ground impedance could ]lave secured agreement at some frequencies only
at the expense of worse agreement elsewhere in tile spectrum or at other distances.

Another example of tile degradation of an acoustical shadow region was discussed
in tire previous section. Tbe measurements shown by tile open symbols in figure 14
suggest that, in addition to tile energy that is diffracted into tile shadow region, the
sound scattered by turbulence is contributing to the total level. Although there is
as yet no direct quantitative calculation to aspport this hypothesis, it is consistent
witb model experiments (ref. 41) using thin barriers.

In summary, atmospheric turbulence was evoked in tile past to account for
decreased sound levels that did not appear to have any other explanation. However
thls was before tile role played by many of tbe relevant wave propagation mechanisms
had been appreciated. Now work is showing why, and to what extent, turbulence
enhances the sound levels in tile varimzs types of slladow regions.

Dlseusslon

Up to now we have discussed the consequences of the finite impedance of the
ground on sound propagation outdoors in an ideal atmosphere. Tile dlscnssion was
then extended to a stratified atmosphere with curved ray paths, but in tire absence of
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Embleton and Dalglc

turbulence, and snbseqnently to include the effects of tile turbulent atmosphere_ but
for straight Ibm propagation. It is possible, at least theoretically, to assume straight
line propagation in a turbulent atmosphere, This could happen for propagation
downwind on a sunny day when, fortultously, the wind velocity gradient equals tile
temperature gradient in magnitude but differs in sign, to produce a zero sound
speed gradient. Ill practice, situations do occur wbere tile sound speed gradient is
negligibly small and there is a body of theory (refs. 33 and 38-d0) tlmt accounts
for partial coherence due to turbulence and which sbows reasonable agreement with
mea.surements (refs, 33 and 38),

However tile idealization of a nonturbulent but stratified atmosphere may be
rarely achieved in practice, Tile presence of strong wind and temperature gradients
is usually accompanied by atmospheric turbulence. An exception could be a
temperature inversion in the absence of wind, Fortunately it is not difficult to extend
an existing model (ref. 27) to allow for partial coherence between the curved ray
paths.

An example of such a calculation is shown in figure 19, The curves are calculated
relative sound pressure levels as a function of distance for two frequencies and
three atmospheric conditions, The solid curves assume propagation above grass-
covered ground in a zero sound speed gradient but in tbe presence of atmospheric
turbulence whicb could correspond to u Turner class (ref, 33) of I, Tbis calcu]atlon
has been previously presented for one frequency in reference 31. At 125 Hz or
an)' other low frequency the result is indistinguishable from theory that neglects
atmospheric turbulence, However at 1.2 kHz the solid curve differs significantly
from tire prediction of coherent theory, This latter theory begins to predict lower
sound pressure levels at a distance of about 50 in to attain -25 dB at 1 km_ for a
discrepancy of 15 dB between coherent theory and the solid curve.

The short-dasbed curves are calculated for a slightly less turbulent atmosphere
but, in addition, for a positive sound speed gradient (downward refraction). Beyond
400 m, ray theory predicts tile existence of additional ray paths (see eq. (15)}, At
125 Hz the results differ little from coherent theory. On tile other hand at 1,2 kHz_
the increased incidence angle, tile additional ray paths beyond 400 m, and the loss
of coherence all contribute to almost eradicating the attenuation produced by the
finite impedance of tim ground (at the larger distances where there are many ray
paths, a simpler calculation w_ performed (ref, 25)),

The long-dashed curves were calculated for a slightly more turbulent atmosphere
than the short-dashed curves bnt now for a negative sound speed gradient (upward
refraction), Tbe shadow boundary expected from ray tbeory occurs at 40{] m.
Therefore, beyond 400 m the curve is calculated using diffraction theory (ref, 31}, At
125 Hz tire long-dashed curve differs from tile solid curve only beyond 400 m, that
is, in the shadow region that exists in this ease, At 1.2 kHz the Iong-daslled curve
differs negligibly from the result that would be obtained using coherent theory up
to about d0fi m, Tbis is because the reduced incidence angle of the reflected wave
produces lower sound pressure levels whicb are then enhanced because of partial
coherence between direct and reflected waves. For this particular calculation the
two effects almost cancel. Beyond 400 m tile levels are determined by diffraction
theory np to e,ome relative sound pressure levels shown by tile shaded area. Tim
body of available experimental data (refs. 3t 26_ and 31) shows that, in practice,
lower sound pressure levels are not achieved in u turbulent atmosphere. Tbere is no
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Figure 19. Comparison of predicted sound pressure levels as a function of
distance for two frequenelcn and three atmospheric conditions. Propagation
over grass in presence of atmospheric turbulence,

rigorous theory to substantiate this at present. However there is some theory (ref. 41)
and experimental evidence (ref, 31) to acpport the exphmatlon that scattering by
turbulence is responsible for these limiting sound pressure levels.

The features shmvn for the 1.2-kHz calculation are also found for frequencies
between 200 and 2000 Itz_ but differ in detail. The results also differ in detail for
different atmospheric conditions, but the main tendencies remain. The curves are
examples of typical behavior justified on physical arguments and are consistent with
the behavior of experimental data (see fig. 13 of ref. 31 and the data in ref. 26).

In summary, because of variations in atmospheric conditions, it is not possible to
produce a unique prediction of sound pressure levels, especially for distances greater
than about 50 to 10fim. The levels will not exceed those given by inverse square law
and molecular absorption (unless there are sufficient multiple downward refractive
paths in which ease the level may be enhanced by 1 to 2 dB) but can be_ and usually
are, lower because of a combination of other mechanisms; the levels are rarely lower
by more than -25 to -35 dB because of the turbulent atmosphere.

Diffraction

The processes of diffraction arise from the mutual interaction of neighboring
elements of a wave field. They occur when the amplitude and phase of the sound
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field vary spatially in _'ays that are incompatible with tile sound wavelength at any
given frequency. Far from any boundaries a sound field propagates in a relatively
simple way, and one can exploit this simplicity by deserlbing tbe propagation in
terms of ray paths, tIowever if a large solid body blocks the sound field_ the ray
theory of sound propagation predicts a shadow region behind the body with sharply
defined boundaries, so in principle, on one side of the boundary tlmre is a sound
field with well-defined phase and amplitude and close by ell tile other side of tile
boandary there is essentially silence. This does not happen in practice; as the waves
propagate, sound "leaks" across this sharp boundary hi ways governed by the laws
of wave motion and the boundary becomes less sharp. Diffraction effects are most
clearly evident in the vicinity ofsofid boundaries, or along geometrical ray boundaries
such as the limiting ray shown in figure 13.

Acoustic diffraction occurs in conjunction with a wkle range of solid bodies: some
such as tbin solid barriers are erected alongside highways or are carefully located to
shield residential eommanlties from ground operations of aircraft; others sucb as
buildings are often built for other purposes but fortuitonsly provide some beneficial
shielding; yet others like undulating ground or low hills occur naturally and provide
shielding at much larger distances and bring forth other manifestations of diffraction
such as the creeping waves referred to earlier.

Most of the development of diffraction theory for sound waves has been adapted
from optical diffraction tbeory (refs. 42-4d). It lure been applied mainly to under-
stand and accurately prediet the performance of thin barriers, including the practical
situations of barriers standing on grourld of finite impedance, where effects due to
ground reflections and bgerfereace interact with diffraction of sound over the top
of the barrier (ref. ,15). Other developments bave been to describe tile sbiehling
bdmvlor of thick barriers (rein. 46 and 47), such as buildings or earth berms.

The simplest and most widely used procedure for determining tbe reduction of
sound pressure level due to diffraction around the edge of a barrier is described
in reference 48. One must first calculate the Fresnel number_ which is simply tile
mbdmum increase in distanee that the soiled must travel around the edge of tile
barrier to go from source to receiver (fig. 20), divided by a half-wavelength A/2 at
the frequency of interest. The Fresnel nunlber N is

= 2 (d_+d._-d3) (16)
N

The reduction in sound pressure level is then given as a fimction of Fresnel number by
the curve in figure 21. This curve is obtained frola diffraction theory assuming u tldn
knife-edge barrier and no ground and then empirically allows for tile presence of the
ground by reducing the loss of sound level by about 2 dR. This prediction curve is not
exact because tile empirical correction does not account for tile frequency dependence
(here_ the Fresnel number dependence) of tbe ground-reflection interference in a
specific configuration of source, barrier, and receiver heights and distances apart.
The curve is correct to about d:5 dB in most cases and is the mean curve through
the interference spectrum that would be measured, and can be predicted, is any
specfiic circumstances.

In practice tile reduction ia sound pressure level behind a barrier rarely exceeds
about 15 to 25 dB, except in extrenle configurations when the diffraction angle, 0
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Figure _0. Schematic defining the necessary parameter8 for diffraction around
a thin barrier.

in figure 20_ is very large. More commonly tile performance of a barrier is limited
to these values by the effects of the turbulent atmosphere (ref. 41). As discussed
previously, scattering by turbulence provides an additional mccbanism by which
sound energy can penetrate the shadow behind the barrier_ thus resulting in an
upper limit to tile reduction in sound pressure level. If the barrier is not continuous,
such as a row of detached houses_ other empirical values are sometimes used. For

'! example_ when tile gaps between bouses arc 30 to 50 percent of the whole, a drop
_. of 2 to 3 dB Is sometimes assumed for one row of houses, about 4 to fi dB for two
•1 or more rows. These are obviously average vahles and are greater directly behind a

Ii house and much less in line with the break In tile barrier.
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Figure $1, Reduction in sound pressure level relative to the free field without
a barrier as a function of Fresnel number N. (Curve from re]'. 48.)
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When barriers are used specifically to reduce sound, it is good practice to locate
them, wben possible, _ closely as possible to either the source or the rccelver. A
barrier of given height then results in a large vabm of the diffraction angle 0 and a
greater path lengthening (dr + d2 - de). This provides a larger insertion loss and
also more protection against degradation of this insertion loss by refractive effects
that_ under appropriate meteorological conditions, can cause the direct sound field
to curve around the edge of the barrier, It is difficult to be precise because the
variables are so many, hut refractive effects can often bend sound fields through a
few degrees in a distance of 100 m: this suggests that tim diffraction angle 0 must be
at least 5° for a sound barrier to provide some amount of diffractive shielding under
moat meteorological conditions,

At distances between source and receiver greater than a few bundred meters,
it is difficult to provide man-made harriers large enough to provide any noticeabIe
reduction in sound pressure levels, Naturally occurring topographical features such
as hills can often fimctlon as barriecat blocking the line of sight between source and
receiver, There has been very little systematic study of the acoustical effects of
terrain shape and type at long ranges, partly because of the wide range of possible
forms and the difficulties of understanding the general principles that could then be
applied to other terrains and partly because dominant meteorological effects would
often cast considerable uncertainty on any terrain-related results, The processes of
diffraction can however assist in understanding one very simple form of ground shape,
namely a spherical or cylindrical surface that curves downward. There is a close
analogy between a ground surface that curves downward in conjunction with sound
rays that travel in stroigbt lines and a ground surface tbat is fiat while sound rays
curve upward because of a temperature lapse or upwind propagation, The analogy
is shown in figure 22_where the reader will recognize that figure 22(b) has extracted
the relevant features from figure 13 that was earlier used to describe tile behavior of
sound fields in upward refraction due to meteorological gradients. Mnneerements and
relevant tbeory (refs, 49-52) on grass and asphalt surfaces outdoors and artificial
surfaces indoors having shapes corresponding to figure 22(a) are the subject of current
work. Typical results (ref, 49) for propagation around a grass-covered cylindrical
mound having a radius of curvature of 25 in are shown in figure 23 for two source-
to-receiver distances and three receiver heights all within tbe shadow region,

Tile short daub cnrvas in figure 23 represent tile

prediction of simple diffraction theory when the
M curved surface is replaced by an equivalent thin

, barrier, with the height of the equivalent bar-
]'.'quivldent rier being determined by line-of*sight geometry
thi. _¢r,','J_ as shown in sketch A on tile left. This predic-

u _ tion is reasonably good at low frequencies, here
beMw about 500 Hz, but at higher frequencies it

,%etch A underestimates tile measured shadow by as much
as 20 riB, The short-long da._hed line in figure 23 is the prediction for creeping*
wave diffraction mechanisms assuming a surface of infinite impedance, and the lower
solid line was calculated (ref, 51) assuming a grass-covered serfaee of finite acoustic
impedance, The trend of the measured values is clear for both receiver heights and
is as expected from the ground impedance vahms shown in figure 5--at the lower
frequencies the ground impedance is higher and can be ideafized as a rigid boundary;
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Figure 22. Analogy between sound propagation in a homogeneous, isotropic
atmosphere over downwardly curving ground and sound propagation in an
upwardly refractive atmosphere, above a flat ground.

as frequency increases there is a smooth transition to tile predictions asmnnlng a low
acoustic bnpedance. The dlscrepaney between the measured points and the lower
solid llne at d = 11 m and hp --- I].25 m is attributed to atmospheric turbulence
(ref. 41).

Ttms we see that diffractive mechanisms play ml important part in tile propaga-
tion of sound fields. These mechanisms are responsible for determining the sound
pressure levels in acoustical shadow reginns, whether these shadow regions are pro-
ducedby solidobstaclesatshortorlongrangesnrhy refractiveprocessescausing
theupwardbendingofsoundrays.

Large-Amplitude Waves_ Pulses,and
Sonic Booms

The discussionofsmmd propagationmechanismsso farinthischapter,asin
mostoftheacousticalliterature,hasassumedthatsoundwavespropagateaccording
tolinearlawsin a linearmedium. Ithasbeen assumed,forexample,thattile
speedofsoundisaconstantdeterminedonlybythepropertiesoftheair,principally
itstemperature;thatthefrequencyand wavelengthofa givensounddonot change
duringpropagationorasthesoundissubjcctedtoanyofthemechanismsdescribedso
far;and thatthearnplitudeofthesound,anditsspectralcontent,changeduringthese
processesbythe same fraction(oritssoundpressurelevelbythesame number of
decibels)regardlessofwhetherthesoundinitiallyhasahighoralowsoundpressure
level.For many acousticalproblemstheassumptionsofllnearity,superpositionof
waves,and theapproximationsofsmall-amplltudeacousticsareperfectlyadequate.

When a soundsourceissufficientlyintenseorwhen thesoundfieldremainsata
highenoughlevelfora sufficientdistanceofpropagation,thennonlinearityofmany
ofthewave propagationprocessesbecomesimportant_givesriseto many further
phenolnena_and cansignificantlyaffectthesoundreceivedbya distantobserver.
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Figure 28. Sound pressure levels aver a grass-covered curved ground with radios
of curvature of 25 m, Source on the ground,

Here we shall focus attention on one small group of nonlinear phenomena that are
all related to the fact that the propagation speed of any part of the waveform depends
on itsown particularparticlevelocity,The resultis thatwaveformschangeshape
duringpropagation,theirspectralcontentchanges,shockwavesmay develop,and
thereisincre_.sedabsorption,

Waveform Distortion

As asoundwavepropagatesthroughairttheinstantaneouspressure_particleve-
]ocity_temperature,and d_nsityatany pointinthewaveformallvarysimultaneously
and arecloselyrelated.Inthatpartoftlmwaveformwherethepressureincreases,
tiletemperatureanddensityalsoincrease,and tbelongitudinalparticlevelocitydun
tothewaveisintiledirectioninwhichthewaveenergyispropagating,(Conversely
when tile pressure, temperature, and density simultaneously dcerease, the particle
velocity is in the opposite direction to that in which the energy is being propagated.)
The zero crossings of the sound waveform travel with the "small-amplitude" speed
of sound, co = 331.2 m/see at 0sO, which is the speed of sound described earlier,
However other parts of the waveform, which we intuitively and most commonly think
of as a pressure wavsform, each travel relative to the local part of the propagation
nledium (refs. 53 and 54). There are two distinct effects on the speed with which
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individual elements of the waveform propagate. Coaskler an element of the wave
having an instantaneous positive pressnrm first tile temperature is momentarily in-
creased due to tbe smmd wave and so tile local speed of sound is increased to a value
given by

c= ca + _-u (17)

where "7 is the ratio of specific Imats of air ('7 _- 1A) and u is tile local particle
velocity. Second tim waveform travels relative to the local medium whicll in this
region of positive pressure is traveling in the forward direction, also witb the particle
velocity u. The net result is that tlds part of tile waveform travels witb a velocity

._ _¢+1_, c=eo+ u+u=eo+'--_u (18)

Equation (18) is a geseral result tlmt applies to all elements of a continuous waveform;
in particular when the acoustic pressure is negative, the particle velocity is in tim
opposite direction and the negative ball-cycle of the waveform travels in the direction

' _: of propagation more slowly than the zero crossings. Fnrthermore the excess velocity
relative to co for the zero crossings is proportional to the particle velocity u (or
proportional to the acoustic pressure p through the impedance relation p/u _ pc
where p is density). Thus the positive peak ofa waveform travels fastest and "catches
up" to the zero crossing ahead of it, wbile at the same time increasing its separation
fromthezerocrossingthatfollowsit,The oppositeprocessoccursforthenegative
peakofthewaveform.The netresultofthesedifferencesinpropagationspeedis
thatthewaveformchangesshapeduringpropagationasillustratedinfigure2d.

Figure 24 represents the pressure vs. tinle waveform that would be detected at
successively increasing distances of propagation. The wave is asesmed to he an
infinitely long series of initially sinusoidal waveforms, one cycle of which is shown in
figure 24(a); it propagates from right to left, and retarded time is used to reduce tile
corresponding zero crossings to t = 0 in each case. In those parts of the waveform
where tgp/Ot is positive, this gradient increases with distance ofpropagation; where
negative, this gradient becomes less steep. At some dlstmme the rate of change in

:_ pressure may become infinitely steep (in rmdity, it is finite but can take place over a

ii distance of the order of a mean free path of the gas molecules if tim pressure difference
is sufficiently great) and this denotes tim formation of a shock wave, In an initially
symelctrical sinesoidal waveform this discontinuity occurs at those zero crossings

where pressure is increasing (fig, 2,t(c)). As tile waveform contimles to propagate, i
the shock wave extends over a bigger change in pressure as regions of lesser pressure
immcdlately ahead are overtaken by it, and higher pressure regimm behind the shock

catch up to it, A shock wave represents an abrupt change in acoustic pressure and I
a discontinuity in partlcle velocity, but once formed it travels with a velocity that is
the mean of that associated witb the pressures and velocities immediately ahead of
and behind it. Hesce, for an initially symmetrical sinusoidal waveform, the resulting

shock waves remain symmetrical and travel with the small-amplitude speed of sound I
with tim result that eaeb cycle of the wave train remains of constant wavelength and
fundamental frequency.

Once a shock wave is formed, continued use of equatioe (18) leads to the situation I
shown by the dotted waveform in figure 2,t(d), in wblch three different pressures
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Figure _4. Schematic of large.amplitude continuous waves at increasing
distances of propagation, showing pressure changes as a function of time.

would coexist simultaneously at the same plaoc_an obvious impossibility. Instead,
the shock contimms to propagate with an excess velocity wllich is nominally zero in a
continuous, symmetrical waveform, and the region where ap/Ot is negative becomes
less steep (eq. (18) still applies in this region). In particular, the element either at,
or just behind, the peak marked "A" in figure 24(d), continues to propagate with
a velocity given by equation 418) aud so coalesces with the shock wave. Thus an
element, such a.s point A, that has a pressure just more than the pressure in the
shockwavecatchesuptotbeshockbecauseofitsgreatervelocitytoproducea more
rapidreductioninpressureamplitudethanwouldbepredictedbylinearabsorption
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or dissipationmechanisms. Similar processesoccur on the low pressersside of the
shock, witb tile result that tile magnitude of the shock is eroded from botb sides
simultaneously. Tills enhanced rate of dissipation of acoustic energy is caused by tile
enhanced rate of conversion of this energy into beat through thermal and viscous
processes associated with tile very large thermal gradients across tile sboek front.

We have so far in this section described tile nonlinear distortion of a sound wave
in terms of its wavefonn as a function of time. An equally valid approacb is to
consider tile change in its spectrum. Tile spcctrmn of all initially slnusoldal wave
(fig. 24(a)) is a single frequency fl having a wavelength AI given by A1 = co/fl. As
tile wave propagates and progressively distorts, in the limit into a train of triangular
waseforms, as shown by the solid line waveform in figure 24(d), the initial single-
frequency spectrum fl changes to include higher harmonies nfl (wbere n is an
integer). Before shocks bare formed (figs. 24(a) and (b)), tile amplitude of the
second harmonic in a spherically spreading wave grows at a rate given by (ref. 55)

@2 --A t _2 (xO'_2e2al(x_zo } -- P'2-a2p_ (19)- 2wlJo _-Z) x "

In equation [I9) the first term represents the growtb of the second harmonic from
the fundamental at a rate depending (rof. 56) on tim square of tile fundamental
amplitude (Pl)o which is itself subject to geometrical spreading (loll) ami to a
small-amplitude attenuation coefficient a t. Tbe second term P2/X represents the
geometrical spreading of the second imrmonlc with distance of propagation, and
the third term its dissipative attenuation. Expressions similar to equation (19) can
be developed for higher harmonics and integrated to obtain tbe amplitudes of each
harmonic as a function of tile distance of propagation. Tbese details are beyond tbe
scope of this summary and interested readers are referred to references 54 and 55. In
equation (19) for a spherically spreading finite-amplltude wave, the rate of generation
of the second barmonlc decreases as x -x, more rapidly than the magnitude of either
the first or the second barmonic, both of whiciz decrease as x-1.

Large-Amplitude Pulses

The large-amplitude waves considered so far have been assumed to be repetitive
and symmetrical. Many large-amplitude waves are, however, transient pulses such
as blasts, gun shots, or sonic booms. In these waves the initial pressure distur-
bance, usually an increase in pressure, propagates into undisturbed air (fig. 25(a)).
Subsequent parts of the disturbance can have various forms such as a decaying os-
cillatory wavcform or after one or two half-cycles a more or less immediate return to
a relatively undisturbed state.

As before_ nonlinear distortion occurs due to tbe finite magnitude of the particle
velocity u, as described by equation (18). The pulse beconles more distorted during
propagation_ and at some distance a shock may form in the pulse wbere the pressure
rise time iJp/Ot was initially steepest. For simplicity of description (and this is
often the case of practice), we assume that this is at the beginning of the pressure

i disturbance. The zero crossings of the pressnre pulse, up to this time (fig. 25(b))
I travel with tile small-amplitude sound speed co. Once a shock boa formed, it
I propagates with a velocity that is the mean of that associated with conditionsI

immediately ahead of and behind it. This excess velocity is in the direction of
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shock where pressure gradient
was initially steepest.

Fioure _5. Schematic era large-amplitude sound pulse at increasing distances
of propayation showing pressure changes as a function of lime.

' propagation aml causes the first half-cycle of the pulse to elongate as the pulse
continues to propagate--later ilalf-eyelas of the pulse remain of constant duration
All, until nonlinear distortion causes further and often unsymmetrical shocks to
form in those parts of the pulse. This is illustrated in figure 25(e) where one notes
that the first half-cycle has a duration At2 that is longer than that of the second
half.cycle of duration All. If we denote the particle velocity of the first peak of the
wave, B in figure 25(e), hy Umax, then tile velocity of tile head slmck for a pulse is
given by

--c ±_+t
c- .oT -T"_m_ (20)

The second most likely place for _ shock to form is at the end of tim second hail-cycle
of the pulse, ms shown in figure 25(c), This represents t_typical N-wave, so-called
because of its shape, Given the asymmetry of pressure usually associated with this
tall shock, its mean velocity in tim direction of propagation of the pulse _s less than
that of the zero cmsslugs. Tiros tile head shock travels faster than co and tim tail
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shock slower, so that both contribute to tbe lengthening of the pulse_ or equivalently
an increased time duration between the bead and tail shocks. Tile lengthening of
a pulse traveling into undisturbed air is a feature that does not occur durblg tbe
propagation of large-amplitude continuous waves even when shocks are present.

In terms of tim spectrum of tim pulse, this [sngtlmnisg process represents a shift
in the sound energy to lower frequencies as propagation proceeds. This is in sharp
contrast to the shift in sound energy to higher frequencies as described earlier that is
related to tile nonlinear distortion from an initially more or less sinusoidal waveform
to one having a more nearly triangular or saw-toothed shape--a process that occurs
both in pulses and in continuous waves of large amplitude.

SonicBooms

An importanttypeoflarge-amplitudeacousticpulseistlmtcausedby a body
travelingfasterthan the localspeedofsound (refs.57 and 58). Of particular
interest is the sonic boom caused by an aircraft flying supersonically. Because the
aircraft is flying supersonlcally_ pressure discontinuities (shock waves) are produced
instantascously at the source and are not produced by waveform distortion during
propagation, Booms recorded ell the ground from high flying aircraft are often good
approximations to N-waves. If tim aircraft is long or is flying sufficiently high for the
N-wave to lengthen appreciably during propagation over a large distance, the bead
and tall shocks can be beard as two separate events between which there is a brief
period of quiet. Reference 59 quotes results from several NASA Technical Notes
showing that the time between head and tail shocks for a fighter aircraft increases
systematically from about 50 msec to about 90 msec during propagation from 20 m
to 3 kin.

These authors (rcf. 59) and otllers show that the pulse shape measured near a
supersonic aircraft is not a shnple N-wave bnt exhibits fine structure rdating to the
details of the aircraft's cross-sectional area and llft distribution. Each increase in
cross-sectional area, such as the nose or leading edge of wing, prod|Ices its own head
shock; aml each decrease, such as the back end of the fuselage or wing, its own tail
shock. However, following the same princlp]es of propagation as described earlier,
each head slmck that starts ont situated part way along tile pulse, for example, that
due to the leading edge of the wing, propagates faster than the local speed of somal,
asd makes its way forward in the pulse as the whole pulse propagates away from the
aircraft. At a sulflcient distance, all such intermediate head shocks coalesce with the
frontmost head shock to produce a single head shock representing the beginning of
the N-wave. Similarly all the intermediate tail shocks, traveling more slowly than
the local speed of sound eventually coalesce into a single tall shock representblg the
end of the N-wave.

It is sometimes observed that sonic boom waveforms differ noticeably from well*
defined N-waves. These discrepancies usually occur close to the head and tail shocks
and rarely in tbn intermediate parts of tim waveform. Tim peaks of the waveform may
be very significantly rounded in shape; at other times tile peaks appear to have sbarp
spikes superimposed on them. These effects are caused by propagation of the waves
through turbulence and by refractive effects that can caase focusing or dnfocusing
of the N-wave pulses at particular measurblg locations. Focusing and defocasing of
the waves can also be caused by aircraft maneuvers sucb im acceleration in straight
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flight or turns. These factors bane been studied by anmerous workers and the reader
should consult tbe literature for details (rufs. 60-63).

Standards

The various smmd propagation mechanisms described in the earlier sections of
tlds cbapter have all been studied and quantified by means of measurements. In
soma cases tim nmasuring instruments used and methods of calcnlatlon or theories
developed for these phenomena have been agreed upon and are now embodied in
a number of national or international standards. A few of these standards are
specific to noise from aircraft, but most are of more general application and relate
to acoustical measurements of sound from almost any type of source. Here we
can merely comment briefly on a number of these standards beemlse standards
are carefully developed precise documants_ and anyone winbing to usa a procedure
described in a standard slmuld refer to tim standard itself.

The standard ANSI S1.13-1971 (R1988) (ref. 64) provides guidelines for tile
measurements of many different types of smmd in various situations. A new standard
is being developed to address specifically the speeial problems of measurement of
sound pressure levels outdoors. The standards IEC fi51(1979) (refi 05) and ANSI
$1.4-1983 (esf. 6fi) deal with tbe basic sound measurement system and specify
frequency weighting and time constants. The standards ANSI S1.6-1984 (ref. 67),
ANSI S1.8-1fl69 (R197d) (ref. 68) and ISO 1683-1983 (ref. 69) attempt to provide
uniformity' in the reporting of results. The latter two standards differ over the
reference quantities to be used for vibratory velocity and acceleration. A major
revision of ANSI SI.11 has been undertaken and the revised version, ANSI S1.11-
1976 (Rl986) (esf, 70), includes specifications for both digital and analog filters. Tile
standard ANSI S1,26-1978 (rcfi 5) relates directly to the propagation phenomenon
described earlier in tlds chapter. It is currently undergoing revision to allow for
more realistic values of attenuation at low frequencies and to include methods for
calculating tile attenuation of bands of noise and for calculating attenuation along
a propagation patb wlmre tile atmospheric properties cbange, for exanlple, with
altitude. Several other standards relate to specifin types of aircraft operation under
specific circumstances: SAE AIR-923 (ref. 71), SAE AIR-1672B (ref. 72), ISO 2249-
1973 {ref. 73), and IEC 561(1976) (ref. 74).

Tile use of standard measurement precedings and methods of calculation has tile
obvious advantage of uniformity and of increasing the comparability of nm_uremants
made at different locations and times. However_ in tile subjest of atmospheric sound
propagation our collective knowledge of tbe several mechanisms bivalved and how
they interact bo-s advanced rapidly. For this reason, tim dlseussion of some of tbe
mechanisms in rids chapter is based on new understanding that was not available at
the time some of tile standards were written.
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Introduction

In tim early history of jot propulsion the principal noise source was associated with
the various mechanisms in tbe jet itself, Only in limited regions directly ahead of
the engine and over limited operating conditions were noise-generating nmchaoisms
related to tile compressor important, Tile development of the turbofan engine_ in
which a significant portion of _hn thrust is derived from tile fan stage, led to a
reduction in jet noise and ml increase in fan-compressor noise, tbua exposing this
somcce as mm of major importance in tile overall noise signature of the engine. In
bigh-bypass-ratio turbofan engines tile fan dominates the inlet-related noise t and
thus we will refer to fan-compressor noise simply as fan noise.

Figure 1 shows tile various noise smlrces in a turbofan engine and the general
direction in which tlmy are radiated. Tile fan is enclosed within a duct system
and propagates noise upstream to be radiated from the inlet and downstream to
be radiated from tile fan exhaust, Tile acoustic system thus consists of the fan
noise source, the ducts (which may be of nonuniform geometry and which may have
acoustic treatment on the walls), and the exterior of the engine to whicb tim aconstlc
field is radiated, Tim prediction of the radiated noise, and the. design of tile acoustic
system to minimise this noiso_ must consider these elements. It is tbe purpose of this
chapter to discuss techniques for the modeling of duct propagation and radiation,
The source mechanisms are discussed elsewhere,

The fan duct in a typical turbofan engine, as shown in figure 1, consists of a
more or less cylindrical inlet duet (whicil may have a centerbody) and an anoular
sxbaust duct, Both the inlet and tim exbaust duct are contoured for aerodynamic
and propulsive efficiency, In modern engines there are no inlet guide vanes almad of
the fan, but there are struts or orators or both aft of tim fan, The inlet duct and
tile exhaust duct have a length about tile same or less than tile inlet diameter, For
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Fioure 1. Major noise sources of turbofan engines.

noise asppression purposes acoustic treatment is installed on the duct walls in both
the inlet and tile exhaust duet, and in fact tile treatment may cover most el" the
available surfnce. Tile aerodynamic flow tbrougb the ducts can cover a wide range of
subsouie velocities, depending on the operatblg conditions of tile engine. This Ilow
in the ducts is nommifornl. Tile inlet and tile exhaust duct radiate acoustic energy
to free space through the nonuniform inlet aerodynamic flow field in tile vicinity of
the nacelle. Tile radiation process is emlpled to tile propagation process witbin tile
duct, so that in general the source and duct propagation and radiation should be
considered simultaneously.

Except in the most advanced design and analysis procedures, tile source model
is eonsklered to be independent of tile propagation and radiation and is considered
to be known, providing input to the duet propagation and radiation calculations.
Irurthermore, tile duct I)ropagation is generally considered independently of tile
radiation. Hence, iu tracing tile history of asoustic design anti analysis methods
for inlet suppression, it is found that the greatest emphasis has been on methods foe
the prediction of attenuation in acoustically treated ducts wltb a high-speed mean
flow. Early work considered uniform ducts wltb uniform flow and was an extensioa of
procedures developed for ducts with negligible mean flow, which bad been of interest
in connection witb tile acoustic design or'air handling systems. It was soon recognized
that tile boundary layer in tbe mean flow at tile duct wall can have a slgnifieaot
effect ml tile perfornlance of acoustic treatment, so tbls pbenomenoa was added to
the physical model and appropriate analysis metlmds developed. 'rile question of
duct nonunlformity, and the consequent nonuniformity in the mean flow, was then
considered, and a substantial step in tile extelit of numerkal analysis necessary w_
required.

Tile prediction of acoustic radiation from ducts can also be traced to investiga-
tions of air handling systems involving baffled and unbafned pipes with negligible
flow. Design and analysis requirements for tnrboflm engines ilave inspired some
purely theoretical extensions of the early work by including the effect of an exhaust
flow (applicable to the fan exbaust duct, althmlgb originally motivated by propa-
gation through the jet). Approximation methods based on concepts of duet-mode
propagation angles have been developed for tile prediction of tile direction ill whkh
peak radiation directivity occurs.

Tbe development of computational methods In acoustics has led to the introduc-
tion of analysis and design procedures width model the turbofan hdet msa coupled
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system, slnmltaneously modeling propagation and radiation in the presence of real-
istic internal and external flows. Such models are generally large, require substantial
eomputer speed aad capacity, and can he expected to be used in the final design
stages, with tile simpler models being used in the early design iterations.

In this chapter emphasis is given to practical modeling methods which have been
applied to the acoustical design problem in turbnhm engines. The mathenmtical
model is established and the simplest case of propagation in a duet with hard wails
is solved to introduce concepts and terminologies. An extensive overview is given of
methods for the calculation of attenuation in uniform ducts with uniform flow and
with sheared flow, Subsequent sections deal with numerieal techniqnes wldch provide
an integrated representation of duet propagation and near- and far-field radiatioe
for realistic geometries and flight conditio.s.

A review of the status of duct acoustics in turbofan engines in reference 1 is
extremely complete up to its 1975 publication date. ]n this chapter we mmvoldably
duplicate some of this discussion, with extensions representing adwmces since i97g.
However, instead of an exhaustive review, we attempt to document specific design
aml mmlysis techniques of genend utility.

The Acoustic Field Equations

hi ttle following studies of duet acoustic propagation anti radiation, modelhlg is
based on linearization of tile equations governing tile isentmpie motion of a non-
viscous_ non-heat-conductlng perfect gas. Tile pertinent equations, in nondiulen-
sional form, are _ fellows:

Continuity :
0p* , .
-_- + V.(p V )=0 (t)

Momentum :

or* +(v*.v)v*= l ,o'-V -7 vv (o1

Equation of State :

p*= _p*_ f3)

where the density p is scaled by Pr (a reference density), the velocity V is scaled by
Cr (tile reference speed of sound), pressure p is scaled by prc_r, time t is scaled IW
L/cr (where L is a suitable reference length), anti the spatial coordinates are scaled
by L, In some applications a form of the energy equation is usefid,

Enerfy :

_t* + Wp" + 7p*(V. V*) = 0 (d)
V*.
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The acoustic equations are obtained by cansldarh_g small pertnrbations on a mean
state Pc, Po_and Vo so that

P* _'Po+P

P"=Po+P

V*=Vo+V

Tile resulting acoustic field equations, after second-order and hlgber order terms in
the small perturbations are iganred, are as follows:

Acoustic Continuity :

O#
0"7+ V. (p_V + Yap) = 0 (5)

Acoustic Momentum :

OV 1 V 1 _v
-_-+Vo. VV+TVp+V. V0-7_-_opj po=O (6)

Acoustic Energy :

_t + Vo ' _7p+ V "VPo + 7Po( _7"V) + ffp(V- Vo) = (7)
fi

Acoustic Equation of State :

P Pc C_= ,__p = ;p (s)
In equation (8), co is the nondimensional local speed of sound in the mean flow.

In tile acoustic radiation model tile mean flow and the acoustic perturbations are
taken as irrotatlomll. In this ease

V* = VcI_

V=V_k
Vo = V¢o

where ¢ is the velocity potential nondimensianalized with respect to erL. The
continuity and momentum equations and the equation of state are used in this ease,
The continuity equation follows directly from equation (5),

Acoustic Continuity Equation (lrrotational) :

_+ (paVe + pV¢o) = 0 (O)
V.
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In the ease of the momentum equation, tim implication of irrotatlonality is used
(V × V = 0)_ as is the isentroplc equation of state (dp*/dp ° =- (p.)-t-I = c.2), to
obtain

DV* l , . e.2
at +2 V(V .V )+VT_-S--l --0

where 0" is tile nondimensiomd local speed of sound, In terms of the velocity potential
thiscan bewritten

O,b t 2

where tile arbitrary function of time which arises is evaluated at infinity, where
the reference conditions .or mid Crare also defined. At infinity tlle nondimeaslonal
velocity is the Mach anmber Man. The nondimensional speed of sound c_o is unity.
Lhmarization yields the following isentrople relation for tim mean flow:

o5--1- I1ol
For tile acoustlc fluctuations, the following equation is used:

Acoustic Momentum Equation (lrrotationol) :

or

p = -po[O_,+ V¢o.v¢
k,_" ) (12)

In equations (ll) and (12), p° is tile nonfiimensional local density and co is the
nendimensional local speed of eotlnd in tile mean flow.

Propagation In Uniform Ducts With/'lard
Walls

In tlle case of a unifm'm duct with axially uniform mean flow, equations (5), (6),
and (8) can be combined to yield the convected wave equation

,9 rg\_ 2
_+m_) p=Vp (13)

Tile nondimensMnal velocity in tbis case is tile local Maeh number M and the nondi-
mensional speed of sound is unity. This follows because of tile nondimenstonalization
aml because of the flow field uniformity, Equatiou (13) simplifies to tile classic wave
equation in tile absence of mean flow (i.e., M -- 0).

As shown In figure 2, attention is restricted to a duct of circular geometry with

t a cylindrical coordinate system (x,r,0). For u duct with hard walls the bolmdary
condition at r = 1 is tbat tim acoustic particle velocity normal to tile wall is zero,
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Figure e. Geometrienl, aeoustical, and flow conditions for circular duel.

Tile coordinate r is sealed by Ihe duct radius R. Tile ncoustic momentum equation
in tile r direction shows that this is equivalent to the boundary eonditio|l at r = l
as follows:

0P=0
Or

At the duet ecvltcrlinc tile boundary condition is that tile sohttion should remain
finite. It is asstllned that an tlnspecified noise source introduces acoustic disturbances
barmonically with time dependence exp(i_t), where r/= wR/e.r, w is the dimensional
excitation frequency, and R is the duct radius. The resulting acoustic fluctuations
ht tile duct. ean tilen be written

p(x,r,O,t) = P(z,r,O) exp(irtt )

where P(z, r, O) now satisfies ;t couvectcd Helmholtz equation

10a
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" 020"P 2 P "
(1-M ) _yz_ + VcP- 2ittM-ff-_+n'P=O (la)

with boundary condRion at r = I of

OP
(gr

t and Vc is the gradient operator in tile polar eoordblate system (r, 0) (tile coordinates

i in tlan duct Solutiolls be written ill of

cross sectiou), to eqlnltlou (14) can terms

'_ traveling waves as follows:
Pmn(X,r,O) = P(r) exp(:kimO) exp(-ikz,,mz)

wilere

kx,,.. -M .4- 1 - (1 - M 2) (15)

_" Tile term P(r) is then governed by tile Bessel equation

', d2p ldP f 2 rn2_p_ 0
+ + - ) -

_i with boundary condition at r = 1 of

dPdr

The solutions to this equation, finite at the origin, are Jm(xr), Bossel flnlctions of
_] the first kiM of order m. The eigenvalues nmn are defined by

J,',,(_.,,,) = o (16)

i i A solution to equation (14) and tile hard-wall bouudary eonditlou is therefore

:, Pmn(X, r, O,t) = Pmndm(tCmnr) expli(r/t ±mO - kzm,,z)] (17)

There are an infinite munber of Stle]lsolutions correspoudhlg to integer values of rn
; and to the infinite number of values temn defined by tile eigenvahle equation (Ifi).

These solutions are referred to as modes of propagation. At a _Jxed _, angtllar

traveling waves (or spinning modes) of the form

p ¢x exp[i(r/t 4- toO)]

are observed, wlfilc at fixed 0 axial traveling waves of the form

p oc expliO?t- kZm,,X)]

are observed. A given nmde of propagation is thus tile combination of a spinning
mode and an axial traveling wave.
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Tile parameter kz is referred to as the axial wave number and can be real or
complex depending on values of M, nmn, arid r/, For

(1- #/2) < 1

kx is real, and for most values of M_ gmn, and _/ in this range kz has a positive
and a negative wfiue corresponding to axial waves propagating in tile positive and
negative x-dlrections, If M > 0, over tile range of parameters for which

(_rn,,)2 l1< -_t < 1-M 2

there are two negatlvc values of kx, but an acoustic energy argument (ref. 2) can
be used to show that the positive slgu in equation (157 still corresponds to acoustic
power transmitted in the positive x-dlrection and the negative sigu corresponds to
acoustic power trmlsmitted in the negative x-dirsctlon. A similar result showing two
positive values for kx applies if M" < O,

All interesting phenomenon occurs when

(1 -- M 2 > 1

and ks becomes comp!ex:

Ill this case the solution of equation (17) becomes

where
My

I_e(i:_)= -T-:-_

are the real and imaginary parts of the temple× wave number k_m.. The traveling
wave is attenuated with distance, tile negative sign indicating the solution in the
positive x-direction and the positive sign indicating the solution in the negative x-
direction, All energy argumast (ref, 27shows that no acoustic power is associated
with these modes,

Acoustic duct modes which are attenuated with distance and carry no acoustic
power are referred to as being '_eutoff," while modes which propagate in the usual
sense are said to be "cut on." Reference 3 has introduced the terminology "cutoff
ratio" for the parameter
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When tile cutoff ratio exceeds anlty, the freqaancy is high enough that the mode
corresponding to _mn is cut on, Values of cutoff ratio less than unity identify modes
which are cutoff.

The exact physical phenomenan occurring in cutoff modes which prodoces
attennation with no source of dissipation is difficult to see ia the presence of flow,
However, reference 4 shows that in the case wlthout mean flow the acoustic field of
a piston driver in a doct is an entirely reactive field from which no acoustic power
escapes when tile cutoff ratlo is less thin1 unlty.

In the classic work of Tyler and SoSin (ref. 5), it is pointed out that if the noise
source is such that only modes with cutoff ratios less than nnity are produced, then in
principle no acoustic power is propagated from the source. This could conceivably be
accomplished with an isolated rotor, in which case a judlcious choice of the anmber
of blades emd the rotational speed can ensure that the cutoff ratio is less than rarity.
However, the inevltable presence of struts and inlet or outlet guide vanes may produce
interaction tones which propagate, In addition, the finite length of the inlet and
outlet ducts allows the basically reactive field to radiate some power to the far flcld.

Another physical picture of the propagutlon, which is exact in a two-dhnens]anal
duct and is approximate in a circular duct, is that of viewing the acoustic field as the
result of the interference of plane waves propagating at an angle to the duct axis and
therefore reflecting frmn the duct walls, The angle of propagation ]s dlrect]y related
to the cutoff ratio [ref. 6), When the cutoff ratio is unity, the angle of propagutian
is at fi0° to the duct axis and the plane-wave propagution is just across the direr, a
sltuation in which it would not be expected that acotlst]c power wmfld be propagated
down the doct,

Rice (ref, 3) also used an extended concept of modal cutoff ratio to good advantage
in correlatillg attenuation In lhmd ducts and in esthnating the direction of the major
lobe of the radiation from a duct terminatian, This is discllsscd in a subsequent
section.

The modaI solutions of equation (17) are solutions which can exist within tile duet.
Whether they are actually present depends on the source and bmmdary candltions
(so far not specified) where the duct terminates on the x.axis, In the cttse of all
infinite duct (i,e,, one extending -on < x < oo), mdy waves traveling or decJtylng
away from the source can be present, For a source at x = 0, only solutions with wave
numbem appropriately defined for propagation or decay for x > 0 exist for x > 0,
and those defined for prnpagution or decay for x < 0 exist for x < 0. This makes
it necessary to choose the proper sign in equation (15), We can designate the wave
numbers by /zx+m_or k_. m to indicate whether they apply to solutions traveling or
decaying in the posltive or the negative x-dlrectlon Thus for x :> 0 an appropriate
solution is

pmn(z, r, O,t) = P+mnJm(tCrnnr] expIi(_Ttd: mO- k+.,. x)]

and for x < 0 aa approprhlte solution is

p,nn[x, r, O,t) = P_nnJrn(tcmnr) exp[i(_}t :i: mO- k_'$,,_)]
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In the case of a duct of finite ]engtb, boundary conditions must be specified at
tim termhmtlons or the duct model nmst be coupled to some other description of
the acoustic propagation beyond the termlnation, hi any case, the terminatimls
hltrodnce reliections, and solutions corresponding to both kz+ and k_" can be present
at any point in the duct.

hi most cases it is not possible to write a boundary condition at a duct
ternllnation. For example, in the case of a dnct terminating at free space, the
acoustic response of the medium outside the duct establishes the boundary condition.
Ther0fore the duct and radiation problems must be solved simultaneously. Tbis
matter is discussed more in a subsequent section.

Because of tile difficulty with precise definition of termination conditions, two
approximate ones are often introduced. At low frequencies the _ssnmptlon of zero
aconstlc pressure for a terminatloa at free space is reasonable. This "pressure release"
boundary condition produces conlplete reflection of traveling waves and does not
permit any acoustic power to escape from the duct. It is only usefill for the study of
standing waves (the interaction of waves traveling in both directions) in ducts where
only the plane wave propagates.

The much more common assmnption is that the termination is reflection free or
that the duct is of infinite length. This assumption is ditficult to justify for unlined
ducts in which traveling waves are not attenuated; however, for mlatlvely high
frequencies (wavdength small relative to the duct radins) and for frequencies other
than those approaching cutoff freqasncies, reflections from open ends are small. For
]bled ducts, as shown subsequently, rellections may be even less huportant because
the hleldent amplitudes are conshlerahly reduced before reaclling the termination.

General solutions to the convected wave equation for the circular duct can be
given as a superposition of the eigenfimction sohltions (eq. (17)) to yield

on

p(_,r,0,0= _ _ n,,.:,_(_.,._)exp[i(,_t- _o- kL,._)]

on o£3

p(_,_,0,0= _ _J.,(_,.._)e×p[i(_t-m0)]
TH_---_ Ti_O

× [e,_. o_p(-_k_+.._)+p;,, e×p(-_k;,.._)]
The values of the amplitude coefficients depend on the nature of the sonrce. For
example, if we were interested in acoustlc propagation in the positive z-direction in
an infinite duct, for which there is no reflection at the termination and therefore xm
waves propagating in the negative x-direction, the series woukl be

co on

p(_,_,o,0 = _ _ P,,,,.5,(_n-_)o_p[img(nt- o)]e×p(-ikL._)
1TI_ --CO ?1_0

for a noise source consisting of a shnple rotor with N blades turnillg at ang_flar
speed ft. For this equation, l* = raN, tile k+ are limited to the propel" eboices for• Dr*
solutions with x > O, and the modal amphtudes Pmn depend on tile blade loading.
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In this ea.se tile soluthm is spJmdeg modes at frequency toNi1, locked ill phase with
tile rotor. For interaction of rotor and stator or of tetra' and bdet guide wines, all
modes are not splnnh:g in tile same direction and wRh the same angular speed as tile
rotor. Refi, rcnce 5 gives an excellent description of the ixdhlence of the imisc source
on the modal character of the acoustic propagation in the duct.

Attenuation Calculations In Lined
Unlforrn Ducts

In the previous section fiuldamcntal properties of soundpropagation in ueifann
hard-wall duets with mfiform flow were hltroduced. In this section we deal with tile
more practically import_mt problem of tile calculation of the axial wave number, and
hence tlm attenuation, in uniform ducts with acoustically treated walls. The duets
consktered in gmmral contain a mean flow which in tile least restrictive ease call have
a sheared velocity profile approxhnating the gross effects of the v]st:OllSImmldary

: layer.
: Attenuation calculations for acoustic transmissioll are required in aircraft turbo-

fire engine inlet aad exhaust ducts. Problems of this type are demanding not ou]y
because of tile acoustic environment involved, but also because of requirements for
computational etficJency and accuracy for design studies.

Tlle duct geometry specifically considered in this discussion is eh'eular. Where
appropriate, results are also quoted wlthout proof for two-dimensiomd rectmJgular
geometries. Most of the results can be directly extended to amndar and three-
dimensional rectangldar duets. Figure 2 shows the pertinent geometrical dl!tails for
tile circular direr.

The PhyslcalProblem

The uniform duct carries a nman flow wlliell is nnifornl mxlally but nmnln]form
radially. Tile mean density and pressure are assumed to be uniform. The sound
transmission problem is one of modeling acoustic lluctuations on this mean flow.
This representation is consistent with tile developments of reference 7, which starts
from tile furl viseons equations of compressible fluid mechanics and, with a series of
approximations and assumptions, arrives at tiffs model, which captures the important
features of the refractive effects of sheared viscous flow ell s(mltd propagation.

The field equations which are appropriate are equations (5), (6), and (8),
restricted to the ease when po, po, and co are constant (Po = l, po = l, and Co= 1)
and Vo = M(r)e=:

tgp Op
y/+M_+V.V =0 (181

OV OV V dM
-_+M-'_z + p+._r Vrex=O (19)

where

V = vzex + vrer + voeo

Equations (18) and (19) can be combined as
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Note that if M(r) is constant, dMS/dr = 0 and equation (20) becomes

0 O 0 0 2 ,,

For harmonic excitation proportional to exp(i_/t), with TI= wrier = 27rfRier
(where w = 2_'f is the driving frequency)_ we seek sohltions in tile form

p(z, r,0, t) = p(z, r, 0) exp(i_/t)

Tile resulting equation for p(x, r, O) is

(i_ + M 0 a_xx) ' (i'/+ M 2_) 2 dM 02_= 71J-2-_'r OxO r

Traveling wave solutions in the form

!5(x, r, O)= P(r) exp(:i:imO - ikxx)

arc sought. The term P(r) satlsties the ordinary differential equation

(22)
Tile boundary condition at the duct wall (r = 1) is based on the assumption

that tbe lining ]s locally reacting and that the relationship between nondhnensional
pressure and nondimensional lining particle velocity vu is

p Z
-- = -- (23)
vu prcr

where Z/prCr is the wall nondimensional specific inlpedance. At the duct wall the
fluid particle displacement and the wall particle displacement are the same. Note
that because of the convection effect of the mean flow, the fluid particle velocity is
the convective, or substantial, derivative of tile fluid particle displacement. When
the Macb number at the wall vanishes so does this convection effect. Thus, if ¢"is
the particle displacement of the wall directed into tile wall in the inward normal
direction u, then

V,u= (bl+M_)_ (24)

where V • b, is tbe fluid particle velocity in the normal direction of the wall and
directed into the wall. Since tim nondimeneional wall particle velocity vu is related
to the particle displacement by
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vu = itlq

equation (24) becomes

V. v = (1 - i-_-b-_x) v_, (25)

We can now replace vu by using equation (23) to ohtaln

V._--A (1-,_, _)p

where A = prCr/Z is the wail nondbnensional specific nemlstic admittance.
In the ease of tile circular due h vt, = vv. The radial component of tbe acoustic

nlommltum equation (19) is

O 0 "_ Op
+M_) v, ="b7

This is used to rewrite tire boundary condition (eq. (25)) eutirely in tena_s of the
acoustic pressure:

Op =-i_A(1 ,M O'°--or t -'-_) p (_.6)
Equation (26) is to be enforced on solutions of equation (22) at r = 1. Tire
boundary condition at r = 0 is that tile solution should remain finite, The field

oequation (22), tire boundary condition equation (.6), and the finiteness condition at
r = 0 constitute an eigenvaluc problem of finding values of the wave number kx such
that the bmnogencons dilferential equation and lmmogeneous boundary conditimm
have a nuntrlvial solution, We uow consider special eraqesof importance.

The Elgenvalae Problem

Sheared Flow With No-Slip Boundary Conditions

It is assumed that the sheared velocity profile is known, so that we arc given
M(r) and dM/dr and specify M = 0 at the dtlct wall. In tile cirenlas.duct ease we
bare shown that tbc field equations can be combined to yield

which is equation (22). The boundary conditions at r = 0 aml r = 1 are

P(O) =Finite ]
(27)
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Since many of tile results in the literature are quoted for two-dimensional ducts, it
in appropriate to state here the eigenvalue problem for this case with a lined wail at
y=l and a hard wall at y = Oas

with bolmdary conditions at y = 0 and y = 1 of

wlJem ,7= _blcr = 27r/blcr, whern b is the duct height.
.4. two-dimensional duct with two symmetrically lined walls at y = I and U= -I

can be treated by also soMng the boundary value problem with P = D at y = 0. Tile
elgcnfunetion solutions from the boundary conditions in equations (297 arc then the
symmetric solutlons and those generated with P = Oat y = 0 are tile antisymnmtric
solutions.

Uniform Mean Flow

In this case it is assumed that the mean [low Mash number Is uniform across the
duct. Therefore, dM/dr = O. An interesting prelimhmry result can be obtained from
equations (18), (19), and (21). In addition to equation (21), equations (18) and (19)
can be combined to yiekl

+ _) (3o)

Equation (19) is used to show that

(_t+M_x)(V×V)=0 (31)

This implies that vortMty is eonvected or it vanishes. In combination with
equation (20) this means that the velocity field satisfies

+M_) V-V (_-/+M_-)V-0- (32)

From equation (30) or (32) it is shown that there are soh|tions for which

From equation (I 9), I:hese solutions have Vp = O,which implies that the perturbation
pressure field vanishes, and therefore
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V,V=O

Hence, there exists a class of velocity solutions satisfying tbe incompressible conti-
ntlity eqnation_ with vanishing pressure perturbations whicb are convected with tile
mean flow. For harmonic traveling waves of the form

V(z,r,O,t) = V(r) exp(:i:imO) exp[i(r/t - k_z)]
this means

(i_ - iMk_:)V = 0
or

kz = = -- (33)V
Tile traveling waves are thus of the dimensional form

vCz,r,O,t)= V(r) expC'4"imO)exp{i_lt- (x/V)]}

This is a disturbmlee for which in general V x V _- 0 and which is propagating at
the mean flow velocity. Tiffs solution with vortleity is conveeted with the flow. This
is termed a hydrodynamic disturbance.

A second type of sohltion has V x V = 0 (eq. (31)) and is therefore irrotational.
These solutions astisfy

(_7+M_z) p-Vp=0

and are tlm acoustic fluctuations. It is thus observed that in uniform flow hydro-
dynamic (rotational) disturbances and acoustic (irrotational) tluctuations can be
separated.

Tile above observations are not generally true when tim flow is sheared, and
in that ease aceustie dlsturbanees are not irrotational lref. 8). However, there are
still hydrodynamic disturbances in tlm sheared flow. Reference 8 discusses this in
tile ease of a linear shear profile. The main point to be made here is that the
hydrodynamic solutions are contained in tlle field equations, even with dM/dr = 0,
although tbe solutions are not genemfly retained in the development of the eonveeted
wave equation.

We now write tile eigenvalue problem for the acoustic disturbances in the ease of
uniform flow. In the circular-duet ease,

i d dP 2 k_ 2 k_ 2 m 2

with boundary conditions at r -- 0 and r -- I of

P(0) = Finite )

_r (l) = -irlA(1- M_)2P
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and In tim two-dimensional ease,

+""/t - ' -c,)- t_-) /F=0 (3_)
i

wRh bonndnry conditions at y = 0 ftnd Tj= I of

}
• (371

As noted prcvioasly, the bOlllldnry conditions (eqs, (37)) generate symmetric snhi-
tlons for the duct spanning -1 < y _< 1. Antlsymmetric solutions arise from P = 0
aty=O.

No Mean Flaw

For no mean fiow_ M = O. In the clrcnlar*doet case, the eigenvalue problem is
given by

i d dP 2

with boundary conditions at r = 0/hid r = 1 of

P(O) =Finite ]

(0=-i.APJ_ (an)
In tile two-dhnensional dllet l

d2P + rl_ k _-

with boundary conditions at y -- 0 and y = 1 of

(o)y (4_)

(1) = -IoAP

Antisymmetrie eigenfunction solntions follow from P = 0 at y = 0_ as noted
previously.

The boundary value problems described by equations (28) and (29) and (3,t) to
(41) are eigenvahm problems in wlddi we seek nontrivbd solutions to the differential
equation which satisfy the specified boundary cooditlons, The elgenvalue in each ease
is the axial wave number kz/r/which contains tile essential attemlation information.
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In eaeil ease the boundary value problem defines an infinite sequence of elgeavalues,
Corresponding to each eigenvalue is a nontrlvml solution, or eigenfunction, wllleh
defines a transverse pressure variation Pm.(r) or Pn(Y) wllich propagates according
to

pmB(x, r, O,t) = Pmn(r) cxp[i(tIt 4- ,nO- k:n,,,,z)] (42)

or

v.(_,v,t) = 2_.(v)exp[i(_t- _.z)] (43)
Tile amplitudes of tile elgenfunction are mlitably normalized. Each sucll solution de-
titles a mode of propagation. In general, tile acoustic field in stduct is a superposition
of these nodes with amplitudes dependent on tile source and termination conditions

0o

p(x,r,O,t)= _ _-_AmnPmn(r) expIi(yt4-mO-kxmnx)] (,t4)
tB=--O0 B=O

or

Do

p(x, y, t) = _ AnPaCY) exp[i(r/t - kz,,x)] (,15)
n----I

As previously discussed, some of the solntions correspond to propagation in the
positive x-direction, willie the remainder correspond to propagation in tile negative
x-direction,

The eigenvalue problems so descrii)ed are not true Sturm-Liouville probIems
so that there is no general statement about ortlmgonafity of tile eigenfimctions.
Itowever, in the no-flow case it can be shown tllat

fo I rP.m (r )Pmk (r ) dr = Mnn _,tk
or

01P.(Y)Pk(r) = Mna gnk
dr

where 6.t¢ = 0 for n -# k, 6at: = l for n = k, and

f 1 2

Mn. = Jo rP_nn dr
or

M,,. = fo_?_(y)dv
This orthogonallty is not found in general when mean flmv is present. The
eigenfunctions are ortltogonal for any uniform mean flow wimn the walls are hard
(A = fl).
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Calculation of Attenuation

In all the eigenvahm problems postulated we have sought solutions in tile form

p{r,z,t) = P(r) exp[i(r/t - k:rx)] (d6)

Here, tile harmonic time dependence is explicitly included, The term r is the vector
of eoordlnates transverse to the duct axis. Attenuation is defined as tile change
in sound pressure level (SPL) over u specified length of duet, In the present ease
only ducts without end reflections are considered, so that attenuation is based only
on trausmittcd modes. Furtfiermors, the attenuation is considered in each mode
separately, The extension to multlmade propagatioa is straightforward but yields a
considerably complicated result, SPL is defined as

SPL = 20 log

where T is the root-mean-squared asoustic pressure and 1_ is a suitable reference
(by convention for aeroaeoustles, this is taken as Po -- 20 itPa). The change in SPL
over length Ax is

T2 P(x + a_)
A SPL = 20 log _ = 20 log /_(z)

If k_ = a + ifl, it follows that

_e (z + az)
_t (z) = exp(/_ _x)

Tlms,

& SPL = (20 Ioge)/_ &z = 8.6fi6/_ AX C47)

For a decaying wave,/_ is negative if the propagation is in the positive z-direction,
Thus, calculation of attenuation requires tile solution of the eigenvalue prohlem

for k:_.

Solution of the Etgenvalue Problem

In this section we discuss teclmlques for the solutior_ of the cigenvalue problems
posed in the previous sectioa. EmpfiaBis is on numerical techniques, although it is
appropriate to refer to some mctl|ods which were developed prior to the availability
of computer systems.

No Mean Flow

When the mean flow wmlsfies, tile eigenvaluc equation for the circular duct is
equation (38) and the associated boundary couditions. This can be written in slightly
modified form to yield

"_r +'r_r"+d2P ldP ( m 2)_:_'-7_- P=O C48)
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witll bomldary conditions leqs, I39)) at r = 0 and r = 1 of

P(0) = Finite

_-rP(1)= -itlAp

where

¢2 = rlo. 1 - (,t9)

Solutions to equation (48), satisfying tile boundary condition at r = [}, are Bessel
functions of the lh'st kind of order rn:

P = Jm(xr)

The eigenvalue _:is determined from the boundary condition at the outer wall (r = 1)
according to

din(a) = -DIA (50)_:a,.(,_--'--5
There are an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues g of equation (5D), If these are
enumerated by the angular mode number m mid the radial mode number n, then
from equation (49) the medal wave munbers are given by

°t/VSV c 1)
Imn Y \ rl I

The equivalent two-dlmensional problem whieh foIlows from equation (40) leads to
tbe eigenvahle problem

_: tan g = i_A (52)

and tile corresponding sequences of eigezlfln|etlon solutions

Pn = cOsxny

Tbese are also the symmetric solutions for-1 _<y _< 1, as previously noted. The
antisymmetric sohltions follow from the eigenvalue equation _:cot g = -iqA and the
eigenfunctlen solutions are sin _nY, Equation (51) for tile axial wave nnmber still
holds in the two-dimensional ease.

Tile determination of the eigenvalaes of equation (50) or (52) is a conceptually
simple proposition, In practice it is not simple because of the topography of the
complex functions of the complex variable x the zeros of which are the eigenvaluas
and because of the complex arithmetic which must be performed, Because of these
difficulties, early researchers were led to consider approximations, Sivian (rcf. 9)
and Molloy (ref, 1D) arrived at essentially the same end result by different means,
They ased a one-dimensional propagation assumption, Sivian cast the problem as
an electrical analog and Mollny used the acoustical equations directly, making his
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results generally more accessible to tile present generation of acousticians, Mofioy
also provided charts from which attenuation can be obtained directly, No restriction
was placed on the shape of the duct cross section and tile fining could h_we been
eireumferentially varying, provided tile assumption of plane-wave propagation was
adhered to. Tills is a low-frequency approximation consistent with tile restriction to
nearly piano waves and role would expect it to reqah'c relatively small wall admittance
to maintain lhe planar approximation. This approach ba8 the advantage of prodneing
a direct calculation fornmla for the atteauatlon.

Perhaps one of the best known estbnates of duct attemlation is presented by
Sabine (ref. 11). He used thg Sivian-Molloy results and his own experhnents on
rectangular duets with relatively weak attenuation to astablish tbe attenuation
estimate

A SPL = 12.6a_o,_Spe/s (53)ax

wbcre AX is tile duet length ill feel, a is tile reverberation chamber absorption
coefilcient for tile duet lining, Pe is tile lined perbnoter in inches, and S is the cross-
sectional area in square inches.

The first direct attack on equation (52) for rectangular ducts appears to be
presented in Mome's weU-known work in references 12 and 13. Rather tban attempt
to solve equation (52) explicitly, Morse treated it as a conformal transfonnation
from the *c plane to tile admittance plane. He effectively picked values of _; and
computed values of A, Level curves of the complex admittance were then drawn
on tile piano whose axes were the real and imaginary parts of _:, Morse and Ingard
(ref, 13) also presented chnrts from wbieh _ and hence kz/rl can be determined.
They used an entirely different notation and presented the plots in a format so that
the drafts enu be used for one or two lined walls. Great care must be exercised
to fillly understand tile proper chart interpretation. Cromer (re['. 14) also gave a
thorough discussion of the chart procedure in tile reetanhndar.duet ease. lie discussed
tile importmlce of hnmeh points of the eonfonnal transformation ill determining an
optkumn attenuation based on the coalescing of two modes of propagation.

In the circular-duct ease, equation (50) can he rewritten tbrough use of a
recurrence relation for the Beasel function derivative to yield

dm-l(_') rn = -iiTA (54)

Note tbat if m = 0, ,l_lCt_) = -Jl(te), Morse and lngard (ref, 13) also presented
charts for this case. Reference 13 presents a Morse Chart with m -- 0 and m = l,
again with a different notation, Molloy and Holdgman (ref. i5) also addressed the
circular-duet problem and apparently first produced what iseffectively a Morse Chart,
for tile rn = 0 case,

A feature of the Morse Charts wbicb makes them particularly usefid in appli-
catiass is that only a single chart is needed for all duct configurations, Only 0A
is required, This eulbodies tim complete specification of the frequency, duet size,
and lining admittance. This feature is lost when mean flow is present, as shown
subsequently.

What appears to be the first attempt to produce a direct solution of equation (52)
in tile rectangular-duct ease is presented in reference 16. Tile approach was to expand
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the eigenvaluc equation in a power series in _:and then use a standard teclmique to
invert tile power series to obtain a power series defining r/.

A contribution of substantial importance for future investigators was made in
reference 17. Addressed therein was tile problem of axially symmetric propagation
in a circular duct, for which equation (54) becomes

dl(_) _ • -

If the deIhfitions

irlA
2

are introduced and if equation (55) is differentiated with respect to y, thrmlgh use of
recurrence relations for Bessel fimction derivatives, the following differential equation
for w results:

2 dw

Reference 17 sought the lowest nlode eigenvalue for m = 0 and thus sought the
solution of equatlor| (55), which at y = 0 has w = 0. It used a power series expansion,
and under the assumption that y is small, it found the solution is approximated by

v/= ] - exp{-y)

For present npplications tile reference 17 result is of limited value, bat Rice
(ref. 18) has extended it to higher order symmetric modes by considering series
solutions having initial conditions at y = 0, whidl are the hard-wall dgenvalaes
for any desired number of modes, He also set the problem up specifically for
large _.dmittances and used initial values corresponding to the perfectly soft-wall
eigenvalues. Convergence is a problem in either case near the branch cut delineatiug
tile modal regions, and u common aonlinear equation solving routhm is used when
this is enemmtered.

Benzakein, Kraft, and Smith (ref. 19) and Zorumski and Mason (ref. 20) have ex-
tended the method to nonsymmet rle eigenvalues and have used mnnerieal integration.
The differential equation derived by differentiation of equation (50) or equation (5,t)
and the use of recurrence relations for the Bessel function derivatives is

d(_:/,1) _ i_ (57)
dA - (_:2_m s)_ (_/A)2

Thisequationisintegratednumerica]lywithstartingconditionscorrespondingto
Re(A) -- 0. When Re(A) -- 0, equation (50) has only real eigenvalues which are
easily found with a real search routine to yield tile starting values for ,:. The
differential equation is then integrated along a path with ha(A) = Constant. ]f
A -- Re(A) +ihn(A) is the actual admittance, then tile integration is along tile path
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A = x + ihn(A) (0 < :r.<_Re(A)), and the wdue or _:when :_= Re(A) is tlm desired
eigenva|ue. Reference 20 shows some example calculations, but little is stated about
tile performance of tile method.

Dank and Valdya (rot'. 21) hlwe considered the nature of the eigenvahles of
eqaatJon (50) ill the circular.duct case and have looked at approximations of
particular interest in the limit of small r/A and large A.

Perhaps the most obvious eigenvahm solution technique, the simple Newton-
Ral)hson iteration, is notoriously unrefiahle _mIt general-purposE method for eal-
culatioas involvfilg many modes. This is because of tile topography of the function
for which zeros are sought. In certain instances very accurate starting values are
required if convergence to a nearby root is to he achieved, and all users will attest to
numerous instances when tile same root is found with two different starting values
or when unwanted roots are found. Christie (ref. 22) has published his approach to
tile use of the Newtou-Raphson iteration to find the lowest order mode for a rectan-
g_llar duct. He starts at low frequency. The lowest eiganvalue has I_:1<< 1, where
equation (52) can be written for I_l << 1 (the lowest mode eigenvalue) ,as

a2 = irlA

Tile frequency is inermneltted and this result is used as tile next starting value. This
proceeds until the desired frequency is reached. This type of incrementing process
rainimises the dmnce of unpredictable convergence. For higher order modes starting
values ascending ill blteger multiples of re could be uasd. The Newton-Raphson
iteration is particularly usefid for refining elgeuvahm estinmtes arrived at by other
methods, such as the integration scheme at"reference 20.

Other methods whlcll have appeared in the literature to deal with the elgmlvahm
problem come under the general category of dlscretizntlon teehniqaes. Ill these
methods the difi'erential equation wifieh governs the transverse variation of pressure
in the duct (e.g., eq. (38) or (40)) is replaced by a set of algebraic equations
based on a fiuite-dilferenee method (FDM), a finite-element method (FEM), or a
method of weighted residuals (MWR). These methods are probably too costly for
circular geometries with uniform linings and rectangular geometries with unifilrm
linings oil each wall. However, they may be the only approach when the lining
varies perlpherafiy in an arbitrary way or when tile duet cross section Is not
circular, rectangular, or some other geonletry for which the Helmholtz eqlmtion
has separable sohltions. These methods are considered hi more detail in subsequent
sections, ltowever, explicit examples of their use in the no-flow case can be fonnd in
references 23 and 24,

Uniform Mean Flow

When uniform mean flow is present, the eigenwdue problem beeonms somewhat
more emnplieated. The reduction to a transcendental _igenvahm equation follows
exactly the procedure previously described. Tile analytic representation of the
transverse pressure variation remains unchanged, but the eigenvahm equations
become more complex. ]n tile circular-duet ease,

, - (. -
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with

-- r-,,,.J,-
In tile two-dimensimud-duct ease,

_tnn_ = iqA (t - _,[ _) 2 (59)

with kz/rl as defined in the clrcular-duct case. Both of these eigenwdue problems can
be viewed as a single, very cmnpllcated transcendental equation (if kz/tl is inserted
into eq. (58) or (59) from the auxiliary equation) or as n coupled pair of equations.

The Morse method (refs. 12 and 13) becomes very unattractive for general
calculations because tile chart must be a con formal transformation from tile ,,zplane
to tile r/A pbme, with Mach number as a parameter. Thus, a separate chart for
each Mach number is required. This approach it_ been used, but direct eigenwdue
solutions are certainly of more general interest.

Reference 25 presents an interesting approximate solution technique in its study
of bulk liners with an b|finlte backing space, This case yields a purely resistive lining,
and with certain restrictions it arrived at tim eigenvalne eqtmtion

. tan x = i,A (l - M _ )

with kx/tl as previously defined in connectiml with equatious (58) and (59). Note
that the qmultity I - M(kx/tl) appears to the first power and corresponds to a
bomldary condition based on continuity of particle velocity. (See the discussion
of eqs. (23) and {24) regarding particle velocity and particle displacement.) This
approach involved intrmlucing an approximation for the tangent fimetion and then
obtaining a direct algebraic solution of the resulting equation.

An early direct eigeavalue solution was presented in reference 26. The method,
applied to a two-dimensional duct, considered first the no-flow case. The no-flow
eigenvahms were quickly estimated from a Morse Chart and used as initial estimates
for a simple Newton-Raphson iteration, Eigenvalues thus determined are initial
estimates for a case with a slightly incremented Mach mnnber, Equation {59) is
then solved by a combination of relaxation and Newton.Raphson iteration, the right-
hand side being constructed from a previous estimate of kz/rl to form an effective
admittance. At each stage of relaxation the Newton-Rapflson iteration is used to
calculate a new t¢and kz/_l. Relaxation is carried out until couvergenee occurs. Tile
Math number is then iasrcmented aml the procedure repeated nntil the final Maeh
number is reached. The method was used for a number of calculations with little
difficulty, but it has the disadvantage of requiring a solution for the no-flow problem.
It is thas not a stand-alone method.

The approximation scheme developed in reference 21 for the circular duct in the
no.flow case was extended to the case when flow is present, This extension first solved
the problem for x in the zero admittance case, and under the assumption of small r/A
it used this soh|tion in equation (58) to evaluate the rlght-hand side, This yielded
a no-llow problem with an effective admittance to which the previously derived
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approximatioa sclmnm for small _IA was aplflied, If the solutions were iterated to
make successive apl)roximatiens converge, the principle would ilave been essentially
tiler in reference 26.

Ko (ref. 27) has made extensive caiculatlons for tile eigenvalues ill it rectangular
duct with two opposing wails liaed. For symmetric modes tile two-dimeaslonal
eigenvahm equation (59) applies, and for Imtisymmetrie modes a second eigenvalue
eqnatlml involving tile cotangent applies. Ko's method of sohltion involves beginning
witll the nearly hard-w_fll ease (A = 0) and using tile eigenvahlcs so determined
as initial estimates for a Nswton-Raphson iteration. Tile driving frequency is
incremented h'om zero to tile required vahle, i)ut Ko (lid not fully specify tile manner
in which tim starting wdues arc assigned with each new freqncncy increment. In
refcreoce 28. Ko reported the same type of metilod and results for a circular duct,
He did not comment on tile reliability of tim Newton-I_apitson approach, and this
could be substantially affected by the incrementing and initial guess procedures.

A refinement of tile Newton-Raphsou iteration scheme has been used in refer-
ence 29. Instead of a Newtoo-Rapilsml iteration, a secondoorder nlethod known as
Bailey's metilod (ref. 30) wns used, which is different in that it requires a second
derivative but is used in exactly the same way as a Newton.Raphson iteration. In
addition, a detailed study of tile tolmgraplly of the Morse Charts for botl_ zero and
uniform niece flow wiremade. Ill the case of mean flow, tile Morse Charts are severely
distorted with increasing Mash number and expand across the Re(g) [Lxls(at M = 0
all permissil)le solutions lie in one quadrant in tile upper hail-plane of n), The start-
ing point in tile analysis is the M = 0 as._e. Based on eoasiderable investigation, tile
Morse Chart (whicil is universal for any _/A when M = O) is divided into suhregions.
Depending on tile given vahm of v/A, tile starting value for tlle Bailey iteration is
chosen in a suhregion near the _IA vahm, Convergence to the proper eigenvalue is
then relatively certain. Mach number is then incremented with tile previous Mach
nunlher resuRs used for tile starting values. It is reported timt tile result of this de-
veloiuneot is a reliable computational scheme. A modal identification seimnm based
on tile Morse Charts has been used in reference 29 and further expanded upon in
reference 31,

A worker entering the field and needing to develop a stand-almm computational
scheme would probably wish to circunlvent the detailed study of tl_e topography of
the eigenvalae problem if l)essib[e. Witil this goal in mind, Eversman Irefs. 32 and
33) has developed all integration seileme to solve equation (58) for tile circular-duet
ease or equation (59) for tile two-dimensional-duct case, An integration scheme was
used previously in connection with tile no-flow case (refs, 17 to 20) and it we.s found_
as demonstrated by equation (57), that the eigenvalne can he obtained as ti_e solution
of a nonlinear initilfl-value problem.

The inltiai-wduc-problem approach can he extended to the case when flow is
present. The circular-duct case is discusscd llere. The eigenvalue preblem

J'.(_) . _ / ..k/C" . _ _.

= = (5o)

with
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can be transformed into a differential equation by differentiation of equation (60) and
use of the Bessel equation to eliminate second derivatives of the Bessel functions. The
result i_

d x dA (62)
F(_) + _:F'(_:) 4-2JAM (w/vl/2) (girl) df

where

J'o(_)
F(_)= - s,.(_)

and prime denotes differentiation with respect to tile argument. In tile derivation
of equation (62), tile admittance A is taken as a flmetlon of the nondimensional
parameter f (for 0 _ f _< I), If Af is the admittance for which the eigenvalues are
required_ a simple choice is

A = qA$

and

dA

Equation (62) can be integrated from suitable initial conditions with A = 0 over
0 < _"_< I to yield an eigenvalue of equations (60) and (61) corresponding to each
starting value, It was previously shown (eq, (57)) that an initial-value problem not
involving the calculation of Bessel fimctions can he generated in the no-flow case.
This is appealing from an efficiency standpoint. It is also possible in the present case
but has not been used because of adverse effects onthe accumulation of error in the
integration. This follows because when equation (62) is manlpnlated to eliminate tile
Bessel functions, equation (60) is used. Because tile integration process at each step
introduces slight errors, equatloa [60) is :lot actually satisfied exactly. This appears
to have the effect of making equation (62) very sensitive, to the point of requiring
extremely small integration steps,

The integration scheme employed is a fourth.order Runge-Kutta with variable
step size. The step size is adjusted by monitoring the residual generated in
equation (60) as the integration progresses. Wlmn an error bound is exceeded, the
integration is halted and a Newton-Raphson iteration is performed to reinitialize the
process. The step slzc is then reduced until the next integration step will lead to
an error within the error bound, This type of _elf-eorreetlon is the exception rather
than the rule, and a successful integration is often achieved with mdy 20 integration
steps for 0 _ f < 1.
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TILe ebolee of initial starting wdues for tile integration process _ the hard-wall
eigenvalues seems obvious, llowever, when hn(A) > fl two additional starting values
appear whicb lie at

_: 1 -- M s 1

_j _7_ A (63)
in file limit A ---, 0. These starting rabies do not need to be imposed in the limit
A --_ 0, and in a practieal calclflation a slightly sharper estimate for tbe starting
wdnes is obtained which can be used to produce starting vahles of modest magnitude
(ref. 33).

if tile eigenvahles are ordered on the basis of increasing attenuation, tile extra
eigenvaluas generally lie well down tbe list for paranmters typical of turbofan engine
applications. Ilowever, for low frequencies these eigeavalues can surface near tbe top.
At least one of them has characteristics which have led some investigators to identify
it as an instability mode. In fact, tile appearance of these modes is not cmnpletely
understood.

Finite-element, finite-difference, and weighted-residual nletbods also have appli-
cations in ducts with uniform flow, particularly in eases with cross sections which am
not clreubtr or rectangular or wlfieh have peripherally wwying liners. These methods
are also applicable when the flow is sheared and are discussed in the next section.
The problem of uniforln flow in a circular duct using the method of welghted resid-
uals with trigonometric basis fiulctions wits specifically addressed in reference 23.
The major adwmtage of any of tile methods of discretlzation of tbe problem is tbat
the resulting eigenvalue solution spans ,'t complete finite subset of eigenvalues with
neither omission nor dllplication_ provided the discretization is carried out to a high
enough level of accuracy. On the disadvantage side, the accuracy of representation
of nmde shapes and eigenvafims is not uniform and generally decays with increasing
moclal complexity.

Sheared Mean Flow

When the mean flow is sheared, tile eigenvalue problem is defined by equa-
tions (22) and (27) or equations (28) and (29). There does not appear to be any
general method of obtaining closed form solutions to tbese equations. Several early

investigators introduced approximate solutions. Pridmore-Brown (ref. 34) treated [
the two-dimensional case with a linear velocity gradient and with a 1/7 power pro- l
file by an approxbnate solution wdid asymptotically under efi'cumstanees wlfich in
practical etmes reqah'e a hlgb-freqnency restriction. In reference 35 a power series

i expansion was nsed, and ill reference 36 a simple finite-difference discretization of thn
governing equations was used. This approach was based on a previously snceessfal
application of the finite-difference teebnique when flow is absent (ref. 37). These in-
vestigations were directed toward estimation of tile nttemmtlon in tile flmdamental
mode. in reference 38 an exact solution witbin a linear sbear protfle was used to
ereate an approximate effective impedance which could then have been used to treat
tlle problem rasone of uniform flow.

In order to obtain solutions with any degree of generality it is neeassary to use
methods of numerical 8olntion of tile govenling differential equations and boundary
conditions. In this section four saell methods of nalnerical analysis are discussed,
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These methods are all applicable to the simpler problems when tile flow is nnifornl or
when tile flow vmfishes. In most cases, however, they are not e.s efficient as analytic
or asmianalytic methods for tile simpler problems, and their power is nlost fillly
realized in tile sheared-flaw case.

Reference 7 in the two-dimenslonal-duct case, reference 39 in the annular-duct
case, and reference 40 in tile clrcular-duct case used numerical (i.e., Runge-Kntta)
integration of the gaverning equation. Tile iiltegration is acconlpfisfied in terms of It
transfer matrix relating the pressure and the pressure gradient at one wall to those
at the other wall:

If the boundary conditions at walls 1 and 2 are representc(l by

eI =_lPl

we can write

(;,),=(<:),>,
(-) _-o[-_2, 11 p, _

This leads to the eigenvalue equation

,. } ,>,:o[-_l, iT.2 Tl2J Ol

For nontrivial solutions,

F(_) =T21+QT22-£2(Tll +QTI2) =0 (,_5)

For slmared flow with no slip at the walls, TII, TI2, 7"21,and T22 are functions of
kz/TI. For the no-slip ease, el and e2 are not fimctions of kz/_. The eigenvahm
problem is to find values of kz/rl which satisfy equation (65).

Solutions to equation (65) are probably best obtained by a Newton.Raphson
iteration with finite-difference derivatives. Several strategies can he employed
to establish starting wdues. The most conservative approach begins with no-
flow eigenvalues and a systematic incrementing of the Math number. A second
approach begins with elgunvaluas for uniform mean flow but proceeds at some
risk of noneonvergence in c_es where the sheared Itow substantially modifies the
propagation characteristics.

A slightly different approach has been used in reference 41. This reference treated
the ease of rectangular-duct flow consisting of a central core of uniform flow anti a
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bmmdary-layer region of thickness _. Tile solution for tile central core can be writtea
r in analytic form. Equation (28) for tlle boundary-layer region is approximated by

four finite-difference eqtmtlons, and tile interfaces at the duct-wall and boundary-
layer uniform flow produce two additional finite-difference equations. The set of six
homogeneous equations in terms of the unknown pressures at six fiuite-difference
points ill the boundary layer constitutes all eigenvalue eqnatiml for values of k:_/TI.
An adwmtage of this method is tile elimination of tile need to incre_me the mlmber
of integration steps for very thbl boundary layers, The same number of integratlou
points within the boundary layer is always used without complicating tbe solutiou
in the uniform-flow reglom Reference 4I elaborates no filrther on the clgenvalue
solution techuique, hut presumably the strategy would be similar to that discuss0d
in connection with the Runge-Kutta integratiou procedure (refs. 39 sad 40). For the
calculatlou of just a few eigenvahms these approaches can be reasonably efficient,
However, for tile determiuatiou of a large number of eigeuvalues, certain techniques
described in tile following discussion may be less costly.

The method of weighted residuals (MWR) in the form of a Galerkin method has
proven to be a powerful tool in extracting tire eigenvahles for transmission through
sheared flows, The Galerkln method begbls with tile assumption that tire sohltloa
to the field equations (e.g., eq. (28)) can be approximated ms a superpositiml of a
subset of a complete set of flmctious r_i(y) ill the form

N

where the mlmbcr of basis flmctions N is chosen to produce convergence of the result
based on tire nmnber of required accurate e]genvalues. In the standard application
of tire Galerldn method the basis flmctions are chosen to satisfy tim bomldary
couditions. This poses no difficulty in the sheared-flow ease with no slip at the
wall siuce sohltions to tile no-flow problem serve the purpose.

The coefficients ql in the superposition of equation (6fi) are determined ill a way
wldcll minimizes the error of tbe trlal solution. Equation (32) can be written in
linear operator form as

L[pl=o
When the trial solution .5 is substituted, a residual, or error, results:

_[i,1=R
Tire residual must vanish if it is orthogolml to every member of a complete set of
fimctions. The set of test functions is chosen as the same subset of complete hmctlons
used ,'mha.sis functions. Tbns, N relations of the type

_o t ¢_jR dy=O (j= l,2,...,g) (67)

can be fornled. This procedure leads to a set of N Imnmgeneous algebraic equations
for tile N eoeflieients ql. Tile coefficients in this equation depend on kz/tl and a
nontrivial solution exists for discrete values el"kz/T l. The algebraic equations can be
east ILSa linear eigenvahle problem:
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Aq = Aq (G8)

wlmre_ depending on the structure of the particular problem, A is a ruatrix of
coefficients, q is a vector related to the uuknowll coeffieients in equation (Gfi), and A
is the eigeavalue related to kz/q. This type of eigeavalue problem is routinely strived
by standard algorithms.

Hel_h and Cotton (ref. 42) were the first to use this procedure in the case af
a hard-wall two-dinleaslonal duet. They used tile no.flow solutions in the farm af
trigonometric functions, They refned the estimates tlms obtained by using them ms
initial values in tile Runge-Kutta mctllod previously described (refs. 39 and 40).

Savkar (ref. 43) approached the same problem usb_g Imlyeomial basis functions
which were coastructed to satisfy the bonndary conditions far either a hard-wail
two-dimeasional duet or a two-dimenslonal duct with acoustically absorbing walls.

In references 44 and 45 the Galerkln method was used tn study the attemmtion
kl sheased flow in two-dimensiolnd and three-dinaslsional rectangular ducts. Thls
appears to be the first time this problem was cast its a linear algebraic eigcnvalue
problem and a large-scale eigenwduc solution routine was used. As a conseqtlenee
of this approach elgenvaluas were calculated which are clearly acoustic as well as
elgenvaluas which appear to be nearly hydrodynamic in uaturc. The Galcrklu method
was alsousedinreferences46 and 23 intileuniform-flowease.Thisisa more

difficult situation because the bmmdary condition at tim wall bivalves the eigenvalue
kx/_l. Rather than use blusls fmlctiaas which satisfy the boundary conditimls, a
boundary raskhml Is introducedin addition to the flehi-equstioe residual. Tile
modified Galerkin metllod is then used to obtain eoelficients in equatioo (67) which
minimize the field-equation residuaI and the boundary residual A feature of this
work is the use of tile acuustic field equutioas in tile form of tile primitive variables p
mid V. This constitutes an application of the Galerkin method to a set of equations.
TIle choice of basis functions is suggested hy results in the no-flow case.

Yurkovich (re['. dT) demonstrated the power of the Galerkbl method in his
investigation of the acoustic transmission in circular and amndar ducts car_,ing
sheared and swirling flows.

The Galerkin method is but one of asvera[ methods by which the field equations
and boundary conditions are replaced by discrete rebltions in the form of algebraic
equations. Perhaps tile mast obvious way of doing this is by replacement of
tile differential equations with thnb" finite-differease approxbuations. This was
first proposed in reference 48. The appealing characteristic of this approach is
tile tridiagonal form of the difference equatinns. However, the structuring of tim
difference equations as a standard linear algebraic eigenvalue problem is hindered
by thc' presence of the eigenvalun kz/vl in equation (22) or (28) in the coefilcients
of both P and pi As shown in references 44 ancl 4,5, it is possible to replace the
problem, wllich turns out to be cubic in kz[rl, with role which is linear in k_:/rl but
tripled ill order. However, this would not preserve the tridiagonal character of the
problem. In reference 48 an iterotive schenle was devised to cope with this and to
maintain a tridiagonaI difference representation.

Dean (ref. 49) has also used a finite-difference scheme. He was primarily concerned
with obtaining it simple eigenvahle procedure which takes advantage of tile basically
tridiagonal uatase of the difference equations. Toward this end he replascd the
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actualshearprofilewith a velc_eitydiscoatinnil¥(similartothe bonndary-layer
displacementthlcknessconcept),liewas thenabletoput theczar|reelfcctofthe
boundenT layerintothe|)olllldarycondltionand thusonlyslightlydisruptOlevery
simplelineara]gcbralceigenvnhmproblemwhichwouldexist,filrcnrnpletdyuniform
flowwithitzerowallvelocity,lieusedan iteratlvcter.hnkpmb_s(!delltllenearly
{ridlagonalnatureoftheproblemtocalculateeigenvahms.The aclvantagcofthis
overastandarda_gebraiccigenwduerouthleistheabilitytofocuson specificmodes
withoutcn]cnlatingtheentireeigenwdueset.Tim disadvantageisLiraI_eccssity(ff
havinggoodstartingwduesand theresulthlghnplicationofconvergenceprobhmls,
witieh are analogous to diflienttles found with otlmr methods.

The most flexible of tile methods of discrctlzat[on of the field equations is the
finite-element method (FEM). Tile major strength of FEM ]it,s in the systematic
treatment of problems witll irregular boundaries and solution grids. The application
of FEM to elgenvahm problems in ducts is relatively strnightforward for circular and
rectalJgnlar ducts because th0y are Dne dimensiozml (i,e., the transverse coordinate).
No considerations of element geoomtry arise and one is concerned mainly witll the
question of choosing element shape fimctlons which produce a good balance between
elgenwdne solution accuracy and compntatiotnd efllclency.

in general, in acoustic prnbleols for duels with attennating walls and sheareci
nlean flow, wtriatlona[ principles are not awtilable. The fiaite-clenlent fornnllntion in
duct acoustics is thus carried out with a Galerkin nncthod and except for tile choice
of tile basis 5mctions and test flmctions is identicat to the classic Galerkin mctllod.

In tim finite-element method the domain is divided into subdonmins (or elements)
hi which suitable basis fimctions (or shape flmctions) are defined. A distinguishing
feature of the finite-element method is that the shape hmctions interpolate tile
acoustic field within the elelnent on the inmis of the value of the acoustic field at
discrete points (or nodes) within and on the boundary t_f the element. A second
distingadshing feature is the fi_et timt what is It global b_mlsfinlction in the classic
Galerkin method is replaced in the finite-element method by a patcilwork of local
basis fimctions (shape bract|tins) explicitly defined within i!ach element. Continuity
on interclenmnt boundaries leads to a rationale for _ussemblingthe element "stiihless"
matrices into it global stit[iHiss matrix. The tcrm stifl'ness matrix is used oldy IW
analogy with tim more cononon applications of flnite-elenlcnt nmthods to structural
inmlysis.

Finite-element, analysis has become a ileld of applied mathematics in its own right.
It is not appropriate_ and ill fitct it is probably impossible withill the eonstralots of
space herein, to give tile details of tim applications in duct acoustics. Hence, we only
refer to certain specific examples of application.

hi the elgenvahm problem the appllcation of tile finite-element met|rod is particu-
larly simple since tile field equation ]s an ordinary ditferential equatioll (e.g., eq. (28))
or perllaps tile equivalent set of ordinary differential equations (derived from eqs. (18)
and (19)). Tile main question to be answered is the achievable accuracy with wtrlous
choices of element types, Tim element type relates to tile geometrical simpe of tile
element and the type of shape fimctlons. In an ordinary dilferential equation the
geometrical shape of the element is a straight line, so only the type of simpe hlnctioi'l
is to be determined for the particular application.

Application of the finite-element method again leads to the linear algebraic
elgenvalne problem (eq. (68)) for the axial wave numbers,
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Aq = Aq

where A is related to k_:/tl. In this case tile gelwralized coordinates in q are the
values of tile acoustic field at th0 finite-element nodes. Hence, tile eigenvectors are
tile discrete aaalogs of continuous eigezlfimctlons which might arise fronl a sohltion
of tile boundary value problem of equations (22) aad (27).

Ill tile context of tile eigenwdue problem for tlle tmlform-flow duct with a general
nman tlow, tile FEM has been blvestigated extensively in references 50 to 52. Ill
the original formulatiou (eels. 5{]and 51), elements with quadratic shape fimetions
were used. These elealents require a grid where nodal values of the acoustic state
variables are specified. In certain instances the solution set of eigenvalues degenerates
In accuracy rapidly its the modal order increases. Spurious elgenwdues occur wittl
corresponding eigenveetors characterized by large slope discontinuities at element
boundaries. Tile degeneration in accuracy is lessened by relining tim nlesh and
thereby increasing tile dimensionality of tile probleal.

A considerable improvement was achieved by tile introdactlon of Hennltlan
elements (ref. 51). These elements, referred to loosely as "beam bclldl/lg elements,"
have cubic shape flmetions based on specification of the acoustic states and their
derivatives at tlle nodes (bending deflection and bonding slope i!l tile allalogous
struetund dement). Use of Ilermitiaa elements eliminates spurious modes and
improves the accuracy for a given dbnellsionallty.

A second concept introdaced ill tim improved version {ref. 51) is tim equivalent
of all eigenfimction expansion ill vibration analysis. The eigeiwalue problem for tlle
ease of mean flow is expanded in terms of a subset of the eigenvectors obtained when
flow is abscllt. When flow is absent tile eigenvalue problem is sibmifieantly reduced
ia dimensionality. The net effect of solving first Ihe no-flow eigenvaltm probleal and
then tlle flow eigenvalue problem with it reduced set of b_sls functions is to offer a
considerable computational SaVillgs with nfiaimal reduction of accuracy.

Tile FEM is not limited to simple geometries and can accommodate an arbitrary
Ihfing configuration, although at considerable cost ill dlmensionafity. Reference 53
demonstrated the use of tile FEM for tile calclflatlon of tile eigcnvalues for circular
and rectangular duets with a peripherally varying finer.

In many e_mesthe bollndal T layer is thin hi comparison with tile thlct transverse
dimension. In this ease a considerable simplification in tile computation of tile duct
eigenvalues, and therefore the attenuation, can be achieved. Refi_rences 5,1 to 55 used
all asymptotic expansion within the boundary layer btmed on the small imrametcr
5/L, where 5 is the boundary-layer thickness and L is the characteristic transverse
dimension. This procedure produces an equivalent boundary condition to be enforced
at the edge of tile boundary layer. At tile outer wall of a circular duct the boundary
condition is

=- p (_0)
dr l + icrlA fd (1 - MoK¢) 2 de

where
c = 61R

Me core flow Maeh number
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A wall dimensionless adnlittance

c_ = _12- 171A

fl = m 2 + Ti2k2

K = k./rl

Tile velocity profile in the bomalary layer is given by

M(_) = Mo¢(_) (O< _¢_<1)

wlmre _ = 1 corresponds to tile outer edge of the boundary layer, An interesting
and important implication of equation (69) is the limiting c_Lse_ --, 0, for which tile
boundary condition becomes identical to eqaatlon (26), thus verifying tile correctness
of the continuity of particle displacement assumption used in its derivation.

Tim boundary condition of equation (69) slmuld be applied at the edge of the
boundary layer. Since the boundary layer is assmncd to be thin relative to the duct
radius, it is generally adequate to apply the boundary condition at the duet wall,
in which case it can legitimately be viewed as an effective admittance. Wherever
applied, the effective ndmittmlcc is a hmction of tim o.xial wave number k=, whereas
in the usual point reacting liner botmdary condition (eq, (06)) tile admittance is
independent of k= (though generally dependent on r/, the dimensionless frequency).
In fact, the effective admittance is that of a bulk reacting boundary, that is, one that
admits wave propagation.

Tim compntation of eigenvaIues can still proceed from equations (58) and (59),
bat tile integration scheme of equations (60) to (62) is no longer directly npl)lied,
Tile integration scheme can be used in combination with relaxation if tile eigenvalue
prolflem is first solved with c = 0 (the uniform-flow c_._e). Tile values of K = kx/rl
so obtained can lm used to evahlate the effective admittance

A°.:,.,A - -o}
1 +lenA f_ (l - Molf¢) _'d_ (70)

wilich can tllell be nscd in tim hitegratlon 8chellle to find new vahles of I(. This
sequence proceeds to convergence of the K values. Should convergence difficulties
arlse_ increments of c cap be used, hut for it small e this should not lie necessary,

Tim effective admittance can be computed explicitly for linear, shmsoidal, and
1IN power law boundary layers. For other boundary layers tile integrals may have
to be computed by numerical quadrature.

Myers and Chuang (ref. 57) have improved upon tile inner expansion by obtaining
a uniforndy wdld malched asynlptotic expansion which maintains accuracy for
thicker boundary layers. Tim resulting eigenvalue problem is nlodified, but a similar
procedure would be used to obtain nigenvalues and elgenfunctlons,

General Computational Results

Design criteria foracoustic liners in turbofan inlet and exiiaust ducts are consid-
ered in detail in another chapter. In this section we refer to some general results
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which cml be deduced. All results quoted are for tuned linlugs consisting of a re-
sistive face sheet and a cavity [lacking. Detaits of lining characteristics are given in
another chapter.

P_iee (ref. 58) has shown that tile presence era uniform mean flow h*tsa substantial
effect on the acoustic lining inlpedaace required to obtala maximmn attenuation,
Faran initially planar acoustic wave introduced in a circular lined duct (construetecl
from the superposition of 10 nonplanar soft.wall symmetric acmtstle nmdes), he
detetanincd tile curves of equal sound power attenuation in tile impedance phme, both
with no flow arid with an inlet flow of M = -0.4 (negative Mach nmuber imiieates
pralmgatiou opposite to flow direction), at a uondimensloulaI frequency r/= _r, Tile
attenuatim_ wits computed over an axial length of 6 duct radii. Tile result in the
impedance plane is shown ill figure 3, in which it is shown that the presence of flow
has a strong effect on the values of knpedanee which correspond to a given ]eve]
of attenuatimt_ and in particular on the hnpcdaaee required to achieve optimum
attemlation. He also shows that the maxknum achievable level of attenuation is
relatively insensitive to the mean flow. This is shown in tigure d whemkl attenuation
per distance equal to duct dialaeter is plotted agMnst tile aandimensional frequency
_. There is a substantial deere*tsein achievable attenuation with frequency, but very
little dependence on Much nuufi)er. This result cannot necessarily be extended to
other combinations of modes.

A study (ref. 26) for tile two-dimensional case cmtsidercct only tile flmdamental
mode and examhled the variation of the freqaeney at which peak attenuation occurs
as a function ef Much number for specific linings, Plotted in figaro 5 is the ratio of
the tuning fi.equeacy fp (frequency of peak attenuation in the fundamental mode) to
the tuning frequency at zero Math number (fP)M=O as a hmction of Much muaber.
It is shown that the tuning frequency decreases in kdet flow and increases in exhaust
flow. The result is relatively insensitive to the resistance of tile lining,

It is found in reference 59 that modes of high spinning and radial orders (modes
which are not axisymmetrie) attenuate more rapklly than those of lower orders, It
is concluded that some knowledge of the source is required to carry mlt a reasonable
lining desi{,m,

Tile effect of tim botmdary layer is important in tile deternlinatiou of the optinuun
impedance. ${nlple considerations of ray acoustics show that for an inlet flow
where tile sound propagation is opposite to tile mean flow, the boundary layer
tends to refract acoustic rays away from the duet wall, anti it might be expected
that for a given lining the attenuation would be less thmi that calculated using
a uniform mean flow. Tile opposite effect should occur in exhaust flows. This
is supported by experiment, a{thmngh a greater effect: is seen in inlet flows than
exhaust flows, A parametric study (rcf. 60) shewed that for [idet flows tile optimum
acoustic resistance for individual well-cut-on modes is reduced substantially with
increasing boundary-layer thickness, while tile boundary-layer effect en reactaaee
is much smaller. The most significant fact retold is shown in flgtu_ 6. Here the
ratio of optimum attenuation with boundary layer a to optimum attenuation with
no boundary layer a0 is plotted against the ratio of the bouadary-Nayer thickness
to tile wavelength A for a given angular mode m mid frequency _t. For boundary
layers up to 25 percent of the wavelength, the achlewible attemlation is not very
sensitive to tile boundary-layer thickness. Hence, with proper design procedures tile
presence of a boundary layer ueed ant reduce the achievable attenuation for well-cut-
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on modes. This fact: can be understood in tile context ot"etfcctive admlttaoce. (See
eq. (70).) As long _mthe effective admittance takes the optimal value, the attemmtion
is independent of boundary-layer thickness (within the limitations of the eqtmtion),

Reference 61 s_lowed that a precise model of the boundary layer is not required to
carry out practical desi6m calculations. It showedthat a boundary-layer profile which
matches the shape factor (ratio of displacement thickness to momentum thickness)
and the displacement thickness of the actual botmdary layer produce attcmlation
rates essentially the same as the actual boundary layer. In particular, the 1/7 power
law boundary ktycr call be replaced by a linear profile with slip at the wtdl. T|ds
obsercation minimizes the computational ditlieulties ,associated with sheared-flow
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calculations. Other investigations showed that _t thhnler bm!ndary layer wlth a
linear profile but without slip can also be used to simulate the actual engine duct
profiles, which _e seldom of 1/7 power. If the boundary layer is not thin, care shmfld
be taken to use ttle actual profile.

An Alternative Calculation Scheme
Baaed on CorrelationEquations

The computationschemesintroducedprevionslycanbecoupledwithu suitable
optimizationalgorithmtocreatea suppressordesignprocedure.A designiteration
based on these schemes would he complicated and tlme-consuming and ia addition
may require information not available to the designer (e.g., the duct modes present).
An additiounl eo|nplie_ltlon is the large number of parameters involved, since tile
optimum impedance is a fimction of frequency, Much number, boundary-layer
thickness, and duct modes present, l_lrthermore, even after an optinmm design is
achieved (one which produces the maximum uttennation), it is necessary to consider
off-design performance, which requires inore analysis. In an effort to streamline
this procedure, Rice (refs. 3, 59, 60, aml 62 to 65) has made major contributions
to the design process by identifying enrrelathlg equatiolm from which approximate
computations of suppressor performance can be made. tie has found an imalytle
approximation for the contours of eqtlal attenuation in the impedance plane (see
fig. 3, e.g.) (refs. 62 and 63), which is a fin|etinn of the opthnum impedance and the
optimum attennation rate for a given nmde, mean flow Much llumber, boundary-
layer thickness, duet geometry, and frequency. This approxlnmtion allows the rapid
estimation of off-design liner p0rfornmnce, that is, the equal attenuation contours
for linings which arc not optfimlm.

A second major contribution to the design procedure introduced by Rice is his
discovery that the optimum impedance (resistance and reactance) and the nutxflnum
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possible attemmtion for a given frequency, houndary-Iayer thickness, and geometry
are mfiquely defined by tile modal eutotf ratio (refs. 3 aucl 6,1). In tlds eontext,
the definition of raodal cutoJf ratio is extended to deers with acoustic treatraent by
introducing tile definition

fl - _'1 (71)

R_/(I -M 2) cos ._¢

where the axial wave nranber is given by

-M + _/1 - (1 - M")(_/_)-"k._z
tl l - M 2

and

t¢= R exp(i¢)

Figure 7 shows the loci of ol)tiramn bnpedanees for a given frequency, Mac]l
nranber, and boundary-hwer thickness. Numerical eoraputatioas were carried out
by Rice (reC 3) to find tim optimum bnpedance for a large number of modes with
difi_rent spinning (ang.lar) anti radial rat)de numbers. The data symbols eorrespoad
to the angular mode ra, arid tile location of the symbM around tile curve clockwise
corresponds to increasing radial mode n.mber I_. Modal cutoff ratlt_ decre_mes in
the clockwise direction. Where two symbols are nearly cqincide|lt tile moclal cutoff
ratios are nearly tile stone, as inclieated by tile identification of two symbols wifll
cutoff ratios near ,8= 1.2,

Based on this obsercation reference 114established a correlating equation for
optimum irapMance as a ftraction of cutoff ratio for a given Maeh numher, boundary-
layer thickness_ and frequency. Tile success t)f tile corl'ehtting equations is shown in
figures 8 and 9 for a specific case, Optinnan resistance and reactance are shown

a function of cutotf ratio with boundary-layer thickness as a parameter for a
specific (requency and Math number. Tile data symbols are tile result of nunmrleal
coral)utations and the corves are tim result of the correlating equations.

Hence, algebraic equations, which result frora extensive numerical analysis,
insight into the theoretical rcsultst and stone empiricism, are awfilable for tile design
process, Rice and Sawdy (ref. 66) have summarized the design procedure and an
extension which also makes use of a correlation of tile far-field directivity to cutoff
ratio.

The results arc based on analysis of ducts of infinite length; that is, there are
tie reflections from the duct termination. The results raay be substantially modified
for short duets typical of fan engine inlets. Tile cutMf ratio remains a viable design
parameter, but the duet L/D becomes an important additional parameter.

Acoustic Energy

One convenient measure of the effectiveness of acoustic treatment in a duct is
the acoustic energy width is absorbed or reflected by the treatnlent. In prlnelple
this measure can be applied by computing tile acoustle power or the acoustic energy
fil_x (acoustic power per unit area) at two duct cross sections a distance Ax apart
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and by then attributi]_g tile decrease in tile flux to tile attemu_tion introduced by
tile lining, The l'hlx oftTitx)lIslicenergy can also ill principle be broken down hire
incident, reflected, and transmitled coutributions. Calculation of these comlmnents
can be used to quantify Om (fffectivem_ssof reactive acmlstic treatment in terms of
reflection and transmission coeMcients,

hi thermo-fluid mechanics, energy density and flux are defined hi terms of
products of tile lluid state wLriables. In tile aCOllstle ease definitions of acoustic
energy density and tlux are to be expressed in terms of only steady-state and lirst-
order-fltnetuathlg neoustle pertm'hations, For general tlmvs this is an ehlsive goal,
at le+mt in the sense of producing definitions which are appropriate for practical
calculatiotm. Men,roy (ref, 67) h+maddressed the question of general flows, as has
M6hrlng (refs, fi8 and 69). Morl'(!y also discussed one (if two definitions of acoustic
energy density and flux, which +Ire useful for ('.alelnlatimlsin a restricted chess of
flows, lie rustrioted attention to irrotational 0miform entrol)) flow. For this case tile
consideration of lhe time-averaged llux of stagtmtion enthtdpy across a llxe(1 surfilce
yiehls the (lelinitions

=I _ ! ,2+I(Vo.V) p (72)El 2pc2 P + 2Pl

(73)
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Fi#ure 8. Comparison of colT,elating equation with experiment for optimun_
resistance for se ueral aot_dimen._ioaal boltlhlarll-luyer IhickTtcssen. 11= 15/ri
Mo = -0.4.

where El is the llcoustic energy density, N I is tile acoustic energy flux, p is tile local
mean fl0w density, c is the local mean flow speed of sound, and Vo is the nlean Ilow
velocity. These definitions are given in dlmen,,:ional form, as is abnost universally
tim case in the literature. The equiwdent nondlmensional forms are easily obtained
by scaling the energy dellsity by a suitable reference vahm prC_ and the tlux by prCar.
It is important to note flntt the definitions are entirely in terms of the stendy-flow

]
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state vnrlahles and second-order terms involving the first-order acm_stie fluetuatlons
p and V.

A second approach, typified by the work in reference 70, starts directly with the
thermo-fiuld mechanics energy equation, expands ill n perturbation series, subtracts
out the steady-flow contributions, retains mdy second-order quantities ill tile acoustic
fluctuations, and defines the resulting quantities as acoustic energy density mid flux.

If the mean flow is entirely uniform, this procedure yields the definitions

2pc 2

{ 1 _ 1 2_,
N. =vV+Vo_,o-_o +-iov) (751

These are again ia terms nf second-order terms involving tim first-order acoustic
fluctuations.
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Tile acoustic intensity ill either case is defined as tile tlme-averaged acoustic
energy tlax

I = (N)
Tile total acoustic power at a duct cross section is

where S is tile surface area over which the integral is carried out, If there are
no energy fiOlll'ees or sinks the asoastic power is eel]served botweoll two duct cross
sections _z apart. This result is tree for both definitions of acoustic energy flux.

Caudal (ref, 71) has reviewed maeh of the literature dealing with acoastic energy
principles in general asd their application to duets ill partieuhr. Tile classifleatlo.
given herehl is consistent with his observations. Bath forms are wdld sets of

: deflnitions_ but the type I energy definitions satisfy a coaservatlon law for n wider
clans of flows.

. Eversman (ref, 72) shows that tile two forms of easrgsr density are compatible
with variational principles, from which the acoastic fiekl equations can be derived in
the case of uniform flow when both dofinitlmls satisfy a eouservatiml law. The ternl
El is the Hamiltooian density and Eli is the Lagrangian deasity. In general, E 1 # Eli
and N! _ NII. However, tills is not sJgafl'ieantl tmenerhq,-related quantities, s||itnble
additive coustants can be introduced to force eqnivale.ce. The important fleet is
that tile change in acoustic power between two duct cross sections Ax apart is zero
when no energy sources or sinks are present,

When energy sources or shlks arlr present, a modifilxl form of the defioitlon of
acoustic power must be used to aecmmt for them. This has been done for a lined
uniform duet with uniform flow (ref, 72}. The appropriate definitions are

P/= f fs (NI)' ndS + e ((Pbq) + pV(UbS'})

Tilesurfaceintegraltermsarereeogohodas tilepowerdefluitloosfortilehard-wall
duet. Tile terms Pb and Ub are the values of tile acoustic pressure and tile axial
component of tile acoustic particle velocity at tim duet wall The term S'(_,t) is tile

• wall displacement field. It is found that

where rb is tile resistive component in tile linlng impedance,

P
Z=--=rbWiXb

fi

and t't is tile normal cmnpooeat ot' velocity at tile wall, Hence, the rate el"decrease
of acoustic power is tile asme for either definition,
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Nonuniform Ducts

The duct system through which fan noise propagales and radiates is eozltoured
for aerody|mlnic and propulsive elticlency, h] tile acollstic desi&msequence it slay be
necessary to determhm tile eIfect of tile duct nonuniformity oil tile fildng perlbrmance.
ModeIblg of acoustic propagation ill tim fitn inlet and exhaust (]acts involves
consideration of tile geolnetric nonuniforlnity (if the duet tu_well _Lstile resultant
nonunifi)rmily in the mean flow. The problela thus becomes sac of eoasiderahle
complexity for which no "exact" analytical solution is ge|lerally available, its in tile
cs.se of itmlly comparable problems ill ullifi)rla dllcts,

As noted previl)usly, tile propagation and radiation problems are coupled and i
should be solved sinudtaseously. This is tile ultimate goal of tile modeling process. !
However_ most analysis aletbods lmve approached the propagation and mdiatlon J
problems separately by treating tim l)ropagation _m oceurrfiJg in a duet with no
reflection at the termination and the radiation then proceedillg from tile conditions
estabfished in this manner at tile termfilatlos. Even this simplification leaves tile
dlffieult problem of describing the mean flow fil tile duct and the acoustic propagation
in the presence of this flow.

In this section we look at methods which have been used to eoasider the acoustic
propagation in nommiform duets with refh_ction-free ter|nbmtions. This ehallesgitlg
problem w_mfirst attacked for the case when the mean flow vanishes or can be
tkSSllllledto be of negligihle effect.. Subsequent extensions were made to include tile
effect of laeall flow. The discussion hereia is split up hi the salne way and a aulllber
of techniques are reviewed.

Tim qaestiolt of radiation to the flw field is addressed in the final section of tiffs [
dmpter, wherein modefing methods are introduced with which tile entire propagation
and radiation process can be described. This section attd lhe finld one are thus closely
related.

Nonuniform Duets Without Mean Flow

Metfiods of modeling linear a[:oustic propagation in nolnmiform duets without
flow can be broken down into five major eslegories: (1) one-dfineasional or plane*
w_wlr apl)roxilnat]olls_ (2) approximations for higher order acoustic nlodes which
neglect modal collpfing; (3) stepped duct approximations; (,1) varfittional and
Galerkla methods; and (5) finite-elemellt lind finite-difference methods. Tile hint
category of methods has been successfidly extended to fitehlde tile radiation to the
flu' field.

AI low frequencies the Webster befit eqllation (re/'. 7;J) can be obtafiled eitfier
by directly eoasiderbJg one-dlmenslonal forms of the continuity and momentum
oqt|atiotls or by expalldlng the acoustic equations in terms of powers of a small
parameter which is tile ratio of tile duet radius to the wavelength. The first-order
terms are the Webster equation. Tile resulting theory is equb,alent to the "plane-
rowe theory" hi uniform duets. For most problems in turbofan duet acoustics the
tfieory is aot adequate for the representation of hlghofrequency propagation from
rotating-blade noise sources. However, the solution of Webster's equation has het!n
used in a modern eoatext ill reference 7,1 in cosneetion with studies of tile acoustic
properties of the contoured circular duet preseat in a bottle neck.
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Theoretical Models for Duel Acouatie Propaeation and Radiation

When the cross-sectional area of tile duct or the acoustic lining properties vary
slowly, perturbation tc/:lmiqucs become use!ilL The method of multiple scales was
used in reference 75 in emmectlon with the acoustic wave equatltm iu the case
without mean flow to represent the propagation of a single mode. To this level of
approximation no intel'RCtlon ei).n occllr |)etween th(_ varlolls acotmtic modes which
occur in the duct. A second approach, which arriw!s at essentially the sam(! result
in tile clme of the duct with no acoustic lining, comes from reference 76. It used a
Galcrkin met!rod but neglected the modM interact!elk in an application of the WK.B
approxbnation for the resulting uncoupled set of ordinary differential equations with
slowly varying coefficients. The result is a solution for tile axial variation of amplitude
of the acoustic modes in the duct, but without the effect of modal interaction.

A reasonable apl)rl)ach to tim modeling of It nomuiiform duct which iucludes
the effects of modal iuteraetions is the segmentation of the duct into _ sequence of
uniform ducts with step ch/ulges in duct cross-sectional area or lining impedallce

i at the interfimes. It is assumed that in each segnlent the {n'cssure field can be
approximated by a finite (and hopefi|lly small) number of the acoustic modes {br
tile section, each with undetermixled amplitude. Conditions of contimlity of mass
flIldltxildiBOlllOllttllnattfielltterfitcesareelfforcedilltfilttItsequ(qlceof"l'{_slduals_
weighted IW tile acoustic modes themselves, are required to be orthogonal on the cross
sections of the discontinuities. For given input modal anlp[itudes aIld an _msumed
reflection-!!'co termination, it is possible to set up It set of If!war equatfims for the
modal amplitudes in each segment. Acoustic pressures at any point in the duct can
then be recovered IW suitable postprocesslng of the modal amplitudes and _LSsociated
acoustic modes. In reference 77 this method w_s introduced for the unifornl duct
with an axially varying lining, and it:we.qused in reference 78 fin" the c_meof a duct
with axially wtrylng cross-sectional area. It. is appropriate to plant out here that the
segmentation approach ]1[_ also been enlph)yed in tile case nf duets with mean fiery.
Axially segmented linings in a uniform duct with uniform !low were considered in
reference 79 and extended to shear flows in refi_rellee80.

The first use of a Galorkin method (or, more generally, the nletlmd of weighted
residuals {MWR.)) in the duet acoustic prollagation problem was apparenlly in
reference 76, as previously noted. This investigation of hanl.wall ducts was I)_med
on a velocity potential. The fi)rmulation adlnitted the effect of modal coupling, bill
this was subsequently neglected at the sohltion stage. We are illleresled ill tim more
general ease when modal coto]ing effects are retained and a locally reactfitg duct
liner is present.

The application of the Galcrkin method to propagation fit Hollulllforill ducts is
similar to the application to the eigenvalue pn)blem described by equatiells (6fi)
to (68). Figure 1[} shows the general geometry of the llo|lulliforln duet between
semi-lnfinite uniform ducts. In the nonuniform section 0 < z < L, lhe impcdauce
ZB(x ) and tile area S//(x) can vary. This figllre call be considered either as a two-
dimensional or circular duct (O--- Constant plane in a cyfindrlcal eoordfimte system).

The acoustic field is described by fiok] equations, represented here by it linear
vector operator PF, acting on the acoustic state variables, which may include pressu re
p and particle velocity V',

ZFlV,p] = C) (76)
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Figure 10. Geometry of nonunifornt-duct _¢gment between uniform infinite
duels.

The term rp is written as a vector operator because it may represent several
fidd equations. For example, equation (76) could be tile acoustic eontlnuity and
momentum equations (eqs. (18) and (19) with M = 0) in the ease of harmonic
nlotion,

iqp + V. V = 0 (77}

I i,_v = -vp = o (7s)
or it eoahl be tile ]Ielmholtz eqnatioa in pressure only:

V2p + r/2p = 0 (79)

Sohltions are sought in tile form of a superposition of the transverse acoustic modes
for a duet which is locally uniform:

{P} = [_/{q}

wlmrc {P} is tile vector of fiekl variables (for example, three components of particle
velocity and pressure), [¢] is a suitable mmlal matrix derived for a locally uniform
duet, and {q} is tile vector of modal amplitudes (generalized coordinates).

The uniform-duct acoustic modes do lint satisfy tile boandary conditions for the
nollllnlfornt duct, and these conditions must be included as part of the problem
statement. On tile duct wall,

V'v=Ap

This can be cast as the following boundary operator:

en[V,p] = 0 (S0)

The assumed solution {P} is substituted in both the field equation operator and tile
boundary operator and produces errors, or residuMs, as follows:
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= _P[{P}] = t'F [[,kl{q}] (81)IIF

On the boundary,

= L/_I{P}I = rn [['_l{q}] (82)RD

For the Galerkin ulethod (ref. 81), tile resi(hlals are reqllh'ed to be orthogoua]
to each member of a complete set, in this ease tile acoustic modes (Imsis fimctions)
themselves, thus establishhlg a set of ordinary differential equations for the elements
of the modal amplitude vector {q(x)} which by implication tend to produce zero
residual error. The statenlent of orthogonality is

On the boundary,

[elfCa[tel{q}]= o (8,J)
In earrying out the integration equation (83), it is found that bounda3" terms arise
which can be ellmlnated with the boundary residual. This is the equlwdent of natural
boundary conditions in variational methods.

The set of differential equatlons arising from the GaIerkln procedure is of tile
form

{"} = [B]{q} (85)

A transfer matrix relating {q(0)} and {q(L)}, the values of the amplitudes at z = 0
and :e -- L, is readily obtained by t_.numerical integratio, scheme (e.g., tim Runge-
Kutta scheme):

{q(L)}= [T I{q(O)}

The terms {q(L)} and {q(O)} can then be expressed ill terms of incident and reflected
acoustic modal amplitndes ill the uniform sections (lined or unlhled):

' a+

=(AI0)I{o_}

=,,l(,,)i}
where [A(O)] and [A(L)] are suitable matrices for the known modal structure of
incident and refected waves at x = 0 and x = L, It is then possible to establish a
transfer matrix in the form
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This can be decomposed under the mssannptlon that. tim inchient modal amplitudes
{a+) arc known and that the duct termination is reflection free ({b-} = 0) to define
reflection and transmission cocffich_nts. The reflectloa and transmission coeifieients
can he used in a postprocesshlg operation to construct the acoustic field in the
nonLnliform section.

The MWR was used in reference 82 for two-dimensional ducts. Reference 83 used
what is essentially a MWR iu connection with a "wave-enw_]ope" representation of
the acoustic state varhtbles (hi this case pressure only) to treat the same problem.
The wave-envelope approach isolates the rapidly varying wave structure of the
acoustic propagation from relatively slowly wtrying changes in the modal amplitudes
in order to create a set of orditmry dilferential equations analogous to equatlons (83)
and (84) but which reprcsen_ the relatively slow amplitude varhttions. Advantages
can be expected in the resolution required hi the hllegratlon scheme.

The finite-clement method oilers a nntch more flexible scheme than tile MWI{.
for modeling Ihe acoustic transmission properties of nonnnlform-dnet segments.
As noted previously, in applications in acoustics it is generally most appropriate
tn base a llnlte-clement approximation on the Galerkin method, When this is
accomplished, eqnntlon (85)_ which is a set of ordinary difi'erential equations for
the modal amplitudes, is replaced by a sot of algebraic equations for the acoustic
state variables at the lhdte.elemcnt nodes. In a nlanner completely analogous to
the one used in the ehmsic Galerkin scheme, the finite-element representation in tile
nonunifornl sectinn can be matched to it modal representation in the senti-infinite
entrance and exit ducts. The result of these operations is a large set of algebraic
equations of the h)rm

(F) /
[#] {,,-} _ = [FI{.+} (s_)

{_,+} J
where the elements of the vector {P} are the acoustic state variables at the finite-
element nodes in the nonnnlfornl section. The term {a-} is it vector of reflected
modal amplitudes in tile inlet semi-infinlte duct, (b+} is a vector of transmitted
modal amplitudes in the exit seml-infinite duct, {a + } is a veclnr of specified incident
modal ampfitndes in the inlet seml-hlfhfite duct, [K] is tile assembled "stiiflless"
matrix; and [F[{a +} is the generalized "force" vector. An appropriate sohltion of
eqnation (88) yields the reflection and transmission matrices

{.- } -- [n]{a+}

{_+}= IT]{,_+)
With modern finite-element schenles the hu'_e set of equations does not actually
need to be stored in active computer memory. "l_'ontal methods" (ref. 84) provide
a systematic scheme in which _he finite.eleumxJt assembly process and the eqnation
solving are integrated into an algorithm which requires only a modest active memory,
almost independent of the prob[enl size. There is a vm_tamount of literature on finite-
element methods in general, and two particularly well*known works are references 85
itnd 86.
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The use or tim finite-elcmenl metllod in tile absence of mean ilmv is discussed in
references 87 to 91 in connection with the modeling of mufflers, u pilysicul arrange-
nlent not significantly different h'om tim tim inlet problems or bltcmst here. Craggs'
work (refs, 90 nnd 91) was somewlmt unique in that he was interested in nlodelblg
truly .tllrcc-dhnensional geometries (as opposed to the more widely discussed two-
dbnensional or axisymmetric problems), and tberefore he discusses tltree-dbnt, nsioim[
elements. "fag and Akin (ref. 92) made calculations for a two-dbnensionlll non-
uniform duct, All these investigations were based on a w_riatioual ft)rmulatiou, re-
quiring some manipulations which are not required when a Galerkin method is used,
Tile cblef difference in tile approaebcs is in tile specilic elements used.

Reference 93 presents a comparison of tbe use of tile method or weighted residuals
and the Galerldn finlte-element method tbr the calculation or"tile transmission and
reflection properties of acoustically treated nonuniform ducts. The finite-element
method produces virtually exactly the same results for rettectbln and transmission
eoefllcients .as does tile standard Galerkin method. Tile computational cost of the
finite-eh!ment method when based on tile Ilelmholtz equatioa isabout tile same as tile
comparable Galerkin sohltlou. The formulation hi reference 93 is tile only one which
employs tim matching of the finite-element sohltion in the nonuniformity to a modal
sobltion in the bdet and exbaust semi-blfinlte ducts. This, or Ilu equiwdenl, approach,
is essential to adequately account for inlet and exhaust boundary conditions in the
linite-elcment solution.

Finite-difference methods have also been extensively studied for application to
the duet acoustics problem. Time-dependent (transicltt) and harmonic steady-stale
formulations b_we been used, alld implicit alld explicit sebemes have been tested.
Wbile good results in relatively sbnple test e_mes lmve beell reported, the finite-
difference method has not become a generally used eonll_utatiould sebeme. "Filemahl
reason is tbe penalty imposed on finite-dilfcrence scbenles by irregular geometries.
Finite-elenlent schemes are particularly well suited for duet I)roblems, especially
when nonuniform ducts are considered and when tile question or iml_oshig meaningflll
forcing and termination conditions is raised. It might also be added here that tile
finite-element scheme is more suitable for modelblg the radiation to free space when
this type of boundary condition is appropriate. A complete review of finite-dilrerenee
applications in duet acoustics bus been mllde IW Baunll!ister (rcf. 9,1), who lilts also
made a muuber of contributions hi this area, Consult this review for filrtber delails.

A coral)arisen of experiment to theory for a simple nouuuihlnn-duct gc(mletry
was reported in reference 05. Both the finite-element theory or reference 93 and tile
finite-difference calculations of White (ref. 96) were found to be ill good agreement
with the experiments.

Nonuniform Duets With Mean Flow

Two types of nonuniform duets are considered. The simplest situation is that of
a duct of uniform cross section but with mxiaIly varyblg lining impedance. In tiffs
case the mean flow is _Lxiallyuniform. This problem has been of c[_nsiderable interest
in connection with the design of linings wbb:h are segmented ,axially with the two
objectives of provldlug attenuation over a broad range of frequencies and of inducing
attemmtion because of tile reactive etfects of lining discontbulltles. As previously
noted tile stepped duct approximation (also referred to as mode lnatcblng) is sllitable
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for modeling transmissioa in a duet with segmented linings, even in the l)rosenee of
sheared nleall flow. llerorenco 79 for ducts with uldfona liow anld reference 80 for
sheared mean flow have used tile nmde matching Icehnlque.

Whe]l a duct area nomudformity is present, we are concerned lint oaly with the
etTcct of tile area nommiforunlty ila the propagatitnl, but also with tile effect of the
axial and transverse Ilow gradients induced by the area nomndfornllty. A limiting
ease would be tile situation in which tile area nolmnffonnity creates a soific flow at the
throat, complete]y cultiag elf upstream tnmsmission, Experimental investigations of
this attenuation ineeI!anism in references 97 to 99 haw_shown that locally sonic tIow
conditior_s in an inlet eaa create a substantial reciur.tion in the forward transmission
of fire-generated noise, although tile noise cannot be completely suppressed, Perhaps
of even more interest is the observation that the mechanisnl appears to be at ]east
partially effective for throat Mach numbers below sonic, perhaps as low as 0,8, An
effort to delemline whether linear acoustic analysis coukl predict this flow.induced
attenuatiol_ led to a suhstantial effort to model propagation through high subsonic
flows.

A complicated situation occurs when tile duct is nommifonn in cross section. We
also include the possibility that tile lining is axially nonuniform, It is necessary not
only to model propagation in the nonunifom_ geometry, but also to consider tile
effect of propagation thmalgh the aonunifona Ilow field, hi general, the mean Ilow
is computed separately and is given n.s data for the acoustic analysis. The model
used for die mean flow hms substantial ]ldhlence on tile complexity of tile acollstie
nmdd. If no restriction is placed on the nlean llow and it is allowed to be rotational
(priacipally due to tilt! tlaet-wall boundary layers), then an appropriate form for tile
acoustic field equlations is tile aelalstie momentum equation lind tile acoustic energy
equation (eqs, (6) and (7)), An alternati_'e is tile aemlstic field equations derived
directly from tile continuity and nmmeatual equations (1) and (2). This type of
mean flow representation htLsto be obtained from tile Euler equations or tile Navier-
Stokes equatitms. If tile mean llow is irrotational, then the aeoustic field equations
can be obtained in tile form of equations {9) and (It). This means that tile mean
flow lnast be imnviscolns and that no boalldary layer can be included.

Tile colnplltatlonal implications of the two representations are substantial. If
tile moan tlow is assamed to he general, then it is necessary to work ill terms of
tile primitive variables pressure (or density) aml velocity, with four field equations
for three-dlmensioaal acoustic fields. If the mean Ilow is assumed to be irrotational,
then tile acoustic field is also irrotatiomd and tile introduction of an acoustic velocity
potentkd leads to only one fich! equation for the potential. Tile acoustic pressure
and particle velocities an! obtailmd by postprocesslng the velocity imtential solution.

When there is nmaa fiow presellt, the bOlllldltry condition at dact hard walls is
still the requirement that tile normal coalponent of acoustic particle velocity must
vanish:

V.u=O

When a mean flew is present ill a mdform duct, it w_Lsshown in equation (2[i) that
for a for.ally reacting lining within it circular duet tile boundary condition is

iM 0

v . , = A_,- _ _( Aj,) (sT)
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Ill thls l'¢)rmthe boundary condltinn is valid for a linillg whlch v_a'ies +uxhdly.Ill the
ense of a nonuniform duct and ntamnifornl mean flmv, it is shown illreference 100
that tile correct, boundary condltion is

V , v = Ap - i_ "j---;(Ap)+ ,'_[u. (v , V)Vo] (88)

where Vr is tile tangenthd componeat of llleaa flow V o ixt till! duct wall. Tile deriva-
tive O/Or is with respect to the carvilinear dlstanc0 along the duet wall, Equa-
tion {88) is directly obtained fronl equation (87) hy rel_lseing the ,axial coordinate x
with the tangential coordinate r and adding the last teral, In duct applications the
extra term in equation (88) is probably extremely snmll, since its prlncilml contri-
butions arc only large near a stagnation point in tilt mean flow. Equation (87) ix
therefore taken tts tile approln'iate boundary condition.

There are fewer options available rot conllmtations of acoustic propagation in
ducts with nonuniform cross sections with meaa flow than for colalmrable l_rnblelns
witllout mean flow. They call he categorized as (l) one-dlnlensiolall or iflane-
wave apl>roxhnations, ('2.)perturbation schtsnos for dllcts with slowly varying cross
sections, (3) weighted-resldaal methods (i,e,, Galerkht), and (,1) .qnite-elemeat and
finite-difference methods.

A particularly useful one-dlmensional nlodel for unlined duets hms been con-
structed in reference 101 fi'onl a one-dimensional coatinulty and momentum eqtla-
tirol. Without flow the governing equations call be combined to fornl Webster's
horn equation. In their investigation they ilsed a shoothlg technique to investigate
tile two.polnt Immldary value prol_lern far wave ilropagation ill a nonuniform duet
carrying a compressible mean flow with specified driving and exit conditions. The
present author has used tile fi01d equatloxm of Davis and Johnson with a Ilunge-Kutta
integration sehelao matched to tnwellng wave solatioiis ill semi-infinite uniform ill-
lets and pipes to construct transmission and reflection equations far long-wavelength
propagation. Though unlmblished, this approach was used m_a cheek ell a more gen-
eral Galerkin formldation to be discussed shortly. King and Karamcheti (ref. 102)
obtaiaed sohltions to what ]s effectively the Davis aad ,loimsoa model using the
method of characteristics.

Perturbation methods have btrel| used hy several investigators for studies of
acoustic transmission ill nonuniform duets with ;aeaa flow. In reference 103 a ray
acoustics approximation was used for tile velocity potential for tile lowest order
mode described by a generalizatimi of Wobster's honl equation, Tam (ref, 104) used
a Been approximation based on a small arctLvariation aad studied the scattering
of an acoustic wave incident on a aonuniforndty. His flow model was constructed
from the one-dhnelmional gas dynandes relationships with a mlperposed trmlsverse
velocity to create flow tangeney at the walls. References 105 aad 106 extended tile
method of multiple scales (ref. 75) to include tilt e,_sewith a sheared mean flow ill
a lined duet.

It is difficult to draw general conclusions from these models. Itowcver it can
be stnted that little scattering effect is seen for acoustic waves incident upon a
nonuaiformity (and, hence, axial and transverse flow gradients) unless the local
Mneh number exceeds 0.6. l:or higher throat Math numbers, scattering becomes
significant (ref. ItM). For propagation against the mean flow, an increase in acoustic
pressure near the throat is observed, the increase being very large for high subsoaie
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throat Mach mzmbers. Even for near-soslc throat velcJcities no ]arge attemmtlon is
observed.

These analytic, or semiamdytic, approxbaat;ions bare obvious ]imitations implied
in tile pert.arbatlon sellemes. In arden' Io relax these rest;rictions it is necessary to
resorl, to the Galerkia methods or to finite-element or finite-difference scberaes.

' Tbe application of it Galerkb] method or a finite-element analysis to the case
when a mean flow is present is formally tim same as when there is no mean flow.
Tim field equations are coasiderably more complex, nmaning that much more tbne
is required in the computation of the coefficient matrices ill the Galerkhl method
and of tile element "stilhwss matrices" in the finite-element analysis. Tim actual
striation of the ordbmry differential equations in the Galerkin metbod or of the
algebraic eqaations in the finite-element_ analysis is neither Inore time-consuafing
l)or nlore storage dependeat tball tile eorrespolldblg operations when flow in a|)sellt_
provided that the same level ofdiscretizatioa is used. In act.ual eomputations for high
subsonic Inean flows, it is foand that npstrealn of the sound sollt'ee tile eompressiotl
of tile acoustic wavelevlgtbs requires it finer diseretlzation than in tile no-flow close.
Downstream of the source tbe opposite is true. On babmee, however, it appears tbat
a finer dlseretization in required when flow is present.

Acoustic transmission in llolallllfOl'lll dllcts with a general mean flow lls.s beet*
coasidered hi references 46 and 52. In reference 46 die Galerkin Inetbod was used
with basis fiinetions derived koln a uniform-duet mm[ysis, and in reference 52 a
Galerkin finite-element analysis was used. Tbe mean flow is derived fronl one.
dflnensional compressible flow relations witb a sflnple stlperposltion of a transvel_e
velocity conll:onent h_L_edon the reqtdrelllellt of flow tangeacy at the wall, This
is esseatbdly the representation of tile flow useci in tile perturbation sohltion of
reference I04. The techniques of references ,Ifi and 52 give comparable results an¢]
compare well witb eoml)atations based oil tbe reference IO! formulation at Imv
frequencies.

Reference 107 extended the wave-envelope method (reL 83) to the case of
_lonuniform lbled duets carryblg a compressible, sheared mean flow. As previoasly
noted tbis method is basically a weighted-residual, or Galerkin, approaeb with O]e
refinement that the harmonic wave cbaraeter of tbe solution is included in tile b_Lsis
functions so that; only tbe envelope of the _Lxialvariation of the acouslic modal
amplitudes is mlmerieally computed, This would appear to Imve smlm bnplieatlons
in the efneieney of the axial integration scheme.

The weighted-residual computational scllemes have been used to shed further
lighL oil tbe question of attenuation it, propagation tbrough high subsonic nlelm
flows. Results were showa bl reference ,16 fi)r tile I;l'allSllliSSiOl_lof initially pbmar
two-dimensional waves through a converging-diverging nc)zzle at law frequency, alld
the results were compared witb equivalent one-dimcnsitmal calculations based on
the fonmdation ill reference 1OL One example was It converglng-dlverging bard-wall
duet with propagation opposite to tbe flow. Tile duet throat heigbl was 75 percent
of the inlet and exit duet heights and the nonanifi)rm section wa.s 1..'25duet heights
in length. Mach numbers of 0.25, 0.60, and 0.81 in the tbroat were considered (0.20,
(}.4t},and 0A8 in the uniform sections). Figure It is a/)lot of the ratio of traasmitted
acoustic power to ineideiIt acoustic power for nondlmeaslonal frequencies based on
the (fact helght II1. (This is actually half the dlzct belght if tile straight wall is
eonstraed tm a eenterline.)
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Fieure 11, Ratio of transmitted power WI to incident power IV() in eom:er_dinff-
diverging hard-wall duct showing compari,son of one.dhnenMonol realdta
and Galerkin calculations,

The comparison of the one.dimenslonal and weighted-resldua] (Galerkin) results is
good up to tim frequency where the first higher order mode cuts on. Slight ileviafions
occur because the welghted-residual model is inherently two dinlensional, and even
at low frequencies some two-dimensimml effects occur. Of more interest forthe
present discussion is the fact that strong acoustic attenuation does not occur, What
little attenuation that is shown in figure 11 is in a narrow freqneltey band and is the
reactive attenuation of tile duet nomudformity acting ms a muttler. This supports tile
previous observation that linear theory does not appear to predict the experimentally
observed attenuation in high subsonic fiows,

When the flow field can be asmlmed to be irrotatioaal, the field equations become
particularly simple, Tile continuity equation (9) and the version of the acoustic
momentum equation (ll) are in a form well suited for finite-element analysis, In
references 108and 109 these equations were effectively combined and a finite-de|neat
diseretizntion was carried out be.sod on the "w_we-like" equation which results,
The mean |low was generated from a boundary-element method for incompressible
potential flow. A well-known compressibility correction (ref. 110) was then used
to Include the ml_jor effects of the compressible mean flow. Boundary conditions,
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includblg tbe effect of acoustic lining, were forced oil tile global "stiffness" nmtrix,
No attempt wits made to mateb tim solutioa ill the uonuniformity region to ineldent-
and reflected-wave structures at the terminations. The treatment of the termblation
conditions lbnlts file l)raetical application of the scheme.

When the meall flow is geaeml and nat restricted by tbe _Lssumptkm of irro-
tationality, the field equations eammt he eambhled into a single seabu' equation.
Finite-element modeling sebemes have bees set up in references 52 and Ill far this
type of flow, with the field equations in the form of equations (6) and (7) (in ref. 52)
or in tile form of equations (5) and (g) (in ref. 111). There are considerable dif-
ferences in the details of tile implementation of tile Galerkin finite-element scheme.
Two-dimensional flow was considered in reference 52, and natural boundary eondi-
tioas were used for the duet-wall boundary conditions, A modal matching procedure
was used to nmteh file finite-element solutloa for the nonuniformity to the infinite
inlet aml exhaust ducts. This is a direct extension of the formulation far no flow

(ref, 93). Reference 111 originally used forced boundary conditions, inchlding the
specification of acoustic pressure on the source l)bUmand a modal finpedance on the
exit plmle. In subscqnent developnmnt of tbis sclleme, modal boundary conditions
were incorporated at the duet terminations. This work was directed toward the de-
velopment ora very-large-scale, general*purpose duet acoustic computational scheme
and was set up for axlsymmetrie propagatiom

Finite-element methods have been shown to produce results in good agreement
with results from atlmr available computational schemes, Reference Ill shows
excellent agreement with some analytic solutions. Figure 12, taken from refer-
ence 52, shows tbe power transmission coefficient rasa function of the nondimen-
sional frequency based on duct semlbeight for the Galerkin method and lbr the finite-
elenmat method. The geometry is a converging two-dimensional, lined, cosine-shaped
tapered-duct section with a 15,percent coutraetion. Tile propagation is against tile
flow, whldl ix relatively low at M = 0.36 in the minimum area, Tbe comparison of
the two calculations is very good,

Fbfite.dilrerence schemes, though placed ell a firm Ibundation in reference 9,1,
have not become generally useflll, This is undoubtedly because of the simplicity with
which finite-element schemes bandle complicated geometries. A second consideration
is the iatmduction of frontal solution scbemes in tile finite-element method wbidt
ptlt tlmse ulethods _n a nearly equal footblg with explicit finlte-dlfference algorithms
when computer storage is a conskleratlon.

P_adlatlon

It has been noted previously that duet acoustic propagation and radiation are
coupled and cannot be separated in a rigorous treatment, It h_.s also been noted
tlmt most duet propagation analysis hras been carried out by igaoring tile radiation
impect. The usual way to avoid it ix to assume that tile duct is or infinite length and
that tile reflection effects at tile termination are unimportant. This effectively says
that tile radiation process proceeds on the basis of conditions established at tile duct
termiaation by propagation without reflection, and therefore the radiation process
creates no reflectiolls, For lbdng design this has provea to be an effective approach,
since reflections are relatively unimportant except at frcqueacies near modal cutoff,

When tile radiation pattern itself is o1"interest, then tim probleul of acoustic
radiatkm in the infinite rnedbnn surrounding tile duet exit must be addressed. In
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Flours 1_. Variation of power tranamiaMon coefficient wit/* frequency. A =
0.72 +/0.42. (l_om ref. $e.)

lids discussion we limit attention entirely to tile inlet radiation I)robiem, in which
propagation and radiation OCCllrtbrough all inlet flow field (possibly al)sellt), We
choose not to examine problems in which propagation and radiation occur through
a jet, with tile resulting considerations of shear layers.

Radiation fi'om a piston ill a plane walt (ref. 112) modeled using tile Rayleigh
bltegral and based on tile knowledge of tile velocity distribution ell tile piston is
tile classic technique for calculation of the radiation pattern of it flanged duct. At
a duct terndnation tile velocity distributlon on the conceptual piston is determined
by the acoustic fidd in tile duct, la tlm textbook case at low frequency, the velocity
distribution is assumed to be uniform and tim radiation impedance is emnputed,
providing a mechanism for comlccting the duct propagation (ineklent and reflected
plane waves) to the radiated field. Levine and Sclm,inger (ref. 113) considered
radiation from an unbaffted open-end pipe ushlg tile Wiener-Hopf method, Tim duct
propagation and radiation is treated as a coupled system, mid both the radiation
pattern and the reflection and transmission coefficients for tile duct modes can be
calculated. This Levine aml Schwinger formulation has been widely used, but im
in the e*tse of the Rayleigh integral for the Imftled terminatiml, it is limited to the
situation when no inlet flow is present.

in order to model rigorously the radiation process when an inlet llmv is present, it
is appropriate to use tile finite-clement method. This modeling umthod, in eontrmst
to tlle finite-difference method, has the advantage of being readily adaptable to the
cmnplex geometry el' a turbofan inlet.

When the finite-clement method is used, propagation in the duct and radiation
to the (ar field are included in one model. It is _tssmned that the inlet flow field
is irrotational. Tile appropriate field eqaatimls are then equations (9) and (11).
Equation (10) is used to compute tim local speed of sound from the mean flow
velocity potential. Equatimm (9) and (i1) can be combined in a single "wave-like"
equation in the acoustic velocity potential, this equation requiring as input data th 9
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mean flow velocity potential, drrivatives of lhe velocity potential, and the local speed
of sound.

Two different finite-element models have been developed. The frst to appear w_m
developed in references 114and 115and is an extension of tim finite-element model for
duct propagation discussed in references 108 and 109. As noted previously, their feld
equation in the acoustic velocity potential is a direct conlbina!ion of equatlons (9)
and (ll). A Galerkin nlethod is used to formulate the problem and integration
by paris is used to intn)duce tile nahlral bOlllldary conditions ell tile duct wails
and what amounts to a nldiation clmdition on it boundary outside the duet. Tile
source is introduced through use of a forced boundary condition whk:h specifies
acoustic particle velocity oil tile source plane. The data for their feld equation
require fi_t and second derivatives of the mean flow velocity Imteatial (velocity and
spatial deriwttives of VElOcity). These data are generated by umdefng the inlet few
with a Imundary-element procedure.

The radiation eonditiml is introduced by representing theacoustic field in terms
of a boundm'y-elenmnt method in the regiou outside a surflme exterior to the
nacelle, which can be called tilt! matchflg surfiice. The prllcedure is to solve the
field equations interior to the matchflg surface using the finite-clement procedure,
with tile radiation impedance on tile matching surfitce ttsslnned. This allows tile
computation of the acoustic potential on the matching surfitce. This is used to
generate tile exterior acoustic lield and, hence, a steroid version of tile radiation
impedance. This new impedmlce is a.ssumed in a new finite-element solutimt in
the interior. The iterative procedure continues until successive fnlte-element and
boundary-element calculations agree on the radiation fupedanee to stone specified
accuracy, After the iteration procedure, tile acoustic pressure _md particle velocity
can Im obtained by suitable proeesshtg of the acoustic velocity potential.

The second finlte-element model to appear was reported in references 116 and
117. Tile approach used w_ a Galerkin fornnllatlon based on tile field equations (9)
and (11). The anthers took advtmtage of tim divergence term in equation (9), which
in the Galerkin scheml! leads (upon use of the divergence theorem) to introduction
of natural boundary conditions and to tile elimination of tile requirement in the
input data for tile specification of mean flow velocity spatial derivatives, This makes
it attractive to compute tim mean flow field from it vek_city-potential formuhltion
with a finite-element representation on the same mesh im that used for the acoustic
propagation and radiation, The source is modeled ill ternls of incident and reflected
nlodes, which are matched to the finite-element solution on tile source pkme.

The radiatidn to tile far field is also modeled with finite elements which htwe in
their shape fimetions the wave character of the fl_r feld of tt simple source. These
wave-envelope elements allow the use of elements which are very large in the radial
direction. With these elenlents the region between the near field and tile tar field can
be spanned wfh a relatively small number of elements. At the fllr-lield boundary
a simple radlatlml condition can be inlposed, Tile entire problem is east in fnite-
dement form so that no iteration is necessary, The sohltion is carried out with tim
frontal sohltion nlethod of reference 8,1m. a modest cost in computer storage,

Examples of tile success of the finite-element modeling of turbofim radiation are
shown in figure 13, wherein the fnite-element predictions of acmlstie radiation from
a turbofim enghle ate compared with the actual radhxtion pattenls nleasured in a
flight test program. The engine was modified to produce a strong tone in the m = 13
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angular mode at frequelmies dependeut o11 Ihe enghm speed. Figure 13 shows the
emnparisnu of theory and melmurcment for thc directivity (SPL vs polar angle frmu
gila inlet centerlinc) fro' several nomlimensional frequencies (based on tile duct rallius
at the throat). The frequencies shown span the range fronl just barely trot on to well
cut on. Tile agreculent is relnarkably good, particularly when elm considers the
complexities of both the Jno(lellng s(:henm and the flyover test procedure.

A ray acoustics model for radiation has beel} described in references l I8 and ll9+
OlJly sparse details arc avalbtb]e, but it is probable t]mt tile major adwmtage of the
method is in its prediction of broadband noise radiuthm, as opposed to tile pure tram
radiation Ibr _vhich tile finite-elcnlcat procedure is particularly appropriate.

The complexity on the computation schemes which are required to compute
acoustic radiation Ibr lined ducts with interim, and exterior flows llns led Rice anti his
co-workers toextend the ideas of modal cutoff mtlo to the radiation problem and to
derive approximate expressimls for the radiation pattern which arc flmctions of the
modal cutoff ratios for tile duct modes. The starting point is tile following expresslml
dPrivcd in references 120 and 12l for tile mean-square pressure as a flnlction of the
polar angle fi,om the inlet _Lxis_Po,the modal cutoff" ratio i?o, and tile frequency
_'1=wR/c (where R is tile duct radius) for radiation from a flanged duel:

(+,,l(,+,, t)+
T+ (89)
"(¢°) = _l(I/,_) - si,'-',p°l-+

This approxinlatiml is valid except for tl+e fl_t few radial modes of high-order angular
modes, Tile important feature here is that the approximation to the radiation pattern
depends nnt on tile imlivldual modal s_ructurc but instead [aJ tile cutoff ratio, aa
implication that all modes with the sans cutt+ff ratio have the same radiation pattern
for _ being equal. IIenl!e, just as in the suppressor desihm procedure (refs. 3 and fi2
to 65) based on cutoff ratio, it is found that for tilt! simple case nf _Ile flanged duct
without flow tile radh_.tion pattern also depends on cutoff ratio.

Reference 121 combined this idea, the coucept of a modal density fimction
(ref. 122), and cutoff ratio hia.sing filnctiol+ to predict the directivity of broadband
(multimodal) tim noise with a stlbstantild degree of success. It w_mthen determined
(ref. 6) that tile polar angle at which tilt! f)eak on the radiated fiekIoccurs is a function
of cutoff Imtin. The functional dependeucc on cutoff ratio can be found fiJr no flow,
for inlet flow with no forward-flight effect, and fi)r inlet flow with forward-flight effect,
This obserwttlon led to the establishment of corrections of equation (89) h>rthe flow
efl'c!ctand additionally for the unflangcd duct case (ref. 66),

With this developmcat tim entire suppression design procedure can be put in
an approxbnate but vltstly sinlplified context in comparison with the use of the full
numerical models. Such a procedure is desirable for preliminary design iterations,

Nonlinear Duct Acoustics

Nonlinear prol)agation phelmmena in ducts present a lield of study which is
potentially +mvast as that of the ]hmar theory discussed to tills p_int. In this section
the intention is to address only two problems related to turbofan noise,
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Under certain conditions, prhJclpally rebated to the prese:lee of a shock wave
system an the tiul blades because of supersonic relative tip speeds, acoustic waves
are propagated in the duet with a distinctive spectral eonteat, In addition it) tim
interaction tones of tile Tyler-Sofria theory (ref. 5), there exist luultiph! pare tones
which are based oil rotor speed rather than on blade p_msage frequency (refs, 123 to
126). These tones are apparently tit least partly title to hlltlally snlall varhttlons in
tile shock w_we pattern on tile rotor beeanse of aommiforndties hi tile blades, These
initially small variations are enhanced because of nozdlnear effects related to the
shock structure radiated from the blades, In addition, the nonlinear shock structure
produces an attemzatlon in tile duct which is not predicted hy linear theory (ref.s. 123
to 126) but which is related to tile dectty of shock strength away from the rotor fiice.
This decay is enhanced by high subsorfie izdet flows and cannot be predicted by linear
acousticI.heory.

It has boca previously noted that in high snbstnllc hllet llows, tile fan tones
predicted by tile Tyler-Sofrhl theory (ref. 5) show an attennation not predicted by
linear theory, This attenuation becoams nearly complete when the inlet flow beconles
sonic at the tllroat, It was also previously noted that linear tlleory does predict It
large inere_!.sehi tile pressnre amplitude for acoustic waves incident npoa a throat
where an approachhlg flow reaches high subsonic llow. This is ilhlstrated in figure I,I
(fronl ref, 127), wllerein tile pressure ma_qlltnde is plotted agaln._t the e.xial distance
for a plane wave approaehhlg a throat with hdet llows of M = 11.75,0.85, and 0.96.
Tile sharp pressure rise for M = 0.96 sllggests the onset of nonlinear behavior.

A perturbation procedure wire used in reference 128 to show that finite-amplitude
acoustic modes show nonlinear dispersion and that the characteristic velocity of
propagation of acoustic waves beeo|nes depe|ldeat on the amplitude of the waves,
Since tile wave amplitude grows near tile throat, _mshown in figure 14, tile hlcklent
waves can stop propagating before tile mean flow reaches soalc velocity.

In a series of papers (refs. 1..29 to 131), the nlethod of matched asyalptotic
expansions was used to investigate the zlonllaear behavior of originally liaear phular
acoustic waves passing tllrongh the throat region ofa ductill which tile mean flow
ill the throat is traasonie, The foralat]o:l of acoustic shock waves wire demonstrated
and, as migIlt be anticipated, it was shown that the nonlinear effects increase with
source strength, fl'equency, and throat Maeh number, Tile shock waves cause a
substantial dissipation of energy and are tile meehanisnl by which acoustic choking
occurs ill tile one-dlmeasioaal cm_e. Tile same type of behavior was found in
references 132 and 133 with finiLe.dilference sohltions of tile one-dimensional Euler
equations, and good agreement with tile matched asymptotic expansion results w_m
also found.

Ill reference 134 tile method of nmtched asymptotic expansions wire extended to
two-dimensioaal propagation, As in tile one-dimensional case, slmck waves deve]op
in tile acoustic fiekl in the near-sonic mean flow ill tile duct throat, Collllling between
acoustic modes induces the nonlinear behavior at lower Math nnlllbers thRll in tile
case of phute-wave propagation. Dispemion plays a major role in this c_me,whereas
it dkl not ill the one-dlmeasional ease,

Much remains to be learned about nonlinear elfects, particularly in complicated
flows with amltinlodal propagation. This is e. fruitfill area h)r hlture research,
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Orientation

This chapter discusses tbe procedure for designing acoustic treatment ponds used
to line the walls of aircraft engine ducts and for estimating the resnltlng suppression
of turbofan engine duet noise. This procedure is intended to be used for estimating
noise suppression of existing designs or for designing new acoustic treatment panels
and duct configurations to achieve desired suppression levels,

Federal and local government regulations limit the level of noise that may radiate
from commercial and private aircraft, Some airports impose even more severe Ibnits,
such as tile Washington Iuternational Airport at night, Noise certification levels of

aircraft, wbich are the starting point for detennbdng the required noise suppression,
are discussed in the chapter on flyover noise metLsureme.t and predictlou.

In general, the noise levels generated by the source mechanisms of turbomacldnery

used in turbofan-powered aircraft are higher than allowed by tbe regulated limits,
Suppression within the engine ducts, both inlet and exbaust, is necessary to meet
certification levels, These noise sources normally consist of the turbofan, compressor,

: turbine, and combustor.
The amount of required noise suppression often establishes tbe length of dueting

requiring treatment. Because duet lengtbs sbould he as short as possible to

control weight, tim designer must he concerned that tbe source level of en.cb engine
component is appropriately determined.

To esthnate tbe engine contribution to aircraft flyover noise, information is needed
on both suppression and the effect of the suppression on the far-field radiation

pattern. Experience bas sbown tbat the required noise suppression can he predicted
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reasonably well for the inlet, but the suppression required foreacb aft end component
(fan duct, core nozzle) is not easily established.

The problem in the aft end stems from difficulty in unambiguously separating fan,
turbine, jet_ and combustion components contributing to the overall radiated level.
The measurement of suppression of a treatment design for one of these components
is difficult, particularly if the contribution of that component is 1OdB or more below
the combined level of the other sources. In this e_e, the small decrease in the
overall level of noise due to the increased suppression of the component cannot be
dlstblgulshed from experimental error in the measurement.

In addition, it is important that the type of acoustic treatment panels selected
have the appropriate suppression characteristics as a fimctlon of frequency. The
treatment is usuany designed to preferentially suppress the noise generated in
those frequencies that contribute most to the aircraft noise as measured in noise
certification units (perceived noise level).

Design Approach

Perspectives on Treatment Design

Tile panel design and associated suppression depend on tile noise source charac-
teristics defined by acoustic modes propagatblg within tile duct, which acts as a wave
guide. Tllere are two distinct regknes, one in which the wavelength is large relative
to the duet opening and tile other in which it is small. Rigorous analytical techniques
are necessary in tile former, but ray acoustics or empirical methods are usually ade-
quate in the latter. For the "gray" area, where large- and small-wavelength regimes
overlap, a combination of the two approaches is required.

The key design parameter is the acoustic impedance of the treatment panel. The
impedance is comprised of a real part, the resistance, and an imaginary part, the
reactance. In practice, analytical estimation of suppression as a fimctlon of the
treatment acoustic impedance forms the basis for typical designs. The results of this
approach set the acoustic impedance design criteria for tile treatment panels in new
applications or improve performance of existing designs.

Because of limitations to the current state of the art of rigorous discrete-frequency
duct propagation theory, the analytical approach is seasoned wltk engineering data
to establish a priori estimates of the likely performance of treatment designs for
new applications. Specifically, suppression is parametrically analyzed to establish
the values of panel resistance and reactance that provide tile closest approach to
maximum suppression for the assumed engine source characteristics, within practical
constraints dictated by other considerations. This analysis is performed over tile
frequency range of concern to establlsh the treatment acoustic impedance design
criteria for the engine component.

The next step is to design the treatment panel to match ,'_sclosely as possible the
desired impedance for each frequency band of concern. Depending on the range of
frequency over wbich suppression is required, the type of treatment is then chosen:
single degree of freedom (SDOF), two degree of freedom (2DOF), or bulk absorber.

The SDOF design, shown in figure l(a), consists of a slngle-layer sandwich
construction with a solid baekplate, porous face sheet, and cellular separator sucb as
honeycomb. The 2DOF design, shown in figure I(b), adds a second layer (double-
layer sandwich)_ with a porous septum sheet, or midsheet. Tkls concept could be
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extended to multiple layers. The bulk absorber, showu in figure lie), has a single-
layer eonstruetlon in wbieh a fibrous mat fills the pauel between the porous face
sheet and solid backplate,

;rT]r ,.,,,++,,+,,,,Singh. -- --

]llyPr _ Pal'lili,bl_ (q,,g,. hl_Iit,yl'lllllb I
q
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, ,_ I :t,l,lll_ III;ll I'Fill]
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(c) Bulk absorber.

Figure 2. Conwntlonal aircraft engine treatment panel designs.

Of the three design types, the SDOF type is effective over the narrowest range of
frequencies and must be tuned to the frequency band containing the single fan tone of
greatest concern, The useful bandwidth of SDOF treatment is about one octave. The
2DOF type has a wider bandwidth, being most effective for two adjacent harmonics
of fan blade-passage frequency (BPF). With careful design, the useful bandwidth
of 2DOF treatment can be extended to cover the BPF and its next two harmonies
(about two octaves). This is generally sufficient for turbofan engine applications.
The bulk absorber has tim widest bandwidtfi, extending over three octaves in the
range of eoneerll if the panel is made sufficiently deep to be effective at the lowest
frequency. Its performance at the higher frequencies then depends on the selection
of fiber diameter and material density, Bulk absorber treatment has not been used
in aircraft engines in commercial service because of structural design difficulties.

Note that the SDOF and 2DOF treatments are resonator panels, and their
acoustic properties strongly depend on tbe damping that the resistance of the face
sheet and mldsheet provides; the acoustic properties can be either linear or nonlinear.
The damping resistance of nonlinear liner face sheets and septum sheets varies witb

i the amplitude of the acoustic wave incident on the liner, whereas the resistance of

_, 167
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linear face sheets and septum sheets is independent of the incident wave amplitude, at
least _ver the range of sound pressure levels (SPL) experienced in practice. Thus, the
resistanceofa nonlineartreatmentpanelmay varyalongtilelengthoftileduct,as
thewaveamplitudeissuppressed,andthisvariationaffectsitsacousticperformance,

Ordinaryperforatematerials,typicallywith1/32-to 1/16-inch-dlameterholes,
areinthe nonlinearcategory,Wire-meshmaterialsand bulkabsorbersareinthe
linearcategoryexceptatextremelyhighSPL,

Generally,a more controlledtreatmentpaneldesigncan be obtainedby using
linearmaterials,which,tosomeextent,makesthetreatmentimpedanceindependent
ofenginepowersetting,Sincethesourcecharacteristicsareknown tochangewith
enginepowersetting_attemptingtomaintaina constanttreatmentimpedanceis
anoversimplificationoftiledesignproblem.Conceivably_withhighlysophisticated
techniques_a nonlinearmaterialcouldbe designedwitha variableimpedancethat
usedchangingSPL totrackoptimumimpedancevaluesbetterthana linearmaterial,
butsuchanapproachisbeyondtilescopeoftldsdiscussion,

AvailableDeslgn Approaches

Three design approaches are available to the acoustic engineer confronted with an
engine noise suppression problem: theoretical_ semiempirical, or empirical. Figure 2
illustrates graphically the acoustic treatment design approaches. The purpose of
this chapter is to provide guidance to the engineer in selecting and implementing a
treatment design method.

Ideal Theoretical Deslgn Procedures

The theoretical design procedures discussed in the previous chapter represent
the ideal approach for the analysis of duct acoustic propagation and radiation.
These methods require knowledge of, or at least an assumption about, the source
characteristics, At each problem frequency, the amplitudes and relative phases of the
duet modes that are excited by the source (e.g., Tyler-Sofrln modes), or equivalent
information in terms of acoustic pressure profiles, must be known for input into tile
analysis.

Elaborate experimental methods have been developed to measure modal content
on vehicles that present umlsually difficult problem tones. Successful suppression
of these tones requires a closely tailored treatment design. Such theoretical design
procedures represent current state of the art and have been applied in practice when
the number of modes that are excited is modest. This problem arises suffieiently
often to justify tile significant effort required to exercise that capability.

Semiempirlcal and Empirical Approaches

When there is little information about the source modal characteristics, either
because the particular turbomachinary is still in the early design stage and com-
ponent test data are not available or because the number of duct modes carrying
energy is very large (typical of hlgh-bypass-ratio turbofan inlets), ,assumptions about
the source characteristics usually must be made. The analytical result then becomes
dependent on the modal content assumption, and experience must be a factor in pro-
viding a "best guess" assumption. To the extent that the input source characteristics
are uncertaln_ the rigorous analysis becomes somewhat semiempirlcal.
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Figure _. Schematic o/ engine treatment design approaches.

Progress is being made in turbomactdnery source+predietinn methods so that,
agaln with experlence_ this predletlon could reduce the uncertainty of the semi-
empirical procedure. On the other hand, besides the possible uneertalnty about
the source, the actual eondltlons within engine ducts often depart slgnitieantly from
the ideal. Interruptions in the treatment both eireumferentlally and axially, axial
variations in the duct belgbt, duet curvature, and other such departure_ from the
ideal introduce the need to augment the theoretical approach with experimental
data.

In the early years of development of aeoustie treatment design for turbofan engine
duets, theoretical methods were not geperally available nor suffieiently complete to
permit designs by other than the purely empirical approach. The empirical approach
usually consists of laboratory measurement of noise suppression, or insertion loss,
when acoustic treatment is appfied to the walls of a duet built to simulate the
geometry of the engine duet.
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Tile insertion loss experimental method compares tile nolse levels measured for a
hard°walled, untreated duet with the levels me_ured after treatment panels have
been inserted. Choices of treatment deslgn_ used for these tests are based on
engineering experience, and because of the cost, the test series is seldom sufficiently
exhaustive to ensure that the optimum design has been achleved. Examples of such
test facilities are discussed in the subsequent section entitled "Testing for Treatment
Design and Performance Measurement."

For either inlet or exhaust ducts, some of tbe pure empiricism can be removed
by conducting an experimental test program in wblch SDOF treatment designs are
employed. During a series of insertion loss tests the treatmeiit panel depth and
face-sheet resistance are systematically varied. The varla0on of panel depth controls
variation of the treatment reactance, wMle the face-sbeet resistance is varied by
means of porosity if it is a perforate, or Rayl number if it is a mesh. The measured
suppression can be plotted in the impedance plane, where the impedance of the
panels tested has been obtained using existing methods for predicting or measuring
panel impedance. Contour plots of isosuppresslon at each frequency tben provide
data on suppression in terms of impedance. Since the wall impedance is assumed
to be tile key parameter determining the suppression performance of the treatment
panel_ the isosuppresslon plots can be used in a semiempirical manner to predict the
suppression of more complicated 2DOF or bulk absorber panels at each frequency,
when the impedance for such panels is obtahled by either prediction or memsurement
in the laboratory.

Another example of a semiemplrieal approach is to make geometric aemlstic
approximations in the analytical model used to represent the propagating sound
field. For the inlet at blade-passage frequency and ldglmr (ratio of duct diameter
to wavelength greater than 10), suppression and far-field directivity of broadband
noise can be closely Estimated by means of simple ray acoustics, assunfing equal
energy distribution among tbe propagating modes. This semiempirical method is not
adequate, however, when the noise is in a strong tone whlch is carried by relatively
few modes excited by a source characteristic such _ a vane-bJade interaction.
Fortunately, these exceptional c_es are amenable to the rigorous analytical metlmds
described in the prevlous chapter.

DeMgn Approach Advantages and Disadvantages

The principal differences among the three approaches, and their relative advan-
tages and disadvantages, are

1. The empirical approach requires extensive testblg, which is not only time-
consuming and expensive but also may not glve adequate representation, or mock-
up, of the conditions in tile engine application. Laboratory tests can give ballpark
designs, but actual engine tests are, ultimately, the most reliable way of arriving
at an answer. If tile design is marginal because a partleular problem is unusually
severe, a number of candidate designs may need to be tested.

2. The semlempirlcal approach by its nature entails some theoretical basis to provide
coherence and understanding to the meaning of experimental data. Thusp the
amount of testing required is reduced in scope and the time needed is significantly
slmrtened. The main problem is to identify tbe analytical model that can be used
with a limited data base to reach the objective.
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3. Tile rigorous theoretical approach is most usefifl ill providing understanding

of the basle phenomena involved in the problem. In most cases, tile rigorous

i! model is a simplification or idealization of the actual conditions of tile designapplication. Nevertheless, particularly when working with an actual engine

development program, tile tbeorctical approach provides such insight into cause
and effect that tile shortcomings of tile model can be overshadowed by the gain
in knowledge and understanding achieved.

:j

"_ Fundamentals of Duct Liner Technology

Acoustic Impedance Design Criteria

Acoustic impedance is defined ,as the ratio of acoustic pressure to acoustic velocity
at a point on the surface of the panel and is given by the complex zmmber

(
,_ g = P-= n+ix (1)
:i! where

Z impedance, egs rayls (g/cm-%see)

p acoustic pressure, dynes/era 2

u acoustic velocity, cm/sec

R acoustic resistance, cgs rayls

X acoustic reactance, cgs rayls

i = _:"-1

The convention used in this chapter for time dependence of the wave solution of
-Ol_tacoustlc pressure and velocity in the duct is _ (where c_ is circular frequency

and t is time). This leads to a positive sign for the imagillary term in the
impedance, which is the usual convention. Choosing the e-i_t sign convention
requires taking the complex conjugate in the definition of impedance. Further
discussion of impedance (and its inverse, admittance) is glees in reference 1,
pp. 21-24; units and conversion factors are defined in reference 2, One of the first
discussions of the impedance properties of treatment panels used in aircraft engine
ducts is presented in reference 3.

Polnt-macting treatment is used in aircraft engines and is the basis for the
metbud_ discussed in this ebapter. To be polar-reactive, the treatment panel must
contain partitions that prevent propagation of the sound laterally- within tile panel.
The point-reacting condition (which is also referred to as locally-reacting) is required
for the concept of impedance to be valid as a design parameter. In a non-point-
reacting panel, the impedance at a point depends on the wave motion within the
panel in an extended region around the point, and analysis of tile design and
performance of sueb panels must include the lateral propagation inside the panel.

As a rule of tlmmb, the ,axial extent of tile partitions for resonators (SDOF,
2DOF) should be less than tile depth of tile panel, and partitions to block both axial
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and circumferential internal propagation are desirable. In bulk absorbers, partitions
with 2-inch to 4-1neh axial spacing have typically been used for panels nominally
1-1nch thick.

The vahm of impedance that provides the maxlnmm sound absorption at a given
frequency depends on the acoustic mode or ray angle of tlle propagating sound wave.
The dependence is discussed for illustration briefly in the following paragraphs and
in more detail in an elementary but clear way in reference 4, pp. 98-140. Reference 4
implicitly reveals the value of normalizing tile impedance by the characteristic
impedance of air pc, such that

Z R iX
-- = q = O+iX = -- +-- (2)
pc pc fie

where

f = Z/pc, the (nondimenslonal) impedance ratio

0 = Ripe, the (nondimensional) resistance ratio

X = X/pc, the (nondimensional) reactance ratio

p density of the medium (air), g/cm a

c speed of sound in the medium, cm/sec

One way of analyzing acoustic propagation in an idealized two-dimensional wave
guide is to consider each wave to be the superposition of a series of plane waves,
where each plane wave strikes the wall at a different angle and then ricochets back
and forth down the duct. Reference 5, pp, 493-495, shows that in a hard-wafled duct
this plane-wave solution is equivalent to an acoustic mode propagating in the duct
and that only certain angles of incldcnce to the wall (the characteristic duct modes)
are allowed. This plane-wave analogy can be used to lend physical insight into the
absorption process in ducts.

For tile idealized ca_e of a plane wave incident on a flat surface, the fraction of
incident energy absorbed by the treatment panel is

40cos¢

'_= C1+Ocos¢)_+ Cxeos¢)-° (a)

where
2

absorptionooemolent j/
_b angle between the normal ..

to the wave front and ///z//_.,_J_/zz/_|/_

the normal to the panel,
as shown in the sketch t

///////

The normal-incidence absorption coefficient is the value of c_when ¢ = 0.
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Equation (3) is based on the plane-wave solution to tile wave equation for a
reflection at a surface, assuming a semi-infinite region above tile surface. This model
is valid for propagation in a duet in the short wavelength (ray aeoustle} limit so long
as q_is not close to 90 °. In that case, when the wave is propagating parallel to tile
wall, a modal analysis approach is required (see Cremer, ref. 6). For tile plane-wave
mode (_b= 90°) without airllow, Cremer's analysis yields the optimum impedance
for ducts of rectan_palar cross seetlon:

gopt/pc = (0.92 - 0.771)r/ (4)

or

J_/pc = {].92r/ X/pc = -0.77r!

where

_} = H/A_ nondimenslonal frequency parameter

H height between duct walls, cm

A wavelength of sound, em

In contrast, the plane-wave surface reflection result indicates that thevalue of a is
maximum when X = O and R/pc = l/eos_b; that is, to obtain maximum absorptien_
the angle of incidence of the sound ray must be taken into acconnt. In the event
of many different ray angles, or propagating modes, the best ctloiee of the value of
R depends, then, on the amount of energy in each of the rays and on the relative
attenuation rate introduced by the panel impedance selection.

Note that the plane.wave angle of incidence result foroptimum modal impedance
is v_napproximation to the exact result for a given mode. Determination of the exact
optlmum impedance requires solution of a complex transcendental equation derived
from tile duet impedance boundary condition (see tile previous chapter).

If a single mode is dominant and giving trouble ill the far field, tile treatment
may possibly be designed for it alone. The typical design problem is not that
simple. Usually, there is a mix of modes with energy distributed anmng them in
a manner that is generally unknown and, as experience to date has [ndicated, not
easily measured. Thus an engineering ,assumption about tile modal distribution
must he introduced in order to attempt an analytical design approach. Failing an
analytieal approach, the designer must resort to laboratory mock-up duct testing, or
even to engine testing.

Thn dlreet engine or mock-up duct testing approach llns been often used, but
results of laboratory mock-up duct tests for curved-duct fan reversers and engine tests
for inlets suggest that a good engineering assumption for the analytical approach in
these eases is to assume equal energy in all cut-on modes and random phasing among
modes, At present, this provides a basis for semlempirleal analytical determination
of the best choices of R and X and estimation of the suppression losses caused by
nonoptimum vaIues,

In dmosing the mock-up duet test approach, the designer must be aware that the
source being used in laboratory testing may not closely _imulate the actual engine
source. Moreover, even if an engine is used as the treatment design tcstbed, the
characteristics of certain tones produced in the presence of inflow dlstort[on (such as
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would be encountered with static engine ground testing) may be quite different from
those produced in lllght with cleaner inflow. When the equal energy and random
phasing _msumptlon hohts, the mock-up duct procedure provides usefd guidanee in
determining the effects of changes in duet geometry or treatment impedance, and
engine static test results are improved by the provision of inlet turbulence control
structures, _ discussed subsequently.

Panel Configuration Design

In many cases, the desired resistance increases monotonlc_lly with frequency.
Desired reactance is close to zero or even negative and becomes more negative with
increasing frequency, as suggested by Cremer's (ref. 6) result (eq. (4)). These prop-
erties can be achieved over a limited range of frequency in the 2DOF construction.
SDDF designs require a series of different treatment segments along the duct to
achieve the same objective. Also, now that reasonably accurate impedance predic-
tion is possible for bulk absorbers, it is understood that their previously known wide
suppression bandwidth originates from inherently possessing a favorable variation of
impedance (both R and X) as a function of frequency.

The properties of candidate panels and evaluations of their ability to achieve tile
impedance design criteria are summarized in the following sections.

Single-Degree-of-Freedom Liners

The SDOF panel (see fig. I(a)) has a single-layer sandwich eonstructlon with a
solid backplate, porous face sheet, and internal partitions as would he provided by
a honeycomb. Tile face sheet can be n perforate with or without, bonded wire mesh.
The perforate is suitable for a limited range of power settings, for example, either
for approach or for takeoff; if designed at one point, the other may be somewhat
compromised. On tbe other hand, tile wire mesh pennlts a uniform resistance
property over a wide range of duet sound pressure levels and airflow velocities.

Linear face sheets maintain constant resistance with frequency because of the low-
Reynolds-number viscous pressure drop for very fine screens. Nonlinear materials are
elfectively llnearized by mean flow for typical duct Mach numbers, but may exhibit
slight nonlinear resistance peaks near frequencies where the reactance approaches
zero.

The reactance of slnglc-laycr panels follows a slightly modified cotangent curve,
so that the opthnum value can be obtained only at a single tuning frequency.

Two.Degree.of.Freedom Liners

The 2DOF panel (see fig. l(b)) h,'Lsa double-layer sandwich construction with a
solid baekplate, porous septum, and porous face sheet. Internal partitions such as
honeycomb provide the spacing for the two layers. As with SDOF panels, the face
sheet can be a perforate with or without bonded wire mesh. Even with tile use of
perforate only, linear properties can be approached because tile septum can be made
to control most of the effective acoustic resistance of the panel.

To obtain a linear property for the panel as a whole, the septum should be nearly
linear. Septum llnearlty can be approached by using a perforate with such small holes
(in tile range of 5 to 10 mils) that the acoustic velocities induce only laminar orifice
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[tow. The closest approach to linearlty identified to date, other than a bulk absorber,
is to use a septum of wire mesh alone; such construction is available commercially.

The introduction of the septum has these important benefits: (1) the resistance
of the panel surfitce is controlled by tile septum rather than by the _'aeesheet and
thus the panel properties are essentially independent of duet flow effects; ('2) the
resistance and reactance can be tailored to approach the desired design values over a
moderate range of frequenelen. To aehleve tills benefit, the faeeosheet resistance nmst
be small. Figure 3 illustrates the degree of control of the panel properties obtainable.
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Figure 8. Effect of variation of septum placement and resistance on
impedance of gDOF !reatment, for face-sheet resistance of zero.

Bulk Absorber

A bulk absorber panel (see fig. 1(c)) usually consists of _ single-layer construction
with solid baekplate and porous face sheet of negligible resintance (approximately
30-percen_ poroslty or lfigher). The cavity is filled with a fibrous mat baying very
small _ir passages so tlmt tim airflow through the mat (acoustic velocity excitation)
is of sufficiently low Reynolds number to be laminar througlmut.
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The introduction of tbe bulk absorber into the cavity has the same advantages
as the introduction of the septum in 2DOF panels. The difference between the two
is that the internal resistance of the 2DOF panel is "lumped," while that of the hulk
absorber is distributed continuously over the panel depth. The 2DOF design carl be
tailored by varying the resistance of the septum and its location. The bulk absorber
design (assuming homogeneous material) can be tailored by varying the amount of
internal flow resistance (density of mat, fiber diameter, etc.).

Desired minimum tuning frequencies can be achieved with slightly thinner panel
depths for bulk absorbers than for resonators, because the effective speed of sound
is reduced by viscosity and heat transfer to and from the mat. The distributed
resistance of bulk absorbers damps all multiples of ball-wave antlresonances_ whereas
the 2DOF panel damps only the first one. Thus, the bulk absorber can absorb
sound effectively at all frequencies above the first quarter-wave resonance, but the
2DOF panel performs well only for the range from the fan fundamental to the third
harmonic.

Impedance Models

A comprehensive summary of analytical models for predicting impedance of
treatment materials is given in reference 7. This report includes methods for point-
reacting and distributed-reactlng materials and for single- and multi-layered panels.
The following discussion is specialized for the specific types of liners described in the
preeeding section, with emphasis on the kinds of liners that have been widely used
in commercial engine ducts.

DeMgn Parameters

By examining the mathematical models for treatment impedance for each panel
type, we can readily identify the key parameters that relate the impedance to the
physical construction. These physical parameters are denoted in figure 4.

The general formulas for each panel type are as follows:

For single-degree-of-freedom panels (fig. 4(a)),

_z = {5)
pc pc \ pc pc ]

where

R/pc face-sheet resistance

Xm/pc face-sheet mass reactance

• Xdpe cavity reactance, equal to -cot(kh)

h cavity depth, cm

k wave number, equal to w/c, cm -I
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Figure 4, Treatment panel denign parameters,

Fortwo-degree-of-freedompanels(fig 4(b)),

Z--2pccoa{khl)sJnlkh2)sln(kh)- icot(kh)z=.= zL_+ (6)
pC " J • ZR sinlkhl ) ain{kh_)

I "P l _c .]n(kh)

wher_nubscrlpt1denotesthefacesheet'simpedance,resistance,andmass reactance
and subscript2 denotestheseptum's;thus

pc pc pc

pc pc pc
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For bulk absorber panels (fig. 4(c)),

Z Z
--= _B ÷ _coth('Th) (7)
pc pc

where subscript B denotes tlm face-sbeet impedance, resistance, and m_msreactRnce_
that is,

pc pc pc

and wbere

characteristic impedance ratio of impedance of the bulk
absorber to that of air

*/ propagation coefficient (wave number) in the bulk absorber

The bulk absorber formulas have been adapted from reference 8. Expressions
to calculate each of the parameters in tbese equations are given in the following
discussion.

A more fund,_mentalanalytlcalmodel forbulkabsorberpanelimpedancethat
shouldbe pursuedfurtherisgiveninreference9. That model,ifmodifiedtouse
dc flowresistancepropertiesashlput,couldsubstantiallyimprovetbepredictionof
bulkabsorberimpedance.

Resistance: For the face sbeet in tim absence of grazing flow and ['or septum
materlals, the resistance term can be determined by the exprcsslon

R
-- = A + BVl (g)
#c

whereA and B aredeterminedexperimentallyby dcflowresistancemeasurements
and _.isthevelocityincidentonthesample.The velocitycanbetaken_seitherthe
dcflowvelocityortberoot-mean-squareofthefluctuatingaeoustlcvelocityincident
on thesample.Making thisidentific,_tloniswlmt relatestbedc flowresistance
measurement to acoustic resistance.

(I I:*ridt,m vrhll'ily. I't

when the measurements of dc flow resistance are plotted versus incident velocity
on a linear scale_ the results can be described by a linear relationship (see ref. 10).
The value of A is tbe linear component of the resistance t wldle B is tbe nonlinear
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component, slnce the veloelty-dependent term is what makes tile resistance a function
of the amplitude of the incident wave, In general, wire-mesh materials have both the
A and tile B component, while ordinary perforate materials have a significant value

only forthe B component.
Lq For perforate materials, parameters determining the A and B terms can he

identified from simple fluid mechanics, considering the energy loss mechanism to
be caused by the pressure differential across the sample. Figure 5 illustrates tile
flow energy dissipation mechanisms eomprlslng the resistance. The first term in
equation (8) is the pressure loss inside the hole due to pipe-flow friction; tile second
term is dynamic head loss due to the turbulence associated with entrance and exit

losses,

Itt.JfrC*lllh0h _,

R.w
vrl.rity. I_ _"'_'

}]

!:! T _
!) J,ip,,._l._,,1,,,,

Fiffurc 5. Flow mechanisms for de flow resistance.
_tt

: _ The first term is bnportant when the diameter of the opening d is so small that
" the flow through the pore is laminar. This is the c_me for wire-mesh materials; for

ordinary perforates, the flow in tile bole is turbulent and the second term dominates.

In the following analysis we express equation (8) in terms of acoustic resistance.
This permits identification of the parameters that allow estimation of the effect of
temperature and presmlre on the material's resistance properties.

First, we note that for laminar flow, the friction factor is inversely proportional

to Reynold's number NR0:

F = AaeR = a#pVhd (9)

' where

F friction factor for,pipe flow
i

Vh velocity in the orific% era/see

# fluid dynamic viscosity, dynes-sec/cm _

d hole diameter, cm

p fluid density, g/ella 3a dimensionless proportionality constant, equal to 64
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'-Pile ratio of pressure loss to dynamic pressure of the fluid within the hole is given
by

A._p= £_ + Ki + K, (10)
q

where

Ap pressure loss, dynes/era 2

q dynamle head, dynes/era 2

t thickness of face sheet tem

K i dimensionless entrance loss

Ire dimensionless exit loss

For commercially available perforate materials, experience has shown that Ki + Ke
is approximately L The dynamic pressure in the orifice for incompressible flow is
given by

q= ½p_,_ (11)

Notethatthiscanbeextendedtocompressibleflowasinreference11.Tileequivalent
velocitythroughthevendcontractaoftileorificeisgivenby

_' = C_o" 02)

where CD is the dimensionless oriflc¢ discharge coefficient. A typical value of th_
dlscilarge coemcient is CD _ 0.76. The porosity a is given by

nrd 2
_'= ,l 03)

where n is the number ofholes per unit area.
Substituting equations I9), (11), and (12) into equation (10) and solving for

Ap/paVi results in

R Ap - a,ut Ill + K_ .
= p_--_i- °.p4_co)d'__"_vl (14)p"_

wherewe haveinherentlyidentifiedthedc flowvelocitywiththeroot-mean-square
acousticvelocity,Comparingthisresultwithequation(8),weobtain

apt

fq + K_
a = _ Oa)
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Thus, A depends on both temperature (through e, #, and p) and pressure of the
air (through p) and B depends only on the temperature (through c). The values of
a, UD, and K i + Ire depend on tile sheet material, whether wire mesh or simple
perforate, and are most accurately determined from adc flow resistance me,'murement
of the actual material, which measures A and/3 dlrectly.

Masa reactance: For the face-sheEt and septum materials, the mass reactance
term is determined by

X,_. = kit + ed) (17}
pc a

where c is the dimensionless end correction, which depends on the type of face-sheet

or septum material. For perforates as in figure 5, early literature suggests _ = 0,85;
Ingard deduced a porosity effect (ref. 12):

= 0.85 (X - 0.74a) (iS)

Note that c also depends oil sound pressure level and grazing flow effects (as
discussed subsequently). In the septum of 2DOF panels, equation (18) is applicable
because them are no grazing flow effects and the sound pressure level at the septum
is relatively small. When the perforate is used over a bulk absorber, the porosity
slmuld be relatively high (greater than 25 percent), so the face sheet is acoustically
transparent, For that reason, little attention h_ been given to this case, hut, to a
first approximation, the resistance tcrm for a perforate shouhl be valid, and the end
correction on mass reactance should be about 0.3,

Bulk absorber parameters: The ratio of the characteristic impedance of tile bulk
absorber to that of air is given by

Zu _ pneo 220 Xu-- - = + i ClO)
pc pc pc pc

tvllere

Rn/pe = L + O.OSS54(fp/ P) -°'Tn

XB/ pe = O.08777(f p/p) -0"73

and

abe// charactcrintle impedance in the bulk material

fp/P dimensionless parameter

f frequency, Hz

P linear part of de flow resistance per unit thickness of the material

i The propagation coefficient in the bulk absorber is given by

I
I 7 = aa + #n (2o)
i
l
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where

cql = O.19478k(fp/P) -°'59

fib = k[L + O.09476(fp/P) -0'7]

These formulas are based on tllv results in reference 8.

Effects of Mean Flow on Impedance

For turbofan engines, where the mean flow is normally at Math number M of 0.3
to 0.4, the resistnnce of nonlinear face-sheet materials on SDOF treatment panels
is set by the grazing flow Mach number, The reactance is also affected by tile
end correction per equation (17), and the effect is large enough to shift tile panel
tuning frequency. The researcher is referred to relhrenees ? and I3-19 for extensive
discussion of this subject,

The practicing engineer who "needs a number" may find that the following
relatively simple expressions for face-sheet resistance and for end correction to mass
reactance are sufficiently accurate to be of practical use for typical designs in turbofan
engines:

R 0.3M
-- = (21)
pc a

e = 0.85(.1 70:7._. a) (22)
1 +;_u_ _+

Equations (21) and {22) are from reference 16.
fiome heretofore unpublished data, summarized in table I, support the general

validity of this approach, Also, as discussed in the derivations and interpretations
in the next section, tbese data permit a more complete description of tim combined
effects of flow and SPL for real treatment materials having both linear and nonlinear
properties, Tile table inch|des both memsured data and predictions from the
relationships derived in the following section,

Comblned Effects of Mean Flow and Sound Pressure Level

For both linear and nonlinear materlals, it has been generally accepted that the
de flow resistance is equal to the ae resistance of the sheet in the absence of flow, a
lhct verifiud by normal-incidence impedance measurements for pure tone exeitatlon.
The de flow resistance parameters A and B from equation (8) provide the necessary
information on the relative importance of the linear and nonlinear components. We
can use these facts and the definition of impedance to derive an expression relating
the panel resistance to the incident SPL and grazing flow turbulence,

Starting with the definition of impedance,

z_= p =__+ixfo+ix
pc pcVi pc pc
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we multiply through by _, take tim absolute value of both sides, and solve fi_rV/to
obtain

IPl (23)

I
Suhstituting this into equation (8) gives

R np (24)

Normal-incidence impedance measurements ]lave shown that equation (24) cor-

rectly handles the effnct of reactance on the resistance tbr pure tone excitation. This

equation can be rearranged in tile following form:

(O-,t) 02_--X 2- __.PV= 0 (25)
i

ii pc
For perforate face sheets used on turbofan engine ducts, the value of A from

equation (lg) is negligible, and tile face sheet is essentially nonlinear. The resistance
is dominated by the value of B from equation (lfi) and tlle excitation pressure p. If,
further, the reactance X is zero, tile resistance of the perforate is a maximum, and
is given at this point by

f=-=-

o= =
pc Vpc

At Ot]l_r frequencies, where the reactance is not zero, tile resistance for pure tone
excitation is smaller, as indicated by equation (24) or (25).

For wire-mesh face sheets of very fine weave, the value of B from equ,'ttion (16)
can ideally be made negligible, and the face sheet is essentlalty linear. The resistance
is dominated by the value of A, that is,

0 = -_ = A (27)
pc

and the resistance is constant, independent of reactance, SPL, or flow effects. Purely
linear materials, of course, are not available, and the discussion in reference 20 is of
interest.

For real materials, whether perforate or wire mesh, neither A nor B is zero, and
all real sheet materials exhibit a combination of linear and nonllncar properties so
that the excitation pressure p must be taken into account. In the absence of grazing
floe6 the magnitude of the pressure (in dynes/era 2) can be obtained from the SPL
ft e'c'O h Ill _dentwave,as

[p] = (2 X 10-4)10 (SPL/2o) (28)

The agreement between the measured resistance values in table 1 and predictions
by equations (2,t) and (28) is shown in figure 6. These data, for pure tone excitation,
show the nonlinear effect of sound pressure level and the variation of resistance with
frequency stemming from the effect of tile reactance term X in equation (24). Further
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Tabte 1. Combined Flow and SPL Effeetn on Prediated and Measured

Impedance for a IL7-Pereent Perforate

Data obtained with apparatus in fig. 12 1

Cavity depth ---- 1.0 in,; llole diameter = 0.032 in.

Face*sheet thickness = 0,032 in.; Porosity = 6.7_

LA = 1.4; B = 0,2330 J

M----3 M=O,2

Frequency, RiPe g/pe R/p¢ X/pe

llz OASPL dean. ?red. I Mean. Pred, OASPL dean. 1red. Mean. Pred

1109 140,9 D.37 0,39 --1,5 --1,50 146,7 0.77 0.49 -1,45 -1.51

142.2 .24 .24 --1.'t9 --1.00 141.7 .fl0 .39 -1.45 --1.59

137.0 ,17 ,13 -- 1.'10 --1,49 130,1 .60 ,34 --l,4d -I,53

129.9 .13 ,Od -1.43 --1.47

1350 151.5 .71 .79 --l.f15 --1.05 140.7 .77 .04 -1.02 -1.04

146.5 .47 .51 --I.03 --1.04 ldl.2 .70 .52 -1.01 --l.f14

141.6 .31 .31 --1.02 --1.03 105.9 .f15 .40 -I.00 -I.03

136,4 .21 .19 -.93 --1.02

120.4 ,14 ,09 -,04 --,09

1750 141,fl ,44 .48 --,43 --,d9 147.1 .92 .33 -.5 -.51

136.7 .31 ,33 --,43 --.d7 141.7 ,81 ,70 -,48 -,80

136,4 .19 ,12 -.43 --.45 135.8 .75 .fi5 -.47 -,5tl

2100 139.9 .48 .52 --,13 --.12 140.8 .70 .76 -.10 -.14

139,5 ,40 .42 --,12 --.11 19fl,2 ,7'1 ,72 -,12 -,14

126.7 ,33 .24 --,07 --,OB

2450 141,0 .52 .50 ,11 .18 1'11,7 ,71 77 .12 ,lfl

130.5 .39 ,41 ,1'1 ,20 136,1 ,02 .72 .11 ,17

1213.7 ,25 *19 ,21 ,24

2700 139.0 ,32 ,40 .39 .39 130,7 ,67 .71 .3 .36

12fl,8 ,21 *13 ,44 .44 136,0 ,64 ,68 ,3 ,37

3000 130.7 .30 .27 .66 .63 137,8 ,ill ,f13 ,40 ,59

120,7 .2fl .09 ,71 ,08 135,9 .59 ,02 .45 ,39

3200 14fl.3 ,17 .34 .83 ,76 13fl,l .53 ,57 .fit .74

131.0 .1O .13 .85 .81
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Table 1, Gonc[uded

Data obtained whh apparatus in fig, 12

Cavity doptb = 1,0 in.;llolv diameter = 0,032 in. /

Facc-aheet thickneas = 0.032 in.; Porosity = 0,7_ r/
LA = 1,4; B =0.233fl J

M=0.3 M=0,4

Frequency t R/p¢ X/pc R/pc X/pc

1[_: OASPL Mews, Pced, Meas. Pred. OASPL Meas, Pred. Meas. Pred

1100 145.4 0,02 0,73 -1.13 -1,51 140,3 0,03 1,10 -0.90 --1.52

I 141.5 .86 .70 --1.14 -1.5I 142.1 .fib 1,08 -.08 -I.32

1350 146.9 1,04 .g2 --,76 -1.05

141.8 .04 .50 -.72 -1.03

1750 140,9 1.11 1.02 --,27 -,32 14.t,2 .05 1.38 -,13 -,53

I41,3 ,80 1,37 -,13 --.53

2100 IdI.4 1.I1 1.07 0 -.10 143.7 1,28 1.42 .33 --.18

2450 146,3 1,08 1.12 ,23 ,14 150,2 1.43 1,40 .37 .12

141,4 1,02 1.08 .23 .14

2700 140,3 ,07 1,05 .53 .34 143,1 1.31 1,41 ,01 ,32

3000 140.1 1,0] l.O0 .50 ,Sfl 142,8 1.34 1,37 .77 ,5.1

3200 i42.8 1.31 1,35 1.01 ,68
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Figure 6, Bffeets of 8PL on resistance of 8DOF panel wi_h nonlinear
face sheet. Perforrte propertios: A = 1.4, B = 0.2336, t -- 0.O:l'_in.,
d = 0,032 in., a = 6.7

research is needed to determine whether the effect of reactance on resistance is still
present for broadband excitation.

The data in table 1 at zero flow show a systematic effect of SPL on the reactance.
These data, augmented by similar data at two additional porosities, are shown in
figure 7 in terms of the effect of incident velocity 1_on the end correction e. Note that
the data correlation indicates that the prior correlation by Ingard (eq. (18)), using
porosity as rtparameter, could be replaced by a relationship involving the face-sheet
resistance o.s it affects the velocity incident on the panel; that is,

f 0.85 (1I,'< 0.4 cm/sec )
|

e_ iO.73B-O,llOin Vi (0.4era/see<V,< 493cmlsec (20)
(o (V, > 403era/see)

The value of V/ is determined by

v_ = P (3o)

Tile flow turbulence associated with the grazing flow results Ill a pressure
excitation that causes the resistance to increase Just as if SPL were increased. As
shown by Rice, the effect of flow Mach number M is as given by equation (21).
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'i Figure 7. Effect o/incident velocity on mass reactance end correction.

To furtber establish the effects of flow and SPL, data were obtained usiztg the

in sltu impedance measurement system to be described subsequently. The experi-
mental data for a 6.7-percent-porosity face sheet are summarized in table 1 together
witb results of prediction by a method to be described in the following paragrapbs.

!_ The effect of flow turbulence on the total excitation pressure PT is assumed to
add on an energy basis with tlmt from simple acoustic excitation; that is,

![ where

PA acoustic pressure from equation (28)

PF flow turbulence pressure fluctuation

Tlds is similar to the root-mean-squared velocity considered in reference 17.
The experimental data in table 1, for flow Mach numbers of 0_0.2, 0.3, and 0.4,

were used toestimate tile magnitude of tile turbulence effect. It was determined that
a good fit was obtained between predicted and measured resistance as a function of
Mach number, including the effect of SPL from equation (31), when the value ofpF
was

PF = 90000 .a.$"2 (32)

As pointed out in reference 17, the value of the constant should take into account
the boundary layer profile_ and further research is required to improve equation (32).

-_ Nevertheless, the agreement between predicted and measured data can be seen,
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in total, in table 1; the me,muted data show a strong increrLso ill resistance with
increasing Maeh nmnber that is reasonably well predleted, even at Much 0.4. Tile
additional effect of SPL as predicted by equation (31) Is also demonstrated.

A more graphic demonstratiou of the relatively good agreement is given in figure 8
for Maeh 0.3. Note that in both table 1 and figure 8 the predicted variation of
resistance with frequency, and hence reactance, is reasonably well confirmed.

I..I

1.15,Ill

1.2 _l'rrdirtrd
'_ .S

.ll SI'I..dl_
0 145
_ 1.111

..t I I I I J

I_rt'llllOllry.IIZ

Figure 8. Predicted and measured resistance of a pelforate versus frequency
at Mach 0.3.

It should be noted that equation (26) can be pllt into tile same form as
equation (21) for a simple perforate using equations (I6) and (32) (for the ctme
of zero reaeta:me) as follows:

n=, _f_-_=[(K,+Ko)oooooM
pc V pc o

When we set Ki + Ke = 1, pc = .'11.5rayls, e = 34380 era/see, rtnd 6'D = 0.76,
tile constant factor becomes 0.24, which is within 80 percent of Rice's value of 0.g
in equation (21).

The predicted reaetances in table 1 used equations (29) and (30) to determine the
mass reactance end correction and used equation (31) to determine tile pressure. The
prediction results in a decrease in reactance with inereaslug Math number; tile data
suggest a small increase. Further research on this aspect of flow effects is needed.
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Another feature of perforate face sheets illustrated by equation (2S) is that the
square root permits both a positive and a negative answer:

pc Y pc

The existence of a negative square root sohltion implies it negative resistance,
suggesting noise generation rather than absorption. For linear materials, with a
significant value of A, noise generation is not a problem. Under the right conditions,
noise generation has been observed experimentally many tbnes and generally consists
of a tone whose frequency is given by a dimensionless Strouhal number Net

_ :,t (35)

where Vo¢ is the mean flow velocity. In reference 18. Net was found to be
approximately 0,2. In reference 19, the tone occurred at tile resonant frequency
(i,e., X = 0) for Net = D,2fi.Extensive experimental studies of tbe occurrence of this
phenomenon have also been reported in reference 21,

Measurement of Liner Impedance

The impedance of acoustic treatment panels can be determined experimentally
in several ways: (1) by measurement of the de flow resistance of the constituents of
the panel for input to an analytical impedance model (as discussed in tile preceding
section), (2) by measurement of the standing wave pattern in a normal-incidence
impedance tube using either a traversing probe or two (or more) fixed pressure
transducers, and (3) by measuring the in situ impedance with sensors attached to
the face sheet and inside the panel cavity. The first two methods are suitable when
grazing airflow effects on tile face sheet are of negligible concern; tile last method
permits impedance measurement in a duet, either in the laboratory or in the engine,

Direct Current Flow Resistance Measurement

A typical test apparatus for de flow resistance measurement is shown in figure 9
(ref, 22). The sample panel is placed in a sample holder, which has a well-defined
cross-sectional area. Then air is driven through the sample either by a pressurized
line or a vacuum line, as shown, and metered by the flowmeter, The pressure drop
across the sample is determined by a differential pressure measuring device. The de
flow resistance is then determined by

ap (3fi)
R = -_-.

where Ap is the pressure drop across sample in dynes/cm 2. It is assumed that V/
has been correctly determined by accounting for the volume flow as measured in tile
fiowmeter and the cross-sectional area of the sample.

As pointed out in reference t0, plotting R versus _ results iu a linear function
of the form given in equation (fi), Tile coefficients A and B can be determined by
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Figure 9. Apparatus/or measuring flow resistance, (From re/, _. Gopyright
A_TM, Reprinted with permission.)

a linear curve fit to tile measured data. When the porosity of the sample is smaller
than 5 to lfl percent_ compressibility effects can cause an apparent departure from
this simple relationship; a method for eliminating this difllculty in the measurement
is described ill reference 11.

Normal-Incidence lmpedane_ Meaaurement

$ingle-_ensor method: The apparatus shown in figure l0 (ref. 7) is representative
of systems used for deterrainat[on of impedance by reflection of normal-incidence
sound waves. Sound introduced at the source end of the tube travels in a plane wave
and reflects from the end containing the test sample, setting up a standing wave
pattern along the length of the tube that depends on the strength and phase of the
reflected wave, The traversing probn is used to measure the maximum and minimum
sound pressure levels of the standing wave pattern and the distances from the face
sheet of the sample to the location of the minima.

The pressure of tile standing wave pattern in the tube is described by (ref, 4)

p[x)= [(A+B)2cos2(kz+-_-)+(A-B)2sin2(kx+-_-)] 1/2 [37)
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wh_re

p staudiug wave pressure amplltudo_ dynes/era 2

A amplitude ofincidentwave_dynes/era2

B amplitude of reflected wave, dyncs/cm 2

x distancefrom surfaceof testsample,cm

CBA phase anglsbetween incidentand reflectedpressurewaves, radlans

The impedance isgivenby
7, A 4- Be i_A

p'_ = A - BelCh a (38)

The nqagnitude of B relative to A is determined from the measured standing wave
ratio(SWR):

A+B

SWR = A-'----fi (39)

where A4-B is the maximum of the standing wave pattern and A-B is the mlnhnum

of the standing wave pattern. Rearranging equation (39), we get

B SWR - 1
- = (40)
A SWR+I
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(The standing wave ratio is usually mew_ured as the number of decibels between
the peak and the mdl and must be converted to a ratio in pressure units for use in
eq. (40).)

The phase of tile reflected wave relative to the incident wave, CBA, iSdetermined
from the position of the first minimum, x -- DI (shown in fig. 10). This first node
occurs where, in equation (37)

kDt + CnA/2 = --7r/2

so that
CBA =-(_+2kD1) (4X)

is the phase angle that the reflected wave leads or lags the incident wave. The
results in equations (40) and (41) provide the information needed in equation (38)
to determine the impedance.

Because this method depends on examining a standing wave pattern, it is limited
to discrete frequencies; for that reason, in design work it has generally been discarded
in favor of tile dual-sensor method, described next. The data analysis and the
correction for sound absorption in the tube are further discussed in references 23
and 24.

Dual-sensor method'. A test setup for tile dual-sensor impedance tube method is
diagrammed in figure 11. A random noise signal is input from one or two speaker
sources as shown in tile top haft of the figure. A digital thermometer is included
because of the need to determine the speed of sound accurately. The bottom
half of the figure shows the measurement system, which inchtdes a fixed pressure
sensor mounted flush on the wall and a translating probe-mounted sensor. The two
signals are amplified and processed in a two-channel spectral analyzer that permits
determination of the impedance over the full range of frequencies of interest with a
single measurement. The method is discussed further in references 25, 26_and 27.

The value of impedance at a given frequency depends on the pressures at the two
sensors, the phase between the two, and their separation distance and is given by

i [sin{kxl ) PlP_*_'2 sin(kx2)l
_Z = P_ J (42)
pc plP2ei¢_2

eos(kx_)- cos(k_t)

where

Zl,Z2 distance from sample face of sensors 1 and 2, cm

PhP2 pressure amplitude at sensors 1 and 2, dynes/era 2

$t2 pha_e angle between pressure sensors 1 and 2, radians

The quantity plp2e i¢1 _ is the cross spectral density of the two pressure signals and pza
is the auto spectral density of p2. Many types of two-channel analyzers are available
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Figurs 11. Dual..'*ensor method for normal-incidence impedance measurement.

to provide the information in equation (42), and the measurement can easily be
automated using a microcomputer-based system.

Locating sensor 1 as close as practicable to the face sheet of the treatment sample
gives an indication of the SPL exciting the panel and allows investigations of panel
nonlinearity. Note that the measurement ideally requires only two sensors at the
fixed positions z I and =2. The recommendation that sensor 2 be on a movable probep
permitting variation of z2, arises from the fact that at certain combinations of _ample
impedanen and frequeney_ x2 may fall at a null of the standing waw pattern, giving
potential signal-to-noise-ratio sensitivity problems. Being able to vary z 2 avoids this
problem and permits a means to verify measurement repeatability, since the results
should be independent of z2.

An inherent limitation of both single- and dual-sensor impedance tube methods
is the upper frequency limit of the measurement. The measurement requires the
presence of plane-wave propagation in tbe tube, so that the upper frequency limit
is a conservative factor (roughly 0.75) times the frequency at which the first higher
order mode begins to propagate. In a standard 1.0-inch-diameter tube at roam
temperature, the first mode above the plane wave (lowest radial mode of the first
order circumferential mode) cuts on at about 8000 Hz, limiting the usefnl upper
frequency to abont gOD(]Hz. The upper frequency limit can be increased by using a
smaller diameter tube, but care must be takes that the treatment sample is not too
small to be representative of an average panel area.
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In Situ Impedance Measurement Systems

The apparatus shown in figure 12 is representative of that used for determination
of impedance by the more specialized in sltu method often called the two-microphone
method. This method is most often used when information is required about the
effects of grazing flow oil the treatment impedance and can be used in a laboratory
duct or on the actual engine installation. It is similar to the dual-sensor method
discussed in the preceding section, but in this case both sensors are fixed within
the panel itself. One sensor is mounted flush on tile backplate of a chosen cavity
(microphone B) and the other is inserted through the face sheet (microphone A). The
sensors must be small enough' to have negligible effects on the propagation within
the cavity.
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alul airlhlw
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ILr[il [lln

l?ltrl_[l{'Ol IIl[¢ro[IhllllP [illPl" ¢'lWil),

_l)el'u'al amnly_er
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Figure 1_. Measurement o/ orazing flow impedance by two-microphone method,

A two-channel spectral analyzer is used to obtain the amplitude and phase of tim
two pressure zlgnals relative to one another, In this case the impedance far an SDOF
panel is related to the measured quantities by the expression

Z .pAPB ei¢,tB

p'_= -_ p_ sln(kh) (43)

where pAPBe icAt_ is the cross spectral density between microphones A and B, p_
z is the auto spectral density of microphone A, and h is the panel depth. Further
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discussion of the method and the extension of the method to 2DOF linings is given
in references 13, 14, and 28,

Empirical and Semiempirlcal

Design Methods

:', Development ofDeslgn Data
Bases and Charts

In the earllcrsectionon empiricaland sendemplricaldcsiguapproaches,the
mannerofevolvingdesignsfromcxperlmentaldatabaseswas discussed.The scope

i of tile general design problem includes tile fan or compressor inlet, tile fan exhaust,
and tile core engine exhaust. Experimental facilities for conducting these tests are

,_ discussedsubsequently.
The inlet and fan exhausts are at temperatures and pressures re_onably close to

r ambient laboratory conditions, so that only relatively small errors are introduced if
t_ laboratory data are not corrected. Ia contrast, the core exhaust is always at such

high temperature and, usually, elevated pressure that either tests must be conducted
under the engine conditions or appropriate analytical corrections must be made to
(I)thepropertiesofthetreatmentand (2)tileductpropagationeffects.

The scaling parameter for conducting experiments at ambient or elevated condi-
tions is the ratio of duct diameter or duct height to wavelength (D/A or H/A). The
wavelengtb at a given frequency depends on the temperature in the duct.

:i With this in rnlndj contours of isosuppression can be determined to establish
design data bases or design charts as described previously. An example of such a

'_ contour plot is given in figure 13, showing isosuppression contours bl the impedance
i_ plane (reactance versus resistance) at a i/3-octavo band frequency of 4000 Hz and

_i for mean flow of Mach 0,3. To generate tile plot_ treatment cavity depths of 0.25 inch
through 1.0 inch were tested, in each case with seven wire-mesh face-sheet resistances.
These variations provided data for magnitude of suppression at the intersections of
the grid that were used to draw tile isosuppresslon contours. Similar plots can be
created for a range of l/3-octave band frequencies and airflow Mach numbers. In
this form, the data allow peak suppression and associated optimum resistance and
reactance to be empirically determined as a function of frequency and can he used
to obtain the suppression sensitivity to nonoptimum impedance.

These data can be normalized with dimensionless parameters ,as illustrated in
figure 14, showing the ratio of peak suppression in decibels to the ratio of duct
length to height as a function of duct height-to-wavelength ratio (H/A). Figure 15
shrove the optimum resistance (R/pc) versus H/A. A similar plot can be constructed
for the optimum reactance. In practice, curve fits are made for computerization of
such data including the nonoptimum contours, so that by predicting the impedance
of candidate treatment panel designs, the associated suppression spectrum can be
quickly estimated.

o eReference ,9 presents an exc llent summary of methods developed by Rice and
others to enable analytical estimation of tim peak suppression, optimum impedance,
and bandwidths of suppression for particular treatment designs, These methods,
when applied to inlets, lead to a "cutoff-ratio" correlating parameter that has been
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Figure 28. Ezample of isosuppression contours drawn in impedance plane.

recognized to be closely related to wave angles associated with tbe ray acoustics
approach.

Reference 29 is recommended to the designer interested in closed.form solutions
for suppression representing curve fits to extensive parametric study results. These
studies are based on modal analysis and are correlated in terms of cutoff ratio, duct
Much number, and treatment impedance. Rice has also evaluated tile effects of
boundarylayerthickness.

In reference30, the ray acousticsapproachwas pursuedfor turbofantwo-
dimensionalducts.Such methodsareintllesemiempiricalcategory,requiringan
assumption about the modal energy distribution. Tbe advantage of tbls approacb
is the reasnnably good results obtained for engines, as well as tile rapid computer
predictions that result from this simplified calculation procedure.

Design Procedures

Choice of Buppressnr D_sign Frequ_ncie_

Even after features have been incorporated to reduce noise at the source, turbofan
engines have strong tonal content in tim noise spectrum. These tones occur at
the blade-passage-frequency (BPF) harmonics of tbe turbomachlnery rotating blade
rows. Problem sources are the fan itself+ the booster stages feeding air into the
compressor, sometimes the front stages of tile compressor, and the turbine stages,
When tlmre is more than one stage in series, nonlinear effects introduce sum and
difference frequencies of the tone harmonics from tile individual stages.

The usual design problem, fortunately, is limlted to the fan stage fnndamental
BPF and one or two higher harmonics. If noise at only- the BPF and next higher
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harmonic must bc reduced, the single-layer SDOF panel construction is chosen.
If noise at the BPF and both higher harmonles must be reduced, the dual-layer
2DOF panel construction is chosen. Broadband noise from turbomaeldnery is
almost exclusively associated wltb the skleband frequencies on either side of the
tone harmonics, and a design aimed at the tones is also effective for the broadband
component.

Determination o1"Liner Desiffn Parameters

The process to be used for selecting design values for the duct treatment
acoustic impedance, both resistance and reactance, has been briefly discussed. These
discussions are based on tile concept of seleetlng the impedance parameters to achieve
tim largest reduction of sound within the duct itself. Actually, for turbofan engine
nolse_ tile effect of flw-field direetivlty must also be taken into account.

When the propagating energy is comprised primarily of broadband noise in
uncorrelated propagating modes (e.g., involving phase modulation by turbulent
mixing layers or by unsteady inlet eonditlons), tile angle of far-_ld radiation for

: each mode and tile relative energy distribution among those modes become a primary
concern. The emphasis on which modes to suppress depends on whether ttle inlet or
the exhaust is being considered.

In the inlet, where tile sound wave is propagating against the fiow_ the flow
boundary layer tends to refract the waves toward the axis of the duct, decreasing
their propagation angle and effectively converting them into lower order radial modes.
In the exhaust duct, where the sound propagates with tile flow, the boundary layer
tends to refract waves toward the wall, inere_ing their propagation angle and
effectively converting them into higher order modes. Tbese pbenomena affect the
design philosophies for inlet and exbaust differently.

Inlet suppression: Modes that radiate from the inlet to the fitr field aft of about
50 ° from the inlet axis require more suppression than those radiating forward of tlmt
angle, because modes at hlgber propagation angles reach locations on the ground tbat
receive tile loudest noise levels during aircraft takeoff. Fortunately, the higher order
modes, which are easier to suppress, have higher propagation angles in the duct and
thns require more suppression than the lower order modes. Lower order modes and
those modes refracted toward the inlet axis are less of a problem because of the long
propagation distance to the ground associated with shallow radiation angles.

In reference 3fl_the correspondence is shown between the modal theory and the
ray acoustics solution, as illustrated in figure 16. The figure shows tile mean-square
pressure measured on a far-field arc as a function of angle from the duct centerline.
When these levels are transformed to a sideline plot (luore representative of an
aircraft flyover), the peak levels from the treated duct occur at 40° to 50°. As a
first approxhnation, these angles correspond to the same angles wltbln the duct;
from simple acoustics and based on equation (3), the resistance to obtain optimum
suppression at these angles should be

1.30 = (sin 50o) -1 _<Ropt/Pe <_(sin 40°) -I = 1.56

The optimum reactance should be near zero or slightly negative at the frequency of
concern.
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t Figure 16. Comparison o/ray theory and "flanged-duet" solutions for mono-
pole sources in a cylindrical duct for various values of wave number times
radius, ks. L/a = 1; Z/pe = 0.8 + 0.41; mean-square pressure normal.

li ized for radius = A/4_r_. (From ref. 80. Capt./right AIAA. Reprinted with
!] permis._ion.)

Exhaust suppression: In the exhaust, the higber order modes are refracted by
the boundary layer to even higher propagation angles, increasing tileir attenuation
rates. Therefore, the lower order modes present the greater problem, and rigorous
analysis must consider modal propagation in nonuniform ducts with nommiform flow
and thns requires extensive computatlonal capability.

The engineering solution is obtained by maximizing the suppression of noise
within the duct, usually by testing a mock-up duct. This generally results in
optimum suppresslol_, for the far-field radiated noise _ well_ excepting only very
nnusual problems with source mechanisms that happen to generate particularly higb-
amplitude ldgher order modes.

Total inlet or exhaust suppression: The treatment lengths needed to obtain
the desired suppression are a consequence of tile suppression rates achieved at
the impedance values selected by tile above process. To complicate this matter
further, the overall suppression rates ,_renot necessarily linear wltb treatment ]ength_
particularly for short treatment sections. Suppression rates may be quite high near
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tile beginning of a panel, as higher order modes rapklly attennate, but gradually
decrease ,as fewer modes emltribute to tile total energy. Thus, doubling the lengtb
of a sbort panel may not double its effectiveness.

Using Segmented Treatment Design

Wben two or more frequencies are so widely separated that tbey cannot be
suppressed with either SDOF or 2DOF and when bulk absorber is not practical,
use of segmented treatment in tandem is a practical approach. Tbis might be the
case in a turbine exhaust requiring suppression of both turbine tones and combustor
broadband noise, Eacb segment of treatment must bare sufficient length to achieve
suppression at its design frequency. The primary deterrent to the use of segmented
treatment is tile normal limitation on overall duct length resulting frmu weight
constraints.

Testing for Treatment Design and
Perfornmnce Measurement

Experience has shown that treatnmnt for tim and turbine exbaust ducts can be
suceesshdly developed by testing in tbe acoustic laboratory. Parametric experimental
data can be obtained at a very snlafi fraction of tile cost associated with tests on
an actual engine, and tile results have been found to be reliable when applied to
the engine, particularly if a representative sector of tbe exhaust duct geonmtry is
faitbfidly simulated in tile laboratory facility. In contrast, tim inlet can be represented
well enougb mdy by testing either Itscale nmdel fail sbnulation or a fifil-seab! engine.

Laboratory Testing of Exhaust Ducts

A typical test facility for the exhaust mode is shown in figure 17. The treatment is
applied on tim top and bottom of a small rectangular duct section, while tile sides of
the duct are left rigid, to simulate a eircmnferential segment of the exbaust annulus.
Tile test section connects two large hard-walled pleamns in which tile sound levels
are meastlred to determine the suppression provided by tile treatment, Airflow is
passed througb the treated section to simulate engine conditions, The reverberant
chambers provide a diffuse sound field, and a single microphone in each cbamber is
adequate for acoustic measurement; traversing tile microphone russures tlmt the data
are not biased by a standing wave pattern, Suppression of a treatment design is
measured by first me&quring levels in the chalnbel_ with a hard-walled test SEction
and tben measuring the levels with the treatment in place, The dilference in levels
Ine_L4uredill the downstream chamber is the insertion loss of the treatment, giving
rise to the term I_insertlon loss nleasurelnent method,"

11"tbe duct on tbe engine has significant curvaturE, disruptions of treatment,
or change in duct heigbt, higher order modes are continually regenerated, in this
case, tile facility test section should closely represent the duct curvature and any
axial variatiml in duct height associated with it, Many commercial turbofan engine
exhaust ducts fifil into this category,

An alternative to the dual reverberation chamber method is to measure the sound
pressure levels bl tile duct wlth traversing probes upstream and downstream of tile
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Figure 17. Typical tent facility for development of ezhaust duet treatment
designs.
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Figure 18. Typical tent facility/or development o/treatment deMgns. Mock-up
o/curved exhaust duet.

treated section. The SPL measurement is integrated across tile duet to provide
estimates of the total power flux upstream and downstream of the treatment. This
method is usually called the transmission loss method, as opposed to the insertion
loss method described previously.

In the transmission loss method, it is assumed that backward-travellng waves
have negligible effect on the measured SPL profile. Often, the transmission loss
is measured in a hard-walled version of the duct at the desired flow velocity, and
the transmission loss of the treated version is "corrected" by the hard-walled duct
transmission loss. An example of a mock-up of such a duct is shown in figure 18.
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Scale Model Test Facilities

For the inlet testing, the typical facility consists of a fan, usually a scale model,
that can be motor driven, with the inlet noise radiating into an anechoic chamber.
Far-lield testing is essential for emplrleal development of inlet treatment because
the wavelengths nf tile fan tones are small relative to the inlet diameter, and higher
order modes dominate the propagating energy in the duct. In this ease, actual inlet
hardware, including the turbofan rotor and stator, must be closely simulated. An
illustration of such a test facility is shown in figure lg. Far-field mlerophones are
spaced along an are to provide the essential information on tile effect of the treatment
on dlrectlvity.

• d,_"[[LI'I1'[Itrl" _

rJ " • '

Figure 19. 7_jpleal scale model monnted in anechoic faeillty for developra_nt
of treatment designs for inlet duet eonfiguratlon.

When testing in a scale model facility in the exhaust mode, the fan inlet must
have a suitably designed plenum to provide a smooth, distortlon-free velocity profile
into the fan, and the exhaust flow must be allowed to exit from the chamber in a
way that provides good aneeholc acoustics. Such an arrangement as tested in the
NASA Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine Program (ref. 31) is illustrated
in figure 20.

Full-Scale gnfflne Tests

Pull-scale engine tests for acoustle measurements are made in facilities such as in _'
figure 21. The engine is mounted on a static test stand at the center of a far-field
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Fifure 21. Test pad la$1outof full.scale engine test facility,.
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array of illicropholles. In tile ease shown, the microphone are has a 4fi.7-meter radhls_
and a concrete pad between tile engine and tile rtlicropholles eontrolg the colldifions
for the reflected wave.

One disadvantage of filll-scale englz_e tests i_ the inability to separate tile

contributions from tile varlons engine sources ill tile far-field measurement. Tile
anlollnt of suppressloll due to fillet treatment, for exalnp]e, may be masked at
certain radiation angles by the jet noise of the fan and core duets. Several means of

alleviating this problem have been proposed and investigated, including the u_e of
barriers to shield inlet noise from exhaust noise and microphone arrays (or focusing
mirrors) that focus on the noise being radiated from a partlculnr region of space.

To obtain valid fan noise source levels representative of in-lfight condfiions,
all "inlet turbldence control" structure, as shown in figtlre 22, is used. This

eliminates some of the lower order modes generated by inflow distortion effects.
When performing fall-scale engfile tests oi1 the ground_ erie must choose between a

bell-mouth-shaped inlet and a iligfit inlet. The belMnouth inlet gives cleaner airflow
with no forward motion of tile engine, but changes the inlet geometry and therefore
the dlrnctlvity. Tile llight inlet gives poorer aerodynamic performance under static
conditions, hut has tile proper geometry for dnct termination radiation conditions.

Figur_ _. Full-scale engine tent facility with turbulence control structure.

To measure tile insertion loss of a treatment design in a full-scale inlet test, a prior
test with a hard-walled inlet is necessary for comparison. Since fidl-scale engine
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hardwareand testingissocostly,thisisoftenan unavailableluxury.Often,the
mostonemighthopeforisacomparisonbetweentilenew designand thepreviously
tested"standard"treatmentdesign,sothattbvperformanceimprovementmightbe
determined.

Recommendations forFurther Research

Intheareaofacoustictreatmentimpedancemodels,ithasbeensuggestedthat
a usefulareaofresearchmightbe theimprovementoftheimpedancemodel for
bulkabsorber,Developmentofmore practicalandconvenientmethodstomeasure
treatmentpanelimpedancewouldbehelpful.

Generally,furtheradvancementinduct treatmentdesignmethodsawaitsim-
provementsintheoreticalpredictionmethods,eitherforductpropagationorturbo-
machinerysourcemodal content.A usefidareaofinnovationwouldbethedevel-
opmentofmorepracticalandefficientductpropagationpredictioncomputercodes.
Furtherwork isneededinthoseareaswhereductacousticsdepartsfromideal,axi-
symmetricconditions,suchas ductsthatarenonaxisymmetricorvaryincross-
sectionalareaalongthe lengthoftheduct.Propagationinnonuniformflowand
theeffectsofboundarylayersareimportantare_ ofresearch.Littlereseard|has
beendoneintotheeffectsofhighsoundpressurelevelson propagation,a problem
in nonlinear acoustics.

Despite the strong dependence on emp_rlcal or semiemplrlcal methods, acoustic
treatment design can be considered to be in a fairly advanced state of development.
Current treatment designs are able to meet noise reduction certification require-
ments, Barringtilepossibilityofa technologybreakthrough,furtherincreasesin
treatmenteffectiw!nesswillprovidemarginalgainsrelativetodevelopmentresources
thatmust be applied.Impetusforthisfurtherresearchwillcome onlyifnoise
regulationschangetothe extentthatnew aircraftareno longerabletomeet the
certificationrequirements.
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Introduction

'_ Jet noise suppression lies been a technical challeage to the aeronautical enghmer-
11 ing community since tbe introduction of the first.generation turbojet engines nearly

40 years ago. Extensive theoretical and experimental efforts have been expended in

i the United States anti other countries toward solving this problem. The advent of
the supersonic transport (SST, i.e., the British-French Concords) in the late sixties

! and early seventies sparked a renewed interest in jet noise, particularly supersonic
) jet noise. Recently, interest in a hlgll-speed civil transport (HSCT) has increased

in the United States because of a projected increase in business activity between
the United States and the Pacific rim countries in the nineties and beyond. Such

an HSGT has to be environmentally acceptable (in terms of noise and poilu/ion) to
be a viable candidate. Significant advancements in high-velocity-jet noise reduction
have been made since t _ ntroduet on of t e Concorde i _to the connnercial airline
service. This chapter briefly discusses the theoretical concepts of jet aoise generation

and suppression by utilizing a unified aerodynamic and acoustic analysis and enu-
merating tile various jet noise suppression concepts experimentally denlonstrated. It
also explains the ul).derlying physical mechanisms, so that the knowledge acquired

in the past may be utilized for solving the current or filturs problems of jet noise
suppression.

Theoretical Concepts of Jet NoiSe
Generation and Suppression

During tbe past 15 years, considerable progress bas been made in achieving an

understanding of the noise produced by higb-veloeity jets. This progress is a direct
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result of careful and accurate jet noise parametric testleg and new tlmoretical devel-
opmants (e.g., refs. 1 to 8). From these test results and theoretical developments,
a unified theoretical model of jet noise generation and suppression lots evolved, and
this model has been substantiated with an extensive set of experimental data. This
unified jet noise generation and suppression model is summarized in this section,
Furtber details of the theory and the resultlng prediction umdel can be found in
references 9 to 12.

The development of the unified jet noise generation and suppression model is
based on two primary assumptions: (1) the dominant noise generation ulecbanisms
are tim random momentum fluctuations of the small-scale turbulent structure in the
mixing regions of the jet plume, and (2) the propagation of this noise to the far-field
observer is altered significantly by the surrounding jet flow in which the turbulent
eddies are embedded and coavecting. Tlds second assumption is often referred to
as acoustic-mean-flow intemctlon. Thus, tbe proposed model is one in which the

] jet produces an intrinsic noise intensity spectrum directly relatable to the statistical
i aerodynamic properties of the jet (i.e,, mean velocity and deesity dlstrilnltions and
! local turbulent structure properties such as length scale and intensity}, and this

i intriosic (or "source") spectrum is nmdlfied by the acoustic-mean-flow interaction
characteristics of tile jet phlme itself.

For jets operating at supercriticaI pressure ratios, one additional noise generation
mechanism needs to be incbldod in the unified theory, that is, shock-cell-turbulence
interaction, commonly called sbock.r._sociated noise, This meehanisut plays an
important role in jet noise radiation ill tile forward arc portion of the directivity
pattern,

The theoretical prediction method which developed from this unified theory
follows the sequence of the followblg four basic steps:

1. Prcdlction of tbe aerodynamic characteristics (mean velocity, density, and turbu-
i fence structure properties)

2. Evaluation of tbe turbulent-mixhlg source uoise spectrum with the flowproper tles
from step 1 and tile Lighthill-Ribner theory (ref. 7)

3. Construction of tbe far-field sound spectrmn at various observer pasitlons from
the results of steps 1 and 2, with the source convection and aeoustic-umamflow
interaction accounted for through use of Lfiley's equation (refi 6)

4. Computation oftbe shock-cell noise spectrum from tbe results ofstep 1 and the
theoretical concepts in reference 13 and addition of these results to tile mixing-
noise spectra obtained in step 3

Jet Plume Aerodynamics

As discussed above, a prediction of the jet plume aerodynamics is required to
provide the strength of the noise sources. The method selected is an extension
of Reiehardt's theory (ref. 14), which basically synthesizes the complex flows from
nozzles of arbitrary geometry by snperposition of a suitable distribution of elemental
round jet flows.

ReichardUs tbeory Js a semiempirical one, based on extensive experimental
obasrvatioas that the axial momentum fil_x profiles are bell shaped or Gauasian
in tile fully developed similarity region (far downstream of tbe exit pine) of a jet,
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From these observations a hypothesis for the relation between axial and transverse
momentum flux was formulated, and this lWpotflesis yields a governing equudon for
tile axial momentum flux. For tile similarity region of a circular jet with nozzle area
Aj and exit velocity Vj, the governing equation and solution are as follows:

- "T-b'; r (p_ (I)

{pu2) = pjVj _ oxp[-(r/bm)'J (2)
where

a(x) = _zb,,,db,,,/az (3)

u is the axial velocity component, p is density, tile angle brackets ( ) represent tile
statistical time average, and bin(x) is the width of tfie axial mmnentmn mixing region,
taken to be proportional to the axial distance frmn tim nozzle exit plane:

b,.(z)= O,.x (,l)

The jet spreading rate Cm becomes a key parameter in tlle theory mid is determined
experimentally. The coordinate system is shown in figure 1.

Because equation (1) is linear, the summation of elemental solutions (eq. (2)) is
also a solution. This unique feature of Reichardt'a theory allows tile construetias of
quite complex jet flows with relatively simple mathematics. Althougb more rigorous
(but containing just as much empiricism, albeit in different forms) theories are
available ibr simple jets (circular and planar), there is no other teelmlque available
which offers the capabiHty for modeling jet flows typical of aircraft engine suppressor
nozzles such as multitube, lobe, and chute nozzles.

Consider a distribution of elemental jets issuing parallel to tile X-axis. The jet
exit areas lie in tile x = 0 plane. Each elemental jet has an exit area Aj = crda da
located at (a, a, 0), as _hown In figure 1. The axial momentum flux at a downstream
point (r, 0, x) due to tile elemental jet exllausting at (#, c_,0) is given by (frmn eq. (2))

a(o,,2)= piv_2(_,d_d_/=b_,)exp[-ff/t,,,,?](_)

where

_ = r 2 + a2 - 2rtr eos(B - a)

Integrating equation (5) results in the foflowing solution:

= (°)

I From the distribution of piVj a in tile exit plane, the local value of (pL2) at any point
(r,O,x) can be found from equation (6) by standard numerical Integration. If we
assume that the jet plume stagnation enthalpy flux H diffuses in the same manner
as axial mommltum, an analogmls expression for stagnation eathalpy flax IpuH) can
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Figure 1. Jet flow coordinate systelo and nomenclature. (From re.f. 10.)

be derived:

where bh is the width of the thermal shear layer, taken to be proportimlal to x:

bl, = Chx (8)

for constant Gh. The stagnation enthalpy is defl|led as H = cnTj + (u2/2) - %7o
(where c;, is specific heat at constant pressure, Tj is jot temperature, and To is
ambient temperature), and the thermal layerspreading rate Cl, also must be obtained
experimentally. If we assume that the jet mixln_ occurs at constant static pressure
equal to the ambient value, tile solutions ['or(pu a) and (pull) given by equations (6)
and (7) are sufficient to determine the distributlons of mean axial velocity u and
temperature Tj througbout the jet plume.

In addition to the jet pIume mean-flow properties, tbe turbulent. Reynolds stress,
which is assumed to be proportional to the transverse mmnentum flux, also can
be obtained. Relchardt's hypothesis (from which eq. (1) evolved) states that the
transverse momentum fll_ is proportional to the transverse gradient of the axial
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momentum flux, the proportionality factor being A(x). For a sinlple circular jet
(eqs. (2) to (4)), the Reynolds stress r is given by

0 2 _Aj r
r = --(pu'v') _ -A_--_r(pa) = CmpjVf-_-:i.Ti--exp[-(r/bm)" ] (9)"_uTI _ ulll

where uI and v t are the axial and radial cmnponents of turbulent fluctuation velocity.
Far an elemental jet exhausting at (a, a, 0) the shear stress at (r, 0, X) lles along a line
connecting (c_,a, 0) and the projection of (r,O,x) onto the x = 0 place. This vector
is at an angle ¢ to the coordinate direction r (fig. 1). Tile radial component of tile
shear stress dv at point (r, 0, x) resulting from an elemental jet exhausting at (_-,a, 0)
is then drr = dv cos ¢. Similarly, the azhnuthal eompmmet is dye = dr sin _. If we
perform the same summation and limiting process over all elemental jets, the total
shear stress at (r,0,x) is

r = (r_ +r_)/- (10)
where

Tr(r,O,x) = _ //pjVj2(_/bm)exp[--(_/bm)21(cos_)a da dct (11)

Tim azimuthal shear stress ro(r,O,x ) is given by a similar expression with cosqt
replaced by sin ¢. Tile distance is again given by the expression fronl eqllation (5),
and the angle _bis given by

s¢cos¢ = r -- _"cos(0 -- a) (12)

Equations (5) to (12) provide the basic expressions for computation of the jet phnne
flow parameters _/,u, and _- for a nozzle of arbitrary exit cross section and exit
distribution of velocity and temperature. For axisymmetric nozzles, r -- rr and
re = 0. The basic limiting assumptions imderlying this am'odynanlic nmdel for
the jet plume characteristics are (1) the jet phmm mixing occurs at constant static
pressure, equal to the ambient value, and (2) the flow is l)rbnarily axial, with all
nozzle exit elements in tim same plane (x = 0).

Intrinsic Source Intensity Mixing-Noise
Spectrum

Tile aerodynamic characteristics of the jet phnne provide tile in fornlatlon required
to evaluate the acoustlc intensity spectrmn in the absence of cenvection and acoustic-
mean-flow interaction effects, This represents the souml spectrum which wmdd be
heard if the turbulent eddies generating the sound had negligible convection speed
relative to tim observer and if the velocity and temperature gradients encountered
by the sound as it propagated through the jet phnne itself had no effect ell the somld
radiation. As is demmzstrated, these effects are indeed powerfid for high-vElocity jets.
The postulation herein is that the basic source strength spectrum con be developed,
and the convection and acoustlc-mean.flew interaction effects can then be added to
this basic (intrinsic) sound spectrum.

The jet plume is first subdivided into eIemental "eddy" volumes, each having its
own source strength, spectrum, and flow shrouding, as illustrated in figure 2. The
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jet noise generation is represented by a collection of eonvecting and uneormlated
quadrupole sources, eacb radiating noise with an iutenslty spectrum directly related
to the local flow properties. Th_ net radiation front each eddy is a function of the
flow environment of that eddy. Each eddy vohmm contains a mix of quadrupoles of
various orientations. By employklg a model of hnmognneous, isotropic turbulence in
tile moving-eddy reference frame and taking tile azimutlml average of the resulting
sound field, Ribner fmmd that a weighted combination of the various quadrupole
types contributes to tile net far-field radiation (ref. 7). The amplitude o_' these
quadrupole types is of the form

013
dI(w) = _(ut)'lw'lH(#) dY (13)noR'

where dI(w) is tbc acoustic intensity per elemental jet vohnne dV, po is the ambient
density, R is the source-to-observer distance, co is the ambient speed of somld,
I i ru is the local turbulence intensity, HOt) is the Fourier transform of tile moving-

frame space-tlme cross correlation of 'aI, and # is the ratio of emitted frequency
w to characteristic freqnency we. Equation (13) is used to calculate tile laixing-
noise ampfltude and frequency content for each volume element in tile jet. The
cltaractadstic turbulence frequency and length scale for each eddy volume are
determined from tile local mean-flow velocity, temperature, and shear stress with
tile empirically derived similarity relations of reference 15:

w,, _ OU/Or ]

I --¢I_o}J (14)

where I is tile characteristic turbulent eddy size and tile turbulence intensity is
obtained from tile shear stress as follows:

Acoustic-Mean-Flew Interaction Model

The equation which describes the propagation of sound emitted by the turbulence
in a jet was developed in reference 6 and is as follows:

1 3 d 2 [Op'_ Ou 02p
7,D.p - O,(_p)TiT(logc )D. (,_) + 2_b--; O_ = S (15)

wbere

0 uO
D, =_+ _ and S=pD*[_7"V'( ul'u')] (16)

In equations (15) and (16), U = U(r),c --. c(r), and p = p(r) are the azimathally
averaged mean-flow axial jet velocity, speed of sound, and density, respectively. The
symbol A is the Laplacian operator, t is time, and n I is essentially the turbulent
velocity fluctuation. Roughly speaking, S is the noise source strength which drives
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Fi!lure 2, Generalized volume element model. (From re]. 12.)

tile acoustic pressure fluctuations p. Equation C15) is a third-order wave equation
for the variable Pt m_d this equation explicitly displays the influence of mean velocity
U(r) and temperature (through speed of sound c(r)) profiles on tile propagation of
noise.

To solve equation (15), the profiles for U(r),c(r), p(r), and Sir) must first be.
prescribed. These are provided by tim aerodynamics calculation described in the
previous section. The Green's fimction solution for equation (15), wlmn convoluted
with tlle source term S, provides tile solutlen to Lilley's equation. From tile Green's
function, solutions for higher order singularities (dipoles and qnadrupoles) can be
obtained by differentiating the source solution with respect to source coordinates.
The right-hand side of equation (15), Sir), represents a mix of quadrnpoles of
variot_s orientations, ms discussed in the previous section. The various quadrnpole
contributions are added in the manner developed in reference 7, but with each
quadrupole type having its own solution fom.mrepresenting tile combined effects of
convection and acoustic-mean-flow interaction.

The combined convection anti interaction effects can be tlmught of as a multiplier
of the basic source intensity spectrmn given by equation (13), and this multiplier is
a function of tile local mean-flow properties and their radial gradients. It includes
tile effects of tile following:

1. Convection--tim effect of source motion relative to tile observer, sometimes
called the Doppler effect

2. Refractlon--the alteration of tile sound pressure and directivlty _ksit propa-
gates through a moving fluid with cross-stream gradients

3, Shielding--the decay of tile sound as it propagates through portions of tile
mean-flow gradients wbere wave-like behavior gives way to exponential decay
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Details of the aconstle-meanJlow interaction theoretical development call be found
ill reference 5, The details of tile aerodynamic theory and source intensity spectrum
model developnlent can be found in references 9 and 14. Tile anldytical nmdel
does take into account Macb wave radiation associated with eddies conveeting at
supersonic speeds (which, h| turn, temls to amplify tile noise levels in tile region
near tlm jet axis),

The above analytical model elements lmve been integrated into It unified com-
putational procedure. The jet plmne is subdivided into elemental eddy vohmms
(as previously mentioned), eacb having its own source strength, spectrum, and flow
shrouding, as illustrated ill figure 2. Tbe simple closed-form acoustic presstlre so-
lutions, combined with tile sbnple aerndynmnics calculation method, permit rapid,
economical computations of tile entire jet phmm aerodynamic and acoustic charac-
teristics, including far-field spectra at all observer angles. The coutriblltions from
each elemental jet vohnne, ill each frequency band, are simply added based on mean-
square pressure. The shock-cell noise contribution is then computed separately and
added to the mixiug-nolse contribution to yield tile total far-field spectra.

Comparisons of Model Predictions With
Experiment

Many comparisons of the predicted and measured I)tr-field acoustic spectra of
nozzles of various types have been carried out, and these results are reported in
references 9 to 12, Typical examples of somld pressure level (SPL) spectra for a
single-stream conical nozzle and overall sound pressure level (OAfiPL) for a dual-
flow conventional bypass nozzle are shown in figures 3 and ,I, respectively. These
comparisons of prediction wltb experiment show that tile unified aereacoustic jet
noise prediction model described above duplicates tile characteristic behavior of these
simple nozzles rather well. In particular, the spectrum shapes agree quite well and
the trends of OASPL as a function of veloclty ratio Vo/Vi and area ratio Ao/Ai
predicted by tile theory are consistent with the experimental resnlts. Note that the
magnitude and location of the noise minimum as a filnction of velocity ratio shown
in figure 4 for the dual-flow coaxbd jet is predicted quite well,

Comparisons of predicted noise characteristics with measured cbaracteristlcs for
an inverted-flow eoannular nozzle are shown in figures ,5anti 6 (tnken from ref. 11).
Note _bat the observed "double-peak" spectrum shape is predicted fillrly well by
the theory. Conlparlsons of predicted noise treads with nleasured trends for a 36-
element mnltlchute nozzle are shown in figures 7 and 8 (taken from ref. 12), The
characteristic fiat _peetrum shape is well modeled, and tile trend of noise dependence
on chute area ratio (defined as annulus area divided by flow area) and jet velocity is
also well predicted,

The comparlson resnlts shown in figures 3 to 8 provide rermonable verification
that the unified theoretical model for predicting jet noise described herein has the
necessary ingredients (i,e., tim bnportaltt physical mecballlsms) for analyzing and
diagnosing the mechanisms for controlling jet noise,

Noise Suppression Mechanisms

Conventional Bypass Versus Inverted-Flow Nozzles

13_lsedon tile reasonable successes achieved in predicting the aeroaeonstie char-
aeteristics of a wide variety of nozzle types over a range of operating conditions (as
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Fi#ure 6. Measured and predicted SPL spectra for inverted.flow eoannular
nozzle with Ao/Ai = 2.0; Vo/Vi = 1.5;15 = 305 m/see; Vo = 457 m/see;
TT,i = 294 I{; TT_o = ,556 I{; R = 12.2 m; D i = 11.8 era. (From ref. 11.)

summarized in the preceding section and detailed in refs. 9 to 12). it was deemed
worthwhile to utilize the theory to analyze tile noise suppreaslon mechanisms of co-
annular nozzles. Of particular iuterest was how flow inversion (i.e., dusting the
high-velocity hot stream to the outside) could provide noise reduction for dual-flow
exhaust systems, Theoretical predictions were made of a conventional bypass and
an invarted.flow eoannular nozzle, The nozzles were sized to give the same thrust
and equal primary (high-velocity) and secondary (low-veloclty) flow areas, Tile two
nozzles therefore had equivalent thrust, mass flow. primary and secondary stream
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velocities, and tempera_aree; thus, the differences in noise should have been solely a
/unetloa of jef; plume profile development and mixing,

Aeroaeous_ie predlcl:ions were made for bell| a conventional bypass and an
inverted-flow nozzle for velocity ra_io V_/Vp = 0.7 and area ratio As/Ap = 1,0,where
eubseripf;s p and a refer to primary and secondary streams, Figure 9 shows mean
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axial velocity U profiles across tile jet plume at several axial stations z/Dp along tile
phnne, Tile normalized peak velocity at any axial station Up versus downstream
distance is presented in figure 10 for the two nozzle types, These results show
that the flow inversion produces more rapid plume decay. Figure 11 shows axial
turbulence velocity, a key ingredient ill the mixing-uoise source strength, at several
axial stations along the plume. This figure shows the expected lower turbulence
levels at small values of x/Dp for the conventional bypass jet and higher levels of
turbulence at large x/D.T, than the inverted-flow nozzle,

l.{:

_ Dr' I I_yptm_

.... " .2"/ DI+ = ,I

tl

I

1,[I

+ J f J r
i*_ 1+[1 lift S,S e +fJ I,e l,fi 2,s

N+irliLalized t'mlius, r]Dtj

Fipure Y, Inverted.flow and conventional bypass rsizin9 mean veloelty profiles,
(From ref. 11.)

The corresponding far-field acoustic spectra ape shown in figure 12. At 0 = 90*
(i.e., in tile plane of the nozzle exit), tile inverted-flow nozzle exhibits higher noise
at high frequencies and lower noise at low frequencies than the conventional bypass
nozzle, Since tile high-frequency noise generally comes from regions close to the
nozzle exit, the highest high-frequency noise correlates with the highest turbulence
levels at small values of =/Dp shown in figure 1I, SimUarly, low-frequency noise
is primarily from the fully developed regions far downstream, and the lowest low-
freqneney noise of tile inverted-flow nozzle correlates with its lowest turbulence levels
for large x/Dp,
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Figure 11. Inverted-flow and conventional bypass mizio9 turbulence intensity
pro_tes. (Promre], 11.)

The results in figure 12 for 0 = 50 ° (130 ° from the inlet axis), however, show
the inverted-flow jet noise to be lower than that of the eonventlomd bypass nozzle
throughout the spectrum. This lower noise is prlmnrily a result of reduced convective
amplification, that is, lower eddy eouvection speeds. Tlle eddy convection speed is
proportional to tile peak mean axial velocity, and the peak velocity curves ,shown
in figure i0 imply that the inverted.flow jet exhibits lower convection speeds, and
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Figure 13, Inverted.flow and eonveutional bypass rnirin# OASPL directivity,
(From re[. 11,)

therefore reduced convective amplification, tlmn the conventional bypass nozzle.
Figure 13 shows nozzle overall sound pressure level (OASPL) versus angle for the
two nozzles, Note the sballower slope of the direetfvity curve for tim inverted-flow
nozzle, a result of reduced convective amplittca_:ion.

To demonstrate the influence of flog, shidding as a noise reduction mechanism, tim
above predictions were repeated with the shielding effects in tim acoustlc-mean-flow
interaction model suppressed. These results are shown in figure 14 for 0 = 30% First
of all, flow shielding effect is less for the inverted-flow nozzle than for tile conventional
bypass nozzle, but the reduced convective amplification more than compensates for
the loss. The main point to observe is that the shielding effect is substantial at angles
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Fi#ure 24. Influence of flow shielding on inuerted.jlmtl and conventional
bypass nozzle 3PL spectrum. O = 30*. (From ref. 11..)

dose to the jet axls_ being on the order of 30 to ,10 dB at 0 = 30* for these eases.
The shielding effect also iasreases with inere_ing frequency, ms figure 14 shows.

Mnltielcmcat Nc,zzl_

The theoretical concepts for jet noise generation and radiation discussed in tile

previous sections can be evaluated through use of the analytical model ill selective
modes. The objective is to identify the relative roles these mechanisms play in
tile generation and suppression of jet noise, Such a study was carried out with a

multiclement, 36-chute suppressor nozzle used as a representative case study (ref, 12),
The basic jet noise mecllanisnls are as follows:

I, Turbulent-mixing-nois_ geileration
2, Convective amplification

3. Fluid shielding
4. Shock-cell noise

It is of interest to evaluate how tile individual mechanisms combine to yield the

far-field result and, more importantly_ how these mechanisms change due to tile

addition of a suppressorto a baseline nozzle.

A parametric study was performed to evaluate tile relative contributions of the
four mechanisms to the far-fiekl noise for both n baseline conical nozzle and a typical
higii-suppression, multielement nozzle A 36-chute turbojet sapl)ressor with a ratio of

t total nozzle area AT to flow area Aj of 2.0 was chosen for this study as representative
l zzi
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of a hlgh-element-nunlber, high-suppression (lfi to 12 PNdB) exhaust system. A

typical takeoff condition of I_/= 732 m/see (2400 ft/sec) and Tj = 90fi K (1630°R)
wcas selected for evaluatlon. The exit area of both the ba_efine eonlcal nozzle and

the 36-cfiute suppressor nozzle was 0.218 m 2 (338 in2). Noise characteristics were
predicted for a 732-m [2400-ft) sideline distance.

Tile prediction cmnputatious were performed ill tile following four modes:
(1) complete acoustic calculation; (2) as in (1), but with shock-cell noise omitted;

13) as in (2), but with fluid sbielding omitted; and (4) as in (3), but with convective
amplification omitted. (For tlle 36-efiute suppressor, mode (I) was omitted since
the ability to model shock-cell noise of multichute nozzles was not established at the
time tbase computations were performed. However, Stone has evolved a semiempiri-

cal prediction metlmd for slmck-eeU noise of multielement suppressor nozzles utilizing
more recent data. (See reL I6 for more details.) Tim difference in noise levels be-
tween modes (1) and (2) is a measure of tim sfiock-eell noise contribution to the

total jet noise signature. The difference in noise levels between modes (2) and (3)
is a measure of the influence of fluid shielding on tile jet noise. Fimdly, the differ-
enee in noise levels between modes (3) and (4) indicates the amount of convective
amplification that is present in the jet.

Tim results of the above series of computations are summarized in figures 15 to
17. Figure 15 shows the perceived noise level (PNL) directivity patterns for the
different prediction modes. Also sbown for comparison are measured data from

reference 12, wfiieb should bE cmnpared with mode (1) predictions (anode (2) for
the 3fi-cbute nozzle), Figures 1G and 17 sfiow the corresponding spectrum shapes
(1/3-octave SPL) at 50 ° and 130 ° relative to the inlet axis, The memsured spectra
are also shown for reference.
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Figure 15. Relutiae contribution o.f noise mechanisms to PNL directivity at
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For the conical nozzle PNL directivity patterns (fig. 15), the shock-cell noise
contributes substantially to the total noise in the forward quadrant, that is, at angles
to the inlet less than 90 °. This contribution can be seen in the dilferonce between
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mode (1) sad (2) predictions, There is no contributlml of shock-cell noise close to
the jet axis (Le., at angles greater than 120° from tbe iulet axis), since predletlons for
modes (1) and (2) are the slmle ill tbls region. There is no fiukl sbielding for observer
angles less tlmn about 110°, based ou a eomparlson of predictions for modes (2) and
(3). Forangles greater than 1]0 °, however, shlekllng effects become quite substantial.
on the order of 30 PNdB. Eddy-convection effects are also large; tlmy increase the
noise in tile aft quadrant (angles greater than 90°). This effect is apparent from
comparisg predictions for modes (3) and (4),

Tile prediction for mode (,1) shown in figure 15(a) represents the basic turbulent.
mixing noise in tile absence of cmlvectlon and fluid-shielding effects. It possesses
a basic, uonconstant directivity pattern dictated by the weighted smnmatlml of
various quadrupole types cmnposing the turbulent eddies. This basic pattern is
only symmetric about 90° when tile local flow Macb number is zero because tile
quadrupale weighting factors are a function of local Macb number and bias tile
radiation toward tbe forward quadrant.

The corresponding PNL directivity patterns for tile 36-ebute suppressor are sbown
in figure 15(b), The trends discussed above for tile conical nozzle are qualitatively
similar for the 3fi-chute nozzle, with tile exception of the sboek-eell noise contribution.
The predictions were made with tlle shock-cell noise neglected (mode (2))_ and yet
tbe predictions agree well with the data, as figure 15(b) shows, This finding impfies
that shockocell noise is not a significant feature of a high-element-number multlehute
nozzle. It also appears that neither convection effects nor flnkl-sbieldiag effects are
as strong as for the conical nozzle.

The breakdown of mechanisms for a typical forward-quadrant angle of 50° is
sbown in figure 16. No sbielding occurs at tbis angle; tberefore, tile mode (3) results
are omitted, as tbey are identical to tim nlode (2) results, Tbe conical-nozzle results
(fig. lg(a)) sbow an interesting counteractiml among the meebanisms. Tim basic
mixing-noise spectrum (mode (4)) yields a high noise level, much higber than the
measured level. Tile convection effect is to Doppler shift and drop this spectrum to a
level significantly lower than tbe data (except at very low frequencies), as indicated
by tim mode (2) prediction. Finally, tim addition of tile shock-cell noise spectrum
raises tile. spectrum back to ttle me_Lsured level at middle to hlgb frequencies.

Tile corresponding spectrum results for tile 36-cbute nozzle are sbown in fig-
ure 16(b). The good agreemeut between the spectrum prediction and tbe measured
spectrum for mode (2) substantiates the implication from figure 15(b): shock-cefi
noise may not be a significant source for a high-element-number multicbute suppres-
sor, Howsver, acoastic data for multie]ement suppressors employing fewer elements
(e.g., 20) allow evidence of shock-cell noise in the forward quadrant, particularly in
flight, (See ref. 16.) Again, tbe effect of convection is to reduce the level and Doppler
shift the spectrum to lower frequencies.

Near the peak noise angle of 130°, convection effects are significant. They produce
a dramatic amplification of the mixing noise, as the results in figure 17 show, Another
counteraction of mechmfisms occurs at this angle and involves the competing effects
of convection and fluid sbielding. The basic mixing-noise spectrum (mode (4)) is
much lower than tile measured level, as shown in figure 17(a), Tim effect of convection
is to increase the levels by as much as 40 to 50 dB at high freqaencies. The effect of
shieldingt however, is to reduce tile noise levels by 20 to 30 dB at high frequencies,
consistent with tile measured levels.
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mode (2) conical-nozzle predictions. This estimated shock-cell noise suppresslm_ is
bigber tban the total predicted suppression in the forward quadrant; bence, some
other mechanism is providing negative suppression, tbat is, incrca.sh_g tbe PNL.

Tbe suppression due to convective amplification can be computed by frst
calculating the convective amplification for eacb nozzle (mode (3) PNL mimls
mode (4)) and then subtracting the 36-chute-uozzle result from tbe conical-nozzle
result, Tile convective amplification suppression is shown in figure 18, Note that it is
negative in the forward quadrant; this expkdns why the shock-cell noise suppression
is greater tban tbc total (net) snppresslon.

Similarly, tbe difference between the fluld-shielding attennation for tbe 36.chute
suppressor and the conical nozzle was cmnputcd from tbe resnlts shown in figure 15,
and this difference is also shown in figure 18, Frmn tbis result, it is apparent that
a multielement suppressor exhibits less fluid-sbieldhJg effects than a conical nozzle,
tbat is, part of tbe beneficial effect of fluid slfieldhlg is lost by the addition of a
snppressor,

Tile observed suppression ill the aft qnadrant is primarily a result of reduced
convective amplification, offset somewhat by a loss in fluid sblelding. This delicate
balance between convection and sldehfng effects in the aft quadrant is very diificult
to predict accurately because tllese two effects are large in magnitnde but opposite
in sign, as illustrated in figure 17,

Finally, the suppression of basic turbuleot-mixhlg-noise generation has been
evaluated by subtracting tile prediction for mode (4) for the 36-chute nozzle from that
for the conical nozzle, and this result is also shown in figure 18, The basic mixing-
noise suppression is quite small, from 1 to 5 dB over the range of allg]es showlh and
this result is contrary to historical conceptions of how much mu[tielement suppressors
suppress jet noise.

The multicbute suppressor in fact generates approxbnately tbe same total mixing
noise as tbe equivalent eonicaI nozzle but rcdistribntes the noise to hlgber freqnencles.
Tills is dramatically illustrated in figure 19, in which tile basic mixing-nolse spectra
(mode (4)) for the two nozzles are presented. Also sbown are these same spectra
with the atmospheric air attenuation removed (i,e., the "lossless" spectra). Tile
multichute lcssless spectrum bas about the same peak level as tbe conical-nozzle
Iossless spectrmn, but at a much higher t_eqnency, The ratio of 3g-chute-nozzle
peak-noise (Ioss[ess) frequency to conical-nozzle peak-noise (Iossless) frequency is
about 6:1, This is precisely the ratio of the conical-nozzle diameter to 3f-chute-
nozzle equlvaleot-area diameter.

The reduction in shock-cell noise produced by a multichnte suppressor can be
explained by the fact that breaking up a large, round jet into very small, discrete,
rectangular jets will cause the shock-cell formation to be dissipated much more
rapidly, Tbe shock-cell spacings and cross-sectional dimensions will be much smaller,
and the cells are likely to be less numerous, The resulting radiation is therefore likely
to be mucb lower in level and higher in frequency than tbat for a conical nozzle.

The observation that the total generated mixing noise is ilot significantly different
for a multicbute suppressor than for a conical nozzle is explained by the fact
that the multlchutc-nozzle mixing layer perimeter close to tbe nozzle exit plane
is considerably larger than that of an equivalent-area conical nozzle, The bigh-
frequency noise generated in the lnltlal shear layers should therefore be higher by the
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Figure 19, Predicted turbuleut-,nixlng.noise spectra at Oi = 90° for conical
nozzle and 36-chute nozzle (Ar/A j = 2.0) at _ = 732 m/see. (From

. re/. le.)

_i ratio of perimeters, provided the premcrged portions of the chute mixing layers lmve
_] approximately tile same turbulence characteristics, Once the chutes have merged, a

[i large, axisymmetric jet forms which has a substantially lower velocity than tile exitvalue; therefore, tile multichute-nozzle low-frequency noise levels should be lower
_ titan the corresponding conical-nozzle levels.

The reduction in convection effects exhibited by a multiehute nozzle is the result of
lower eddy-convection velocities. Tbe rapid decay of plume mean velocity exhibited
by a multiehute nozzle suggests that the majority of the noise-producing turbulent
eddies in the plmno are convecting downstream at a substantially lower velocity than
in a conical nozzle.

The reduced fluid-shielding effects characteristic ofa multichute nozzle can also
be related to tlle rapid plume velocity (and temperature) decay, Fbdd shielding
increases with increasing plume flow velocity and temperature; therefore, the lower
velocity and temperature levels resulting front the rapid chute-element mixing
provide less fluid shielding than tbase of an equivaleltt-area conical nozzle.

From the preceding considerations, it can be concluded that the best suppression
is achieved by producing the most rapid plume decay, Higher numbers of elements
and higher area ratios give more rapid decay, Area ratio seems to control the velocity
level plateau formed by the merging of tile individual chute element jets into a single
annular jet, Higher area ratios yield lower merged-velocity levels and hence lower
convection speeds, Element number seems to control how fast the merged-velocity
level is reached; higher numbers of elements give more rapid decay of the individual
element jet flows to the merged.velocity level, One additional benefit of higher
numbers of elements is that the initial mixing-noise generation is pushed to higher
frequencies by virtue of tile smaller turbulence scales associated with the smaller,
individual jet elements.
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Jet Noise Suppression Concepts

Various experhneatal studies have demonstrated the noise reduction potential of
jet noise suppression concepts whieb essentially alter the jet plume development, All
these concepts may be grouped under tile following two broad categories:

L Geometric concepts, such as multielement suppressors (e.g., chutes, spokes,
and tubes) at the nozzle exit plane, ejectors surrounding tile jet in tile vicinity of
the nozzle exit, annular plug or 2-D nozzles, and combinations of the above,

2, Aerothcrmodynamle concepts, such _ inverted-velocity profile (i.e., a lfigher
velocity jet surroundblg a lower' vdocity jet), tlmrnml acoustic shield (i,e,, surround-
ing either fillly or partially the main jet with a jet having a high static temperature
and low velocity), and sbock noise control by appropriate contouring of the nozzle
flow path.

Some jet noise suppression concepts lmve employed s combhlation of both geometric
and aerotbermodynamlc concepts (e.g,, a dual-flow, mnltielement suppressor with
inverted-velocity profile),

This section presents tim experimental data for the above two categories collected
over several years, explains the data based on pbysical reasoning, and evolves
guidelines (wbere possible) for future design of jet asise suppression devices.

Geometric Concepts

Multielemenl Suppressors

Tbe principal jet noise suppression mechanism underlying tile multielemont
suppressors (such as ebut;es, spokes, or tnbes) is the division of the large single
jet into me| W small jets with sufficient separation betweeu these jets to enhance
mixing with the ambient air to yield a rapid decay of the jet plume, Mixing is
enhanced by the increased surface urea of the jet available for shear with the ambient
air, a classic momentum diffusion concept, Also, since each small jet has a much
smaller equivalent diameter than it circular jet, its effectiveness as a noise radiator
is restricted to a much smaller physical length compared with the single largo jet,
as Iong as the separate jets do not merge. The merged jet will have a much lower
jet velocity. This lower velocity results iu the acoustic energy being transferred to
smaller scale tnrbulent eddies whi¢ll, by virtue of their small size, generate noise in
tbe higher frequency ranges than tile turbulent eddies of a large single jet, This higher
frequency noise generation results in a suppressor spectrmn which has bigh- and low-
frequency peaks, unlike the conical nozzie, whicb has a low-frequency peak only. (See
fig, 20, from ref. 17,) The acoastie signal suffers atmospheric absorptlou in reacldng
tile far-field observer. As various data and theories have indicated (refs, 18 and
19), higb-frequency acoustic waves stiffer significantly more atmospheric attenuation
tl|an low-frequency waves over the same distance. Since multielement suppressors
bare a larger contribution of acoustic energ'y in the higb-frequeney region and that
energy suffers much bigher levels of atmospheric absorption, the far-field noise of
these suppressors is lower than timt of single conical frazzles.
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and conical nozzle. (From ref, 21.)

Figure 22 summarizes the sLlppress]on potential of various single- and dual-flow
applications of multlclement suppressor concepts in terms of static peak PNL
mlppression measured over the range of ma.ss-averaged jet velocities Vma covering
typical takeoff, thrust cutback, and approach conditions. Single-flow applications
generally exhibit slightly higher suppression than nnter-stream suppressors on dual-
flow systems, o.s the complete jet is segmented far single-flow applications. As an
illustration of the potential of multieleumnt suppressors for shock noise reduction,
figure 23 (from ref, 21) shows the forward-qundrailt noise reduction in terms of PNL
at 01 = 50° for a wide range of supersonic jet Macb numbers, Also shown are the
spectral reductions for a 32-cbute, single-stream suppressor compared with those for
a conical nozzle.

Next, data trends obtained with geometric variations of nmltitube, multispoke,
and multichute suppressors are presented, For multitube suppressors, the design
variables having first order impact are
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1. Suppressor area ratio (total area/flow area, AT/Aj)
2.Number oftubes

3.Ratioofinternaltubelengthtodiameter,Lt/Dt
4.Exitplaneand baseplanestagger

Tile influence of the above four design variables on both acoustic and aerodynamic
performance (in terms of pressure levels in the base region) is shown in figures 24 to
27. The following trends are indicated,

At high jet velocities, higher area ratios yield higher levels of acoustic suppres-
sion tban lower area ratios yield; ,at lowjet velocities, tile inverse is true. (See fig, 24.)
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(a) PNL suppression; 1500.]t sideline; no shroud; based on data at AT/A j =
2.0, 2.3, 2.7, 3,1, and 4,0 (2,0 aud d,O repeated).
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(b) Base pressure distribution; hot flow data.

Figure _4, Impact of mullitub_ nozzle area ratio on acoustic and aerodynamic
performance. Lt/Dt = 2.2, (From re]. 17.)
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The designs with higher area ratios enhance ventilation of tile base region to ambient
air, i.]laresult belug base pressures which approach the ambiectt pressure slid thus
base drag is reduced. However, increasing the area ratio requires a larger nozzle
diameter and associated weight and drag penalties.
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(b) Base pressure distribution; hot flow data.

Figure 25. lmpaet of multitube nozzle de#ras of segmentation on acoustic and
aerodynamic performance. AT/Aj = 2.7; Lt/Dt = 2.2. (Frets ref. 17.)
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For a given area ratio, increasing tile nnmber of tubes results in higher levels
of noise suppression because of tile sbift of ncous_,ic energy into higher frequencies.
However, tile increase yields lower ba.qepressure for tubes in tbe interior because of
poor ventilation and results ira high b_se drag. (See fig. 25.)

I_ = 1500 ft/sre [_ _ 20(10 ft/_ot:
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(a) Effect o/tube internal length ratio on noise suppression; 300.fl sideline.
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(b) Base pressure distribution,

Figure °_tLImpact of multitube nozzle ratio of tube length to diameter on
acoustic and aerodynamic performance. AT/A j = 3,19; 85 tubes; no
shroud, (From ref.. 17.)
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? The data for tile ratio of tube length to diameter indicate optimum PNL
-, suppression as a °motion of jet velocity. (See l]g. 26.) Long tubes enhance

base ventilation by virtue of tile distance available for entrainment of ambient air.
q However, weight and stowing for cruise determine tile upper limit for this parameter,
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(b) Aerodynamic performance; AT/A.i = 2,0.

Figur_ 27. Impact on multitube nozzle base and exit plane stagger on acoustic
and aerodynamic performance, 72 plain tubes; no shroud. (Front ref, 17.)
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Tile data for exit plane and base plane stagger (fig. 27) indicate that jets with
coplanar exits but large values of base plane stagger yield tbe largest Isvels of acoustic
suppresslon and low wtlues of base drag. Coplanar exits help establish a uniform
coalescing of the individual jets to merge into a single jet. High values of base
stagger result b_adequate entrainment of ambient air for better mlxlag and dilh_sion
of jets in the interior, the result being lower merged velocity and hence lower noise
levels. Improved entrainment also results in lower base drag.

Chutes and spokes bays similar geometric plaaforms, tile only difference being
that chutes bays tim capability of entraining tlm ambient air by means of tim
ventilation channel upstream of the nozzle exit plane and spokes do not. Hence, the
multispoke suppressors yield lower aerodynamic performance thall the nnlltiehute
suppressors. Acoustic suppression potential of chutes and spokes is very similar.
Figure 28 is a brief summary of the multlchute and multispoke nozzk! acmlstic and
aerodynamic performance trends with key geometric parameters, such as suppressor
area ratio AT/Aj, element number, and shape.

Chutes exhibit similar noise snppression trends with suppressor area ratio as the
tubes, that is, higher area ratios yield more suppression at high jet velocities and the
lower area ratios yield more suppression at lower jet velocities. (Compare figs. 28(a)
and 24(a).) However, as the suppressor area ratio is increased, aerm[ynamic

e • 1 ,p rformance of chutes in terms of gross thrust coefficient Cl,f/deteriorates, a trend
opposite to that of tubes. The principaI reason for this deterioration is that as area
ratio is increased for chutes, the base area is blcreasing for a given area available for
entrainnlent of ambient air through the entrainment channels. (Compare figs. 28(b)
and 24(b).) Acoustic suppression is a fairly weak function of number of chutes. (See
fig. 28(c).) For a given suppressor area ratio and chute depth/width ratio D/W, the
aerodynamic performance of the suppressor decreases wlth blcreases ia chute nnmber.
The principal re_on for this decrease is that as the chute number increases for a
given suppressor area ratio, the chute widths decrease. Thus for a constant chute
depth/width ratio, tile eimte depth decreases, the result being poorer ventilatioa of
the chute in tile interior and hence an increase in base drag. (See fig. 2S(b).) Acoustic
suppression levels obtained with chutes and with spokes are shriller (fig. 28(d)), with
a sligbt]y higher level of suppression exhibited for chutes at high jet velocities.

Exit plane angle (canting) has a noticeable impact on both acoustic anti nero-
dyaamic performance. (See fig. 28(e).) A 10° cant helps the individual jets to retain
their identity for a longer distance and tllus helps improve shearing af tbe multiple
jets by the ambient air to yield higher levels of acoustic suppressiou. However, a
10° cant tends to separate the flow from the plug surface, the resslt being poor
aerodynamic performance,

Planformshapeofthespokes(i.e.,taperedorparallel-sided)afl'ectskothacoustic
andaerodynamicperformance.(Seefig.28(f).)Parallel-sidedspokesyielda blrger
flowperhneterforsheariogby alnbientairand therebyyieklhlgIIerIiivetsofacoustic
suppressiontbantbe taperedspokes.Aerodynamicperformanceofparaliel-sided
spokesislowerthanthatoftaperedspokessinceparallel-sidedspokeshavelarger
baseareasintheinterior,wheremnblentaircannotconceivablypenetrate.

I Gross thrtmt cm_mcientC],_isdefineditsthe ratioofacnml grosst]irttstt(I idealtlzrustbasedell

_i_iSropic_;pIllh'lioIlto[tlIlb[_ISpr_s$111rI!.
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Figure _8. Mullichute and multispoke suppressor nozzle acoustic and aero.
dynamic performance trends. (From ref. 20.)

Figure 29 summarizes the acoustic suppression versus thrust degradation for var-

lous tube_ ,poke, chute, plug, eoannular, and ejector nozzles. Cruise perFormauce
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Figure 28. Oaneluded.

considerations certainly will r1)qulm) that the suppressors be stowed to minimize

mission impact. Typical schemes for stowage and deployment of chutes and tubes

are conceptually illustrated in figure 30.

Tim above discussion indicates that multieIemcnt suppressor design involves a

complex interaction of acoustic suppression potential, aerodynam[1) performance,
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Figure 29. Generallzed fligM performance and static suppression levels relative
to conical nozzle. Based on meas;lrcd aerodynamic perfot_nancc attd
acoustic data. Nominal conditions: sinfle flolo--Vnul ,_ 2400 ft/see
and NPR ,_ 3,0; dual flow--Vma _ 2200 ft/sec, NPRo _ 3.0, and
NPRi _ 2,fi .--,3,5, (From ;el. 20.)
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Fi91tre 80. Installation schemes for stowed and deployed multielement _up-
pressers. (From vet.. _0.)

and meeimnical feasibility (i.e., implementation, stowability, and reliability). The
ultimate impact of these considerations on the mission is equally important.
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Ejeetonq
All ejector, when designed as an integral part of tile propulsive nozzle system,

can ylekl optlmum aerodynamic performance for tile entire mission by providing an
optimum flow expansion surface. It call also provide additional noise suppressim|
than a nozzle system witbout an ejector by virtue of its capability for induction of
ambient air to enhance mixing and slfielding or suppression of nulls sonrces witbin
the ejector length. For an extensive discussion of tbe principles of noise rednction
by mixing nozzles and ejector nozzles, see reference 22, Ejectors used in conjunction
with erotical nozzles or basic eoannnlar plug nozzles bare been ineffective since the
dominant acoustic sources are located outside tbe ejector• However, for suppressor
nozzles, tile dominant acoustic asnrces are located close to the jet exit i)lane; hence,
ejectors with acoustic treatment on the internal flow surface effectively improve
tile br,sic suppressor acoustic pcrfornmnce. Air indnetlon by ejectors is also more
effective, as induced air can impact mixing in the region of donfinant acoustic sources.

Flight tests on a Viper turbojet enghm fitted with varions exhaust suppressors
with and wltbm|t treated ejectors are reported in reference 23. A maxbnum
attenuation of 14 EPNdB was measured at an ideal jet exhaast velocity of 732 nl/sec
(2400 ft/sec) at an adjusted altitude of 152 m (500 ft).

In reference 24, researcl|ers used a short ejector lined with bulk absorber on
a 32-deep-cbute primary nozzle system installed on a 3-79 dry turbojet engine
Inonaugmented; see fig. 31(a)). Tim short ejector attained a nearly uniforul 2 dB
more peak PNL suppression titan tile suppressor alone. (See fig. 3lib). ) In a more
extensive scale, model program sponsored by NASA Lewis Research Center (ref. 25)_
researchers investigated tile influence of ejector geometry and acoustic treatment on
acoustic and aerodyasmie performance. The scale-model system employed a 20-
chute outer annular suppressor with Jm,erted-velocity profile and an ejector witb or
without acoustic trastment. The plug surface was both hard walled and acoustically

• treated.
Influence on ejector spacing S from tile suppressor exit plane (norulallzed by

the equivalent diameter based on flow area Deq) on peak PNL as a function of
mass-averaged jet vdoeity is shown in figure 32. Tile influence of ejector splicing
on aerodynamic performance in _ernls of tbrust loss due to chute base drag as a
function of miter strasul pressure ratio is sbowu in figure 33. Increasing tile ejector
spacing results in a nlerked improvement ill tim aerodynamic performance because
an increased induction of ambient air into tbe cbutcs is possible witfi more spacing.
This increased entrainment of ambient air results in bnproved mixing witbin the
ejector system, and this mixing results in a lower merged velocity and hence lower
noise levels,

Figures 34 and 35 show tile influence of ejector length L ell peak PNL and an
thrust loss due to base drag, Increased ejector leugth yields eligbtly bigber noise
suppression at all jet velocities because of tile containment of sources over a larger
distance. Tile longer ejector shows hnproved aerodynamic performance as well,

Ilffiuence of acoustic treatment attached to tile ejector internal surface and/or
plug on acoustic characteristias is ebown in figure 36. Successive treatment of the
ejector and plug surfaces improves acoustic suppression. 'rile hard-wall ejector
provides tfie suppression by pure pbysical sbieldb|g and ambient air induction.
Successive improvements because of the treatment are not very sensitive to treatment
impedance.
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_]2-chtlte suppressor _

(a) 51uppreasor installed on .1-79 on#inc.
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Figure $1. General Electric 32-chute annular nozzle an J-79 testbed with and
without treated ejector, (Frem ref,, 17.)

Based on these studies, the following deslgn guldelinca have evolved:

1. An increase hi the axial stagger between tile suppressor exit plane and
the ejector improves acoustle _nd aerodynamic performance; however, weight and
mechanical complexity increase.

2. An IncreaSe in ejector length improves noise suppression slightly,
3, Treatment of the ejector and the plug surface improves noise reduction

potential, m_d tile improvement is uot sensitive to treatment impedance,
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Figure32. Influence of ejecio'r spacin 9 on no1_nalized peak PNL of 20-shallouJ-
chute suppressor nozzle (dual flow). 2400-fl sideline; A T = 1400 inn;
standard day (5_ F, 70 percent relative humidity). (Baaed on ref. 25.)

Annular Plug and 2-D Nozzles

Two-dimensional nozzles and plug nozzles with a high radius ratlo Re (i.e, ratio
of inner radius to outer radius fir) exhibit similar flow characteristics near the
jet exlt plane, since a 2-D nozzle of height h and widfll b can be viewed as an
"unwrapped" annular nozzle of annulus ]might h and of circumference b. However,
the flow characteristics downstream and acoustic characteristics of these two types
of nozzles are qnite dissimilar. They are grouped herein under mm section sillee they
both serve as the first step in departure frmn the simple conical nozzles to achieve
je_ nnise suppression.
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Figure ._4. Influence of ejector len.qlh on normalized peak PNL of #,O-shallow-
chute suppressor nozzle (dual flowJ. 2400-ft sideline; A T = 1,100 iv._;
standard day (59_F, 70 percent rclative hnmidlt_). (Based on ref. ,_5.)

For e. given flow area, as the plug nozzle radius ratio increases, annular'height
de_renses and outer radius o_uoz,z|e increases. The noise reduetlon capability c,_plug
nozzles is ascribable to the following:

1. Larger surface aret_ is available for shear with ambient air than in the eonloal
nozzle.

2, Additional surface (i,e. plug) is awilable for shearing the jet.
3. Smaller elmraeteristie dimension (i.e,, annulus height) is preBeot in the high-

jet-velocity region, and this smaller dimension implies the jet decay and shock
structures are governed by annuh|s height rather than by the equivalent-flow-
area circular nozzle diameters close to the exit plane. The annuhls height
being tim elmraeterlstie dimension in the lfigh-veloelty region results in an
acoustic power level spectrum with more high-frequency content than for
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a circular nozzle, As in tile case with multielemeet suppressors, the ldgh-
frequency acoustic content suffers larger atnmspheric attenuation with plug
nozzles than web circular nozzles to yield the observed noise reductions.
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(b) Simulated flight, V = 400 g/see.

Figure 35. Influence of ejector length on base draft of _O-shallow-ehute
anppressar nozzle (dual flow}. (From ref. 2£.)

Figure 37 (from ref. 26) shows the noise reduction characteristics of annular
plug nozzles compared with tbose of tile conical nozzle over a range of jet velocities
in tile aft quadrant (shown as normalized peak OASPL), which is dominated by
jet noise, and in tile forward quadrant (shown as normalized 50° OASPL), which
is dominated by broadband shock-cell noise. As radius ratio Rr increases, the
normalized peak OASPL decreases. The trend of shock-cell noise (normalized 50*
OASPL) with radius ratio is not very dear. High-radius-ratio plug nozzles whicb
bane a blunt tip tend to have two shock structures at bigh pressure ratios, one on
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Figure _6. Influence of acoustic treatment attacked to ejector and/at plug
surface on peak PNL of 20.shallow.chute suppressor nozzle (dual flolu).
g4OO-fl sideline; A_, = 1400 in°'; standard day (59°F, 70 percent relative
humidity). (From ref. 25.)

tile plug surface (characterized by annulus height) and mmtl|er downstream of tile
plug surface due to a supersonic flow expansion fan aronnd the blunt tip. When

the downstream shock gets reflected from the jet shear layer it induces a train of
shock-cell structures downstream of tile plug, Tile downstream shock structure is
typically characterized by the equivalent circular nozzle diameter, Thlm, tile shock
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noise coutrlbutlon observed st 0i = 50_ consists ofcmttdbutions fronl both these two
shock structures and a clear trend with radius ratio is absent.
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}i Figure 3Z Annular ping nozzle acoustic characteristic,_ as flmetion of radius
; ratio. 2400.fl sideline; A T = 338 in2. (From refi 26.)

_! High-radius-ratio plug nozzles have preferred noise characteristics. HowevEr, a
lllgher radius ratio for a giveu flow area dictates a larger nacelle diameter with
tile accompanying weight and nozzle afterbody drag penalties. A value of 0,853
is considel.cd to be the practical limit for tile radius ratio. Elimination of shock
structures on the plug surface and downstream of tile phtg is discussed in the section
entitled ShockNoise Control.

Two-dimensional nozzles (also called rectangular nozzlcs) are gaining applications
in military aircraft because of their thrust-vectoring capability. Two-dimensional
nozzles are characterized by their aspect ratios (defined as width/height), At sufii-
clearly high aspect ratios (typically larger than 6)_ tile flow near the exit plane of
tile jet exhibits a 2-D character. Two-dimensional nozzles tend to be generally quieter
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than equivalent circular conical nozzles, essentially because of the increased surfsee
area awdlable for shear with tile ambient nil' compared with that of an equivalent
circular conical nozzle. Two-dlmensional noz,zles exhibit _z[inutllltl variation and
the plane containillg the mhlor axis is louder than the plalle containJag the major
axis, particularly in tile ldgh-freqnency region. The 2-D jet flow loses its 2-D
nature at downstream locations because of jet diffusion, and at distances sufficiently
downstream the flow becomes a eircuhtr jet. Since low-frequency noise of jets is
_soeiated with large, turbulent eddies and large, turbulent eddies of 2-13 nozzles are
at regions where the jet is circular, low-frequency noise of 2-D jets typically does not
show any azhnuthal variation, .
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F.qure 38. Owmll potver levels (OAPWL) of circular and rectangular nozzles.
{_omre/.93

Scale-model tests were performed on rectangular jets (ref. 9), and oonl_ of the
results are presented in figures 38 and 39 to justify the statenlent made above.
/uereasing the aspect ratio of a 2-D nozzle for a constant flow area results in tile
jet flow retaining its planar nature for larger distances. Also, hlereaslng the aspect
ratio for a given flow area reduces the jet height and thus results in a larger velocity
gradient in the vertical direction. This larger velocity gradient in tnrn yields a
faster decay of the jet, although the strength of tile high-frequency sources (close
to the jet exit plane) increases. Reduction in height also resutts in smaller shock
cells, the structure o1"wldch extends to a smaller physical length The smaller shock
cells result ill lower shock noise levels. Thus, ii|cre_tsing the sspect ratio of a 2-D
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nozzle is beneficial acoustically. MechaeicM considerations involvieg airframe-engine
integration might limit the aspect ratio,

Ills

S = 30 °

S _ lill°

t_

SPL, dB

Aerothermodynamlcs Concepts

Inverted Flow

The inverted-flow concept employs a nozzle system wherein tile cooler, lower

velocity jet is surrounded by tile better, higJler velocity jet. This arrangement is
the inverse of a conventional turbofan nozzle system. By surrounding tile hotter,
higher velocity jet on one side by tile cooler, lower velocity jet and on the other side
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by tile ambient airstream, one is generatblg a mean velocity gradient (and hence
shearing stress) on both sides of tile principal noise-generating jet which results in
a faster decay of the jet plume. However, tm noted witb multielement asppressors
or plug nozzles, higher shear stress in the vicinity of the jet exhaust plane results
ill bigher acoustic source strength close to tile jet exhaust plane (blgb-frcquency
content), and by virtue of atmospheric absorption this results in lower perceived
noise levels in the far field. A faster decaying jet bas it lower contribution to the
low-frequency portion of tbc spectrum. Tim application of a blgb-radhm-ratio plug
nozzle in conjunction with an inverted-veloclty profile accentuates the shifting of
acoustic energy into higher frequencies.

Figure 40 presents data from reference 27. Figure 40(a) shows a design concept
for obtaining an inverted-flow-velocity profile lit conjunction with a high-radius-
ratio plug nozzle. Figures 40(b) and 40(c) show acoustic data in tbe aft and
forward quadrants in terms of PNL for various combinations of plug radius ratio
and inner/outer area ratios AI/Ao over a range of mass-averaged jet velocities

ll_plll_+Ttlilt i

(Ella = ) and also over a of "averaged" shock strength parameters ft.range

Tbis parameter is defined as _, and M is based on mass-aventged flow
conditions. Substantial reductions in jet as well as sbock-ccll broadband noise are
sbewn for the coannular nozzle for a wide range of plug radius ratios and area ratios.

Figures 40(d) attd 40(e) sbow the noise reduction potential of a representative
coannular nozzle (Ai/Ao = 0.2 and an outer stream radius of 0.853) in terms of PNL
directivity and of spectral characteristics at three observer angh!s. Acoustic suppres-
sion in the aft quadrant and at 00° is attributable to tbe jet source modification by
the inverted flow, whcretm suppression lit the forward quadrant is attributable to the
modified shock structure (i.e., one set of shock cells ell the plug and another set of
shock cells downstream of the plug).

The inherent acoustic suppression associated with the inverted-flow concept has
been demonstrated in a design wherein a duct burner in the fan stream accelerates
the fan stream to a velocity higher tban that of the core stream. (See rcL 28.)

Thermal Acoustic Shield

A high-temperature, low-velocity gas stream (termed it thermal acoustic shield,
TAS) surrounding the principal jet yiehls jet noise reduction because of the acoustic
wave refraction and refiectlon tbat occurs due to the impedance change at tile inter-
face between the principal jet and the TAS. Figure 41 (from ref. 29) schematically
illustrates the concept of TAS wherein tile high-frequency noise that is generated
near the jet exit plane is either refracted away from the observer or undergoes mnlti-
ple reflections witbin the TAS, and a weakened acoustic signal reaches the observer.
Certain combinations of ttm velocity and speed of sound in the principal jet and the
TAS yield a total internal reflection of tile sound from the observer. The condition
for total internal reflection is given by Shell's law as applied to the moving media.

The noise reduction potential of the TAS decreases for sourced which are located
far downstream from the jet exit plane since tile TAS mixes witb the prbmlpal jet
and tbcreby is not able to maintain a sufficient level of dlscontbmity in the acoustic
impedance. In other words, tile TAS is not effective llt reducing low-frequency noise.
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Fi_ltre 40. Schematic and acoustic characterlslies of eoannular nozzh:s Toith
inverted-velocity profile. 2400-fi sideline; AT = 1400 in2. (From re]. _7.)

Thus, the '/'AS eoneept is more effective when used in eonjunetlon with multielement
suppression concepts which have a dominant high-frequency eontenL
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Figure 40. Continued.
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(e) Spectral characteristics.

Fi�ure 40. Concluded.

Early experimental investigations of the TAS concept for unsuppressed nozzles
(rcfs. 30 to 32) have shown impressive reductions ill noise levels. Further detalted i
studies (refs. 29 and 33) im.olvcd TAS al)plicatioas to single- and dual-flow nozzles
with and without nmltlchute suppression devices. Results frmn application of a 180°
shield on an annular plug nozzle with a radius ratio of 0,85 and to a 32-chute annular !
plug suppressor with a suppressor radius ratio of 0.62 are shown in figure 42. The
data show spectral suppression obtained by the WAS for typical advanced supersonic i
transport (AST) approach, cutback, and takeoff cycle conditions. Very significant I
suppression of high-frequency noise in tile aft quadrant is shown with the 180° shield i
applied to both systems. Tile sharp increase In suppression in tile aft quadt_ult !
(0i -> 120°) is due to a total internal refiection of the sound waves of the primary
jet by the shield. Noise suppression occurs in tile forward quadrant anti at Oi - 90*
because velocity and temperature gradients of tile core jet are reduced by the shield,
thereby reducing Eddy source strength close to the exit plane. TIlE rednction in
shielded velocity gradient, however, lengthens tile jet phmle, and this reduction in
turn leads to low-frequency amplification, as particularly noted for tile suppressor
configuration. The TAS impacts acoustic source modification more elfectively for
the 32-chute suppressor than for the ammlar plug nozzle, aa evidenced by the noise
reduction due to TAS at 0i = 90" in figure 42. This suppression is another indication
that TAS is more effective on noise sources located closer to the jet exit plane. Tile
increased effectiveness on high-frequency jet noise sources also implies a significant
reduction in memo. velocity gradient, and this reduction in turn results in significant
growth of the plume and causes low-frequency amplification.
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Figure 41. Schematics of 180° and 36_ the_wml acoustic shield nozzles on
circular jet. (From ref. 2a.)

Figure 43 shows the influence of a 180° TAS on an annular plug nozzle and on a
32-chute suppressor nozzle in terms of PNL direct]vlty. A 2.5-dB reduction in peak
PNL levels and n 4-dB reduction in PNL are shown for the front quadrant of the
annular plug nozzle with the TAS. For tbe 32-chute suppressor nozzle with tbe TAS,
an 8-dB reduetion in peak PNL, and slightly less titan an 8-dB reduction in PNL
for tim front quadrant are shown. These reductions hldlcate significantly more noise
suppression obtained by tile TAS on multlelement suppressor nozzles than on tbe
annular plug nozzles.

(-qsneral experimental trends that evolved from the TAS studies (refa, 29 and 33)
are as follows:

1, Partial shields yield higber noise reduction than full shields.

2, Increasing tbe tblcknass of the ,shield increases the noise reduction.

3. Noise reduetlon potential of TAS reduces as the core jet veloelty increa_f_s
above 671 m/see (2200 ft/sec) for annular plug nozzles and above 732 m/see
(2480 ft/see) for chute suppressor nozzles.

4. Tim TAS yields higher PNL reductions for multielernent suppressor nozzles
tban for annular plug nozzles.
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A TAS system can be ielplemented thrangb various tcclmiqass, the end require-
ment being a stream of heated gas or air to surround tile noisy jet. One methad of
implementation is to derive the TAB by bleedlng the high-temperature gas from tile
main jet and throttfing it through choke plates to reduce jet velocity and achieve a
shield to the main jet velocity ratio of _. 0.4 to 0.6. Tkls sldeld removes tile Energy
from the main jet, so the eagiue throttle mnst be advanced to compensate _'arthrust
loss. For AST engines tbls wmfid be feasible, as they are normally sized by tllrust
requirements at operation points other thin| the takeotf condition (e.g., cruise).

Urisll])jlr_!sst*d

aul*ular plug

_*_ TAS, I_S7 il=_hirk

I [ I I I I r

_j_.i'hlltP illlllUljl_"

]1hl • .,

10 dB

PNL, dB

TAS, {L97 ill. tl*ic'k

I I I I I I. I
2(] "IS fill 8S I(Jl) l_() l,le ](ill

Arlgh! ill irlh!l, Si, d=,g

Figure 43, hJfluenee of TAS on PNI, direetivity of unsuppressed annular plug
and 32-chute suppressed nozzles at cutback cycle. AT = 1,100 in2; l O00-fl
flyover distance; static operation. (Based on ref. 33.)

Impact of a bleed-flow-type TAS was m,aluated in an implementation study
(ref. 33; see fig. 44). When thrust loss incurred by the bleed system is compensated
for, the 180_ TAS applied to the annular plug nozzle negates the benefit of tile plug
nozzle compared with tile conical nozzlE. Adding the 1800 TAS to the 32-chute
suppressor results in some benefit, even with the thrust loss, at lower ti|rust levels
and results in some loss of benefit at tlm higher thrust levels. The study pointed out
that a bleed-type system for TAS implementation would be of limited value.

An alternate method is to supply tile TAS frmn an independent source of hot gas,
This would add thrust to tile overall system instead of degrading thrust by bleeding
and wauld allow tim main jet ta be throttled back ta a lower noise level thrust settieg
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fro' takeoff. As noted from the results of tile AST implementation study (ref. 33)
presented in figure 45, this type of system bas very significant advantages. For the
32-chute suppressor, jet noise levels are lowered to tlm point where other engine noise
sources for an AST system could become tile dominant noise source. A substantial
effort is needed to cleverly implement an independent source of TAS that would not
impose excessive weight and drag penalties.

Shock Noise Control

Shock-ceil broadband noise can be a significant contributor to tbe total noise
radiated by jets operating at supercritical pressure ratios, particularly in tile forward

2
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quadrant, where jet mixing noise is lower, Experimelltal observations (rcfs. 9, 34,
and 35) indicate that the shock-cell broadband noise is amplified in the forward
quadrant due to flight, Nonisentroplcafiy expanded supersonic jets contain shock-
cell strtmtures which are formed from oblique compression and expansion waves for

significant lengths of the jet plume, which is the physical means by which the static
pressure balance is achieved between the jet and the ambient air. Interaction of
turbulent eddies of tlm jet with the slmEk-eell structure results in acoustic waves
termed shock-cell broadband noise. Shock noise control is obtained essentially by
either eliminating or weakening the shock-er.]l structure by

1. Aerodynamic design of t:he convergent-divergent (C-D) nozzle flow path
2, Plug structure modification for annuhlr and dual-fiow coannular plug nozzles
3, PropEr choice of pressure ratios for operation of dual-flow nozzles
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(a) Effectiveness of C-D flow path on circtllar nozzle in reduction of shock-cell
noise. Data scaled to A T = 1_100 in 2 and extrapolated to 2400.ft sideline;
T?, = 1700"R.

Fi#ure 46. Shock-cell noise reduction of O.D nozzle and of eonverpent circular
nozzle. (From ref. 36.)
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For the simple circular nozzlE, tbe convergent-divergent design for isentropie flow
expansion can be employed to eliminate the shock-cell structure in the jet at tile
design Math number and thereby obtain shock noise reduction. Figure 46(a) (frmn
ref. 36) shows the region of effectiveness of a cimnlar G-D nozzle and of a convergent
circular nozzle in controlling shock noise at nnd ]n the vicinity of tile design Maeh
number of 1.4 (at a ratio of total to static pressure of 3,12 and a total temperature
of 944 K (I?00*R)), The OASPL reductions of 7.5 and 11,0 dB for a circular C-D
nozzle are shown at tbe design condition for static and simulated ltight at ._'/= 0.36.
Jet plume velocity data (fig. 46(b)) measured with a ltmer doppler veloehneter show
the absence of the shock-cell structure for the C-D elrcular nozzle along tbe nozzle
centerline at the design condition, whereas the convergent circular nozzle shows
significant shock-cell structure at the same condition. The OASPL direetivities
shown In figure 46(e) indicate significant noise reduction in the forward quadrant
obtained with the C-D circular nozzle for both static and shnulated flight conditlons.
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conditions.

Figure 46. Concluded,
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Next, tile application of shock noise control tecbniques for ammlar and dual-flow
coammlar plug nozzles is discussed. When ilozzlcs employing truacated plugs (i.e.,
pblgs with a finite base area) are operated at highly uuderexpanded conditions, the
jet plume has two shock-cell structures, one on the phlg surface and one downstream

of the truncated plug. The reason for two structures is that at highly underexpauded
conditions, tile shock-cell structure on tbe phlg has not been able to slow tim jet
plume to subsonic conditions at tile end of tile plug. As the supersonic jet expands
over the truncated phlg, an expansion fan is created wbieb reflects off tile jet shear
layer as an oblique shock which in turn sets tlI) an expansion fan, and so on. This
process results in another shock-cell structure downstream of the plug. Hence, sbock
noise control for nozzles employing plugs must address elimination or mitigation of
both tbe shock-cell structures.

Figure d7(a) (from tel 36) indicates the effectiveness of a C-D flow patb in re-

ducing shock noise for an annular plug nozzle with a truncated phlg at or near tbe
design Mach number of 1.44 for both static mid simulated flight conditions. Jet
plume velocity data both almlg the plug surface and downstream of the truncated
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Figure 4Z Shock noise reduction for annular plug nozzle with C-D nozzle flow
path. (From ref. 36.)
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plug at the design Milch number are shown in figure 47(b). Tile C-D flow path
for the annular passage eliminates the shock-cell structure along the plug surfacu,
whereas bath tho convergent and C-D annular plug nozzles have shock-call structures
downstream of the plug. Since this design did not eliminate both the shock-cell

structures, the shack noise congrol effectiveness of the C-D annular plug nozzle is

less than that of the circular C-D nozzle (compare figs, 46(a) and 47(a)),
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condition.

Figure ,17, Concluded.
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Shock noise control techniques for dual-flow coannnlar plug nozzles with inverted
velocity profiles _re now examined, Figtlre 48 summarizes tile results of shock noise
control for dual-flmv connnular plug nozzles with C-D flow paths for both inner and
outer streams having design Math numbers of 1.38 mid 1,,14, respectively. Tile area
ratio of inner stream to outer stream is 0.2. Model I employs convergsllt flow paths

Mt:d_rl 1 IrcllUttltll*tr ('_,ttvt*rgt_tlt _+141fl,rl2 t'tJ;tltlltllllr C-I} Miid,rl _1trl)*UlllUl;ll" C-O
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Figure 48. Concluded.
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for both tlm streams and a truncated plug. Model 2 employs C-D flow paths for both
tile streams and a truncated ping, and Model 3 employs C-D flow paths for both
the streams and a sharp-tipped plug (i.e., no base region for the plug). Application
of C-D flow paths reduces the noise levels at and near the design condition. (See
figure 48(a),) The application of a sharp-tipped plug reduces the shock noise filrther
and yields about the same total effectiveness relative to tile circular convergent nozzle
as does tim circular C-D nozzle. Tim jet phnne traces for models 1, 2, aml 3 at tile
design condition indicate tile absence of shocks on tile plug for models 2 asd 3, and
this absence is a direct consequence of the C-D fiow path, Tbe sharp-tipped ping
eliminates shock-cell structure downstream of tile plug because of the absasee of tile
expansion fan at tbe plug tip. (See fig. 48(b),)
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Figure 49. Effectiveness of subsonic inner stream operation on shock noise of
, *l . r*

coannular extended plug nozzle, Data sealed to :t7" -_ 0,903 m" (1400 In')
and 73_.m (2400-fl) sideline, (Based on re[. 36.)

An effective means of flow management and resultant sboek structure control for
tile dual.flow eoanv|ular plug nozzles is obtained by operating tile inner stream at sub-
critical pressure ratios. Figure 49 shows the shock noise eharasterlsties obtained with
tile inner nozzle operated at a fixed pressure ratio of 1.80 for subsonic operation £tud
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3.13 for supersonic operation over a range of outer nozzle pressl:re ratios of 2.5 to
4.0. Significant shock noise reduction is found at all conditions wltb tbe sl:bsonic
inner stream. The subsonic inner stremn significantly alters the shock structure
downstream of tile plug, ms indicated by the velocity mea.surements sbo_vn in
figure 50, wbleb are indicative of reduced sboek-cen noise.

As mentioned previously, multielement suppressors have significantly lowered
shock-cell noise because of the associated rapid mixing and sfiock-cefi structure decay
and the relatively high frequencies of shock noise of individual eleuleuts, which are
effectlve]y attenuated by atmospberic absorption. Howewr, if additional shock noise
reduction is required, individual elements (such IL_chutes or spokes) may be designed
to bare C-D flow paths. (See refs. 36 and 37 for multlelemcnt suppressor nozzles with
dual- and single-flow applications, respectively.)

Another approach for shock noise control is the porous plug concept, initially
proposed by Maestrefio (ref. 38). Tile application of it porous plug, either sealed
or vented to the atmosphere, replaces the periodic shock-cell structure noted for
nonporous plugs witb a series of weak compression waves wldch yield sback-cell
noise reduetlon.

Of further concern may be sbock screech noise. Shack screech noise was first
studied by Pawcll (ref. 39), who proposed the existence of a feedback mechanism

I between the nozzle exit and tbc shock cells via tile upstream propagation of the
acoustic wave generated at tbc shock cell tbrougb the subsonic mixing layer of
tfie jet and reinforcing the feedback loop. Shock screech noise, unlike sfioek-cell
broadband noise, has a pure tone characteristic and can lead to sonic fatigue of the
nozzle hardware because of tbe relatively blgh levels. Methods employed to reduce
the amplitude of shock screech noise are aimed at destroying the feedback loop by
causing perturbations in the flow near the nozzle exit plane (e.g., screecb tabs or
nozzle exit plane roughness).

Summary

The objectives of tbis chapter were to review and suummrlze tbe jet noise
suppression technology, to provide a pfiyslcal and theoretical model to explain the
mem_ured jet noise suppression characteristics of different concepts, and to provide
a set of _'guldelines" for evolving jet noise suppression designs. Tile underlying
principle for all tbe jet noise suppression devices is to etdmnce rapid :nixing (i.e.,
diffusion) of the jet plume by geometric and aerothermodynaniie means. In the
case of supersonic jets, the sfiock-cefi broadband noise reduction is effectively
accomplished by the efimimttlon or mitigation of the shock-cell structure. So far, the
diffusion concepts have predominantly concentrated on jet momentum and energy
(kbmtic and thermal) diffusion, in that order, anti have yielded better noise reduction
tban the sbnple conical nozzle.

However, these noise reductions are not large enough to guarantee cmnpfiance
witfi noise regulations for engines being considered for high-speed applications, such
as HSCT's. The current trend is toward higher jet velocities, so that engine size (and
bence vehicle takeoff gross weight) will be snmller for a given sea level static thrust
requirement. This trend presents tougher cbafienges for the scientific and technical
community to reduce the jet noise at these higher jet velocities. This situation will
call for innovative concepts for jet noise reduction. One avenue wllich has not been
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vigorously pursued so far is diffusion concepts which employ concentration gradients
of different species in addition to velocity and temperature gradients.

A critical technology issue that needs resolution is the effect of flight on the noise

suppression potential of mechanical suppressor nozzles, Scale-model test data in
simulated flight and linfited flight-test data indicate that the noise suppression po-
tential of mechanical suppressor nozzles over an equivalent conical nozzle deterioratas

in flight whereas it does not in the static ease. A more thorough investigation of this
mechanism is necessary for the successful development and design of an acceptable
noise suppression device for future HSCT's.
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Introduction

Interior noise is an important consideration in the design and operation of

virtually all aerospace fllgbt veldcles. Noise is a natural by-product of powerfid
propulsion systems, high-speed aerodynamic flow over vehicle surfaces, and operation
of onboard system_ such as air conditioners. Tile noise levels produced call be

intense enough to result in an unacceptable interior noise environnmnt through etfects
such as passenger discomfort, interference with communication, crew fatigue, or
malfunction of sensitive electronic equipment. Control of the noise envlronnmnt
requires substantial special effort, and the noise control measures usually result
in penalties sucb as added structural welght, reduced cabin vobmm, or reduced

performance. Interior nOiSE control therefore requires a continuing search for means
to reduce both the noise levels and tile associated penalties, especially for new higher
performance vehicles,

A variety of noise sources and transmission paths contribute to cabin noise.
Sources such as propellers, inlet and exhaust systems of reciprocating or turbofan
engines, turbomaehinery, and turbulent airflow over tile aircraft surfaces generate
noise that impinges directly on the exterior of the fuselage and transmits bite tile
cabin. Tiffs noise is referred to as "airborne noise." Sources such as nngbm unbabmce
forces transmitted through engine motnlts and engine exhaust or propeller wakes

impinging on wing or tail surfaces generate vibrational energy that is transmitted
along tile airframe structure and radiated into tile cabin as acoustic noise. This
noise is referred to as "structure-borne noise." Other bnportant noise sources such

as helicopter gearboxes, alr.conditionlng systems, antl Iwdraulic systems used to
operate landing gear or flaps are located within tile fuselage of the aircraft. In
general, any one of these sources can produce excessive noise; therefore afl nmst be
considered in a noise control design. Several sources mtW contribute about equally.

Then, reducing noise from only one source to It level below that frmn several others
bas minimal effect since total acoustic power cbangcs by mdy a small percentage
(ref. 1, pp. 40-44). A balanced noise control treatment, therefore, wonld reduce
the excessive noise from each _ource-path combination, so that all contribute about

equally and the combined noise satisfies the acceptability criteria.
Interior sound levels can be contmfled by reducblg the noise generated by

the source, by reducing the noise during traasmissiml thrmlgh airborne and
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structure-borne paths, and by reducing the noise transmitted within tile cabin. In
some t_ases the interior noise sensatioll ctt.ll be reduced, for example t by the Ilse of
ear protectors by occupants, In this chapter the emphtmis is on the mechanisms of
transnliss_oll throllgh airborne alld strul'.tllre-boFlle paths and tho control of cabbl
noise by path Inodification, Methods for identifying the relative contributions of the
various sotlree-path eolnbblatiolts are also discussed because of the need to concen-
trate treatment on the dominant combinations and to avoid weight penalties _so-
ciated with treatnmnt of nolldolldnant source-path combinations, The mechanlsnls
of source noise generation and control are discussed in other chapters of this book,
However, features of the source noise that haw! impc_rtant elfects on interior noise
and its control arc discussed in the next section. The interior environment required
for acceptability also has a major etfect ell tile control of transnfitted noise because
of the penalties tbat have been mentioned. The effects of noise on equipment result
from the vibrations that tire induced; procedures arc available for design and test of
equipment to withstand vibrations (ref. 2). Human response to noise environments
is described in detail in nlmtber chapter of this book. However, some ILspects of
passenger comfort of particular interest to interior noise control are described in tile
following paragraphs.

Noise is one of maay factors that inlhlence the comfort of passengers. Other
factors include vibration, temperature, seat size and hardness, calfin itir pressure,
and air ventilation and quality. In spite ofinteractions that may occur between nnise
and tile other fitetors (ref. 3), noise requirements are usually eonsklered separately.
In general, the noise level shoukl be low enough to provide a feelblg of comfort, and
the noise spectrum shoukl allow speech communication and be without excessive
low-frequency "boomblg" or high-frequency "hissing." Noises that arc annoying or
ahlrmblg are undesirable, even though they nmy be low in level for normal operation
of tile aircraft. Occasiotmlly, tile noise level ill the cabin may blwe large spatial
variations that may also be undesirable. Tile penalties associated with noise control
:nay be signifiemlt; therefore passenger requirements should be known accurately and
the noise reduction provided should be only sufticient to satisfy those requirements.

Three parameters are in common use to quantify tile subjective aspects of interior
noise. "file overall sound pressure level (OASPL, dB) adds most audible frequency
components equally, The A-weighted sound level reduces tile contributions of very
low- and high-frequency components and has been found to correlate closely with tile
subjective response of hltmau laboratory subjects and aircraft pa.sseugers, Speech
interference level (S/L) includes only the frequencies between 350 Hz and 5623 Ilz and
relates to tlle quality of voice comnmnicatioa. Laboratory studies using simulated
cabin noise indicate that 50 percent of the subjects reported feelings of annoyance
when tilt A-weighted level exceeded about 82 dB or when the SIL exceeded 70 to
75 dB (ref. 4). Modern tnrbofim-powered aircraft havh:g A-weighted sound levels ill
tile range from 75 to 82 dB during cruise and associated SIL in the range from 55
to 76 dB have gained wide acceptance by travelers and are sometimes considered It
standard of comparison. Values of SIL in tllat range are considered acceptable for
large transports because nearby passengers can converse comfortably, while distant
conversations that might intrude are masked. For smaller, executive class aircraft,
a lower SIL is desirable so that all passengers can converse ms a group, Laboratory ;
studies have indicated that strong tones, such as those produced by propellers, tend
to cause increased annoyance (ref. 5). Surveys of interior noise levels in existing
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general aviation and commercia_ propeller and jet aircraft show that the A-weighted
sound levels w_ry from about (i7 dB to about 103 dB (ref, 4), suggesting that a raiige
of levels is acceptable depending ell tile particular application, Surveys in busl!s,
trains, and automobiles show that the A-weighted levels wu'y from about 60 dB to
about 90 dB, so the levels in tile qnleter aircraft are in the same range as those in
ground transportation.

Tile character and level of the noise differ for differellt aircraft and for different
times during the flight. These differences affect the interior noise control efforts
required. For example, tile noise levels generated 1W filll-power engine operation
during takeoff and by reverse thrtlst during landklg can exceed levels during cruise,
but the takeoff and landing plumes are of sulilciently short duration that tim
passengers can accept tile additional noise without undue discomfort. Because the
cruise portions of flight are of relatively long duration, tim a.ssoeiated lmise levels must
be controlled for it steady state level of passenger conffort. The different durations
and operating conditions for different aircraft types and flight conditions permit
different noise control requirements. The most stringent requirements arc usually
associated with long Ilights that may last 12 to 16 hours, Somewhat higher noise
levels are acceptable on shorter flights, but some short distance operations Inay

i involw high speeds at low altitudes which can k!ad to higher source noise levels and
a requirelllellt for more sonnd-rethlehlg treatmellt, Thtls, hlterior noise control ]ntis[;
take account of the ultimate operational use of tile aircraft, _s well zLsthe Imlse
sotlrces_ tr_tl|SilliSsion paths, and p;msellger comfort requirelIlellts.

Sources of Interior Noise

The source characteristk:s required for interior Ilolse analysis inchlde both magni-
tude and phase of tim sound pressm'e and their distributions in frequency and space
over the surface of the vehicle. Tiles[! characteristics differ significantly for the dif-
ferent solffces of i_lterest; in some cruses the so|nl/l pressures are detern]kfistie, I alld

_: in other cases random, Empirical models have been developed for the pressure fields
from many of the sources on an alrphme (ref. 7). The dilferent characteristics can
have important effects on the noise transmitted through a filselage, a.s illustrated
in figure 1. These results were obtained in a theoretical study of the noise trans-
mitted through it cylhldrical aircraft filselage of typical frame and stringer-stiffened
skin construction and having a diameter of about 1.68 m (ref, 8). The source noise
characteristics were careflflly modeled to match available experknental data and the
filselage structure and interior were the same for both curves. For this example, fllse-
lage noise reduction is defined as the difference bet_veen the nmxinmm exterior SPL

"" on the fuselage surfitee and tile SPL transmitted through to tile interior. Figure 1
shows that noise reductioe is higher for tile propeller source by lm nmeh as 15 dB.
These differences result from the spatial distributions of source pressure magnitude
and phn.se, which govern the total acoustic force on the filselage and the efficiency
of that force in causing motion of the Mselage structure.

I DeterlnilfistJcim_ssurcsaretlmso tlmtcan be described by ;illexplicit lllItlhelnlttleltlrclathln,_illeh

4_scoswt (n!f. 0)t wh(!re w is circular frG_pwncy and I is tilnll.
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Fi!lure 1. Predicted fltselage noise reduction for a .qeneral aviation
aircraft showing effect of source character oll fitselage noise trans-
mission. (From ref, 8,)

Boundary Layer Noise

The noise generated by airflow over tile aircraft surElees is important for virtually
all chmses of aircraft. For tile smaller aircraft with less streamlining, nlore exposed
struts, and ligbt structure, airflow noise is important at higher frequencies. For tile
larger, jet-powered, well-streanllined aircraft, hlgh SpEEd flows generate significant
levels of turbulent boundary layer noise that usually constitutes the most important
source of cable noise during cruise, ConsidErable iilformation on turbulent boundary
layer pressure fluctuations is available in the literature froul both wind tuneel and
flight studic_,

Fluctuating pressures acting on tile fuselage surfiace beneath tile boundary layer
have been lnecmnred ill flight of a large jet aircraft operatlug at speeds from 138 to
242 m/see at an altitude of 7620 m (re£ 9), Figure 2 shows tllat the spectrum of
the pressure is broadband and contains significant components at frequencies from
below 100 Hz to above 9000 Hz, Iuereasiug airspeed from Maeh 0,45 to Mach 0,78
increases spectral density by a factor of 5, which is equivalent to about 7 dB. Since the
overall root-mean-square (rms) pressure varies, approximately, its tile flight dylmnlie
pressure or the square of the flight speed, an incremse of 9 to 10 dB might be expected,
Hnwever_ this increase is not reproduced directly in the spectrum level because the
energy is distributed over a wider frequency rauge at tile higher speed, At tile aft
location in figura 2, the spectral density is higher than at the forward location, but
only at frequencies below about 1000 Hz, The increase is a factor of about 3,5,
equivalent to 5 dB, It is due in part to a shift of energy to lower freclueueies a.s tile
bolludary layer thickness increases farther aftt but it also nlay be infhleuced, for tile
example ebosen, by the presence of low-frat'lnency jet noise contributions on tile rear
of tile fuselage, Tile variations +along the fuselage arc large enotlgh to influence the
design of interior acoustic treatmeuts. These flight data were used, together with
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data from several laboratory studies, to develop a general empirical cqaatlon for
predictlng fluctuating pressure spectra (ref. 9).

lOt Forward
hfach no ...... Aft

Fluctuating _ 38 _,,- ,,,,

pressure ipectra] ,SO - _ _density, In° ' ' '
Pa_/IIz

_ IS-

r I , i I i i I

4' 1o2 _ _ lo_ 2 4 104

Frvquency, IIz

Figurc _. Speciral density of fluctuating pressure on ll_e exterior of a large jet
aircraft in flight. Boundary layer source. (From ref. 9.)

The flight data were also analyzed to determine the point-to-point correlation
(in the time domain) or cross spectral density (in the frequency domain) of the
pressures• Cross spectral density of a random pressure field plays an important role
In determining the effective force acting on a structure, and hence, tile response.
Flight and wind tufinel measurements indicate that a boundary layer pressure
fiehl is convected in the direction of the flow and tbe coberance deerasscs as
the separation distance between the measuring points increnses. The convection
speed Uc is about 70 percent of tile flight speed, so that as tile aircraft speed
increases, there is tile possibility that "hydrodynamic cohmldence" will occur. When
bydrodynamie coincidence occurs, tim phase speed of tile fluctuating pressures
matches the structural bending wave speed. As a rnsult_ the structural vibration and
interior sound pressure levels increase significantly, For exmnple, figure 3 presents
vibration spectra measured at the center of a fuselage skin panel on a large jet-
powered airplane (ref, 10). The vibration spectral densities have been normalized
with respect to tile exterior boundary layer pressure spectral densities. If there were
no change in correlation of the pressure field, the vibration would be expected to
scale directly with exterior pressure and the two spectra In figure 3 would lie on top
of each other; this is not tbe case. In the frequency range frmn 800 to 1500 Ifz, the
response at a flight Maefi number of fi.00 is higher, by up to 7 dB, than that at a Macb
number of 0.?fi, and at frequencies above about 2000 Hz, the converse is true. It bas
been shown that tills effect is associated with correlation changes and coincidence

' conditions (ref. 10). Similar results can be seen in the sound pressures measured in
tile cabin. Note tbat, at least for subsonic flight, hydrodynamic coincidence occurs
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Fiqnre 3. Fuselage panel acceleration spectra for unit excitation shouting
iafluence of pT_.ssure coheT_!nee, (From re./', 10.)

at frequencies lower than the acoustical critical frequen(:y which, for the example
shown, Is about 10000 Hz,

The correlation characteristics of turbulent boundary layer pressure fields have

beell incorporated into several empirical mathematical models of the pressure cross
spectral density function (refs. 7 and 8). Tile models have been used to predict,

filselage vibration (ref. 1I) and airplane interior sound levels (rcf. 8), The decaying
and eonvecting nature of tile pressure field is shown (in the separable form) by the
cross spectral density funetiolt S r_(_l,_2, w):

S:,(_I, _2, _a) = Sp('Y.,w)cxp(-axlz2 -zll)

× exp(-a_,lu2 - ull) exp[-ib_(z2 - zl )/U_]
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where the pressure fiekl is _aken to b_!]lomogeneous, with an auto spectral density
function Sp(_,w). Coherence decay paranmters az and a_ can be fimetions of
freqlmncy, convection velocfiy, aml boundary hlyer thickness.

Propeller Noise

A single propeller generates a noise field that is highly tonal in frequency content
_; and highly directional ill spatial distribution. The nolse-generathlg mechanisnls are!;
_'. mssociated whb tile thickness of tile blades pll.Ssblg through tile air and with the
_i aerodynamic llressures on the blades that produce tile steady thrust and torque, As
• a consequence t tile sonnd pressures are deternlinlstic and are colllpletely correlltted

at all points in the sound tb.qd. Tile boundary layer turbulence in tile airflow over tile
=_ blade surfaces also generates n broadband mmlom noise, but this source is generally
I'i low level. Tile noise level generated bt, a propeller is inllueneed by filctors such as

power produced, tip speed (rotational and forward), number of blades, blade shape,
i , and distance from the propeller, Tile effects of these factors have been stu(lb_d

experinmntally (ref. 12). Also, nonuniformity of tile airflow into the propeller ean
generate incre_med noise. Nonuniform bltlnw occurs when a propeller is operated at
nonzero angle of attack, bl the wake front a wing or strut, or at near-zero forward

speed. Theoretical metbods are available to predict test results with good accuracy
and to inchlde complicating factors such _mnonuniform inflow and interaction with
a filselage (refs. 13 and 1.1),

Tile spectrum of exterior noise on a twin-englne aircraft is ilhlstrated in tlgnre d.
Tllese results were nle_mured in lllght using a flush-nmunted microphone on tim
port side of tile aircraft (refi 15). Each engine wtm run at a ditferent rpnl, so
the contribution from each propeller can be seen. Tim tone at the bhnle-lm.ssage
frequency of about 75 Hz has the higls!st level; succeeding tones decrm_se at a rate
of about 3 dB per llarmonic, The first few tones greatly a/feet p;msenger comfort
and are difiieult to control by sidewall treatment, especially at the lower frequencies,
Blade.passage frequencies fidl ill the range from 75 to 125 llz for light aircraft and in
the range from 160 to 250 Hz for the Ilew hlgh-speed turboprops. The overall level
and falloff rate vary with operating condition, altitude (ref. 15), and propeller tip
speed (refi 13). The propeller tones deeretuse with frequency faster than the boundary
layer noise; tberefore at high frequency tile boundary layer noise is dominant.

Propeller directional characteristics are illustrated in figure 5. These results were
obtained for a nlodel era blade designed for operation at Mach 0,8 (ref. I6). Design
helical tip speed is slightly greater than Mach L0, Tile test results were obtained in
flight with tile model propeller nlonllted on a pylon atop a jet-powered aircraft and
with microphones flush-mounted in tile skhl of the aircraft, Tile figure shows that tbe
OASPL is highest near tile plane of rotation of tim propeller and decrelmes rapi(fiy in
both forward and aft directions, Tills direetlvity pattern suggests that fuselage noise
control treatment (ref, 15) is required primarily near the region of highest noise,
For it transport aircraft concept designed for 155 passengers, the propeller noise
is estimated to require extra treatment over about 28 percent of the cabin length
(refi 17). For smaller general aviation aircraft (see fig, 4), trentnmnt may be required
over a greater percentage of the cabin length. Tile noise distribution pattern can
be expected to be broader for larger propeller diameter and for greater clearance
between the propeller and the fuselage. In addition, tile directional characteristics
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Figure 5. Overall sound pressure level generated by scale model of high-speed
propeller. Measured on carrier aircraft at Mach O,& (From re/, la,)
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may be affected by operational factors such iLsflight speed, by interactlons.wlth the
fuselage flow field, and by interaction with a secozld propeller ill a connterrotatlng
configuration. For a propeller era fight aircraft the higher frequency harmonics were
found to decrease f_ster with distance than the lower frequency harmonics (ref. 18).
In the clrcun ferential direction the noise level also decretLses rapidly, and in general
the noise level on the opposite side of the aircraft is lower,by a large amount (fig ,l'
indicates about 15 dB).

Phase characteristics are illustrated ill figure 6 for tile same hlgh.speed propeller
model studied in figure 5. Tile results of figure fi apply to tests carried out
]n an acoustic whtd tulnlel with a massive steel cylhlder to slnndate a fuselage
(ref. 19). Tunnel airflow wf_s earefidly managed to mlnhnize turbulence flowing
into tile propeller, and propeller rotational speed was incre_Lqedto prodtlce tile
correct supersonic helieal tip speed since tile tunnel flow speed was less than design
flight speed. Tile figure shows that large variations in phase angle occur oil the
cylinder. Such phase variations could h_we an inlportant effect on tile fimelago
response alld resultant noise transolisslon. Tile propeller of figure 6 w_mlocated
with a tip clearance of 0.8 propeller dianleter from the cylinder. For generid ftviation
aircraft, tip clearance is ofteu much less and may be of tile order of 0.1 propeller
dianmter. Tile memsured phase characteristics of one such configuration were found
to describe a traveling wave field, rotating in the ¢ircunfferential direction at a speed
approximately equal to the propeller tip speed (ref. 20).

Cabin noise chantcteristlcs eali be affected ia an inlportal_t way by interactions
between tile noise fields of several propellers and by interactiolls of a propeller noise
field with tile ftmelage. For exanlple, wben two propellers are operated at slightly
different rpm values, beating interference between the two sources occurs, and the
noise level in tile cabin rises and falls in a manner that is emsily detectahle and
possibly aneoylng (ref. 21). Many aircraft are equipped with all electromechanieal
phasing device that is intended to control rpm and phase in ;ill attempt to reduce
these flnctuations. It has been proposed that the phase be adjusted to minimize the
cabin noise, with tile thought that acoustic interference might be treed to obtain a
noise level below that which results from each propeller separately. The interactio!l
of the propeller noise with the filselage dynamics is not well understood but is being
studied (ref. 22). The noise reduction that may be possible h_Lsbeel_ estimated in a
flight study of a large four.enghm aircraft (ref. 23). Some of the results are illnstntted
ill figure 7. Interior noise levels were mE_muredat six longitudinal positions for a flight
where the four propellers were controlled only by _tmechanical governor that allowed
slow angular drift of the relative propeller posRions. The data were analyzed to
determine the cabin noise levels associated with 5832 combinations of relative plm.se
positions of tile four (four-bladed) propellers at 5* angular steps for each propeller.
Tile lowest apace-averaged acoustic pressure level w_m94 dB and tile highest w_s
103 dB. Larger differences are observed in figure 7 at some fuselage locations. Tile
combination glving tile 94-dB average, referred to ms "optimum ph_me," also resulted
in noise levels well below tile mltxlma at most of the [ndivlduaI locations. ThEse
results indicate that substalttlal benefits can be obtained throughout tile cabin when
tile propeller phase angles call be accurately controlled.

Tile interaction of a single propeller with the fimelage has been studied for a twin-
engine commuter class aircraft (ref. 2,1). Interior noise levels were obtained in flight
and ground tests with each engine at a different rpm to identify the contribution
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Figure 6. Phase anglc distrlbution of blade.passage harmonic of scale
model of high.speed propeller. (Based on re/. 19,)

from each propeller, As tile aircraft was configured, tile right propeller tip was
moving npward as it passed near the h_selage while the left propeller tip w_mmoving
downward, Interior levels, obtained by averaging the micropbones at left and rigbt
seat positions just aft of the propeller plane, indicated tbat the up-sweeping propeller
produced as much as 10 dB less cabbl noise in individual blade.paasage harmonies
than did tbe down-sweeping propeller, This effect is tbougbt to be associated with
nonsymmetrles of the fllselage structure and the propeller noise field witb respect to
the fuselage upper and lower halves. Nonuniform infiow and installation effects may
also contribute (ref, 25). These measured cabin noise reductiuns are significant, bnt
the mecbanisms involved are not well understood,
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Figure 7. Variation of interior noise level with Invpeller phase angle for four-aircraft. Calculated for blade.passage frequency of 68 Ilz. (Front
'g r_f. ir2e3.Copyri#ht AIAA; reprinted with permission.)

Other Sources of Cabin Noise

The noise radiated by tile exhaust from a jet engine has been studied extensively
and metbods are available forpredicting tile acoustic near field on an airframe (ref. 7).
Tbe impact ofjet noise all tile cabin .'nviromnent is reduced greatly by the use oflfigh-
bypass engines witb Iow-veloeity e×haust and by locating tlle engines at outboard
or aft positions. Tile bffiuence of jet noise on tile fuselage of an airplane with wing-
mounted jet engines has been investigated in reference 26. A related pbenomenon is
associated with the noise from rocket exhausts on space vetficles, such Im the Space
Shuttle at lift-off (refi 11). For jet and racket exhaust noise, tlle acmmtic field on
tbe airframe is random and bag a trace velocity in some direction over the stracture.
Tilus. tile cross spectral density function call be represented analytically in a maturer
sbnilar to that used for turbulent boundary layers, but witil different values for the
coherence decay parameters and convectio, velocity. Because of tim differences in the
cross spectral density fanctimh jet noise is often a nlore efficient exciter of structural
vibration at low frequencies than is a subsonic turbulent boundary layer. Acoustic
loadings associated with powered-Iift coniignrations have been investigated for STOL
(short takeoff and landing) aircraft applications in reference 27. Reciprocating engine
exhaust noise and forward-radiated noise from a jet engine fan inlet can sometimes
intluence cabin noise.

Engine unbalance forces and other sources of engine vibration are known to cause
cabin noise (refs. 28 and 29), but information for modeling these sources for cabin
noise prediction is not available. It has been postulated ti|at tbe wake of a propeller
striking a wing (or empennage) could be a source of structural vibration with
subsequent noise transmission into the airplane cabin. Wind tunnel meaaurenmnts
have been made of the fluctuating pressures produced by a big|l-speed propeller

? model on a simulated wing surface placed in the propeller wake (ref. 30). Tile
pressure spsctram was found to be rich in blade-pr_qsage harmonics and the pressure

r;i levels were found to exceed by more than 15 dB the maximum direct noise wbicl|
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woubl strike the fimelage. The mecbanisms of acoustic transmission through wing

structures have not yet been dearly defined.
Sources ofcabln noise in a large helicopter are indicated in figure 8 (ref, 31). Tim

main and tail rotors are located outside tim fuselage and can generate significant
cabin noise, Main.corer noise extends into tile very low-frequency range, For thls
helicopter, the main gearbox generates intense tones at frequencies of about 1350 Hz

and 2750 Hz, where tile buman ear is quite sensitive and passenger annoyance may
result, Other internal equipment, sucb as pumps and drive shafts, also contributes
to the cabin noise.

Airborne Noise

Airborne noise is defined a_ that part of the cabin noise that is transmitted
through the fuselage sidewall from sources that exert pressures directly on tim
exterior of the fllselage. Such noise is a major contributor to the cabin noise in
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virtually all aircraft and consequently has been studied extensively, The elements
to be considered include the source noise characteristics, the noise transmission
througi_ the fuselage structure and attached acoustle treatment (or "trim"), slid
tbe distribution and absorption of tim noise within the cabin, Aircraft nolse sources
and their effect on sidewall transmission were described in the previous section on
sources. ThI8 section focuses on noise transmission into the cabin, witb cmphasls
on aircraftstructuralebaracteristlcs,theoreticalmethods forunderstandingand
predicting airborne noise, and approaches for controlling it. Tile actual application
of these noise control approaches to aircraft is discussed in a later section of dds
cbapter,

Aircraft Sidewall 'lYansmlsslon

Cabin Noise in Fliflht

Some effects of tile sidewall transmission cbaraeterlsties are evident in tile
i measured cabin noise slmwn in figure 9 (ref, 15). Both tile propeller tones and tile

bomtdary layer noise appear in the cabin, with tim propeller harmonics dominating,
a_ they do in the exterior noise shown in figure d, The largest magnitudes occur at

:' the first two propeller tones; these tones occur at low frequencies where noise control
r is difiteult, The appearance of an engine tone in tile cabin sound levels but not in the

exterior noise suggests tile presence of structure-borne noise for lids source. Both
tile propeller tones and the bonndary layer noise levels inside the cabkl vary in an
irregular manner with frequency, in eoutrast to the smootber variations exhibited by

[ tbo exterior noise levels, These variations are evidence of tim frequency-dependent
transmission cbaracterlstics of tile fllselage, probably associated with fi|selsge shell
and panel medal activity. Tile levels in the cabin are significantly lower than

I the levels on the exterior, indicating that the sidewall provides substantial noisereduction. While the boundary layer noise is much less than tim propeller noise in
the low-frequency range shown in figure 9, at tim higher frequencies, whicheontribnte
to speech interference, the boundary layer noise may make a major contribution, even
for a propeller-driven aircraft (ref, 32).

Sidewall Noise Reduction

The noise transmission properties of aircraft sidewalls have been studied in flight
and ground tests. Trmlsmission is characterlzed in terms of noise reduction whlcb
is defined for tbis chapter as the difference between two noise levels measured
simultaneously at positions inside and outside tbe aircraft3 For thu results shown
in figure 10, the measurements were made ill the plane of tile propellers, where

"_ Tile use of transmission Io.s {TL), tm is customary in arehilectural acoustics, is not appropriate to

characterizeaircraft_ldewallnolsutransnllssionInflightforseveralreasons,TileincidentantitrallsPidt ted

acousticpowersrequiredby the definitionof TL (ref.1) cannotbe determinedin generalforaircraft
noise sources, TilesourcenoiseImpliedby the useof TL Is a diffuse,reverberantfield(tel._3), A_
IndicatedInfigure1,_urce charaeteristicsh/irean importanteffecton thetransmittednoise,alld no tile
transmissionof reverberantsoundcan be expectedto differfromthe trmtsmlss[onof aircraft_ottrc_.
Finally,TLdoesnot includethe effectsof the receivingspace(the aircraftcabin)on thetral_mitted
nol_e,Theseeffectscanbe_[gnificant.
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both outside and inside noise levels are expected to be maxinmm with respect to
other locations. Tile two aircraft in the study had similar coufiguratimm as shown ill
figure 10, hut differed somewhat In size and weight. Tile exterior noise was measured
by a microphone mounted flush with tile surface at about mld-wludow height, and
tile interior noise was measured at about ear helgbt l'or a passenger seat on tile side
of the aircraft near the window.

The vertical bars in figure 70 indicate data measured in flight on aircraft 1
(ref. 15). Tile engines of this aircraft operated at (virtually) a single rpm, so results
are shown only at tire propeller blade-pazsage frequency and at its harmmfics. Tim
height of the bars indicates the rauge of noise reduction vahms measured at tile
various flight conditions. Altitude varied fi,om 3000 m to 8500 m, and cabin pressure,
flight speed, and engine power difi'ered somewhat at different altitudes,

Measurements made with aircraft 2 stationary on a runway (refi 34) are also
shown in figure 10. Noise reduction was calculated at each of approximately 10
propeller tones. Operation of tim (reciprocating) engille at several different rpm
values resulted in tile almost contbmons distribution of data points,

For tim ground tests the noise reduction lies a nlinlsnnn wdue of about 20 d13
in the range from 300 to 600 Hz and increases for lower and higher frequencies.
Noise redaction measured ill flight is slightly higher than ground measurements
for frequencies helmv 400 Hz and is substantially higher (about 20 dB) at higher
frequencies, For Imtb ground and flight tests, the noise r0dsetions at low frequency
(below 300 Hz) are significantly lligber than the value of about 10 dB that would
be expected from architectural experience (i.e., from transmission loss). Tile trend
and magnitude of tile noise reductions shown in figure 10 are tllougbt to be strongly
influenced by the highly directional nature of the propeller noise field (illustrated
in fig. 5) and by interaction with the dynandc wave properties of the sklewall
structure (ref. 35). Other variables that may also affect tile noise rednetiml include
pressurization, transmission loss and absorption by fiberglass or other treatment,
and the position where the interior noise is measured.

Mass and Stiffness Effects

; Changes in sidewall noise reduetioa dee to addition of mass or stiffness to tile
' sidewall structure are Illustrated in figure ll, from a laboratory test of a light aircraft

_;_ filselage using a horn to simulate propeller noise (ref. 36). Skirtstiffness was increased
: by bonding alnmimnn honeycomb panels to tile inner side of the fuselage skim The

stillness treatment provided more noise reduction than an equal weight of mass
:reatmont in most of the frequency range shown. Tire increase in noise reduction
duo to addition of mass can be estimated from (inf. 37)

ANr¢ = 20 log(1 + nitms) (1)
J

where mt is tile added treatmsnt mass and mn is the original skin mass, provided
2 , ithat the sidewall is sumeieatly massive that (z:msf/pc) >> 1, where f is freq mncy

and pc is the characteristic acoustic impedance. For tile aircraft of figure 11 with
2 kg/m tffadded mass, the noise reduction estlmate is about _.l dB for frequencies
above about 200 Hz_ which is in approxinmte agreement with tile results presented.
The effect of added stiffness htm been shown to be beneficial in some, but not all,
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Figure 11. Measured noise reduction due to mass and stiffness treatments
for cabin noise conlrol. Mass and stiffness added to fitselage sidewall
structure. (From ref, aa.)

laboratory studies, but no flight test results are documented to demonstrate tile
benefits. Addition of stringers and ring frames is another metlmd of adding stiffness.

Add-On Treatment

The effect on cabin noise level of add-on acoustic treatment is filustrated in
figure 12 (ref. 32), Add-on treatments consist prbnarily of fiherglass wool and
impervious layers, which may vary from lightweight to heavy, and are nsnally
installed so that they have minimum contact with the fuselage skin and ring
frames. Their acoustic function is to provide an additional barrier to tile noise,
rather than to modify tile sidewall strnetural behavior as the lnmss and stiffness
treatments do (fig. 11). The fiberglass also provides tlmrmal insulation and tile
innermost impervious mass layer usually serves as tbe decorative panel that gives
the passenger cabin It finished appearance. These treatments are characterized in
terra,of insertion loss, defined as the reduction in cabin noise that results from
the installatlml of the treatment. '£his approach is used because cabin nolse levels
can be measured conveniently in flight, hut exterior noise levels required for noise
reduction melL_urements usually are difficult to measure, especially in an aircraft to
be delivered to n customer. Insertion loss is determined from two flights, one with
and one without the treatment; therefore flight conditions must be repeatable so
that only the change in treatment affects the noise level. Such repeatability of flight
emlditions can be difficult to obtain (rot'. 15), and the best results have been obtained
when special flights are dedicated to the noise study.

Fiberglass provides little insertion loss at low frequencies, but is quite effective
at high frequencies; its light weight is a great advantage. Gablu absorption is an
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Figure 12, Insertion lo_s of add-on sideulall treatment for cabin noise con-
trel measured in flight of a light twin.engine prolJeller aircraft (ref, 3_).
Insertion loss equals SPL before treatment minus SPL after treatn|eet.

important fitctar in the results shown in figure 12, Tbe nmltilayer treatment weigbs
significantly more than the fiberglass, but tl_eextra bmertien loss provided, about
5 dB, can he important to cabin comfort, The insertion loss values of figure 12 were
found to be approximately predictable from valass of 6idcwall noise transmission and
absorption measured under laboratory conditloas (ref. 32).

The insertion loss provided by a treatment depends not only on tim treatment
itself but also on tim fuselage configuration (including other treatments) to which
the treatment is added (ref, [18). Development of ligbtweigbt and effective add-on
treatments Is of major importance in aircraft cabin noise control,

General Modal Theory

Modal analysis forms the basis of many of tile theoretical methods that lmve been
used for the prediction of aircraft interior noise, The basic principles, devdoped in
general witbout specifying a particular aircraft (inf. 39), are described in tile following
sections for tim cabin and structure,

General Modal Analysis of Cabin Acoustics

Let the aircraft cabin occupy a volume V and be surrounded by a wall surface,
of width the portion with area A F is flexible while the remainder of area All is
rigid; neither surface provides much absorption, If the air within the cabin is at rest
prior to motion of the wall, tbe acoustic pressure p satisfies tile wave equation and
associated boundary conditions:

vsp - _/co2= 0 (2)

= {-po/_ (OnAF)'1.Up/On o (OnAn)1 (3)
The dot denotes differentiation with respect to time t, Po and co are the equilibrium
density and acoustic velocity within the cabin, and zo is tbe displacement of the
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flexible port ion of the wall ill tile nnrmal direction. The aef_ustle pressure is i!xpressed
in tile modal series

pCS:,t) = poc 2 _ P,.(t)F,.(i:)/M,m (,t)
II

whore _ is the position cooy(I]llat(_ vector, Pn are gelleralizetl eoor(linates, Fu _lre tile
acoustic mode shapes of tile vohnne when all tilt! walls are rigid, and Mn. are the
general[ze(] lltltHSe_of the aeotlstie lllOd(2,_,;I Tile wave eqtlatioll (2) (:an be tl'P,ilgfoFlnetl
into a set of ordinary ditferential equations ill time IW using Green's theorem, the

nlodal series equation (,1), and the orthogonality propel'ties of tile acoustic mode
fullctions Fn(5_). Tile result for tile undamped nth acoustic nlode is

"" 2 -1 f

e,(t) + wnnP,.(t ) = -_- J, lt. Fn(_:)ib(2' t) dA (5)

where wan is the natural frequency of the nth acoustic umde. Solution of equation (5)
for each mode produces tile coeMcients Pn that enter equation (4) along with the
mode fiulctions Fn to give the cabin acoustic pressure. IlL gelmraI the ncou._tic
response is coupled with the structural motion ib(5:,l) through the structural

equations of motion, to be discussed subsequently, Solution of these coupled
structural-acoustic equations is quite complex; therefore solutions have been found
for only a few systems (ref. 39), Fortunately tile effects of tile acoustic pressure on the
structural motion are small for most aircraft applications, so the structural equations

can he solved uncoupled from the acoustics, Tile resultiug structural motions iiJ(_,, t)
can then be inserted l_s known quantities into tile right side of equation (5), which cml
then be solved directly using known methods for singh_-degree-of-freedom undnmped

systems with a kllowll forcing flmctlon.
The effects of acoustic damping can be included ill several ways. When one

of tile walls of the cabin is highly absorbent, it is often characterized by a simple

polnt-impedance nlodel whieh states tlutt

p = ZA_ A (On AA) (6)

where tile subscript A is used to refer to the absorbent wall c:haraeterlstics; that is,
w A is tim absorbent wall displacement and Z,t is tile absorbent wall impedmlce. The
boundary condition equation (6) can IJe combined with equation (3) to obtain tile

boundary condition for tile absorbing walh

Op/On = -pd_/ZA (Oil AA) (7)

This hottndary condition can be used instead of equation (3) in the Green's theorem

derivation to obtain a damping term proportional to ,br_ that ndds to the left side of
equation (5). The resulting equation hits been used to study the relation between wall
impedance ZA, acoustic damping, and reverberation time (ref. ,tl). The damping

:1Since tile norzlml modes Fu _atisfy tile honlogellellus Imulldary condition (eq, (3)) on tile elltire wldl
nurfileo, lll_Itorln_dderivative of presmlre (eq. (4)) dol_nnot convergeuniformly o:1tile flexible portilul
of tiur wallstlrflLce,Equation ('1), is sultabie, however, for calculating tile presuure itsldf througiml_t the

cuvlly nltd everywllere nn tile wall mlrfaee, iltchulillg the flexible portiou (ref. 40},
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term couples all tile aeotlstie modes _ and increases the complexity of the solution;
therefore thls approach is not often used ill practice, An alternative approach is
simply to add to tile left side of equation (5) a modal damping term that combines
the coordinate velocity JJn with a modal damping coefficient that is to be detemdned
experimentofly (ref. 42). The exact form of this damping term is deter|nined by
analogy with a clamped single-degree-of-freedom system. Tile acoastlc modes ren|ain
uncoupled and the solution is straightforward,

Plediction of Aeouslic Modes

Clearly, acoustic modes and their prediction are important in predicting interior
noise using modal theory. As illustrated in ligure 13, acoustic :node predictions
are accurate for tl|e lower frequency modes of rectangular parallelepiped enclosures
having hard, nonabsorbiag walls and geometries that are not too eompllcatcd. Tile
results of figure I3 were obtained using a sttbspace mode coupling method (ref. 39),
which was also found to predict test results for a variety ofotl|er enclosure shapes}
Finite element analysis has also been shown to predict hard-wall acoustic modes
accurately for tt|ree-dlmensional analysis (ref. 43) of a large reverberant chamber, a
very irregularly shaped model of an automobile compartment (ref. 44), and a amdel
of a general aviation aircraft cabin (ref. 45). Relmonable predictions of acoustic
modes have also been obtained using finite element analysis for an eJlclosure and a
light aircraft fuselage having flexible walls (refs. 45 and 4fi),

Other methods have been used to predict acoustic modes in vohnnes of various
sltnpcs in aerospace vehicles, A perturbation method wxs applied to the closed-
form analysis of rectangular parallelepiped volumes in order to describe the acoustic
cl|araeteristles of the Space Shuttle payload bay (ref. 47), closed-form solutions lmve
been obtained for cylindrical cavities, and the finite difference metlmd wtts used to
predict acoustic modes in a cylindrical fuselage with a floor (ref, 48). Tim mode
shape shown in figure 14 was calculated with the finiLedifference method and shows
tile distortion of tim modal node pattern caused by the presence of the floor,

Addition of acoustic damping in the form of absorption material on tile walls
greatly affects the acoustic characLer of the enclosure. As illustrated in figure lg,
the addition of fiberglass l[nlng all but eliminates the resonant response peaks of the
acoustic modes (rcf, 49). A simplified analysis for rids sitllation lure been proposed,
There are few reports in the literature on acoustic characteristics of fl_rnished aircraft
cabins, but occasionally evidence of staadiog waves llas been found (refs, g0 and 51).
Mathematically, tim addition of damping on the walls can cause tim modes to be
complex (having real and imaginary components) and greatly increase tile difficulty
of the solution. Theoretical analysis of a cylindrical _nclosure indicates that wall
damping equiwdent to a Sabine acoustic absorption coefficient of 25 percent is
sufficient to suppress the acoustic mode resonances (ref, 52), Absorption coefficient
values of such magnitude have been reported for furnished aircraft cabins (ref. 4).

4 Conditiotm that allow neglect of the modal cottpl[ng ihle to damlllng have been defined (tern. 39-41}.

A method for estlmatlllg acoustic dmnphtg t'toln wall impednncv Is also deserlbed.

5 The expetinlental ntudtr_ revealed a nollnd suppression effect by which nolln(l levels lit a large
enclosurecan be reducedbyconstructinga nnlallerenctosurearound the movingportion of the wall
ao that tilesmallerenclosurert_naatesat the frequelleyat which thewallIs nlovillg,
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Seventh triode

FiguT_ 13, Longitudinal pressure distlqbution far acoustic modes in a hard.
wall enclosure, (From ref. 39,)

General Modal Analysis of Straclural Response

When the structure is represented by a linear mathematical model, the structural
response, Including acoastie Interaction, may be analyzed in a straightforward way
(ref, 39), Let tile structure be represented by a linear_ ImrtiaI differential equatimn

S(w) + cl'u+ mib = p -- p_ (8)

where 5' is a linear differential operator representing structural stiffness. For exant )le
] I tfor an isotropic fiat plate, S = DV', wbere D is beudblg stiffness and V' is he

blharmtndc operator. Tile second term on the left side of equation (8) represents a
damping contribution, c being the viscous damphlg coefficient, and tile third term
is the structural inertia, m being structural mass per unit area. On the rigbt side
are two pressure loadings, tile first due to the cabin aconstics and the second due to
some specified external noise source, For a modal solution, the structural dcfiectlon
w(5:, t) is taken as the series:

_,,(_,t)=_ q,,,(t)_(_) (9)
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where qm are the 8trtlctural geaeralized inod_d coordinates, The inodfl fIIIICtlOHS_[tm
are defined on tile flexlble region of the enclosure wall and satisfy the eigenvahm
equation obtained by setting the right side of equation (8) go zero. Sohltion of
equation (8) is obtained by substituting the structural modal series (eq. (9)) and the
acoustic modal series (eq, (,1)) alld making use of tile orthogonality properties of tile
structural modes. The result is

Mmi_m " . 2+ Cmqm + MmW_Nm - pace_ C,n,*P,_= Ores (19)
n

In this equation Mm, cm, and Wm are tile generalized In[ms, dampiiIg, and frequency
of the structural modes. Tile coefficients Cm, couple the structural and acoustic
responses and are given IW

Cmn = fA_, F**_PmdA/h_lmt (11)

The term Qms is the generalized force actitlg Oil the i'_'ttbstructural mode due to the
known external source and is given by

O" = - f_r P"(_'t)¢,,,,(_:)dA 02)

Equations (I0) and (5) form a set of coupled differential cquatiolls in time to be
solved for the structural and acoustic mode coeIilcients qm and Pn due to the action
of known acoustic forces Qms(t). Tim complete coupled equations have been solved
in only a few cases for simple configurations. Coupling was found to be important
in a case where the forcillg freqllency was equal go tile resonttnce frequezlcy of an
acoustic mode in tile elmlosure (ref. 39). Tile effect of tile coupling was to Ihnit tile.
magnitude of the acoustic pressure ill the enclosure to a wdoe that did not exceed the
exterior source pressure. The acmlstic mode acted, in effect, as a vibration absorber
and caused the structural panel deflectit)n ta approach zero. Coupled equations have
also been used to analyze a cylindrlcaI shell model with dhneasions appropriate for
a light aircraft (ref. 53). Tile etfect of acoustic coupling was found to be snndI, hi
most analyses of tile vibration of aircraft fi_selago structures the coupling terms in
equation (10) arc dropped. Tile structural motions can filch be deterndned iu a
straightforward way without acoustic effects, and the structural motions ca_l then
be used as known quantities to solve equation (5), ms has been described previously.

Calculation of noise transmitted into an idealized enclosure using modal methods
(ref. 54) is illustrated in figure 16. Test results were obtained using a sinusoidal
acoustic wave applied at normal incidence at 109 dB onto a thin aluminum panel.
Tile panel was attached to a specially constructed box that allowed noise transmission
only through tile panel. Tile panel was flat with uniform properties and tile enclosure
was rectangular with hard walls so that accurate modes could be obtained by closed.
form analysis. Tile modal behavior of tile system is clearly shown by tile sharp
resonance peaks. Tile noise levels at tile acoustic modes do not exceed tile source
level of 10ftdB, as described IW tile theory. 'rile interior levels at structural modes,
however, exceed tile exterior source levels by as much as about 18 dB, a phenomenon
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Figure 16. Noise transmitted into a lard.wall enclosure through n O.08-cm
aluminum vanel. 8ourct! level -- 100 dB. (From re/. 54.)

also described by tile theory. Tile agreement between theory and test is good,
indicating that modal analysis is a useful solution method.

The frequency range laid number of modes shown in figure 16 are in the range of
vahms of practical importance for amny full-scale aircraft applications. For aircraft,
however, tile configurations of the structure and cabin geometry, _mwell _mtile
presence of absorption on the walls, add sufficient complication that major efforts are
required to determine the mode shapes and frequencies. Thus it is now appropriate
to consider the practical applications of airborne noise transmission nnMysis.

Simplification of Analysis Methods
i

In applying theoretical principles to the calculation of aircraft cabin noise, slmpli-
fications are usually made to reduce the numerical processing to a nlanagettbh_ level.
The essential features of the noise transmission process must be retained, however,
for accurate predietlons. Simplilled mid rapid procedures also are advantageous for
displaying trends, for generating insight into noise level variations with system pa-
rameters, and for use izzdesign or noise control. Assumptions made in a particular
theoretical method tend to reduce its range of application, but a number of methods
have been developed covering most of tile aircraft sitnations of interest. The repre-
sentations of the source and cabin acoustics (lifter for each method to Im discussed
in later seetioas of this chapter. Tile strnctural models and approach to treatment,
howt_vert are similar.
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Representation of Fuselage Stntetnra

As indicated in figure 17, a typical aircraft fimdage consists of longitudinal and
clrcumferential stiffeners that support a thin skin. The stiffeners are normally closely

spaced compared with the overall fuselage dimension. Detailed mathematical model-
ing of each skin panel and stiffener element for calculations thrmlghout the acoustic
frequency range is beyond current capabilities. However, it is feasible to apply dif-
ferent sialp]ified models to different frequency ranges (ref. 55). Measurements on

the aircraft illustrated in figure 17 have shown that at low frequencies tile skin and

stiffeners tend to vibrate with about the same magnitude (ref. 3g) and tile modal

wavelengths are long compared with tile stiffener spacing (rot'. 56). This bebavior

leads to a low-frequency erthotropic model wherein the actual structural properties
are averaged over a large sidewall area. At ldgh frequencies the stiffener motions
tend to become small compared with the panel motions and tile modal wavelengths
became short. This leads to a high-frequency panel model wherein the stiffeners
are assumed motionless and all noise is transmitted only through the vibrating skin
panels. At intermediate frequenclcs, both panel and stiffener motions have to be
modeled, These models are more difficult to analyze, and results for tile mid-

: frequency region are occasionally obtained by interpolating results obtained from
low- and high-frequency models. The frequency range where each model is applica-
ble depends on the particular aircraft being considered.

Lnwfrequency Mldftequeney IIlshfrequency

F.quivalent
[rigid ,tiC:nero l[ and ,tiffeners] Flexlblo ands,[mthatr.pic] Flexiblepanel

Figure 17. Simplified mathematical models of aircraft fltselage slmLctnre for
interior noise prediction.

A simple illustration of this structural nmdellng approach can be found in acoustic

transmission loss measurements (fig. I8) made on a fiat, aireraft-type panel in a
laboratory transmission loss facility (ref. 38). The panel was 1.22 m by 1.52 m aad
was stiffened by 4 frame stiffeners and 10 stringers. The panel was fidl-scale in
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Figure 18. Noise t_nsmis_ion loss el an aircraft-type panel for a diffuse
reiJerberant sol:Ice noise in a laboratory transmission toss facility. Skin
and stiffener mass m = 5.5 kg/m 2. (From re.[. 38.)

I

that the material thicknesses and stiffener spacings _tre representative of hill-scale
gencral-a4lation.class aircraft.

Test results give transmission losses (TL) at frequcndes between 125 and ,IQ0Hz
that are only slightly less thau mass law predictions using the total mr_ss of skin
and stiffeners. The results, along with measured panel mode shapes, suggest
that significant motion ef both skin an(! stiffeners is taking place and that panel
wavelengths are large compared with stringer spaeiug. Such behavior is approprlately
modeled with the low-frequency, equivalent ortbotropie model used in the modal
theory results sbnwn in the figure, While the nnms law is somewhat closer to the

[ test data, the medal tbeory is close enough to establish its validity, and it also has
tim advantage of sufficient flexibility to handle configurations not treatable wlth tile

I mass law apprnach.
At frequencies higbnr than 400 Hz the test results fall below tbe mass law curve

shown. This indicates that the stiffener motion has become small and that the

i; transmission is being controlled by the skin motion. The hlgh-frequency panel model
(fig, 17) would be more appropriate in this frequency region.

; The panel considered in figure 18 has mass and structural values that are quite
similar to the values for aircraft 2 in figure 10. Figur_ lg indicates a TL of about
_0 dl_ at frequencies below 200 Hz, wherea.s figure 10 indicates noise reduction of
more than 20 dB at these frequencies. This difference in transmission is thought to
be duo primarily to differences in the excitation pressure fields; howuver, differences
in structure, structural support conditions, or backing cavity may also contribute.
Laboratory TL testing is useful for eva|natblg theories, because of the controlled
test conditions, and for comparing treatment effects, but results should be used
witb caution because the TL values may not be representative of sidewall noise
transmission behavior in an actual aircraft in flight.
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Representation of Sidewall Treatment

Tile elements of importance to interior noise traasndssion include tile fltseIage
structure and tile acoustic treatment in tile cabin. A calculation procedure that can

rigorously bandle these elements and flmir interactions is not yet awilable. Therefore
approximate methods are required, such as that illustrated hi figure 19, wbleh

was developed for a particular calculation procedure (ref. 57). Similar approaches
are ased ill other metbods. Tbe approach is to caletdate tile noise transmission
througb each element separately and then emnbbm tile results additively. Thus,
noise transmission through tile cylindrical structure is calculated without treatment
or absorption. Transmission tbrough a skin panel with treatment is calculated
separately Ilsing metbods developed for an incident plane wave and a flat pnnel
of infinite extent (ref. 58). The increment in transmission loss provided to the panel
by tile treatment is tben added to the loss provided by the mltreated cylinder, to
obtain a combined treated cylinder noise reduction (NR). This NR is then conlbbmd
with tim cabin average absorption coefIicieat (a) to obtain the noise reduction of
tim treated timeless with cabin absorption. The equation used to hlclnde absorption
is obtained from diffuse room acoustics considerations, and when TL is large, tbe

equation can be written as

NR -- TL -F lOlog(ctAa/At) (13)

where Aa and At are tbe areas of absorbing and transmitting surfaces, respectively.
Tlmse areas may differ in an aircraft due to the presence of floors, bulkheads, seats,
and baggage compartments. Tbis equation has been used with reasonable accuracy to
relate treatment TL and a measured using laboratory metbods (ref. 33) to treatment

insertion loss measured in light aircraft cabins (refs. 32 and 59).

_tternal |loins

Untreated
Nit

I '/'reatrd _ Interior H Treated

c_'linder
cylinder abHorpfion interior

Naive NR eoefflelenta no[a_

AirSap _ Addedt_e_&lla_gt

Blanket TL
'l_[m

Figure 19, Approach for combining structure, treatment, and cabin absorption
for theoretical prediction of air,craft interior noise (ref. 57}.

Laboratory TL testing of add-on acoustle treatments bas the advantages that
teat conditions can be accurately controlled, ninny treatment configurations call be

tested at relatively low cost, aud treatment effects can be stl.ldied separately from
other factors (snob as structure-borne noise) tbat can affect cabin noise. TL testing
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is commonly used, therefore, for evahmting aircraft cabiu noise control treatments
(refs. 57, 60, and 61). Figure 20 illustrates treatment insertion loss obtained from
TL tests and from theoretical predictions (ref. 38). The structural panel was tile one
used for figure 18. The treatment consisted of fiberglass and a trhn panel located
at a distance from tbe skin just large enough to avoid bard contact with the 7.6-
era.deep frames. Both test results and theory indicate that tbe insertion loss is
negative at frequencies jast above I00 Hz, meaning tbat the treatment increases the
noise transmitted compared witb the noise transmitted by the untreated panel Tbis
pbennmenon is caused by a resonance of tile double-panel system. Tile frequency of
tlds rl!sonance can be predicted, approximately, by modeling the panels ._s having
only mass witb surface densities m I and m2 separated by an air gap of thickness d.
Tile resonance frequency is

t/_I [OoCo(m
J',t= 21rcosOJ. (tmtm2 .r (z,t)

wllere £9is the angle of incidence of tile acoustic wave. Tbis negative effect can
be a disadvantage in practice if significant noise levels exist at frequencies near tile
double-panel resmmnee.

3S

/1 110_irt]urrallt Trlr_it i*tl

',l_'e_tlllollL 211 lillllrCt_ rll°a/_ltt_ tl!_t I)ltlll!l
illnt!r ti(lr]

]IN_,
dB In

0 -- ]nSll[te Ilitill!l theory

-In I

loll 2SO '100 IO(lO

l/il-ol!lllvl! in_llld ffq'4lllt!lll'},, FIX

Fiyure _0. Inser¢ion Io_:_of fiberglass bate and trim panel treatment added to
an aircraft panel. Laboratory T1, test. (lrtvm re/. 88.}

At frequencies above 200 Hz the insertion loss rises rapidly with increasing
frequency and quickly exceeds tile iasertion loss that would be obtained by adding the
treatment mass directly to tile structure. Thu_, a double-wall treatment may have a
weight advantage if the negative effects of the double-wall resonance can be avoided
and if sulficient cabin absorption can be added to compensate for the asnally low
absorption clmraeterJstics of trim panels. Trade-off analysis is required to determine
the best combination of treatments for a particular application (ref. 38).

The theoretically predlcted insertion loss is much lower than test results at fre-
quencies between 100 Hz and 200 Hz, where the double-wan resonance is important.
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This dilferencc is thought to be caused by the infinite representation of tile treatme_lt
used in the theory. Theoretically, acoustic waves are allowed to travel parallel to tim
skill surfllce, wlmreas in the aircraft panel the frames form a barrier that prevents
such parallel travel. Improvements to the theory bare been examined (rcfs. 38 alld
62), but they increase the difficulty of the solution. A rigorous (and nmnageable)
analysis of double-wall treatnlent has not yet been developed, so most allalysis meth-
ods use the infinite-panel theory. As shown in figure 20, the theory agrees well wlth
teat data at frequencies well above tim doable-wall resonance, wlmre design attention
should be focused anyway because of the double-waft advantage.

Acoustic Power Floul Iato an Enelosul_:

The overall analysis of noise trlmsmlsslon into an airplane filselage can be
considered in terms of acoustic power flow. This approach is quite general and
allows different analysis methods to be combined to cover an extensive frequency
range. For example, flnlte elenlent analysis can be perforuted at low frequencies
and statistical energy amdysls at high frequencies. Acoustic power flow has been
used in varying forms, including tbe prediction of rocket noise transnllssion into tbe
payload bay of tbe Space Sbuttla orbiter (ref. 47) and propeller noise transmission
into bigh-spced (rcf. 63) and general avlatiou (ref. dO) aircraft.

Tbe blrslc concept of the acoustic power flow approach is that of power balance;
power flow into a system must be balanced by power flow out of tlle system and
power absorbed within. Thus,

_n = Pdiss (15)

wlmre_u istbe net,time-averagedpowerflowintothe structureand receiving
volume,andPdissisthenet,tbne-avcragedpower dissipatedb_tlmstructureand
on theinteriorwalls.Since_n isthenetinflowofpower,ittakesintoaccountany
acousticpowertlmtflowsbackfromtlmfuselageiaterlsrtotheexterior.Inprinciple,
acousticenergycan bestoredonlyinresouan_modes,but ithasbeensbown that
nonresonantresponsecan alsobeconshleredintheanalysis(ref.64).

Statlstlcal:EnergyAnalysls

Statisticalenergyalmlysis(SEA)w_.sfirstdevelopedin1959(ref.65);tbeorighml
tbeorywas presentedwithconsiderablegeneralitysotbatitwouldbeapplicabletoa
widevarietyofphysicalproblems(rof.{]6).A mlmber ofearlyapplicationsblvolved
spacecraftlaunchvehicles,and sinceaboat1974 (ref.67),the metbod has been
applied to the prediction of noise transmission into aircraft. Certain assumptions
inherent in the metbod mean that SEA is wdid only at high frequencies, althougb
the definition of "bigb" frequency is fidrly flexible and varies from one application to
almther, However, because of tbis restrictiun, SEA is often used in conjunction witb
other metll0ds, particularly modal metbods which can be used at low frequencies.
Tbis joint application of SEA and modal nlethods is particularly suitable wlmn the
nlodal approach involves tile concept of acoustic power flow. SEA depends explicitly
on tile concept of power or energy flow in the derivation of the analytical model.

General Concepts of SEA

SEA views a particular systenl, sncb ,_s a specific aircraft cabin, as a sample
drawn from a statistical population with random parameters. Statistical estimates of
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average response parameters, such as acoustic pressure averaged over time and space

(e,g,, cabin volume), are derived starting with modal equations sueb as equation (10),
Tile advantage of this approach can be seen IW considering tile calculation of tile
response of a complex structure such _mthat shown in figure 17 at higb frequencies
using tbe classical modal methods described in previous sections. As previously
mentioned, it takes great effort to calculate tile large number of modes that may
he required to describe response to a broadband input, In some cases computing
capacity and cost fimit the number of modes that can be accurately computed
(ref. 4g), Manufacturing tolerances and variations in material properties may also
affect tile bigll-frequensy modes; such variations would be impractical to define. The
SEA approacll is to avoid consideration of the detailed structural characteristics
and, instead, focus attention on the use of energy conservation principles to develop
relations between aeoastlc and structural responses that depend on average modal
properties over a frequency band, s This procedure leads to comparatively sin|pie
solutions that depend on structural and acoustic parameters (such as modal density,
radiation resistance, and coupling loss factors) that are unique to SEA (refs, 65
and Gg). In some problems the answers are independent of many strnctural details,
Major activities in a typical SEA calcnlation are modeling tile system and evaluating
the SEA parameters for the system (ref, 70). ff the analysis is initiated early in tbe
development of a vehicle, successive improvements to the model and parameter valucs
can lend to good predictions of interior noise for quite complex vehicles (ref, ,17).

SEA el Aircraft Sidewall

The first step in an SEA calculation is the synthesis of a model (ref. 70). A
model used for an aircraft interior noise analysis (refi 67) is shown in figure 2i, The
elements of an SEA model couslst of interacting energy storage systems composed
of resonant modes, In figure 21 each box represents a single physical element of the
sidewall, bnt this correspondence is not necessary, For example, the torsional anti
flexnral modes of a beam might be represented in separate boxes if they interact
differently witb neighboring elements. Transmission by nonresanant medea tlmt do
not store appreciable energy is represented only by the dashed lines in figure 21. Tim

.(_ synthesis of an SEA model might be suggested by previous work, but judgment is
required for reliable modeling of each new system.

Energy balance relations are then written for each element of the nmdel, For tim
:; fuselage skin, the energy balance is

p,,, + P,,_+ p,,,, + p,,/= o (16)

wbere

Ps,e power flow from skin to exterior

P_,d power dissipated within skin

Ps,w power flow from skin to wall cavity

Ps,/ power flow from skin to frame

tl Dowel[ and Kubota (ref, aS) have d_veloped a new high.frequency appro_u_h utilizing asymptotic

analysis.
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-- ReJonant path

.... Nnnresonant path

Figure _1. Model of sidewall noise transmission u_ed in statistical energy and
power flow theories for aircraft inte_or noise prediction, (From mr. 67,)

Expressions shnilar to equation (16) _re written for each box in tignre 21 and form
set of linear algebraic equations that must be solved simultaneously, in genertd. For

simplified analysis the skin response is deterndned nssumlng no power flow to the
wall eavlty or frmne.

Analysis of modal energy shows flint the power dissipated in the structure is
proportional to the total mean square energy Ea by tile relation

P,,d= 27r.f_,E_ (17)

where r/s is the damping loss factor, The power flow from tile exterior to the skin is

found to be proportional to tile difference between tile energy of tile two systems 7

knn

where

ns modal density of tile skin

_ts,e coupling loss factor defining the power flow frmn skin to
exterior

Ee energy in exterior field

ne modal density of exterior field

7 The similarity of this equation to the equ_tiotmfor heat and electricalflow leads to the usa of themud
alld electrical analogic_ In the development of SEA resttlta(rcf. fi6).
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The energies in the exterior field (modeled as reverberant) and the skhl are given by

_ v__.._<p_> (,,a)
Ee --poc_

E_ p_Vs _ 2
- (2_¢/)_ < a_ > (20)

where

< ,o2> space-time mean-square pressure in reverberant field

< aa2 > space-time mean-square skin acceleration

Ve,Vs vohnncs

.no,Pa density of acoustic medium and skin

Substitution of equations (17) to (20) into eqnation (10), with Ps,w = PaJ = O, leads
to the expression for skin acceleration resulting from the exterior pressure:

FIlrther solution of equation (21) requires evaluation of the modal densities us
and ne and the loss factors r/_and _/J,e. Evaluation of these parameters is a major
area of effort in SEA calculations, For simple physical systems such as uniform fiat
plates or cylinders, modal densities can be accurately calculated nsing theoretical
methods. For complex systems (fig. 17) direct theoreticaI calcalatinn woukl be
impractical; therefore modal densities are usually estimated frmn known results for
simple configurations, Catalogs of modal densities of mmff types of systems have
been compiled for such estimation purposes (ref, 71). Damping loss factors 7isinvolve
internal dissipation and usually must be measured or estimated from available test
results from similar structures, Coupling loss factors I/a,e can be calcldated with
reasonable accuracy using theoretical methods for simple configurations, hut may
have to be estimated or measured for complex systems, Coupling of mechanical
systems (plates and shells) with aem|stic media can be expressed in tile relation

P°C° a (22)
tl_,c= 2_fpah s,c

where h is skin tldekness, and o's,e, known as radiation efficiency, is the ratio of
the aetnal power radiated to the power radiated by an infinite flat plate (with the
same mean-square velocity) generating a plane wave, Extensive calculations have
been carried out to determine radiation efficiencles of common practlcal structures
(ref.72),

Solution of the power balance equations for each element in the model offigure 21
leads to an expression for mean-square cabin pressure ,'_ a flmction of exterior
pressure and tile parameters of each system element. SEA has been applied in
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varlons forms to a number of aircraft and aircraft model cenfiguratimls (refs, 4, 8,
47, 48, 63, 67, 73, and 74) and found to give results that agree with otber analytical
metbods and with test results.

Analysis of Rectangular Fuselage

A number of aerospace vehicles are characterized by fuselage sidewalls bavlng
large areas witb little or no curvature and nearly rectangular fuselage cross sections,
Many of tile vehicles consist of aircraft driven by propellers that generate tim major
part of tile cabin noise by transmission through the sidewall, but the category also
includes tim' Space Shuttle orbiter wbere tile sources of noise in the payload bay at
lift-off are the rocket exhausts.

Propeller.Drlven Aircraft

Tim sketches in figures 9 and l0 sbow a configuration assocbtted with propeller-
driven aircraft, Modal theory bas been applied to the prediction of cabin noise
in tbese aircraft (ref, 42), Tile sidewall is modeled ms fiat, the structural models
indicated in figure 17 are used, and tile cabin is modeled as rectangular with
equivalent modal damping of tile acoustic modes. Effects of add-on acoustic
treatments are included using an approach like tile one illustrated in figure 19 and
using infinite-panel theory to calculate treatment effects. Variations of propeller
noise over the surface of the sidewall are accounted for by averaging the propeller

1 noise level over each panel and tben assuming in tile analysis tbat the average level
acts uniformly over that panel.

At midfrequencies the theory considers the sidewall to consist of an array of
stiffened panels (fig. 17). In one application of modal tbeory, three skin panels and
fmlr flexible stiffeners are analyzed togstber as one stiffened panel (ref. 75). The
modes of each a stiffened panel are Comldicated and require considerable effort to
calculate accurately (ref, 76). Tile exterior noise is assumed to act uniformly over
each stiffened panel. The cabin noise at any position is obtained by summation on
an rms basis of the contribution from eseb stiffened panel (tbis assumes that tbe
contributions are area-related). Predictions using thls theory have been compared
with test results, as illustrated in figure 22 (ref. 77), Tim exterior noise was directed
onto one stiffened panel at a time using an "acoustic guide." For tbe example sbown
in tile figure, agreement between test and theory Is excellent at frequencies below
about 250 Hz.

Study of a complete aircraft fuselage hi tim laboratory has advantages over TL
or flight testing. Tile panel area under study can interact with tbe noise asurce,
adjacent structure, and cabh_ acoustics in a realistic manner, bat test comlitions can
be carefully controlled anti a variety of tests can be performed at relatively low cost
(ref, 78), For example, tests such as that Ifiastrated In figare 22 sbowed that different
stiffened panels transmitted different am0ants of noise, and this result was titan used
to tailor the distribution of treatment over tile sidewall to provide a minimum-weight
treatment (ref. 75), The acoustic guide bas been need to isolate tile transmission
of noise through a window, tbus providing data to support theory for double-pane
windows (ref, 77).
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Figure 2_. Noise reduction throu9h a light aircraft f*tselage using a localized
source noise, Laboratory test, (From ref. 77.)

Comparison With Fli9ht Measuremenls

Measured and predleted interior noise for flight conditions is compared in figure 23
(re[, 5), The aircraft is a twio.englne turboprop weighing about 5080 kg and wits
operated at an altitude of about 0000 m with a pressurized cabin and nominal cruise
engine power settings, Tile cabin contained seats for pilot, copilot, and test engineer
but no other furnisbings, Several sidewall treatments were tested; the results showll
are for an experimental configuration having several layers of moss.loaded vinyl septa
and fiberglass blaokets. The analysis (ref, 75) used experime||tal information for
props er and boundary ayer sonree noise to establish levels on 12 stiffened panel
areas of the sidewall, Structural vibration modes of these 12 panels, 6 of which were
windows were determined using detailed finite element strip methods and/or transfer
matrix methods, Tbe cabin was modeled as a rectangular enclosure with absorptios
included as "equivalent" damping of the acoustic modes, The effects of sidewall
treatment were included by adding insertion loss values determined frmn infinite-
panel theory, as discussed previously, Figure 23 shows that the theory predicts
the overall trend of the flight data quite well. In making a detailed comparison
of measured and predicted levels at individual frequencies, one must consider both
theoretical approximations and measurement precision, either of which could account
for the differences shown.

Treatment Desian for Airplane Cabin

The modal methods described show! have been ased to search for optimum
combinations of structural and add-on treatments that satisfy a target interior
noise level witb the least added weight (refs. 42 and 75). Structural modifications
considered included Increased skin thickness, addition of stiffeners, addition of mass
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Figure _3. Predicted and meas_red interior noise in a light aircraft in fliqht.
(from tel. 5.)

or damping layers to the skin, and addition of honeycomb stilfening panels to tile
skin. Add-an treatments considered included fiberglas blankets, lead-vinyl scpta,
and trim panels in numerous combinations. Treatment designs were studied for two
twin-engine propeller-driven aircraft, one of which was flight tested to obtain tile
results shown in figure 23,

An example of parameter studies conducted for structural treatments is shown in
figure 24 (ref. 79). Tile interior noise level at zero added weight is the calculated value
for an untreated interior. The figure shows tlmt different treatments provide different
ammmts of reduction in filterior noise for a given wflue of added weight, indicating
that there is substantial benefit potential in optinmm choice of treatment. For each
treatmelLt tim curve tends to flatten as weight increases, so that belmfits tend to
diminish as greater weight of treatment is added. In such a cruse the alternative to
a large weight penalty is to use _omc other treatment. In the example shown In
figure 24 tile treatment labeled "damping" would be the best, for that particular
noise spectrum and structure, because it provides the lowest noise level for a given
weight.

Parameter studies such as that shown in figure 24 bare been conducted for a
variety of treatments, and several candidate configurations have been developed
(ref. 75). Laboratory TL tests of several of these eoufiguratimls (ref. 80) tend to
cmffirm tile ability o1"the theory to represent the contributioa of the treatment
elements and to identify a superior treatment combination.
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Figure 24. Reduction in aircraft inlerior noise predicted by modal theory
(ref. 79) for three structural treatments.

Space Shuttle Payload Bay

The payload bay of the Spac_ Shuttle orbiter consists of flat sidewalls and
bulkheads (forward and aft) and sligiltly curved bottom strasture and bay doors
(fig. 25). Thus, the analytical model developed to predict noise transmission into the
payload bay envisaged the tralmmitting structure as an array of flat panels (ref. 47).
At low freqummias, below about 60 Hz, the modal characteristics of the structure
were predicted using finite elemdnt methods. Then, at higher frequencies, where the
large number of modes made age of finite element methods very time-consuming, the
structure was modeled as equivalent single orthotropic panels. In this case, mass and
stiffness of the frames and stringers were averaged over the panel surface to give the
structure orthotropie characteristics, and closed-fern| equatioas were developed to
represent the motion of the panels. The orthotroplc model included both frames m_d
stringers until the frequencies exceeded the lowest resonance frequencies of individual
panels of a given structural region. At higher frequencies, mass mid stiffness of the
frames were often excluded from the model.

The coupling between tile structure and tile excitation field generated by rocket
exhaust noise was determined (refs. 11and 47) by nse of the joint acceptance fin|ctim|
j_r(W) for mode of order r. Tile joint acceptance flmction is defined by

where

Sp(_l,_;/;ta) the cro88 spectral density of the "blocked pressure" (ref. 69)
on the exterior of the fuselage

_I'r eigenfunction (mode Mmpe) of the rth mode of the structure
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Figure 25, Meaaured and predicted space.average sound pressure level in the
payload bay of the Space Shuttle orbiter (re.f. 47),
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Tile cross spectral density functioes of tile excitation pressures were obtained from
nlodel-scah test data, The pressure field was represented tLs it eonvected field with

exponential decay of the correlation (ref. 47). In it similar manner, the response of
tile structure to the acoustic pressure fiehl in the payload bay wf_ predicted from
the joint acceptance fimction with tile pressure field assumed to be reverberant. Tim
stone approach could be used to predict tile response of the payload bay structure
to boundary layer excitation durlug high dynamic pressure conditions oil _mcent

(ref, 11),

Acoustic response of tile payload bay wits calculated from the coupliug of tile
nmdes of the structure and the vohmle, Tile aconstic modes were predicted for a

sfightly deformed parallelepiped volume, but at higher frequencies, SEA methods
were used. Dissipation of acoustic power in the vohnne resulted from the absorption
of sound by tile thernml control material covering tile walls of the bay,

During development of tile analytical model, grmmd test and, eventually, launch
data were used to evaluate sonic of the assumptions, This resulted in an analytical

model (ref, 81) which could predict the payload bay sound levels with reasonable
accuracy, as is shown in figaro 25, The model wits then used to predict the effect of

the presence era payload on tlle sound levels in the payload bay,
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Analysis of Cylindrical Fuselage

For a large class of aircraft, tim fuselage is nearly circular and analysis methods
ilave been developed that coaslder the transmission of noise iato these circular
fuselages. Tim methods differ ill the manner in wldeb tile fuselage structure is
represented and in the analytical model ased for tile exterlar pressure field. In one
case, the faselage is assumed to be infinitely long, since tile fuselage length is large
relative to both the filse]age diameter and tile acoustic wavelength in the frequency
range of interest. Furthermore, the exterior pressure field is represented by acoustic
plane waves. In anotimr case, tile fuselage is assumed to be finite and the excitation
pressure field is a detailed representation of tbat gmmrated IW a propeller.

Infinite.Cylinder Analysis

Theories liars been developed for analysis of souad transndssion into infinitely
long cylindem, wltb tile exterior sound field modeled as a plane wave bmldent to tile
axis of tbe cyilnder at an angle 0 (ref. 82). Because of the geometry of the infinite
cylinder, coupling of the shell with tile exterior and interior aeoustlc dynamics, as
represented in equation (10) by tile ff,.n terms, can be included without undue
diffimdty. The effects of external airflow, representing aircraft forward speed, and
cabin static pressurization are included in tile analysis, _ and several models of tile
shell structural dynamics and eabbl acoustics bave bern| aualyzed.

A tileoreticai model consisting of an infinite skin tbat is stiffened at periodic
intervals in the direction of a traveling wave Ires also been nppfied to aircraft
fuselage vibration lind noise transudssion analysis (refi 83). Tile structure behaves
as a bandp_s filter, responding very efficiently in certain frequmlcy bands (pass
bands) but not so efficiently ill other frequency bands (stop bands). Tim model
allows a detailed study of tile interaction between the skb| and stiifeuer dynamics,
Application of tltis theory to aircraft confgurations (ref. 8,1) I,a_ led to development
of noise and vibration control concepts involving "intrinsic structural tuning" and
damping applied to stringers and frames. Fiight test data tend to snpport the
theoretical emmluslons, and several operational control devices have been developed
and used.

Plane. Wave Transmission Into Cylinder

Figure 26 iliastrates cylinder noise transmission as measured and predicted by
infinite-cylinder theory (refi 57). A cylinder of 0.508-m diameter and 1.98-m length
was subjected to loudspeaker-generated noise in an anechoic chamber. Tile skill was
unstlffeasd and tile interior contained a core of saund.absorblng foam to simulate
the theoretical model of an interior containing only radially inward-traveliug w_tvcs,a

o Resultshavebeencalculatedfora typicalnarro_'-bodyaircraftwith ftlselagediameterof3.0_m,at
an altitudeat"1136GOm. Th0results showthat forwardspeedprovidesa snta]lhlcrettaehiTL hitilexlla.'_n
law reginaarid hlteractastronglywith the cylinderresonancesat lowerfrcql_ancle_, lnterl_alprcssllre
decreasesTLslightly,andthe acousticmismatchbetweenextermdand intenlalpropertleaineretmesTL.

o TileJllellInteriorhasalso beenmodeledua[ngacousticmodes(ref. 52).
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Figure 26. Transmission of sound incident at 45° lute an unsliffened cylin-
drical shell. (From cal. 57.)

Both theory and test show a large decrease ill noise reduction at frequsneies near
tile ring frequency for the particular incident angle illustrated. Ring frequency fr is
given by the relation }

fr = OZ/Trn _ 1700/D (24)

wilere GL is the longitudinal wave speed in the shell material, D is tile cylinder
diameter, and tile approximate relation applies to aluminum when D is expressed in
meters (roe 85). Tile nmcbanisn_ of noise trausmlssion near tile ring frequency h_
been analyzed using statistical methods showing a large concentration of structural
modes (ref. 86). Furthermore, some of the structural modes at, and just below,
the ring h.equeney have high acoustic radiation effieiencies. For aircraft, the affects
of ring frequency are often not us large _mshown in figure 26, probably because
of tile _ffects of structural complexities such ,asstiffeners, flour, or add-on acoustic
treatment.

It may be noted that this inflnite-cylinder theory is based on incident and
transmitted acoustic power and fidl coupling of acoustic and structural dynamics,
in much the same manner as the classical analysis of noise transmission through an
infinite fiat panel used for architectural TL studies, The effects of curvature have
been investigated in coalparison with fiat panels (ref. 87), Tile equations presented
provide a means of quantitatively estimating curvatnre effects that may account in
part for differences between laboratory TL results and flight results.
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Structural Models for Infinite Cylinder

Ortbotropic-panel anti discrete stiffener structural models have been incorporated
in tile bllhdte-eylinder theory (refs. 88 and 89) to explore the influence of these
realistic factors on predicted transmission loss. These studies show that the added
structural complexity leads to transmission loss characteristics wltb new features
which probably would not have been foreseen based on previous experience and
which have zlot yet been fully explained. Tile results must tberefore be considered
preliminary. However, tile importance of realistic modeling of ring- and stringer-
stiffened aircraft structures and the possible use of fiher-reinforccd composites for
structural tailoring for noise control make ttle results of considerable interest.

As an example, tile transmission loss (TL) of an orthotroplc cylinder is shown in
figure 27 for three values of ratio Ec/Ez, wbere E¢ and E._ are Young's moduli in tbe
circumferential and axial directions, respectively. For these calculations, parametric
values typical of a narrow-body aircraft fizselage were used, and tile ring frequency
fr (and consequently the clreumferentiaI stiffness E4,) was held constant at 445 Hz.
In this ease variatioas of the ratio E¢/Ez result only from variations of Ez, and Ez
is important because it influences the axial bending wave of wavelength A induced
in the cylinder by tbe incident sound wave.

Inctdent plane
WaVe

_O 0 ----_ 1 3,(}Sr_

40 E_

_ l_otrol,i_otroplc

Cyllnder TLt 30 /f,,_
dB

20

Io

o ' !
tl.l 1.0 10.S

Frequency,/]fr

Figure 27. Calculated c_eet of modulus ratio on transmission loss of a
cylindrical shell. (From ref. 88.)

Careful examination of figure 27 reveals the following TL characteristics that
are consistent with general experience with fiat panels. At low frequencies (in the
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stilf.ess controlled region) tile TL inl:re_mes with decrelming ]/]r at a rate of about
6 dB/oet_we, and for f/fr between 1.0 and 10 (often c,ulsidercd the m_Lsscontrolled
region) tile TL incret_ses at about 6 dB/octm,e. The TL dips at the ring frequency,
f/fr -- 1, and at the coincidence ['reqlleucy, f/fr - 12 to 20, Increl_slng tile axial
stiffness (hlerel_shlg E_ corresponds to decretLslng E¢/Ez) int:rexses the TL at low
l*requellcy _nd reduces tile co]llcldollee [requelley.

However, ths figure also shows other, new features, the mshl one being tile large
variation of TL with E¢/Ex for f/fr = 1 to It). In this frequency region the predicted
TL hlere_ses by 6 to 8 dB for a doubling of EJEz, indicating that panel In,ms is not
the only controlli.g parameter. WhUe tile mlalysis of the eylhldrleal shell (refs. 88
and 89) does not provide It ready explanation of the phenonlenon, analysis of an
illfildte flat plate (ref. 35) shows explicitly that nmss and stiffness are coupled and
that TL can vary significantly with stilhless, Possibly, the predicted TL far tile
cylindrical shell hlvolves both resonant and nonresonaet (ulJLsslaw) transndsslon,
and the changes in the acoustic radiation eflieieney of tile shell J_ssoeiatedwith change
in shell stiffness influence the acoustic transmission,

The choice of orthotropie properties for optimtml noise control would have to
depend ell both tile directional and the frequency characteristics of tile important
noise sources. Tile calculated results show complex changes in the TL curves with
incidence angle (ref. 88). For realistic ring freq.eneies, importa.t noise sources can
be expected to occur at frequencies both above and below Jr, Therefore a detailed
almlysis of the particular configuration of interest would be required to dl_termine
appropriate wtlues of tile orthotroplc modu]i for *nininmmnois. transmisslt)n.

Analysis of Ally:raft Cabin 7_'eatment

Tile infinite-panel theory hl_s been coulbhlcd with add-on treatment and cabin
absorption analysis in a manner iIIdicated in tile diagram of figure 19. Tile resulting
prediction method h_s been used to design cabin noise control treatme.t for high-
speed propeller-drlven aircraft of three sizes (ref, 57). To handle tile propeller source
noise hIwing a nonuniform distribution, tile fl:selage was dlvlth!d Iongitudilmlly
into several segleell_s, The average soulld pressHre level and s rallgl! of illcldelleQ

angles were determined for each segment from estimated propeller characteristics
and locations indicated in figure 28. Then sound _rsnsmissio:l calculations were
performed for several angles of incidence within the range for each segment and an
average SOllUd trallSllltsSiOll W_k_ deterlllitled.

Tile treatulent desigll approach wire to estimate tile exterior .else generated by
it high-speed propeller and then to design a minimum-weight sidewall eoltfiguration
that would provide an A-weighted cabin sound level of 80 dB. Extensive parametric
studies wtried sidewall and trim panel weights, [:onfigurations, asd materials (ref. 57).
Results are ilhlutrated in figure 28, As sltowll hy the wtrious shadings in the figure,
tile treatme.t wtrled in several steps along tile fuselage lengdh but w_m .niform
eireumferentially except that no treatment w_ applied below tile floor. It was
concluded that conventional treatment could provide tile required noise reduction
provided that sufficient weight w_ added. The weight required ditfered for the
executive chins, narrow-body, and wide.body aircraft studied.

The detailed a.alysis confirmed weight estimates made earlier using more sim-
plified predit:tlon methods (ref, 90). It w_mestiulated that cabin noise control treat-
ments with added weights up to 2.3 percent of aircraft gross wt!ight, even t,heugh
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Damphtg

Fi#urc 28, Cabin noise control treatment ]or a transport aircraft powered
by propeller's with supersonic tip speed, Weight o] treatment required to
control propeller noise is O.75 to 8.3 percent of aircraft gross weight. (Frcla
reJ. 5Z)

much heavier than the more usual value of about 1 percent of gross weight, were not
large enough to reduce significantly the advantage in fiml used and direct operat-
ing cost obtained by the use of advanced prop011ers, However tbe sidewall treatment
weights are large enough that worthwbile reductious in fuel consumption would result
if treatment weight were reduced. Efforts have been conducted in a search for lighter
weight treatment concepts specially suited to the tonal noise spectrum characteristic
of propellers (refi 91).

The detailed analysis also provided an engineering description of the sidewall
configurations required. An experimental program was carried oat to validate the
theoretical prediction methods, to evaluate tile sidewall designs developed by the
analysis, and to provide experience with tim very heavy sidewalls that the theory
indicated were necessary for hlgb-speed turboprop application (refi 92). Tile test
fuselage was a segment taken from an operational commnter aircraft to obtain
n realistic structure, The filsetage, a specially designed floor, and the sidewall
treatment were designed to be a ,13-percent scale nmdel of the narrow-body aircraft
design of the theoretical study. Test results were obtained for several sidewall and
treatment conflguratious to obtain trends witb weight. Noise reduction results are
shown In figure 29 for the configuration representing the design point resulting from
the analytical study. The figure indicates that the theory predicts slightly less
noise reduction than is measured, suggesting that the weigbt estimates (refi 57) are
conservative, Test and theory do nat agree as well for tile other sidewalls, especially
a_ lower frequencies for tbe lighter weight configurations, hnlbroved representations
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of the sidewall structure, the propeller source noise distribution, and tile interior
aeoustlcs may be required for improvement of the theoretlcal predictions.
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Figure 29. Noise reduction of a 168-era.diameter aircraft fuselaye with double.
_all noise treatment (ref, 9_), Propeller source noise simulated luiih a
horn, Mass of outer wall was 9,47 ky/m2; inner wall, 7,13 kg/m 2,

Testing of realistic fuselage and treatments entails asbstantial cost and time. The
theory clearly showed its value in this program by providing candidate treatment
configurations at much less cost than would have been reqtllred by experimental
approaches alone.

Finite-Cylinder Analysis

It is not necessary to model cylindrical fllselages as having blfinite length; analyses
have been performed wherein the filselage was considered to have finite length, Those
analyses included both model and full-scale sittmtions, and the excitation field was
represented as either randonl or deterministic,

In one approach, transmission of propeller noise into a cylindrical hlselage
of finite length has been analyzed using the general method developed for noise
transmission into the Space Shuttle payload bay (ref. fi3), The fuselage structure
was idealized as a series of curved, orthotropie panels with frames and stringers
included at low frequencies but not at high frequencies, The fluctuating pressure
generated by the propeller was represented as a random, conveeted pressure field,
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but since the pressure field is inhomogeneous, modifications lind to be introdaced
into tile analytical model developed iaitlally for tlle more ilomogeneous ease. The
modifications allowed calculation of a joint acceptance function that depends on the
distance of a particular panel from the location of maximum excitation pressure.
Division of the filselage structnre into several panels allowed calculation of noise
transmission through different regions of tile cabin and determination of noise control
treatments that varied in composition along tile length of tile cabin. Tile sidewall
treatment was modeled in this approach as an independent module of the analytical
procedure,

Transmission of raudom noise was also eoosidercd in another analytical model
(refs. 48 and 73), but an important contribution of that stud), was the detailed
representation of propeller acoustic pressures _,_a deterministic field. Measurements
on general aviation aircraft indicate that the harmonic components of propeller
noise are essentially deterministic. Furthernmre, analytical nlethods are becoming
available to predict the magnitude and phase of each harmonic component. This
detailed representation of a propeller acoustic field has been used to calculate the
deterministic forcing functioa on a cylindrical filselage (ref. 48), In this approach,
the region of the fuselage exposed to tile acoustic pressure is represented by a grid of
points, with the harmonic pressure and phase defined at each point, The grid shown
in figure 30 has 160 points on tile upper quadrant of the filselage. Tile pressure field
for the lower quadrant is determined from that of the upper quadrant, with a phase
shift introduced to account for the rotational speed imposed by tile propeller.

' i
m_

Figure 30. find used to couple ANOPP lheoretical propeller noise model
with cylinder noise transmission in the propeller aircraft interior noise
prediction program (re/. 7o°).

Other important _.speets of the aualytieal model are the representation of the
cabin floor as a longitudinal partition and the first attempt to integrate tile sidewall
treatment into the noise transmission model (rcf. ,tfl). The presence of the cabin
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floor can strongly influence tile dynamic characteristics of the structure and interior
vohnne. For example, tile acoustic mode shapes of the cabin may differ from those
of a cylindrical volume, as can be seen from figure 14. Tile floor and shell of the
structure can be modeled as all integral unit. Mode shapes can be calculated for such
a eonflguratlen (tars. 48 and 93), a typleal mode shape being shown in figure 31.

Figure 31. Calculated slt'uetural mode of a cylindrical shell with an integral
floor.(Fromre].480

Tim analytical model was developed in conjunction with a series of laboratory
experiments on test cylinders wlth diameters of 50,8 to 66 cm and a variety of
configurations of circumferential and longitudinal stiffeners, floor structures, and
interior acoustic treatments. Tllese cylinders were exposed to broadband random
noise and to acoustle pressures generated by a model-scale propeller. As an
illustration, figure 32 compares measured and predicted noise transmission spectra
for random noise excitation (ref. 73), Tile agreement between test and theory is good
at frequencies below 500 Hz, but deteriorates at high frequencies. In tile experiment
the treatment consisted of a layer of fiberglass and vinyl ahout 1.3 cm thick that was
attached to tile interior of the cylinder wall. The stringer web, however, wa_ 2,5.cm
high and, therefore, extended through tile treatment into the interior of tile cylinder.
In the analysis it was possible, using a high-frequency approximation, to estimate
the acoustic power flowing through the stringer webs. It was found that at hlgh
frequencies tile fiberglass-vinyl treatmeut was very effective and transmitted little
noise and that tile exposed stringers transmitted the major part of the interior noise.
The predicted noise reduetlon is therefore reduced greatly, as slmwn in figure 32, In
the frequency region between about 500 and 2000 Hz, neither of the theories agrees
very well with tile test results. However, it can be concluded that relatively small
areas of exposed stringer (or ring frame) can be significant noise transmission paths
when the skin areas are covered with effective treatment.

The analytical model has also been used to predict smmd levels inside a general
aviation airplane, for comparison with measured levels (ref. 7,t), The measurements
were performed using a space-averaging technique that was designed to provide space.
averaged levels suitable for comparison with the predictions, As shown in flgnre 33,
tile predicted sound levels agree closely with tile measured results for three of the
flee harmonic components.
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Figure 82. Predicted noise reduction of a stiffened eglinder with acoustic
treatment and an integral floor. Powor flow theory (ref. 73).
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Figure 33. Prediction of cabin noise at propeller tones in flight of a light
twin-engine airerafl, Power flow theol"_j(re/. 7.4).
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Structure-Borne Noise

Not all the sound in as aircraft interior is _tssociatcd witb airborne trartsndssion.
Some components of tile interior acoustic field are tile result of mechanical forces
or aerodynamic pressures acting on distant regions of the airframe. Tile resulting
vibrational energy is transmitted through the structure and tben radiated into the
fuseblge interior as sound. These components of tbe interior sound field are referred
to as %tructure-borne sound,"

It has lmlg been recognized that structure-basle somld transmissitln could
contribute to interior sound leveIs in certain types of aircraft. Bruderlble (reL 94)
in 1937 and Rudmose and Beranek (ref. 95) in 1947 observed tbat structure-borne
vibration from wlng-mounted reciprocating engines contributed to interior sound
levels. Thus, Brederline noted that oa tbe DC-4, "rubber supports" were to be
provided for the engines, and all controls aud conduits were to be flexible between
the nacelles and ellgines. However, in both _eferences, discussion of structure-borne
sound trausmissioa is only qualitative, Rudmose and Beranek noting that no scheme
existed at that tbne for estimating quantitatively the amount of structure-borne
vibration in an aircraft fuselage.

Tile situation has changed, with an improved understandblg of structure.borne
sound traasmisslml in aircraft, ground veldcles, ships, and buildings. These activities
bave been the subject of several review papers (refs. 96 and 97) which provide
nun]erol:s referencas associated with a wide range of aerospace and uonaerospace
applicatloas. The discussion in tbis seal:ion is directed specifically to tbe topic
of structure-borne sound in aircraft, an application tlmt is probably not as well
developed as in some other fields.

Structure-BorneSound in Aircraft

Ingeneral,structure-bornesoundinaircraftisassociatedwltbdiscretefrequency
components. Tbis does not mean that broadband structure-borne sound is not
present; bowever, if it is present, it has not been identified, probably because of
masking by broadband airborne noise. The occurrence of structure-borne sound is
not limited to propeller-driven aircraft with reciprocating engines; the sources could
be turboprop, turbojet, or turbofan engines, airocouditioaing systems, hydraulic
pumps, and other rotating or reciprocating equipment.

One of the best documented studies of structure-borne sound in an alrlfiaue with
turbofan enginas is that of the DC.9 (refs. 28 and 98), but the pbenmaeaon has
been observed on other aircraft that ba'/e turbojet or turbofan engines mounted
ell the rear of tile fuselage. For example, figure 34 shows a narrow-band smmd
pressure level spectrum tbat was measured in the cabin of a basiness jet airp[ane
powered by two twin-spool turbofan engines (witb geared fan) mounted oa the rear
of the hJselage (ref. 29). The spectrum contains a number of discrete frequency
components that call be associated with the rotational frequencies ef the fan, low-
pressure compressor and turbine, and high-pressure compressor and turbias. These
discrete frequency components are associated with structure-borne sound, whereas
tbe broadband components result from airborne traasmission, mabdy due to the
turbulent boundary layer on the exterior of the fuselage. Various tests ]lave been
performed to demasstrate that tbe discrete frequency components are definitely
associated with structure-borne traasmisslon. The tests have included grotmd
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experiments with eegbms disconnected and changes to engine mounts for repeated
flight tests, Also, external acoustic metmuremcnts and analysis show that acoustic
radiation from the engine inlet would not generate sufficiently high sound pressure
levels to be the dominant source, Structure-borne sound is present also ill aircraft
with wlug-monnted turbojet or turbofan engines, but the sound pressure levels may
not be significant except in some aircraft with large turbofan engines,

F L

SPL 2_

IS d[3 F Fan rotational frequency
L Low-pre_ure turhlne
II II[gh-prcs_ure turbine

i I I ,
200 400 6oo 800

Frequency,IIz

Fiyure 34, Discrete frequency structure.borne cornponemts in ,_ound levels in
the cabin of a business jet airplane, (From _f. 29. C'opyright 1982 SAE,
Inc.; reprinted with permission.)

Structure-borne soiled can be a major contributor to tile sound pressure levels
in the cabin of a helicopter (refs. 99 and 101]}, For example, an investigation of the
noise sources contributing to the acoustic environment in an elght-seat hdicopter
indicated that structure-borne noise from the engine and gearbox dominated cabin
sound levels at frequencies above about 3000 Itz, as shown in figure 35. In this
respect tile helleopter differs from the fixed wing airplane, fltraeturc-borne sound
in helicopters is mainly high frequency, whereas it is usually low frequency in fixed
wing airplanes, This difference cau influence the choice of analysis method and noise
control procedure used for each type of aircraft,

Tile preceding dlseussion has been concerned with tile dlreet transmission of
mechanical vibration from the engine and associated machinery into the airframe.
A second path may also be present, although its importance has not yet been
established. This path involves impingement of a propeller wake on the surface
of a wing or empennage, with subsequent transmission of vibration energy into the
cabin. Such a structure-borne path is difficult to identify, even under ground test
conditions, Me_urements on a twin-engine general*aviation airplane with a high
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Figure 35. Noise sonree contributions to salmd pressure levels in a helicopter
cabin. (From reJ. 100.)

wing (ref. 101) snggest that, at least under grollnd test conditions, tile importance
of tile propeller wake as a noise source could be significant at high propeller torque
(fig. 36),

Although most examples of structure-borne sound are a,ssneiated with the main
propulsion system of an airplane, other examples exist, although they are often
of short duration. Air cycle machines in air-conditioning systems can transmit
discrete fi'equeney vibration which radiates sound into the cabin. Also, vibration
call be transmitted from hydraulic pomps into the filselage structure, with eventual
radiation ms sound into tile cabin.

Usually, structure-borne sound components cannot be ulea.sured directly and hlwe
to be deduced from other nmasnrements. Exceptions to tiffs general rule scene if tile
airborne components can be removed (ref. 101), but it is often only the structure-
borne path that can be broken and, then, only in ground tests (ref. 102). There st.ill
remains the problem of determining the structure-borne components during flight
conditions.

Analysis of Structure-Borne Sound
Transmission

An analysis of structure-borne sound in aireral't can be divided into three main
parts: excitation, transmission, and acoustic radiation. Tim precise role played by
each part depends on the particular alreraft configuration, but tile general approach
can be discussed using tile example of an airplane with wing-mounted turboprop
engines sad propellers (fig. 37). Tile main components associated with structure-
borne sound transmission are identified in figure 38, For this aircraft tile excitation is
in two forms: a mechanical component that is associated with out-ot'-balanee forces in
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Figur_ 36. Airborne and strncture.borne sound levels deduced from measure-
merits iu pasnenger compartment of a twin-engine, propeller-driven air-

plane. (From re.[. 101.}
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Figure ,_tT, Sources and paths 4 _trncture-borne sound in twin-engine,
propeller-driven airplane.
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the engine and propeller and an aemdynaudc compouent generated by _be propeller
wake on the wing. Tile out-of-balance forces arc transndtted tllrough the engblc
mounts (wbicb may be rigid or hlcludn vibration isolators) into tile whig structure,
whereas the aerodynamic pressures act directly on the wink skin. Structure-boule
transmission clung tile wing occurs in the spars and skin, although it is po_slble tbat
different patbs are important for different frequency componmlts.

Mechaaiealexcitation

I" ...... I
I Engineforces i
I
[ into ¢aldn

t I
I I

Pressure field excitattoll

I"...... t
i Propellerwake J

I _nwins

Figure 0°8. Main co_nponentsof slmtctlt_-borne sound transmission path for
twin.engine airplane.

Ezcitatlon

When the excitation is generated by mechanical forces, the vlbrationa[ power P
flowing into the airframe structure can be estimated by use of the impedances of tile
various structural components (ref, 08). Tbus, typically.

fi_ . _ Iz,I _ fi
P - ao{FV} - _ae{Z/}Y, (2_)

wllere F and V are, respectlvely, the force and velocity at the connection between
the source and tile structure, an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, Zs is the
impedance lookblg into tile source, ZI is tbe impedance looking into the airframe,. tl
and V., Jathe free velocity oftbe source (i.e., tile engine vibratory velocity for tim
hypothetical ease when tile e:lginc is not constrained).

When an isolator is introduced, tlle power flow equation becomes more cmnpli-
cared. For tlm simplest case of a massless isolator witb impedance gi,

Iz,121zd_
P = I'_,_z_+ z/z, + z, zdfiae{z/}v] (_6)

The value of V# cannot be measured directly, bnt u practical approach is to
measure the velocities on an engine or on an airframe during engine operation
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when no vibration isolators are present (ref. 08). hnpedances can be obtained from
measurements (ref, 103) or calculatlons (ref. 104),

If the excitation is a pressure field, such as tile wake generated by the propeller,
the loading on the structure can be estimated if the characteristics of the pressure
field and the excited structure are known (reL 105). This can be accomplished using

! techniques similar to those used to predict the response of faselage structures to
-_ acoustic or aerodynamic excitation, as discussed earlier,
•; J

:. Enemy Transmission
The transmission of vibrational energy in a strncture involves the participation

of several types of waves (ref, 106)--fiexural, longitudinal, and transverse (phme and E
torsional). Thus tile analysis is more complicated than for transmission through

_, air. Longitudinal and transverse waves are nondispersive, their propagation speed
being independent of frequency; flexural waves are dispersive, the phase speed

• being proportional to the square root of frequency. A cmnplete estimate of energy
"_ transmission has to include contributions frmn all wave types, The situation is

further complicated because at any discontinuity in the structure, such as a frame
or stiffener, energy can be transferred from one wave type to another, For example,
when a flsxural wave in a plate is incident on an unsymmetricany attacked tn_s,
the resulthlg wave system includes transmitted and reflected flexural waves and

!: transmitted and reflected longitudinal waves (ref, 107),
Various analytical approaches can be used to predict structure.borne transmis-

• l slon, but the choice may depend to some extent on the frequency range of interest,
At high frequencies, where the vibrational wavelengths are small relative to the struc-

:. rural dimensions, statistical energy analysis methods have been used (refs, 99 and
107) since tile requirement of high modal density is satisfied, An aRernative ap-
proach has used the tlleory of waveguides (ref, 105), At low frequencies, where the
wavelengths of the vibration are long relative to local structural dinlensious and the

i'_ modal density is very small, SEA methods are no longer valid, However, it is then

!i practical to ase finite element or other nlethods (refs, 108 and 109),
_! In some cases it is appropriate to apply empirical or semiemplrical methods to

supplement the analysis, For example, empirical methods were applied in the de-
termination of transfer functions relating tim forces induced by engine vibration to
sound pressure in tile cabin of a snlall, single-engine airplane (ref. i02), Also, exper-

: lmental techniques have been used to determine transmission paths by disconnecting
_i the engine from the fuselage structure (ref. 102) or by replacing vibration isola-

tion mounts with rigid connections (ref. 110). To some extent, these experimental
methods are more correctly considered as source-path identification methods, to be
discussed later,

Acou,_ticRadiation

! The filial component in the determination of structure-borne sound in aircraft

f is tile radiation of acoustic energy into the receh, ing volume, This is equivalentto airborne sound traasmlssioo except that in structure-borne transmission the
structural response is only resonant, whereas in airborne transmission the response
can include nonresonant contributions (which may be the major contributions). As
was true for the analysis of vibration transmission, different analytical methods may
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be applicable for difo rent frequency ranges. SEA methods have been nsed wbere
tbe acoustlo modal densities in the receiving volume were high (ref. 9[}), and finite
element metbods wbsre the acoustic modal densities were low (eels. 45 and 108}.
One example of the latter situation is the analysis of engine-induced noise in small
general aviation airplanes,

Source-Path Identification

Aircraft cabin noise is generated by a variety of sources, such as turbulent
boundary layers, jet exhaust, propellers, and engine unbalance forces. Noise fronl
differellt engines or differeot locations, snell _s turbulent bonnd,_ry layers on forward
and aft regions, can be considered separate sources, Transmission can be airborne or
structure-borne, but eitber call propagate along a variety of paths. For example,
airborne noise can enter through windows, side panels, or ceiling panels, and
structure-borne noise from a propeller wake can enter through excitation of wing
panels or horizontal tall surfaces.

Tbe need to minimize the weigbt of noise control devices requires that th0
cuntrlhutions from various sources and paths be known in some detail, Then the
cabin noise and structural weight limits may be satisfied by controlling only the
dominant source-path combinatlons_ by locating treatments where several sources
or patbs are affected, or by locating treatments at a position in the path where
maximum noise reduction can be obtained with minimnm treatment weight,

No single identification method is available that satisfies all situations. A number
of methods have been developsd_ however, and it is usual that several are needed
for any particular noise control application. Many identification methods have bees
developed originally for architectural and surface vehicle applications, and tbero is
extensive literature available (refs. 111 and 112), Identification methods and results
for aircraft applications arc described in the following sections.

In-Place Measurement Methods

Identification measurements msde with an aircraft in an operational flight
condition are potentially tbe most reliable and accurate becaaso all noise sources
arc present and are interacting ia the actual manner to be controlled. Flight tests
are expensive, however, and the interactions may not allow separation of tbe various
sources and paths. Development of new measurement techniques and equipment
that can operate without interference but in conjuILetion with other required testing
is important for reduction of cost.

Frequency Separation

When tlle spectral characteristics of the dominant sources are distinctly different,
their contributions can be identified from a spectrum of the cabin noise. Tbis
is illustrated in figure 9, Tim principal noise generated by the propeller occurs
at the tones, whose frequencies can be obtained from the propeller rpm and
number of blades, For this aircraft it is known that no other source produces
this spectral characteristic, so tbe tones are identified as of propeller origin. The
propeller broadbaml noise levels are low, so ths broadband spectrum at about
?0 dB is associated with the aerodynamic bomldaey layer. The measurement
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of instrumentation noise floor and exterior sound levels on the fuselage (fig. 4)
supports rids conclusion. The appearance of a tone in the cabin at about 670 Hz
associated only with an engine tnrhlne speed suggests the presence of engine-
generated structure-borne noise (ref. 4). The spectrmn does not separate the
contribution from the two propellers, llowever. For aircraft with piston engines
tim tone spectra from the propeller and pulsating exhaust usually overlap. Then,
exilaast and propeller contributions carl be separated only if tim propeller is geared
to operate at an rpm different from tt|at of tim engine (ref. 21) or if some enghm
tones occur at frequencies between the propeller tones (refs. 110 and 113).

Correlation

Where several sources are present having broadband or overlapping toual spec-
tra, tim contributions can sometimes be separated by correlating the characteristics
of the cabin noise witl| those of the sources. 1° The method requires simultaneous

! measurement of cabin noise and source noise so that a measured signal can be el}-
rained foreach source that contains information for only that one source. Extensive
statistical tt|eory ]ms been developed for the separation of tile source contributions
(ref. 6), and methods of this type have been evaluated for surface-radlated noise
(mf. 114), gas turbine combustion noise (ref. 115), and aircraft cabin noise (refs. 116
and 117). Use of collereut output power methods enabled separation of contributions
from the right and left propellers, as they occurred at slightly different frequencies

!" (ref. 117). The separation of the contributions from five fuselage panels was only a
limited success (ref. llg). Only 35 percent of the sound energy at the copilot's posi-
tion was attributed to the five panels, and this 35 percent resulted from the coherent
motion of tim panels, rather ti|an from their independent motions. More extensive
evaluation of the fuse]age vibration ndght have been obtained through measurements
at additional locations,

These methods require an understanding of fairly sophisticated statistical con-
cepts and the use of a digital computer for processing of the data. Modern self-
contained, portable, special purpose hardware for fast Fourier transform (FFT) anal-
ysis greatly facilitates such data handling.

Intensity

The distribution of sound radiated into the cabin by the enclosing walls is of
interest for laying out tim sidewall treatment distribution and for locating "hot spots"
that indicate acoustic leaks in a finished cabin. Occasionally a trained observer
can identify such hot spots simply by listening or with tile aid of a microphone.
Recent advances in instrumentation hog,ever, have made possible tim meamlrelnent
of acoustic intensity for identifying the distribution of sound radiated from a vibrating
surface (ref. 118).

Aeonsflc intensity measurements make use of a pair of carefully matclmd and
• (calibrated microphones that are mechanically held at a fixed distance apart (ref. I19),

as shown in figure 39. The pair is then sensitive to intensity flowing along tim
line joining the microphouas and is much less sensitive to intensity flowing in

tOTwo deterministie_discrete frequency,ourceaof preciselythe same frequencywill alwe.ysbe
completelycorrelated_othat tills approachIs notu,eful.
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other directions, The signals from the microphones are summed to obtain pressure
and subtracted to obtain velocity (from the slope of pressure), Tim complex
product yields acoustic intensity. Such measurements are only widely practical
through the use of special purpose FFT analysis hardware, The awdlabifity of such
iastrumentation has stimulated a surge in research on inteasity methods (ref. 120)
and has led to development of special equipment and procedures for measurements
ml aircraft in flight (ref. 121). Intensity methods have been applied to aircraft pauels
(ref, 122) and a complete aircraft hlselage in laboratory studies (ref, 123).

Fa_:e to face

Back to back

Staggered

Figure 39. Microphone arrangements .for acoustic intensity measurement.
(From ref, 119,)

Measurement of sidewall noise transmission (ref. 123) is illustrated in figaro 40. A
fuselage of a fight aircraft was suspended in a semiaeechoic chamber and a pneumatic
driver with a rectaagular horn was used to sbnulate the localized sound field of a
wing-mounted propeller. Total acoustic power transmitted through each of four
panel areas was measured by sweeping the two-microphone probe over the interior of
the panel while the instrument system integrated the instantaneous intensity signal,
Incident power was obtained using the same two.mlcrophone technique with tbe
fuselage removed and sweeping over the area previously occupied by the panel. For
some tests, measurement results were improved by installing fiberglass absorption
blocks in the fuselage when measuring power transmitted. Transmission loss obtained
from incident and transmitted power for a window area is shown in figure 40. The
measured TL of the plastic window agrees with infinite-panel mass law, and tile
technique is shown to detect changes in TL due to addition of a window shade such
as :night be used far noise control purpoass, At low frequencies the measurements
showed differences from the mass law, as would be expected from tile finite nature of
the window area. Special efforts have been directed toward design of two-microphone
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systams for usa in the low.frequency region of importance to propeller alrcraf_. It
was shown that the TL vtdoes for the four panel areas could be used to obtain the
sound pressure level in the cabin and that changes in SPL due to changes in TL of
one panel area could be reasonably well predicted.

Tile two-microphone method can be expected to cause minimal change ill the
vibration and acoustic behavior of the fuselage and therefore should produce accurate
results.

60 0 Window _-_L""_
-- M_ law

i

40

TL,
dB 201
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2000 4000 6000 _SO0
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Figure 40. In-place measurement (re.f. 1_3) of aircraft windotu noise rajas-
mission loss using acoustic intensity.

Holography

Near-field acoustic holography (NAH) is a new technique for studying the
sound radiation of vibrating surfaces (ref. 124). The technique is quite similar
to conventional acoustical Imlography and is based on the same principles. There
are differences, however, that allow NAH to provide significantly more information.
Measurements are made as close as possible to the vibrating surface to detect both
the radiating and the nonradiating pressure components. For example, one system
uses a 16 × 16 plane array of 2fi6 inexpensive electret microphones located just a few
centimeters from the vibrating surface (fig. 41). Processing these data using FFT
algorithms to evaluate Rayleigh's integral formulas (ref. 125) allows calculation of
the pressure, the velocity, and the vector intensity at tiny point in the acoustic field.
The method has been used to study sound radiation from flat plates (fig. 41) and
displays unique "source" and "sink" features of the intensity field.

,, System ModificationMethods

Information on sources and paths can be obtained by modification of some feature
_ of the aircraft operation or configuration. For example, changing the rpm of one

I engine (when both are normally operated at tim same rpm) separates the tones in
9
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Figure .tl, Vector acoustic intensity field of u vibrating plate asin 9 near-field
acoustic holography. (From ref. ig,I,)

the frequency spectrum so that tim contribution of each engine can be identified,
as shown in figure 4, For the an0.lysis to be rigorous, it should be shown that the
modifieatlon does not change the source streugfll, the path characteristics, or their
interactions. For tim rpm change (fig, 4), tt number of rpm values for both engines
could be investigated to determine tile effect ofrpm changes, In most eases, however,
the effect of the modlficatlon cannot be rigorously" determined, so tile results mast
be considered only estimates,
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The precision obtainable by source-patll modification is suggest[1d by figure 42
(r[1£ 110). A variety of id[1ntification tedmiques, including modification methods,
were used to determine tile cabin noise contributions from various sources and paths
(fig. 42(a)). Tile eornpmmnt contributions were added to obtahl a cmnputed cabin
noise level. This is compar[1d with the actual measured noise level in figure 42(b).
The or[trail chap[1 of the spectrum is predicted quite well, but differences of several
decibels appear at many frequencies.
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Figure "12. Cabin nots[1 contributions .for a twin-[1ngine light aircraft in cruise
1tight, (Fromre/. 1_0.)

_rning Off Sourc[1s

If one of the noise sourc[1s can be turned off, theu the r[1duction in cabin noise

that occurs can be considered the contribution of that source. This is true provkled
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that turning off a som'ce does not change the output of tile remaining sources. For

example, turning off one engine of a twln-englne aircraft can be expected to reduce
airspeed and thus reduce both tile aerodynamic noise anti tile noise of the remaining
engine and propeller, These effects can be evaluated either by special tests or by
tbeoretical ctmslderations.

When a source is turned off, it sometimes happens that tile cabin noise level is
not reduced; it may increase. Such results can occur when two sources bare a phase
relation tbat results in cancellation, so that tile two sources together make less noise

tban either one alone, Synehropbasing of multiple propellers and active noise control
are intended to reduce cabin noise by sucb eancenatien,

The strength of aerodynamic sources of cabin noise in several light aircraft has

been estimated by operating in flight with tim engines partly or completely shut
down (ref, 110) and some results are sllown in figures 43 and d4, As reported by the
authors t

filmllar dive tests were carried out with Beveral twln-engble aircraft, on which propellers
and engines could be brought completely to a stop without creating unusual propeller
wakes which would excite the fuselage in all uncharacteristic manner. In most cr_es,
tile dive speed did not reach tile cruise velocity. Tberefore, a scaling relationship was
needed to extrapolate nonpropulsion noise measured at a low speed to the cruise velociW
for comparison with "all sources," ,.. [Figure 43] allows the results of one such sealing
test_ wbere data taken at 110 kt is scaled to closely match tbe lfi0 kt data using a V 4
relatlonsldp (wbero V Is velocity], which is normally associated with tile scaling of mean- [
squarepressuresIllItturbulentboulldarylayer_waketorjotwhentilettlrbulencestructure
remains basically unchanged over tile speed (and Reynolds number} range of interest ....
These 150 kt data are tben sealed to the 178 kt cruise condition by a V 4 relationsblp;
tile comparison with "engine on" noise levels is sbown in ,.. Ifigure 44.] Again, the
nenpropuisien contribution to the broadband spectral levels is found to be substantial.
In this ease, tile only majllr uncertainty is whether or not tile flow field over the aircraft
was Identical between tile dive and cruise conditions,

Path Blocking

If a transmission patb can be blocked, or cut, so that it transmits little or no
noise or vibration, then the resulting reduction in cabin noise can be attributed to
tbat path. II

Structure-borne noise from engine vibration has been investigated (ref, 1112) by
detaching tile engine from tbe fuselage in ground tests (fig. 45). Tile engine support
frames were in place for both tests so tbat the aerodynamic flow noise would be

tbe same, and tim tires were partly deflated to minimize any vibration transmission

through tile ground. When the engine we_s detached frmn tim fuselage, both engine
and cowl were moved forward about 5 cm so that there would be no mechanical

connection. All engine loads were tben carried by the support frames, Tim space
between the cowl end fuselage at tbe detachment line was covered with soft adhesive
tape that would maintain tile aerodynamic lines of flow but not transmit structural

I1 Note tile cautions described above that other sources and patlm _hould not be altered and that
aeou_tlecancellation may occur.
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vibrations. T/to reduction of 3 dB for tho overall cabin noise (fig. ,t5) indicates that
the noise transmitted through the engine attachments was eqnM to tile noise from
all other sources in that test setup. Larger reductions ill some l/3.octave bands
indicate that the proportion is larger at those frequezlcies, and significant structure.
borne noise is evident throughout the frequency range.
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t Figure 4,9. Estimation and scaling of cabin noise due to airflow using engine-off dive tests era large twin.engine light aircmJ't, (From ref, 110.)
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Fisure 45, Determination of strnetare.borne noise by engine detachment
method. (From ref, IOP..)

Airborue paths are often studied using a heavy mass-lasded vinyl material to
cover the surface (fig. 46). Vinyl sheets of 5 to 10 kg/m 2 have been used with
soft foam or fiberglass between the vinyl and the surface to minimize the effects on
the dynamics of tile fuselage structure. Transmission through windows was studied
in a reverberation room (ref. 126) by testing with windows uncovered and thou
covered, as illnstrated in figure ,If(a), The objective of covering the windows wa_
to eliminate the sound transmission. Tim results showed that the covering effect
depended on frequency; at some freqneneies the interior noise, was higher with the
windows covered, but the overall sound level decreased by 3 dB with the windows
covered, Transmission through the fuselage sidewall and ttle wing structure was
studied in ground tests of a light aircraft with engines running (ref. 101). Tile covered
areas are sketched in figure 46(b). The fnselage and wing coverin^gsconsisted of one
or two layers of foam and septum ruaterial weighing 3.08 kg/mZeach, Tile entire
wing surface was covered from tile fuselage to a position outboard of tile region where
the propeller wake impinged on the wing. By testing with a variety of combinations
of filselnge and wing coverings, it was concluded that the propeller wake interaction
with tim wing surface was a significant structure-borne noise source in the cabin.

Surface covering is an often used and seemingly straightforward approach to path
identification. However, unexpected results are sometimes observed, for example
the increase in noise level when windows were covered in reverheratlon room tests
(ref, 126), and the reduction in cabin noise level when a window was opened in a
propeller aircraft ground test (ref. 127). Explanation of these effects of path changes
would require a more in-depth analysis than has been applied yet,

Acmlstic enclosures of several kinds can be used to limit the area on the exterior
of tile fuselage over which the source noise impinges or to limit tile sidewall area on :

aao
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(a) Windows covered. (b) I_tselage and wing covered.

Figure 46. Surface covering/or path identification by the path bloekin9
method (re/s. 101 and 1_6).

the interior of the aircraft from which tile radiated noiseis measured, Tbe useof an
exterior acoustic guide to measure the noise transmittecl through an aircraft window
(ref. 77) is illustrated in figure 47. The acoustic guide is constructed of plywood
and mass-loaded vinyl walls so that noise generated by t)m speaker in tile enclosure
is directed only onto the window. A soft material is applied where the guide walls
meet tile fuselage surface to provide an acoustic seal but to minimize the effect on
vibration behavior. Test results showed that tlle noise level outside the enclosure was
30 dB less titan the level inside. The test results indicate good agreement between tile
measured and predicted transmission throngll tile window. Location of the acoustic
guide at various positions on tile fuselage exterior, on tile wings, or on toil surfaces
would provide information on the relative sensitivity of cabin noise to source noise
position.

Parameter Variation

When a transmission path cannot be completely blocked, either by (llscommeting
structure or by adding mass, then a change in transmission properties may alter
the traasmitted noise enongh to infer tile importance nf the path. As aa example,
the structure-borne noise in o single-engine light aircraft has been studied usiug
this technique (ref. 110), Tile aircraft engine was run oil the ground in two test
configurations, one using tile standard soft rubber engine isolation mmmts and the
second using solid metal blocks in place of the soft isolators. Cabin noise and
acceleration at the four mount locations were measured. For one frequency band
tile test results obtained were

Average inollnt Cabin noiselevel,
acceleration,dB (re DJ) dB (re 20 llPa)

Hard mounts 10 88
Softmounts -3 84
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Figure .t7. Mentification of window noise transmission using an acoustic
guide, (From ref. 77.)

Airborne and structure-borne noise were assumed to be independent and therefore
to add in the cabin according to the relation,

2 o
< p2 >total = < P >air "1"< P" >tltruet (27)

wbero

< p2 >total mean square total acoustic pressure

< p2 >air mean square airborne component

< p2 >atruet mean square structllre-borne colnponeHL

The structure-borne component is then assumed to be proportional to the average
acceleration < a > at tile engine mounts:

< p2>.truer= < (ks)2> (28)

Tile measured mount accelerations anti cabin noise were then used in these expres-
sions to obtain two equations tbat were solved to obtain the following result for the
sound pressure contributions in tim frequency band:

Airborne Structure-borne

noiselevel, dB noise level,dB
Hard mounts 83.7 86
Soft mounts 83.7 73

Tile structure-borne noise is seento be considerably greater with the hard nlounts,
as would be expected.
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Transfer _kmction Methods

Transfer function metilods for saurce,patll identliieatiou consist of three steps.
First tile transfer function between tile cabin noise and tile source of interest is
obtained. Measurements usually are done in a nonoperational envirvmnent where
no other sources are present and input and cabin noise can be accurately me_ssred.
Theoretical methods may also be used (refs, 99 and 110). Tile second step is to
measure tlle source noise in the operational flight condition. Finally, the product of
tile transfer function and tbe flight blput noise gives all estimate of tile iuterior anise
in flight due to tile source of interest,

The structure-borne noise measurements described in tile previous scctiou may
be considered as an example. Tile factor k in equation (28) that multiplies meant
acceleration to give structure-borne cabin noise is tile transfer function for the
engine vibration source. Tile simultaneous equatimm obtained by using the ground.
measureddataforhardand softmountscan besolvedforthetransferflmctiask

(as well as tile airborne component). Tileuseof flight-measured mount accderatlons
along with k would then yield the estimate of cabin noise in flight dee to eeghm
vibration sources.

Radiation Efficiency

Another method developed for separating airborne and structure-borne noise is
based on their differing radiation characteristics and relies on the ability to measure
radiated intensity (ref. 128). In certain frequency ranges, structure-boule noise asd
airborne noise have different associated radiation efficiencies because they generate
differing types of structural vibration. Tile first step in tile method therefore is to
measure the radiation efficiencles, aa and o-s, defined ms

II.I

for airborne noise and

for structure-borne noise. As indicated ill figure 48, tile radiation efficiency of a skhl
panel or window is measured witb an intensity probe to deterndne nverage radiated
intensity III and an array of aeeelerometers to determhm mean-square panel velocity
< v2 >. Airborne radiation cfiqciency aa is measured with oeiy tile speaker in
operation, and structure-borne radiation efficiency is measured with only the shaker
in operation. When both sources are in operation, the total panel velocity < v2 >
anti radiated intensity III are measured and the cmnponents of radiated power P are
determined using tile relations

Pa = pease ers<v2 > - II]/pc (31)
tY$ -- _tl

for airborne power Pa and

P, = peAo', a,_< v z > - II[]pe (32)
O's -- ff s
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Figure 48. Setup for separating airbmT_e and structure-borne noise using
radiation efficiency method (ref. 128).

for structure-borne power Ps, wbere A is panel area, and certain shnplifylng
assumptions are valid (ref. 128).

The method has beeu investigated using a munber of aircraft panels in a
transmission loss setup and using an aircraft fuselage with laboratory sources,
as indicated in figure 48. Both coherent and incoberent asumes were used. In
general tbe method successfully separated airborne and structure-borne components
and determined the proportions of radiated acoustle power. Limitations of tbe
metbod were identified as (1) a requirement that tlm radiation eflicieneies % and
as differ, (2) asme unexplained overesthnation of tbe alrborne contributlon at some
frequencies, (3) possible difficulties in determining tim separate radiation efficieneies
aa and _rs for complex aircraft sources ill flight, and (4) a restriction to low frequencies
because, above tile coincidence frequency of tile panel, % anti o's are expected
to be equal. This low-frequency limitation may not be serious because in many
aircraft configurations the coincidence frequency can be expected to be well above the
frequency of important noise sources. Several significant advantages of tile method
were also identified. No changes iu the aircraft structure or operation are reqtdred, in
contrast to the system modification metlmds. The studies indicate that file metbod
is quick and iasxpeasive aud that it works for a variety of sfiffensd-skhl structures.
The method was successful when the aeoastie and vibrational sources were fitlly
eoherenL in contrast to the previously discussed correlation methods, which may
not be able to separate contributions frmn several ldghly coherent sources. Finally,
there are no limitations in prlnclple to the use of this method in flight.

Reciprocity

Application of reciprocity principles to aircraft cabin noise transmission has
been explored with tim objective of identifying noise sources and transmission paths
(ref. 129). The reeiproeity principle envisions two configurations of the aircraft, as
illustrated in figure 49. Tile first configuration represents the operational situation
for wbicb results are sought. In figure 49(a) the cabin noise due to external sources,
represented as speakers, is the information desired. In the second configuration,
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referred to here a_stile "rneiproeal configuration" (fig. 49(b)), the positions of speakers
and microphones are interchanged, and tile exterior noise due to _ speaker in tim
cabinismeasured.Tileprincipleofreciprocitystatesthatthetransferfimctions
obtained in the two configurations are equal, In mathematical terms,

(SPLin- Qout)a= (SPLo,,z- Qi;l)b (33)

where O is tile vo{ume-acceleration level of tile speaker outputand subscripts
In and out indicate measurements inside and outside. The subscripts a and b
refer to configurations shown in figure 49. Similar reciprocal relatim|s have been
developed for the cabin noise due to a mechanical excitation on the exterior of the
fuselage (rcf. 129). The advantage of using the reciprocal configuration is that tile
measurements may be more convenient or more feasible to make. For example, the
configuration of figure 49(b) may be required so as to limit the noise levels radiated to
nearby test activities. In tile case of mechanical forces, a typical engine compartment
does not {lave room for bulky shakers, but aceelerometers can usnafiy fit in.

Power Io epeakers -._ ,.,.{.

Mlctophoae

(a) Operating eonfi9uration.

Microphone readout 1 I _.n:)

I
Speaker

(b) Reciprocal configuration,

Figure 49. System configurations/or reciprocity measurements (ref,, .129).
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hwcstigations complet;ed using a llght aircraft fuselage and special omnidirec-
tional speakers in laboratory tests (ref. 129) have verified the vldkfity of recipro-
cal transfer fnnctions wlmn applied to tile complex structure_ damping treatments,
sound-absorbing material, and cabin farnisbings of tile aircraft interior, These re-
suits suggest tbat tile assunlptions of reciprocity, such as tile requirement that the
system be linear and thne invarlant, are satisfied for the filselage, These results were
valid for herb single inputs of mechanical or acoustic type and multiple correlated
inecban[eal inputs acting sbnnltaueously,

Theoretical Methods

Some tbeoretlcal methods for interior noise prediction are fommlated in a maimer
that provides information on transadssion patb sensitivity (refs, 45, 79, and 130), As
an exaulple, figure 50 illustrates interior noise prediction for an aircraft fuselage. Ill
tbis metbod the fuselage sidewall is divided into a lmmber of units, eacb consisting
of one to three sklu panels and up to two blternal stiffeners. Tbe horizontal edges
are simply supported and tile vertical edges of each panel nnit are supported by
flexible stiffeners, Tile cabin noise is calculated separately for each panel malt, and
tile contributions frmn all panel units are added to obtain tile total interior noise,
As shown in the figure, the noise transmitted through tile different panel units varies
considerably in tbe bameline configuration. The addition of damping tape to the skin
panels reduces tile noise transmitted tbrough all panel refits except number 9, so
tbat with damping tape tim contributions of all mlits are more nearly equal. Sueb
information could be usefifl in klentifying which sklewall areas most need additional
treatment or in deterndning tile sensitivity of transmitted noise to the addition of
various types of treatment to different sidewall regions.

Noise Control Application

Gcnel'al Approach

Interior noise levels can be reduced by noise control .d.ttbc source or by attenuation
during transmission. In principle, noise control at the source is the most desirable
approach_ but it amy be extremely dlflicult or expensive unless tbe tecbnklues are
incorporated in tile basic design of tim airplane. Consequently, noise attenuation ill
tile transmission path is also required in most aircraft.

Tile methods used to reduce noise generation depend on tile nature of tile source.
For propeller noise, tile methods could include increasing the clearance between tbe
propeller tip and tile fuselage, lowering the propeller rotational speed, locating tile
propeller plane away from tile occupied region of the fuselage, synchropbth_ing the
propellers, and cbanging the direction of rotation of tile propeller (ref. 131). The first
tllree metllods involve tile basic design of tim airplane, although there may be some
benefit in retrofitting different engines and propellers. Propeller syncfironizatiou
blvolves accurate control of the propener speed in multiengine configurations. In
turbojet and turbofan aircraft, structure-borne noise can be controlled by reducing
tile out-of-balance forces generated by tile rotating components; and airborne noise
call be controlled by locating jet exhausts well away from the fuselage. Turbulent
boundary layer pressure fluctuations can be reduced by avoiding flow separation,
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Fisure 50, Inlerior noise contributions of panel areas of a fuselage as
determined by theoretical analysis (ref. 79).

but the main reductions can be achieved only by removing the turbulent boundary
layer itself, a solution that h_ not yet been accomplished. With the exceptlml
of propeller synebronlzation and direction of rotation, reduction at source is not
considered further in this chapter.

Descriptions of noise control methods applied to aircraft of various configurations
(rels, 28, 61, 100_ and 132-141) show that tile most common approach is to utilize
cabin sidewall treatments that reduce interior sound pressure levels to tim desired
values. A typical sidewall treatment, from a large modern jet aircraft, is shown in
cross section in figure 51. The sidewall is a multielemmlt system with fiberglass
blankets, Impervious septa, an interior decorative trim, and multipanu windows.
Damping materials are applied to tile fuselage skin. This type of treatment reduces
both airborne (transmission through tim fnselage skin) and structure.borne (radiated
by tile skin) noise, although tile effectiveness may differ for the two components.
Dynamic vibration absorbers are used in several eases to reduce structure-borne
noise from turbofan engines (ref, 28) or airborne propeller noise (refs. 136 and 142),
Various noise control methods are reviewed in the following sections.

Multlnlement Sidewall

Tim sidewall treatment has to satisfy both tlmrmal and acoustic requirements,
although adequate thermal insulation can usually be acbieved with less treatment
titan is needed for noise control, In addition, tim acoustical treatment has to lnwe
minimum weigbt and volume, should not readily absorb moisture, should be resistant

g87
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Figure 51. Typical sidewall cress section ol" a lartje passenger transport
aircraft, (From re/, 18,?. Copyright A1AA; reprinted with permission.)

to flame, and slmuld not give off smoke or toxic fumes. Laboratory massurements
lmve shmvn that fiberglass blankets satisfy tbese criteria and are more effective than

other nmterials in terms of noise reduction per unit weight. Tile fiberglass is available
in various densities, such im 6.4, 8, and 24 kg/m :j, and the lowest density material
is preferred unless tbere is a very stringent space limitation. Typically, tile fibers

have diameters of about 0.00013 cm and are bonded together by a resin material
that constitutes about 15 percent of tile total weigbt of the blanket, The fiberglass
material is enclosed in very thin bnpervious sheets to protect it from moisture,

Typical examples of nmltielement sidewalls ill large commercial airplanes are
sbowu ]n figure 52, wlficb compares sections through sidewall treatments for

standard-body (3,g-m-dlam) and wide-body (0.8-m-diam) (ref. 135) nlrpbmes. Tim.
staudard-body treatment consists of a fibergblss blanket filling tim depth of the ring
frame stiffener and a relatively thin blanket between tim cap of tile ring frame aild the

interior trim panel. Attacbnmnt of the interior panel to tile frame causes emnpres.
sion of tile thin blanket and tbereby degrades tile acoustic Insulation of the sidewall,
Tim wide-body treatment uses the same type of low-density glass fiber but provides a
thicker blanket between the frame end the interior trim panel and all air gap between
the two blankets,

Tile acoustic design of tile sidewall treatments bas undergone extensive experi-

mental and analytical study ever a number of years to optimize the configuration
(e.g., refs, 30, 38, 57-60, 62, 63, 92, 95, 132, and 1,13-146), The studies liars inves-
tigated not only tim use of tile fiberglass material, but also tile insertion of heavy

impervious septa, This is particularly true witb respect to the advanced turboprop
airplane (rcfs. 63 and 92) wl|ere greater transmlssion losses are reqnired at low fre-
quellcles than are provided by current production sidewall treatments,
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Figure 52. Sections through sidewall treatments used on large, passenger
aircraft. (From ref. lsg.)I

Transmission loss characteristics of all idealized double-wall treatment are shown
tn figure 53, which presents predicted increases ill transmission loss relative to tile
untreated fuselage (ref. 63). Transmission loss spectra are plotted for cases with
and without porous material between the two walls. When there is no material
in tile air gap, the spectra clearly show tile predicted decrease in transmission loss
at the double-walI (mass-spring-mass) and air gap acoustic resonance frequencies.
It is possible that, at some frequencies in tile nelgbborhood of tile resonances, tile
transmission loss for the double-wall system can be less tban the original single panel.
As tbe surface mass density m2 of the hmer trim panel increases, tile frequency of
tile double-wall resonance ]d decreases but tile air gap acoustic resonance frequency
is unchanged. When porous materials are introduced, tile effects of the double-wall
and acoustic resonances are reduced significantly. Test data show tile presence of
the double-wail resonance, but the magnitude of the effect can vary considerably.
The results in figure 53 refer to a sidewall that is 13 cm thick, thicker titan that
usually found in a general aviation airplane but typical of larger commercial aircraft.
Increasing the distance between the sidewall panels reduces botb tbe mass-spring-
mass and the air gap resonance frequencies, a factor that can be important when
designing for low-frequency noise control.

The analysis assumes that the trim panel is limp, since all tbe components of the

i multielement sidewall are assumed to be locally reacting. In practice, trim panelsareusually stiff, such as 2.08-ram.thick aluminum panels, 6.35-mm-thick honeycomb, or
! 2.03-mm-thick crushed-core honeycomb (ref. 61). Thus, tile assumption of limpness
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Figure 53. Predicted increase in sideluall transmission loss due to addition of
a trim panel orfiberglass treatment. (From re/. 6,?.)

is not ileeossarily valid. However, an approximation to a limp panel elm be achieved
by addition of damping material to the trim paael (ref. 13,1). Alternatively, a mass-
loaded septum, suell as vinyl impregnated with lead or irou oxide, can be inserted
between the fiberglass blankets and trbn panel (refs, 61 and 133),

Ma_s-loaded septii call also be inserted between tlm various layers of fiberglass
blankets in an attempt to optimize transmtssion loss and weight (refs. 50 mid 144).
However, when using mulUple layers it is necessary to avoid multiple mass-sprblg-
mass resonances that con degrade tile transmission loss in the frequency range of
concern.

Experimental and analytical studies of the transmissiou loss provided by multi-
element treatments assume that tim interior trim pnnel is mounted so that no
structure.borne path for noise transmission exists. Any such path would degrade
the acoustic insulation provided by the treatment. In praetlee, tile conventlonal
trim panel has to be mounted to the fuselage structure in sash a maimer that tile
attachment will not collapse under shock loading yet will be soft enough to provide
insulation at low frequencies. These opposing requirements could be mltisfied by
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• using mounts with snubbers, p_'ovided that tile snubbers are not actiwtted by the
normal static loads. The attachment of tile trim panel to tile fuselage structure

_, usuany occurs at fuselage ring frames; figure 54 shows m_ example of a trim p_tnel
vibration isolation mount used to attach a trim panel to tile cap of a ring frame
(ref. 61). Tbe vibration and acoustic performasce of typical trim monnts is illustrated
in figures 55 and 56. In one case, the vibration reduction provided by two mounts

: was measured in the laboratory when each mount w_ subjected to a static load of
i: 0,45 kg (ref. 29). Figure 55 shows that at low frequencies neither mount provides
i_ isolation (there may even be an increase in the transmitted vibration at tile resonance

frequency of the mount), and at high frequencies the stiffer the mount, the lower tile
';_ vibration isolation. Figure 56 ilh|strntes acoastie performance in terms of the noise
-_ reduction through a double-wall system with tile panels connected by mounts of
': various stiffnesses (ref, 61). Stiff mounts provide little improvement over a rigid

connection, whereas soft momits can provide a good simulation of the completely
uncoupled system, at least for high frequencies.

Body frame

"I Shock mountr

'J lCigure 84. Vibration isolation mount.for sidewall trim panel in lane passenger

aircraft. (From ref. 61. Copyright 1981, _qAE, bit,; reprinted withpermission.)

Since there is a practical limit to tile vibration isolation that trim panel mounts
can provide at low frequencies, it may sometimes be necessary to consider the
installation of an interior trim panel that is a self-supporting structure with a
minimal number of attachment points to tile fuselage (ref, 134). Examples of
possible applicatloas are cases where significant noise reductions are required at low
frequencies (56 to 206 Hz) _sociated with propeller noise or structure-borne noise
from engine out-of-balance forces. Finally, any discussion of multielement sidewall
treatments sbould include mention of items such as windows and doors tbat can be
weak links in _tnoise control approach. Windows are typically nmltipane systems so
that an adequate transmission loss can be achieved, the innermost pane being part
of the trim pond, Doors have low transmissioa loss because tile presence of opening
and closing mechanisms limits tile space available for acoustic treatment and acoustic
leaks can occur around the door seals. One sohltiou is to provide sound-abasrbing
panels in entry areas (refa. fil and 133).
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Additions to Structure

In addition to the use of sidewall treatments, the noise transmlssion anti acoustic
radiation cbaractcrlstlcs of the fusnSage structure can bc modified by tile addition
of mass, dampklg, or stiffness. Of tbe three alternatives, damping is tile method
most commonly nsed in production aircraft; mass and stiffness changes have been
investigated mablly on an experimental basis,

Tim addition of damping material to tire skin can significantly reduce cabin noise
levels if tile sound transmission or radiation is controlled by resonant response of the
structure and tbe exlsting damping is not high. Below the hn|damcntal frequency
of the skin panel the response of an h|dividual panel is stiffness controlled so tbat
increasing tlle damping of the panel has a negligible effect on sound tran._,mlssion,|2
Also, damping is not very effective for maas.law-cmltroIled transmission except near
tile critical frequency, wbieb is often above the frequency range of interest for airplane
interior noise.

Damping material has been used in production turbojet (ref,_. 134, 140, and ldI)
and turboprop (rcf, 136) aircraft, and experimental installations can be ftmnd ill a
variety of airplanes and belicoptem (refs. 147-150). In many examples tire damping
material is alumhnlm-baeked tape, the ablminum foil acting as a constraining layer
to generate the dalnping through silear strain within tim viscoelastic material, wi|ich
also provides the adhesive, In some cases the tape inchldcs a thin layer of foam
between tim viscoelastic material and tbe ahnnimml foil. Tbe foam displaces the foil
away from the viscoelastic material and thereby augments its constrabdng action. In
other examples tile damping material is unconstrained tiIes. The danlping material
is applied only to tile skin in all the preceding examples, usually covering only part
(rougldy 80 percent) of the skin area,

Measurements on a large, modern jet aircraft (reL 1,t8) showed that the addition
of damping tape reduced interior sound pressure levels by 3 to 8 dB at frequencies
above about 800 Hz (fig. 57), It was estimated that tbe addition of the damping
material would increase tbe total damping factor of tile panels free| about 0.01
to about 0.05, In this application, tbe sound pressure levels were associated with
external turbulent boundary layer excitation, and the skb| structural response was
resonant. The presence of tile damping tape would also have stone effect on tile
stiffness-controlled rcspoase because of tbe weight of the tape; it was estimated that
the frequency of tile fundamental mode of the panel was reduced from 625 Hn to
595 Hz. The effecti*,,eneasof dampblg tape could, perhaps, be extended to lower
frequencies by application to stringers and ring frames (rot',84) as well as to tile skin
panels. Damping material can also attenuate structure-borne sound, wbm| resonant
bending modes dominate radiation (rcf, 100). Analysis of a helicopter stnlcture
indicated that panel loss factors could he increased from abmlt 0.01 to about 0,07,
resulting in noise reduction of approximately 7 dB.

One important parameter affecting tile acoustic performance of a given damping
material is tile damping coefficient at low temperatures; fuselage skin temperatures
during cruise conditions can be -29°C (ref. 15) or lower, Many damping materials
are most efficient at room temperatures, so that suitable materials mast be selected
carefully.

12 This a_sulnea thl_t lh(_ panel weight l_ alnall compared wlth average _idewa[I weight and that. damping

ia Itlcrca_ed without adding weight.
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Figure 5Z Noise reduction provided by damping lope on fuselage skin.
Boundary layer excitation, flight test. (From ref. 249.)

The nse of damping material need not be restricted to tile fllselage skin and
stiffeners. It can be applied to other structures if sound transmission or radiation is
dominated by resonant response of those structures. For example, damping material
has been applied in a recent installation (ref. 134) to the sidewall trim penni mswell as
the fuselage skin. Also, additional damping has proven effective in reducing acoustic
radiation from gearboxes in helicopters (rot'. 149).

Increasing the basic stiffness of a fuselage structure may appear to be an attractive
way of decrEmsing low-frequency sound transmission. However, several factors must
be considered. First, the overall low-frequency response of tile filselage structure
should be understood, so that tile frequency range associated with stiffness response
can be determined, Second, if the filselage is pressurized during flight, tbe effective
stiffness of the structure is already ranch higber tbau tbat of the anpressurized
fi|selags. Third, increasing tile stiffness with only a negligible weigbt inere,xse lowers
the critical frequency. ConsequEntly, the decree.and transmission loss associated with
coincidence occurs at lower frequencies.

The main application of structural stiffness in noise control hns been concerned
with tbe modification of existing structures by tim addition of boneycomb material
to tile skin (refs. 36, 79, 149, and 151), In practise, the boneyeomb material can
bE applied only in relatively small panels, because of tim obstructions presented by
longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners on the fimelagE. Since the bEneycomb
panel can reduce vibration (and, llencE, noise) only wben the flexural wavelengtbs
in the fuselage skin are small relative to the planform dimensions of the bEneycomb
panel, the method Is effective only at relatively higb frequencies. This is illus_'ated
in figure 58, which contains data from an experimental installation on a pressurized
cylindrical fuselage tinder cruise conditions (ref. 149). At low frequencies, where the
dimensions of the honeycomb panel are small relative to tile fiexural wavelengths,
tile honeycomb material acts mainly as additiEnal mass and has little or no noise
control capability.

In figure 58 tbe honeycomb panels provide essentially no vibration reduction at
frequeneiea below about 400 Hz. Vibration and noise reductions at Iowsr frequencies
were obtained in ground tests of a general aviation airplane (refs. _16and 151),
but in that c_e tbe fuselage panels were flat rather tban curved and the fuselage
was unpressurized during tbe tests. The panel fundamental frequency was 69 Hz
compared with n corresponding frequency of about 400 Hz for tile untreated skin
panels associated with the data in figure 58. Noise reductions of tip to 10 dB were
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Figure. 58, Vibration reduction provided by honeycomb panels attached to skin,
Honeycomb I iekness = 1.9 cm, Weight = 1,2 kg/m 2. (From ref. 149.)

measured in the frequency range from 100 to fi00 Hz during ground tests (refs. 3G
and 151), even though it is possible that tile data were contaminated by noise
transmission through flanking paths (no flight tests were performed),

Dynamic Absorbers

Dynamic vibration absorbers can alter tile vibration characteristics of a system,
particularly at frequencies in tile neighborhood of the resonance frequency of the
absorber, However, devices of tbis type are useful ordy whoa tile vibration to be
controlled is dominated by a siagle constant frequency. The absorber is tuned to this
frequency by adjusting tile absorber mass and stiffness until the resonance frequency
of the absorber equals the frequency to be attenuated, The vibration of the system
at the attachment point of file absorber can then be reduced significantly, since the
absorber provides a force that acts against the vibration of the system,

Dynamic absorbers have beea used to attenuate structure-borne and airborne
sound associated with engines operating at constant speed during cruise conditions,
For a jet airplane with rear-mounted engines (ref. 28), dynamic absorbers were
attached to the fuselage structure close to tile turbofan engbm mounts to reduce
structure-borne sound transmission. Two sets of absorbers were tuned to the
rotational frequencies of tile low- and bigh-pressure compressors of tile turbofan
engine, 120 and 180 Hz, respectively, Noise was reduced by 5 to 10 dB in flight tests.

Propeller noise has been controlled in turboprop aircraft by installing dynamic
absorbers on ttle ring frames of the fuselage (refs, 136 and 1,12) and by attaching
absorbers to cabin trim panels (ref, 136), Absorbers were tuned to the fundamental,
first harmonic, or second llarlnonic of tile propeller blade-p_sage frequency, For
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a twin-engine aircraft (tel 136), absorbers toned to the blado-ptussage frequency of
88 Hz were attached to tile ring frames to reduce nOIsEby about 10 dB for a weight
penalty of 30 kg, Also, three sets of absorbers tuned to frequencies of 88, 176, and
264 Hz and attached to the interior trim panels reduced the A-wEighted sound level
by about 2 dB for a weight penalty of 25 kg.

Vibration Isolators

Vibration isolators are widely used in engine mounting systems to attenuate
strueturE-boroo sound associated with engine out.obbalance forces. This is par-
ticularly true for reciprocating engines where significant levels of vibration can
be transmitted into the foselage structure, but it is also true for turboprop and
tnrbofan installations, Vibration isolators are constructed from eltLstomeric material
or metal, the choice being influenced to some extent by tim thermal eondltlons to
which the monnts will bE exposed, Isolators usually have nonlinear characteristics
and the system stiffness has to be chosen so that tile required vibration reduction
is achieved trader the normal static load conditions. The static loads are imposed
by engine thrust and weight and by aircraft maneuvers; snubbers are provkled for
extreme load conditions, The olmratlng stiffness range is chosen so that there is

': adequate attenuation at the frequEnCieSof concern,
Design of vibration isolators involves a largo nmnber of factors in addition to

the vibration and acoustic transtnission characteristics (ref. 152). An engine ho.s
several mounts, each having to provide vibration isolation in more than one direction.
Fnrthermore, the overall isolation performance of the mounting system is no bEttEr
than tim performance of the lea.st elfective isolator. Tim vibration isolation of
engine mounts has been investigated for a slngle-engine propeller-drlven airplane
with reciprocating engine (ref. 153). It was found that isolator stiffuess is a strong
parameter in controlling noise trmlsmlssion while isolator damping is a much weaker
parameter. Interior noise level was reduced by up to 10 dB by using expErimEntal
isolators in laboratory tests,

AcousticAbsorption

Noisecontrolmethodsaresuccessfulonlyifan adequateamount ofacoustic
absorption exists witlfin tim airplane eabbl, The absorption can be provided on tim
interior surfaces of tim cabin--sldewall, bulkheads, nnd floor--or within the volunm
by, for examplE, the seats, If there is little or no absorption, the space-averaged sound
pressure levels are high and there are strong spatial variations (ref. 50). However,
the benefits of increased absorption soon reach a stage of diminislfiog returns, For
example, increosing absorption coefficient from 0,80 to 0.95 reduces noise, on the
average, by less ttmn 1 dB, whereas tlle same change of 0,15 in coefficient from 0.2f}
to 0,35 would reduce noise by about 2,5 dB. Thus, it is usefld in stone cases to add
sound.absorbing material only in local areas such as close to the heads of passengers,

Tim design of a sidewall trim panel is usually dictated by factors otlmr than
high acoustic absorption, The trim panels are selected for resistance to mechanical
damage and ease of cleaning as well tm appearance and acoustic performance, This
often results in a surface that has a low acoustic absorption coefficient, except perhaps
at low frequencies where there may be some absorption due to membrane action of
the panel, However, there are several surface areas that can be designed with acoustic
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absorption in mind, These include ceiling panels, bulkheads, closet doors, and areas
of the overhead baggage containers. A typical sonnd-absorbing lnmel (refs. 61, 133,
and 135) consists of a perforated surface that is exposed to the interior of tim cabin,
a flow-resistive screen or cloth, a honeycomb core, and an impervious backing sheet
(fig. 59). The honeycmnb core can be in different thicknesses depending on the space
available or tbe frequency range of interest. The tbicker the core, tim greater the
absorption at low frequencies, but there may be an associated reduction in absorption
at higher frequencies,. The absorption at bigh frequencies can be increa._ed by placing
low-density fiberglass in tbe hmmycomb core,

perforated surface (inboard)
, ' . .,_Js_'_*_,_ "-- Screen facing

_@_--t=xr.._''-r'r¢" , i¢'j],_ - = Cote partly filled with flberRlaaa

--r_- "o.N_-,=A-'q I

_ Backing (outl)oard I

Figure 59. Components of sound-absorbing panel for airplane ialeTqor, (From
re/.135.)

In most designs tbe contributions of transmission loss and absorption have to be
considered together and optbnized to achieve the maxinmm noise reduction witbln
tbe restrictions of space and weight, Somethnes an impervious trbn with relatively
low absorption may be more desirable than a perforated surface witb high absorption
but relatively low transmission loss (ref. 132),

ExplOratory Concepts

Various methods or designs for interior noise control have been stmlied on an
exploratory basis but not applied to production aircraft. The main objective of the
studies has been to further reduce noise transmission through the sidewall without
additional ',','eight penalties, particular emphasis being given to tile Iow-freqnency
regime associated with propeller noise. In general, the proposed methods have been
restricted to laboratory measurements or analytical studies, bet some have been
used in flight tests. The methods include the basic design of the fuselage structure,
nonstructural additions to tbe fuselage skin panels, and new concepts for the sidewall
treatment,

Proposed modifications to tbe fuselage structure include the design of integrally
stiffened panels witb stiffeners forming a triangular array similar to the isotmpic
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panels currently xlsed in space vehicle structures (roe 154), Other approaches involve

fltselage structures constructed from honeycomb panels, the use of closely spaced
stiffeners, or tile USEof stiffeners made from COml)osite materials (tel 155). Also,
it hits been proposed that fllselage structures can be designed in such a alanner
that certain frequencies are filtered out during acoustic transmission (ref, 84), This

approach is based on analytical studies which show that periodic structures have
frequency bands where there is no transmission of flexural waves.

Novel additions to tile fllsehlge skin panels are tile bonding of rubber wedges to tile

panel boundaries (ref. 148) or the use of wavegukle absorbers to provide broadband
damping (ref. 156). In tile, first c_kse tile wedges were installed in a large jet airplane
in a region of the filselage where the donlinant excitation is the external t.rl)ulent
boundary layer. Multiple blocking masses have been investigated _m an alterlmtive
to a single mass in the co.tml of structure-borne sound in helicopters (ref. 157).
This approach was not a realistic collcept for panel-stringer configurations but may
have application in parts (if tile structure, such _mthe main frames, where tile lnodal

density is lower. Sidewall treatments containi,g resoaators located between tile
fuselage skin and the trim panel have beret tested in laboratory conditions (ref, 91)

and found to have promise for improved noise transmission with nlinimnm i.lcre_u_e
in weight.

Active noise control is an electronic means of reducing noise by tile cancellation,
or partial cancellation, of tile noise of interest. The method has been demonstrated
successfillly in duet acousti(:s and in certain other environments with a relatively
compact source. In potential aircraft applications, two general approaclms are being
pursued. One method provides local control for each occupanL of the cabin by

cproviding headsets for tim flight crew of a h(.licopter (ref. Io8) or by providing
loudspeakers in the headrest of tile seat of each occupant (ref. 159). The second
method is directed toward reduction of tile general noise levels ill tile cabin by the
judicicnls placement of noise-cancelling sources (refs, 150 and 161).
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Introduction

Community noise in the vicinity of major airports around the world is an obstacle
to the natural growth of airline traffic. During tim almost 30 years since tile advent of
eommerehl jet transports in the late 1950's, flyover noise levels of imlividual aircraft
bare been dramatically reduced, This reduction ill noise w_m brougllt about by a
combination of market forces--for example, competition, Federal and hlternatlonal
regulntloas, engine eflieieney and cycle improvements, and noise reduction technology
development. In the same time period, however, there has been only a slight incrasse
ill the number of airports, despite tim tremendous growth in airport operations--
especially since deregulation of U.S, airlines wont into etfeet. These factors have
combined to make airport noise a potential deterrent to tile otherwise orderly growtll
of the world's air transportation system.

Details are presented in this chapter for tile measurement and prediction of air-
craft flyover noise to be used for certification, research and development, community
noise surveys, airport monitors, and pass.fail criteria. Test details presented are ap-
plicable to all types of aircraft, both large and small, and the use of Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) Part 36 (ref. 1) is emphasized. The test procedures described in
FAR Part 36 are considered tbe best for Bll types of aircraft-noise testing. Accu-
racy of noise measurements is important. Thus, a pass-fail criterion should be used
for all noise measurements. Finally, factors which influence the sound propagation
and noise prediction procedures, sucb as atmospberlc and ground effects, are also
presented.
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Measurement of Noise Produced by
Airplanes Powered by Turbofan Engines

Pnrpose and Objectives for Conducting
Tests

A long-tern1 goal of tile aircraft tnanufactnrb_g industry is to achieve conmmeity
canlpatibility by pha.sing out the okler, noisier airplanes and replacing them with
newer, quieter designs, bnpmved flight operational procedures, land acquisition, and
land usage are other methods being used to help reduce airplaue-nolse exposure. The
imposition of locaI airport noise regulations and operating restrictions is becoming
more prevalent as a means of improving airport compatibility with the eomnmnity.
In addition, some older jet transports have been modified to quieter versions
by refitting them with higher-bypmss-radn turbofan engines or by adding sound-
absorbhlg material to the nacelles. These events have resulted in the increased need
for in-ifight measurements together with tim need to follow strict guidelines wilen
acqulriug llyover-noise measurements.

Certification

Flight-testlng for aircraft-noise certification must be tightly controlled and rig-
orously specified in order to assure validity and eredibifity. In tile United States,
Federal standards intended to control aircraft noise began with tile adoption of Fed-
eral Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 36 in 1969. Tiffs regulation initially applied
only to new designs of tnrbojet and transport category airplanes and required that
tbey be lnarkedly quieter than the earlier airplanes of these types. Since tile adop-
tion of FAR. Part 3{3,tile Federal Aviation Adndnistration (FAA) Ires amended this
regulatioe 15 times to cover all categories of aircraft, including belicopters. (See
Amendment 15, refi 1.)

A parallel set of aircraft-noise requirements was adopted by the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO} in 1971 i_ Annex 16 to tile Convention on
International Civil Aviation. As with FAR. Part 38, Annex 16 has been contbmally
reviewed and revised, with the latest change being Amendnlent 5, applicable on
November 26, 1981 (refi 2).

Research arid Development

Tile major airframe and engine companies involved in tim production of large
commercial jet airplanes made extensive use of airplane flyover-noise melmurenmnts
for research and development during the 1960's and 1970's. Tile prime purposes of
Chose tests were to define tile noise characteristics and to develop modified engines
and/or eacelles that wonhl reduce flyover-noise levels. Data from such flight tests
have led to the development of analytical tools that enable noise measurenleets
obtained during static engine operation to be projected to flight conditions for
those airplanes. The result of tllese developments is that a large portion of
turbofan engine noise research and development progrmns/low rely imavily on static
engine measurements, with seine supplemeetal flight test data acquired usually ill •
conjunction witb a noise certification flight test,
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t Community Noise Sunleys

An aircraft and airport community noise survey may be conducted for a variety
of re_snns:

1, Assessment of land use suitability

2, Comparison with local noise ordinances

3, Identification and quantification of major noise sources

4, Determination of sound exposure at particular locations

5, Determination of trend in sound exposure levels

6, Determination of need for new or additional noise control melmures

Outdoor community lloise measurements are generally made during a noise survey.
The parpose of each survey plays r_major role in deciding the extent, type, and
quantity of eqalpmeut required to measure aircraft flyover noise.

Airport Noise Monflors

Aircraft-uoise monitoring systems are usually set up at fixed locations ill the
vicinity of airports and are activated when tile A-welghted sound level of au
aircraft flyover exceeds a given threshokl level, The nmaitor normally provides a
printout that iucludes time of day, maxhnum A-weighted sound level in decibels,
and A-weighted sound exposure level (SEL) iu decibels.

Many airports throughout the world llave round.tbe-clock monitoring of aircraft
traffic. Some airports, sash m_ Los Angeles and San Jose, California, have it public
display located in tim terminal where on-fine readouts of cacti monitor microphone
are visible to the general public.

Test Requirements

The objective of any flight test is to acquire noise levels that are .representative
of tim flight conditions desired and that are from a sufficient number of flights of a
particular aircraft to derive a subjective noise measure (e,g., effective perceived noise
level (EPNL) as discussed in appendix B of ref, 1) for takeoff, sideline, and approach
conditions.

Test Site Terrain

Tests to sl|ow compliaase with aircraft.noisc-h!vel standards cousist of a series of
actual or sbnulated takeoffs and approaches durklg which measurements are taken at
noise measurb|g stations located at reference points such as those shown in figure 1,
For each actual or simulated takeoff, simultaneous measurements are made at the
sideline noise measuring stations on each side of the runway and also at the takeoff
noise measuring station. Each aolse measurblg station should be surrounded by
relatively flat terrain Imviag no excessive sound absorption characteristics, such as
those which might be caused by thick, matted, or tall grass, shrubs, or wooded areas,
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Figure 1. Noise certification measurement locations for new designs,

During the p_riod when the flyover-noise time record is of interest, no obstruction

should exist that would significantly influence the sound field from the oh'craft.

Aircraft Testing Procedures

The aircraft height and lateral position relative to the extended centerline of

the rnnway should be determined by a method which is independent of normal flight
instruments, such s._ radar tracking, theodolite triangulation, or ls._er trajeetography.
Photographic scaling techniques have also been used.

Aircraft position along the flight path shmdd be synchronized to the noise
recorded at the ooise measnring stations with time code signals. Also, the position
of the aircraft slmnld be recorded during tile entire time period in whidl the acmlstio
signal is recorded for analysis.

Microphone Array

To acquire data consistent with the requireme_lts of FAR Part 36 or ICAO
Azmex 16 (refs. I and 2), each microphone should be mounted with the center of
tile sensing elemellt 1.2 m (4.fl It) above the local ground surface. Each microphone
should be oriented tnprovide a known angle of sound inclflcnce at all times of interest
throughout the significmlt duration of each flyover.nolse measurement. To avoid

ambiguity, lllOSt flyover-noise nleasumments are made with a windscreen around
each microphone at all times, Correction for alW insertion loss produced by the

windscreen should be applied to the smasured data.
The mlerophooe array should consist of at least three microphones, one directly

m_der the flight path and two to measure maximmn sideline noise. Each sideline
nlicrophone should be placed symmetrically with respect to the one on the opposite
sideline so that the maximum noise on either side of the airplane is measured.
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Flight Path Intercepts

Simulated takeoff._ and approaches consisting of fiight path intercepts are often
used in lieu of actual takeoffs and hmdings at an airport. For takeoffand sideline noise
me_urenmnts, the procedure cousists of intercepting and following tile desired climb
profile, To perform the apt)roach intercepts, a normal approach patb is nmintalned
over tile microphone array, the test condition being ended prior to binding with power
being reapplled and a go-around initiated. Aircraft weights and configurations should
he selected carefidly in order to maintain near-constant indicated airspeed during
each test comlltlon.

Tile benefits of using flight path intercepts are that they permit nmch greater
test site selection flexibility and they permit target altitude over tile centerline
microphone to he cbosen to optfinize the signal-to-noise ratio. Shorter test tilnes
and lower test costa are further benefits.

Measurement of Aircraft Noise

All noise measurements should be made with instruments sleeting the specifica-
: tions of FAR Part 36 (ref. 1),

Weather Restrictions

There should be no rain or other precipitation during the testing. Also, tile
ambient air temperature should hi! between 2.2°C and 35°C (3fi°F and 05°F),
inclusive, over that portion of the sound propagation path between the aircraft and
a point 10.0 m (32.8 ft) above the ground at tile noise measuring station, The
lower temperature will avoid freezing and the upper temperature will avoid takeoff
power settings that result in lower than the fiat ten|perature-rated takeoff power
Nettings as well as highly absorptive atmospheric conditions. Relative humidity anti
mnhient temperature over that portion of tile sound propagation patb between the
aircraft and a point 10.0 m shove the ground at the |raise |nea.suring station shouhl
be such tbat the sound attenuation in the I/3-octave band centered at 8000 Hz is
not greater than 12 dB/100 m (3.66 dB/100 ft) anti the relative humidity should be
between 20 and 95 percent, inclusive. A graphical representation of the foregoing
weather restrictions is provided in figure 2.

Wind Limits

Tests may be conducted when (1) tile wind speed over tile noise mea.surenmnt
period does not exceed an average of 12 knots or a maximum value of 15 knots and
(2) the crosswind component over the noise measurement period does not exceed an
average of ? knots or a maximum value of 10 knots. An averaghlg period less than
or equal to 30 sec may be used to define wind speed, Wind measurements shouhl
be made 10.0 m (32.8 ft) above the ground in the vicinity of the micropbones. No
mmma]ous wind conditions (inchldlng turbulence) which will significantly affect the
noise level of the aircraft when the noise is recorded at each noise measuring station
should exist during any test,
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Reference Conditions

Aircraft position, performance data, and noise n|or,.suren|ents should be adjusted
to tile following noise reference atmospheric conditions:

I. Sea level pressare of 101.3 kPa (1 atm)

2, Ambient temperature of 25°C (77_F)

3, Relative humidity of 70 percent

4. Zero wind

Tile above reference conditions provide near-Jnini|nnnl atmospheric absorption, that
is, maxinmm aircraft flyover-noise levels.
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t Determination of a Subjective Measure

Noise Floor Corrections

Aircraft sound pressure levels within tile I0-dB dow_l times shoukl exceed tile
mean background sound pressure levels by at least 3 dB in each l/:l-octave band to be

_" included in tile calculation of a subjective measure for a given aircraft flyover, In tile
case wllere tile aircraft acoustic signal is greater than the background acoustic level,
tile true aircraft signal may be determbled by subtracting the background mean-
square sound pressure levels from tile indicated mean-square aircraft-tmise sound

i pressure levels.: When a ]/3-octave band sound pressure level from an aircral,t-uoise recording
"d is not more than 3 dB greater than tile eerrespondblg 1/3-octave baed sotlnd
iI pressure level of tile background noise, the aircral,t's signal in that l/3-octave band

is defined as being masked, Whea immklug occurs, levels for tile masked bauds
may be estinmted by ,applying one or more of tile correction procedures described hi

it ] reference 3,
:p

i! Pseudotone Identification
i_ Aircraft-nolse measurements obtained from luicropheaes located 1.2 m (4.0 ft)

above tile ground are susceptible to spectral irregularities caused by ground plane
" reflections or introduced by data processing techniques that account for background
?

i! noise eontanllnation, Tone corrections to perceived noise levels are only intended
to account for tile subjective respouse due to tile preseilee of proltouueed spectral

;_ irregularities from aircraft-noise sources.
_: Any spectral irregularities uot related to alreraft-noise sources are termed pseu.

dotonesp or fletitlous toues, iuld may be excluded from the calculation of effective
_ perceived noise levels, Methods to detect and identify pseudotoues are discussed in

reference3.

Test Condition Acceptance and On-Line
!_ Systems

Test Condition Acceptance Criteria

Each acceptable aircraft.noise flyover taeasuremeut should comply with all the
following criteria, The weather window between the aircraft and 10.0 m (32.8 ft)
above the noise measuring station sllould consider temperature, relative hamldity,
aud atmospheric absorption at 8000 Hz. Tile willd limits should eonskler average
windp maximuln wind, and crosswind, Aircraft performance should consider lateral
offset from tim turget flight path, overhead height_ airspeed, anll eughle power settblg.

On-Line Data Acquisition and Reduction

Most major airfralne mamffaet||rers lmve developed systems which enable an v._-
sessment of the quality of tile teat data and an initial determination of Iinal noise
levels to be made "ou-llne" and "on-site." Tile systems use digital coluplltittioa to

determine the test aircraft position in real thne, integrate that information with air-
plane performance data, and teleuleter the data to a ground-b_ed test coordination
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and control station, One such system is described in detail in reference ,L Iu this
particularexalupien grolIud statiollperformsanacceptaiieecheekellthetelelne-
tered data by comparison with predetermined positioning and l)erformnnce limits,
Data frolnitpartioilarfullareacceptedand recordedifaircraft,eilghle,ncot;stlcal,
and mcteorologlca[ parameters are all within e._tabHshed tc*leranee lin|its.

Tile entire process takes place while the test aircraft flies a continual traitlc pattenl
circuit. If the test site is free of other aircraft traffic, the typical time of 6 minutes
between tests is interrupted only by the vertical soundings of tile meteorological
airplane.

Valldtty of Results

The sample size should be large t!nough to establish statistically a 90-percent
confidence limit uot to exceed 4-1.5 dB. No test result shmfld be omitted from the
final values of effective perceived noise level in calculating this value. From each
sample compute the arithmetic average of the effective perceived noise level for all
valid test ruus at tlle takeol[, approach, and sideline inel_uring stations, If nmre than
one noise Illes._nrelsellt system is ilsed at any six]g]e iilel_snriilg station, the resultiilg
data for each test run (after correction) shoukl be averaged as a singte measurement.
If more than one test site or noise tnelLsuring station location is used, each valid test
run should be included in tilt! computation of the average values and their confidence
limits.

Tile minimum sample size for each of tim three measurements (takeoff, approach.
and sideline) shoukl be six. For tests designed to determine the variation of effective
perceived noise level as a fimction of engine power setting (for constant height mid
airspeed), there should he at learntsix wdid data points over the power setting range
of interest. Tile eulnber of sanlples should be large enough to establish statistically
for each of the three average imise levels a 90-percent confidence limit which does
not exceed :i:1.5 dB. No test result should be omitted from the averaging process.

Measurement of Helicopter Noise

Measurement of helicopter noise in flight hns many requirements in eomnmn with
that of airplane noise, However, there are sevend significant dilferences that make
tile planning and conducting of a noise test for helicopters somewhat unique. A
major reason for the differences is that with helicopters, the primary noise sources
are tile rotor systems while the engines are usually secondary sources.

Because of the islportance of tile aerodynamic environment, helicopter noise tends
to be more sensitive to flight conditions than to power or weight. For example, rotor
noise in partial power descent tends to be higher than that during hill power takeoff
hecause rotor blades are closer to tip vortices shed from preceding blades in duscent
than in climb. Furthermore, noise during landing may be very sensitive to operating
conditions such as cmnbinations of airspeed and rate of descent.
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Test Design

Ill general, there are tbrec types of testhlg conducted to measure tile external
noise of helicopters. They arc as follows:

1. Certification testing

2. Evaluation of fight procedures and me_Lsurelnent of nonccrtification test
procedures

3. Rotor noise researcb

Most noise testing procedures are b_Lscdon ICAO Annex 16 (ref, 2). That doc-
nnmnt contains information regarding all e_spcets of helicopter noise measurelnen_,
instruments, and analysis. Spasifics of fllgbt condit.lons, microphone locations, data
analysis, and corrections, however, are rather narrowly defined and are applicldde
primarily to as]se certification.

In many cases, it is desirable to include in the test program conditions tbat are
more representative of tbe way belicopters are actually operated tban tbose that
are refected by noise certification testing. For exanlpb!, the approach condition
for certification is a constant 6 ° approach angle at a constant indicated airspeed.
In practice, however, malw approaches are made by continuously w_rying both the
airspeed and tile rate of descent such that neitber is hekl colmtant.

Test programs that are research oriented huff often be designed to investigate
a particular pbenomenon, such as bnpulsive noise at high rotor tip speeds or blade
vortex interaction in descent. In tbese cases, appropriate prediction analysas sbould
be employed to define tbe range of operating parameters of blterest.

When designing a helicopter noise test, keep in mind that tile sound field around
a Imlicopter is usually not symmetrical witb respect to tbe aircraft centerfine. This
is because tbe main rotor advances on one side of the aircraft and retreats ell the
other side and because tbe tail rotor is usually located to one side of the aircraft,
For these re_ons it is important to make acoustical mel_surements oil botb sides of
tile flight path. Measurements obtained by placing a microphone ell one side only
and flying reciprocal headblgs to gather data slmuld he restricted to extremely low
wind conditions,

Configuration and Operation

Tile n_ost important parts of tbe helicopter, with respect to external noise gencr-
atioa, are tbe rotor blades. Tile blades should be "tracked" to within nmnufacturer's
specifications (i,e. tile out.of.tolerance amount pernlitted by tim manufacturer wben
tile blades are band turned) prior to testing.

It is recommended that testing be limited to gross weigbts not less tban 90 percent
of maximum and tbat the belicopter be refueled when this condition is reached. This
range of weigbts represents tbe typical operating condition of a hellcepter,

The fofiowblg operatblg conditions should be considered and selection made i_s
applicable to a specific test: ground idle with rotors not turning, flight idle witb
rotors turning, hover in ground effect, hover witb wheels about 1.5 m (5 ft) from
ground, takeoffat maximum continuous power, flyovers at various airspeeds tip to the
maximum, and approaches at wtrious airspeeds and rates of descent, Most heficoptcrs
bare a permissiblc range of rotor speed selection, Testing sbould always hi! conducted
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at 109 percent of design rotor speed and at other rotor speeds applicable to the test
objectives.

Some helicopters have special control features that are designed to perform certain
fimctlons, such e.smaintaining the fuselage at a level attitude. Some of these controls
(for example, longitudinal differential cyclic trim oil tandem rotor helicopters) can
have a major influence on noise. The test shouhl hmlude operation of these devices
aver their permissible range.

Most helicopters do not include engine-noise suppression devices as standard
equipment. In some cases, such tm critical rotor noise research, it may be desirable
to equlp the test helicopter with engine-nolse stlppression devices to filrther eahance
a msasurenmnt of rotor noise.

Test Site

WhEn selecting a site for hover noise tests, keep ill mind that rotor downwash can
cause local velocities ill excess of 26.8 m/see (60,0 mph). Loose articles that could
be blown about and cause potential damage or injury shankl be secured or removed.
Whenever passible, the area sboald be cleared of debris such as loose vegetation and
gravel, In all other aspects the test site rEqtdrements sllould be tile same msthose
for large airplanes,

Hover noise laeasurements shmdd be made at a borizontal distance of at least
two rotor diameters to avoid the acoustic "near field." Many researchers use 61.0
and 152.4 m (200 and 500 ft) as preferred distances since they are in the "far field"
of the Iow-freqnesey rotor noise alid yet are close enough to give a satisfactory signal-
to-noise ratio.

Hover noise measurements should be made at several loeatlons around the
azimuth because af tim directional nature of tile acoustic field. Increments of 30°
are adequate for general purposes, although smaller increments might be required
for special purposes. Ilover noise should be recorded for at least 30 sec to allow
sufficient tbne to average what are often rather unsteady sound signals.

Flyover noise should be measured on both sides of the helicopter. Tile sideline
dlstanco on approach and departure depends ell the specific helicopter; however,
in geasral, valid data call be acquired from tile time when the helicopter is about
1524 111(SflOOft) kl horizontal groand distance on the approach side (approximately
152.4 m (500 It) height) of the microphones to a distance of approximately 91,1.4 m
(3000 It) on tile departure side.

Instruments

A typical,acousticalspectrumerahelicopterispresentedinfigure3.Examination
of thisspectrumrevealstwo importantelements. Firstof all,the dominant
spectralcomponentsare harmonic,and second,tbe highestamplitudestendto
occuratthemainrotorpassagefrequency,whichisoftheorderof10 to 15 Hz.
In order to properly measure such acoustic signals, tile instrumentation system,
from microphone through recorder, mnst be selected with these low-frequency
requirements in ilded. Many helicopter researchers use 1-in. microphones and FM
recording to preserve tim rotor noise signal. If the purpose of tile test is more genend,
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sucb its Ineasureluent of tile peak level (e,g,, lnRxhlluln A-weighted soulul pressure

levels and maximum perceived noise level), sin]pier systems may sullice.
Altbough mlcrophones located above the ground level nmy be used for ninny

ineiksurfilnfillg8 alld are required for certification, grOllll(l-level nlicropbolles Hilly be

preferred for research in order to minbnlze distortion of tile umlmured sound spectrum
due to the reflected ground wave, Figllre 4 ilblstratas the difference in sound pressure
levels as sensed by a ground-level microphone and by an elevated microphone located
near a rotor. In figure 4 the slope above 4110Hz is correct for tile ground-level
microphone,

Iu some flight conditions, the sound of a belicopter can become quite impulsive.
A pressure-time Ilistory of 8UCllitn event is ilhlstrated in figure 5. Ill such situations,
tbe lligh ratio of peak to root-mean-square sound pr_msure effectively elbublates noise
nmasuremeut systems that bleh|de expouentbd time weighting (i.e., slow, fi_st, or
impulse), Recording levels shmlld be carefully selected to avoid overloading input
amplifiers,

For many applications, such as noise certification and research (e.g., comparison
with prediction), it is ueeessary to know tile bellcopter location with respect to tile
microphones and to have tbls information coordinated with tim acoustical records•
Several metbods, bleludblg radar tracking, laser tracking, and photo-optleal tracking,
may be employed, When conducting precise research, it may also be bnportant to
instrunmnt the bellcopter for measurement of parameters sucb as filselage attitude,
rotor blade motions, and hub motions and to have these memsurements coordbmted
with tile acoustical data by 118oof time codes or telemetering.

FactorsInfluencingSoundPropagation
(Full-ScaleStaticand FlightTesting)

Atmospheric Effects

Beyond tile immediate vicinity (near fiehl) of It sound source, tile acoustic energy
spreads out spberieally, resulting in 8 level reduction described by the inverse-square
law. 2'lie acoustic energy is also subject to absorption (by molecular ri!soultuce and
thermal conduction), change of direction, focusing, hnpedance changes, scattering
(by turbulent eddies), and Doppler shifts, Some of these effects are more significant
than otbers, and in some cases the current technology is not adequate to correct for
tlmm.

Tile most important effect is certainly atmospheric absorption, It is a strong
function of temperature and lmmidlty {see fig. 6, fron| ref. 5) and can cbange sound
levels substantially. Indeed, it is llot I.lllCoUlnlollfor absorption at higb frequencies to
reduce sonnd levels below tbe test site background sound level, making it impossible
to couduct a tlight test until tile weather conditions bnprove. Currently there
am two standard metbods for predicting absorption, the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE, ref. 5) and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI,
ref. 6) standards. Both umtlmds calculate absorption as a continuous hmction of
frequency. Absorption is such a strong erection of frequency tlmt it is dilfieult to
generate accurate values for use in a 1/3-octave band, As an approximation, for
aircraft noise spectra tile SAE method specifies tbe use of absorption at 1/3-octave
band center frequencies for bands of 4D1]0Hz and below and at 1/3-octave band lower
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of noise as function of temperature and humidity. (From re/. 5.
Reprinted with permission, copyright 1975, 8AE, lnc.)

edge frequencies for bands above 4000 Hz. The current ANSI procedure does not
specify a method to use with 1/3-octave spectra, For lllght testing, it is important
to acquire an accurate profile of tbe temperature and relative hmnidity between tile
ground anti tile aircraft, since the absorption can vary widely along tile path.

For tbe presence of wind, accurate absorption calculations should be done hi u
frame of reference moving with tile wind. The path length is then distorted and
the frequencies are Doppler shifted from wbv:t they woubl be in a eubn atmosphere,
These effects combine to increase the levels for somld propagating downwind and
decrease tlmm for sound propagating upwind. In addition, wind and ten|perature
gradients cause sound rays to curve and, especially at shallow angles to tbe ground,
there can be focusing effects. As there are as standards for predictiag tbese effects,
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i¢ is best simply to avoid testi.g ill the presence of strong winds or temperatm'e
gradieats.

Atmospheric pressure alreets source noise, Sound pressure is directly proportional
toatnlosphericpressureformostaoisesolffc[!sin,porte,littoaeroacoIlstles_soaircrRft
altitude may be an important coasiderati[m, In oddities. I_ sound travels along
a ray tube through nloderate gradle.ts of acoustic impedance it conserves power
(except for absorption), but the sound pressure may vary. Thls variotion reslllts ill
Itcorrectiontotileacousticpressure,whichisprolmrtionaltotilesquarerootof
acousticimpedanceand whichtypicallypartiallycancelstheambientpressureeffect
on sourcelevel.Impedancegradientsstroilgenought_causesignificaatreflections
are unlikely ill the atmosphere,

Dopplerfrequency shift in the c_e of a uniform stl_tlonary atmosphere is a well*
known effect usually accounted for by the equation

i- M cos 0

where fo is observed frequency, f_ ixsource frequency, M ix Mash number, slid 0 is
the angle between the flight path and the ray direction, The frequency shift does
change in the c_meof a windy atmosphere; it can be calculated (ref. 7) and blL,_ically
depends on tile aircraft speed relative to the air and the sound ray an._le. The
finite integration tinm ef the measurement system nlay cause Doppler-shifted tones
to appear to be spread out in frequency,

Tile presence of turbulence ia tile atnlosphere causes scattering, lint there are no
good quantitative predictions of this Effect awlilable yet. For noise sources havillg
narrow beams of sound, tile peak is reduced and the beam is broadened, but aircraft-
noise sources tend to be more nearly omnidirectional and are not likely to exhibit this
effect, 'l_lrbulence may have a nlore significant effect oil ground-reflection patterns
near the ground.

It is common practice to restrict flight testing to times weather conditions within
which atmospheric and propagation effects are either insignificant or calculable.

Ground Effects

Solald propagation near tile ground is somewhat different from propagation
through the atolosphere. Reflections from tile ground affect the sound received by a
microphone; turbulence may also play a role, Wind and temperature gradients may
become steep enough near tile ground to create "shadow zones" for shallow angle
propagation.

Ground-reflection prnblems necur when a ray reflected off the ground combines
with a direct ray at tile nlicrophoae. Tile two rays may reinforce or cancel each other
(depending on their relative phase), rcsalti.g in a spectrum modified by "ground
dips" ofa.s much as 15 dB. This effect can b(_ignored if the microphone installation
and flight path of the normalized conditions are close enough to)those of the melLsured
conditions, but it is important if static data or predictions are to be extrapolated
to flight. Propeller airplanes or other types with domhlant Iow-frequelmy tones can
produce noise which is extremely sensitive to the exact location in frequency of the
ground dips, and even slight differences ill flight path nlay need to be corrected.
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Though there are no nnlvel'sally accepted standanl methods for calculating ground-
reflection effects, tile work of Chsssell (ref. 8) and others, especially _ussummarized
iu reference 9, is widely used. Tile situation is most dillletdt when shallow angles are

! involved, such lm in static engine testing. When more repeatable results are needed,
the microphone must be placed very near tile ground ell a hard surface. This method
gives a microphone signal 6 dB above free field, at least up to 10 kHz; it is frequently

i used for static testing and occtmlonally for flight testing. Elevated microphones over
natural terraiu ark subject to significant variations because of gronud impedance

r variations, turbulent scattering of phase relations, mid changes ill ray arrival angle
due to ray curvature; all these sources of variation are extremely difficult to predict.
Occasionally, microphones are placed very high (10.0 m (32.8 It) is eonnnon); they
then have ground dips so closely spaced that the l/3-octave band spectnun appears
smooth, at least if there are no dondnant low-frequency tones. For flight testing,
note that ground dips can be spread out over frequency by tim aleasure|nent system
integration time ill tile sonic manuer as Doppler-shifted tones.

When the wind or temperature gradleats are such that the ray from the source
to tile microphone curves lip, it is possible that the microphone will be hi a shadow
zone Into which no direct ray penetrates. This is most likely in static testing when
the ground surface is hot frmn solar heathlg and the ray is propagating upwind. This
shadow zone problem is difficult to treat theoretically, and it ]s usually handled by
nsing empirically derived wind and temperature limits or by using extra micropboaes
to detect shadowing effects (because they show up most strongly at high frequencies).

Turbulence effects are more likely to be vlsihle when sound is propagathlg near tile
ground. When ground reflections are involved, different turbulence in tim two paths
causes a randomizatioa of ph_use and reduces the peaks and dips. This shows up
first st high frequencies, where wavelengths are short, and is quite visible in aarrow-

:i band data. Turbulence also smooths out a shadow zone boundary, and scattering
of eddies is respousible for what little souad does penetrate deep into shadow zones.

x_

Quantitative predictions of these effects are not yet available.
It has bee|| common to lump the foregoing gromld effects together as "lateral at-

tenuation" or "extra gronnd attenuation (EGA)," using au empirically derived extra
attenuatiml for shallow aagle propagation. Although it is widely agreed that EGA is
mostly grmmd-reflection effect, wlth some effects due to inaccurate atmospheric ab-

,_ sorption used when the curves and source noaaxlsymmetry are derived, the standard
used for aircraft-noise predictionis thatprovided in reference 10.

Prediction of Noise for Airplanes Powered
by Turbofan Englnes

Noise Prediction Capability

In order to receive approval for production and operation in a particular country,
essentially all aircraft must now satisfy that government's noise standards. In the
United States, these standards are contained in FAR Part 36 (ref. 1), while most
other countries have adopted the staudarda of ICAO Annex 16 (ref. 2). For turbojet
and transport airplanes, noise limits are defined for approach, sideline, and takeoff
locations, and are dependent on maxinmm certificated takeoff gross weight (mass).
For the takeoff location, tile noise limits are also dependent ou the number of engines
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tnounted ell the airplane. The unit of races.foment is tile effective perceived uolse
level (EPNL) in decibels. Tbis unit takes into account tile duratiot0 of the noise

event and penalizes any discrete frcqtleaeies or toues wbieb have beell foulld to he
more annoying I_ball broadband noise of tile same intensity.

Tlle elenleJits of a successful aireraft.llolse prediction include a reliable definition

of the aircraft performance, a confident prediction of the aolse eharacteristlcs of the
power plant 0m a fiuletlon of power setting, altitude, and flight speed), and, in some
flight eoadRions, tile noise of the airfr;uue. Wheu there are substantial laea,snred

noise data to support a new alrplane-englne configuration, they can be projected to
the new flight conditimls tbrough fairly clearly defilled procedures. For example, if
tile new airplane incorporates power plauts which are not very diiferent from versions

already" in servlee, flight-test data cml be transposed to the uew conditioes. Or, wbere
the measured blfornlation is obtained fronl statle engilm tests during the development
program prior to airphme fligbL there are methods for transposing these data to
the flight eenditious (ref. 11). The least predictable mode of operatioll embraces

tile totally new airphule-engine colnfigurt_tion alld, under such circumstances, it is
necessary to rely on acctlmulated p+tst experience in the form of component-b_ed
prediction procedures, These procedures have to embrace not only noise but also
aircraftperforlnallce,

Figure 7 otltliaes the minimunl elements necessary to provide a credible estilzmte
of the noise of a given airframe-po_ver-pkult eombbmtion. Tile main features are
expanded in tile following sections,

Power-Plant Design Details and
Performance Characteristics

At tim very nlinimunl, there should be either a design scheme for tile power plmlt

ia question and a kiiowledge of bow tbe individual noJse-produclng componeut areas
perfornl or a credible ex trapolat loll/bit erpolatioll of botb uoise emd performance data
from a similar power plant. If the latter exists then the detailed conlpnnent noise
prediction procedures described below may become unuecessary,

Component Noise Prediction
Procedures

Component noise prediction procedures are required wllieb allow all the significant
noise sources to be related to leading engine performance parameters and to be
integrated to reflect the noise of tile total system, inehldhlg any noise reduetlons

resulting from specific noise control actlonls. The depth of detail and breadtb of
coverage of tile component procedures necessary are related directly to the type of
power-plnnL-propulsion system alld the aims of the prediction exercise. For example,
prediction of certification noise levels demands a knowledge of all the sources that

lie within 10 dB of tbe peak level throughout the total nolse-Lime blstory (see fig. 8),
whereas _ prediction of levels at large distances is controlled by low-frequency sources
and thus it may be possible to limit the breadth of tile coverage.

Nomlnlly, it is the propulsion system tloise that controls tbe overall aircraft noise,
and there are three fnndamental types of +'jet" propulsion system. (See fig, 9.) These
types are tile single shaft, single-flow-duet +'pure" jet, or turbojet engine; tbe two-
shaft, double-flow-duct low-bypass-ratio engine; and the two- or three-shaft, double.
flow-duct turbofan engine. The totel tloise is illustrated in figure 8.
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Figure 7. Eleme1;t# _mcessarg for ,_oise prediction.
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Sources of Noise

Noise sources vary according to the engine cycle and are loEated both internally
and externally. Tlmy may be sunlnntrized as follows:

1. In all cases, tim exbaast-jct mixing process with tile Ittmosl)hcre produces
broadband noise. Additionally, wlmrc tile exhaust flow is supersonic (in zero-
or Inw.bypass-ratio engines), there are other noise sources associated with tile
expanslon-shoek structure.

2. In all cases, compressor-generated tonal and broadband noise radiates through
tile cnghle air intake and, hi all but the pure jet, nlay propagate down tile byplL_s
duct to radiate with tim compressor exhaust stream.

3. In all clL4es,tonal noise from tile turbine and broadband noise from this compo-
nent and tile "core" combnstor propagate from the final nozzle in the hot core
floW.

4. In a tilrbofan, tonal and broadband fan noise radiates botll forward n,nd rearward
from the engine,

5, Other ndnor noise sources, peculiar to the engine design, may be present (e,g,,
bleed valves, flow mixers, and support struts),

Available Component Prndiction
Models

Tile following published component noise prediction procedures are awdlable:

1. For single.strcanl exhaust flow conditions, SAE ARP 876C (ref, 12) provides the
most widely used nmthnd of jet noise prediction. Bm_ed on normally available
jet flow parameters, it provides both mixing and shock-associated spectral levels
over a wide range of pressures, velocities, temperatures, and radiation angles,

2. For dual-stream flows there is no wklely accel)ted nlEthod, but SAE AIR 1905
(ref, 13) describes three methods that conkI bE used, one being a sinlple extension
of the single-stream metlmd of SAE ARP 876C.

3. For multistage compressor noise, the sensitivity of commercial organizations to
compressor design details and noise data b*mmeant that there is no method of
tile same acceptance level as tlmt in procedure 1 for jet noise, However, the
methods of House and Smith (ref, 14) and of Hcidmann (ref, 15) are well-known
and demand only tile use of compressor performance paranmters that arc usually
available.

4. For fan anise, it almost goes witlmut saying that commercial sensitivity has tile
greatest effect on the availability of published data or prediction methodology,
The Inetlmd of Heidmann is tim only freely available procedure,

5, For turbine noise, the same problem of commercial sensitivity exists, but the
method of Matte, Sandusky, and Doyle (ref. 16) is available.

6. For combustor noise, tile method of SAE ARP 876C (ref, 12) is the most widely
accepted procedure,

7, Since most engines now incorporate noise-absnrbent linings in the major air and
flow ducts, a method is needed for computing duct attennation e_ it affects fan,
core compressor, turbine, and combustor nOiSE. The method of Kersbaw and
ltouse (raf. 17) is available,
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Airframe Noise Characteristics

Tileaboveproceduresallowpredictimlstobe made oftilecomponentspectral
levels ill tile far field at ally given angle ta the power plant. Unless it is a rcquirenlent
to maintain spectral information in fine detail throughout tile noise-tbne history of
an aircraft flyover, it is normal to sum the noise energy to produce a single numerical
expression of tile noise of a single flight event at a given power settblg, either
in terms of peak level (e.g., peak PNL or peak A-weighted sound level) or tiara-
integrated elmrgy (EPNL or SEL). However, before this process can be conducted,
it is important to consider tile inclusion af vile further source, wbieh is most relevant
at approacl| conditions.

Tile airframe noise varies witb flight speed, ma_s of the airplane, and configu-
ration, Tile most important featnre iv doployn|ent of the wing flaps and landing
gear. A procedure wbich provides the spectral information necessary to allow this
source to be integrated into tim total flyover Mvsl (in the same way as the engbm
components) is provided by Fink (ref, it]),

Total Airplane Noise

Having compiled a set of eomponcat anise prcdictimls for the power plant and
the airframe, we can construct a "carpet" of noise _Lsit fimction of engine power
and distance for tile relevant flight speeds. For example, takeoff flight speeds are
usually at Macb Immbers of 0.25 to 0,30and approacil flight speeds are at Mash
numbers of 0.20 to fl.25. Hence, for all the component sources, it is necessary to
make appropriate corrections for changes in flight speed between the takeoff and
approacb conditions,

Even witb these corrections, at this stage any noise-pnwer-distance carpet that is
constructed will apply only to the isolated power plant in tile "overfligbt" comlitinn,
and it is necessary to make further adjustments for several other factors. For example,
the effects of bavblg more than one engine oil tile aircraft need to be accounted for,
Equally, it may be that there are some special amplifying installation effects which
can be computed from previous observations, or there may be some shielding of tbe
noise because of the installation, Exanlp]es of these are the amplifying interaction
between tile jet and tile wing flaps on tile nee hand and tile shielding client of a
center eagbm installation of a trijet on tim other band. For a trijet, noise from the
inlet in not heurd by an observer beneath the airplane, but it becomes progressively
audible as the observer moves to tile side of the fligbt track.

There are no readily available nmtbods for computing these streets, but generally
noise from engines mounted trader tbe wing is ampflfled whereas tbat from engines
muunted at tile rear of tbe fuselage is shiekled, both beneath and to the side of the
aircraft fligbt track. All tbese effects are normally no greater than 3 dB, except when
tim aircraft subteads a very small angle af elevation to tim receiver.

Similarly, the effects of the ground platle (in tbe form of over-ground and airborne
"lateral" attenuation) together with tile effects oftbe measurement position (ground
reflection) Mso have to be taken into account before the noise from the airpbule can
be presented (either instantaneously or integrated intn a sblgle-nunlber index) from
the observer's standpoint. These effects may be accounted for either in the manner
presented by ESDU (ref. 9) or, nlore simply, in tbe nmnner of SAE AIR 1751 (ref. 10).
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Prediction Methods Generally Available

Tbe nmthods already referenced represent the hltcst awtilable, in some cuses there
are no genendly accepted procedures. There is only one comprehensive aircraft noise
prediction nmthod freely available, the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP)
(ref. 19). This method utilizes ninny of tile procedures referenced lmrein.

Accuracy

Tile component noise prediction procedures have variable accuracies, those P-ssoci-
ated with turbomachinery being the least reliable. Those procedures associated wltb
zero- and low-bype,ss-ratio powered aircraft were studied in the 1970's and found to
be sufficiently accurate to be utilized in a major study of supersonic transport noise
by ICAO (ref. 20). No other comprehensive studies havebeen undertaken other than
those conducted for NASA in validating ANOPP.

Prediction of Noise for Airplanes Powered
by Propellers or Propfans

Components of Interest

PropEllEr and propfan noise is dominated by low.frequency tones. These tones
consist of a fundamental, tire frequency of which is given by the propeller or
propfitn rotation rate in revolutions per second tbnes the number of [)lades, luld
integer multiples of the fi|ndamental frequency (i.e., harmonics). For propellers,
the fundamental frcqucncy is typically 60 to 150 Hz. Propfal_s ]lave fimdamental
frequencies from 125 to 300 Hz. Although it is possible to identify iedividuai
harmonics by use of narrow-band frequency analyses, the 1/3-octave band analyses
performed for noise certification purposes allow the identification of the fimdamenta]
through tile third barmonic. Higher harmonics arc more closely spaced in frequency
than tire bandwidtb of tile [/3-octave bands so that several barnlonics fall within a
band, The higher frequencies :nay thus allpenr as I)roadband noise, bnt really they

! are not.
Anotller component of propeller and propfan noise is broadband noise. This

component is currently corrsidered insignificant for normal operation in flight. During
static and very-low-speed operating conditions, turbulence ingestion noise occurs.

I This noise has some characteristics of tones and broadband noise. However, itbecomes insignificant during nornlal flight conditions, Fbmlly, a propeller or propfan
powered airplane nmy bare eontrlbntions from other sources of noise such ms that
front the englnEs and the airframe, In this section only tile dominant propeller and
pmpfan tones are described, as the other components are hlsignifieant during normal
flight or are covered in another section.

Component Noise Prediction Models

Types of Noise prediction Models

Propeller and propfan noise prediction models come in basically two types:
empirical and tbeoretical, Empirical models are binnedon regression analyses of
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test data, Theoretical models are b_ed on mathematical modeling of tile physical
process_ of propeller _uld prop_l! ilolse generntion,

Empirical models for predicting propeller noise have been reasonably successfifl
and work well for fairly conw!r,tlonal designs that operate over a rco.sonable range
of tip speeds and power loading (power divkied by propeller disk area). Empirical
nlodels have generally not been successfld for propfan noise prediction.

Tile most comnlonly used empirical propeller noise prediction method is that
of reference 21. This method allows calculation of propeller noise based on only
five parameters: tip speed, dianmter, numlmr of blades, flight speed, and distance.
Because it is based oil a collection of me_mured data, mostly from turboprops, tile
method intrinsically contains umst other sources of noise, such l_.sinstallatioa effects,
engine noise t and airframe noise,

Many theoretical models exist. These relate the radiated noise to the forces
inlparted to the air by tile physical vohmm of the blades and the pressure distribution
ml the blade surfllces. Theoretical propeller noise prediction models consist of two
parts: an acoustic radiation model, which "eonw!rts" tile forces on the blades to
noise, and all aerodynamic model, which allows tile calculation of the forces on tile
bhldes. Both are needed, along with detailed definition of the propeller geometry, to
perform noise predictions.

Relationship of Static to Flight Effects

As previously mentioned, under static conditions a significant amount of noise
due to inflow turbulence ingestlon occurs. This is a smlree of nolse which disappears
in flight, Figure 1O, from reference 22, illustrates tile hlfltlence Of forward flight on
propeller noise. Under static conditions, the noise spectrtnn is dondnated by intense
higher llarnloldcs, lit flight, tile levels of these tipper harlilonies are greatly reduced.
Figure 11 shows the effect as measured on the alrphum and ell the grotllld durhig
statlc operation and durhlg it flyover, Tile lniddle 1/3-octave ballds show ldgh levels
during static operation while the flight data shiny much lower levels. Tile me_.sured
differences *ire greater than 1{]dB.

It is thus apparent that static propeller noise data projected to flight generally
result in significant overpredk:tlons. Static propeller noise data are thns of little
value, Even trends in noise under static conditlmls are suspect,

bJstallation Effect,s

hlstalhttion elfects result in additional noise sources which generally raise pro-
peller and propfan noise levels, These effects are due to dlstortkms in tile inflow
which are caused by angle of attack, engine nacelle blockage, wing upwash, pylon
wakes, etc., and which are unavoidable ill the hlstallatlon of a propeller or propfan on
an airplane, Tile additional noise is caused by unsteady-loading noise, which results
from the periodic loading variation on the blades its they ptms through the flow dis-
tortimi. Unsteady-loading noise is a source usually inchided in tile theoretical noise
prediction methods. For such calculations a inealls for caleuhtting tile flow field is re-
quired. Empirical noise prediction methods include some form of installation effects
by defatdt, _mthey are hlcluded in the data.
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Accaracll of Prediction

It is difficult to make a precise assesslaent of propelh!r and propfim noise

prediction accuracy because of tim types of methods available and tile degree of detail
which can be applied, In general, tile accuracy of empirical noise prediction methods
is about d:3 d13, provhling that tile uolse of the eonliguratiou being estimated does

? not fall too far outside tim data b_se inberent in the prediction method. It is zLot
surprising to find errors of "_10 dB for unusual configurations,

,! The accuracy of tbeoretiea] noise prediction methmls includes tile accuracy of the

_' actual noise radiation model, lmw well the blade geometry can be detined {propflm
'! blades can bare very complicated shapes), aud how well the blade loading in botll

tile chordwise and tile spanwise direction r_an be defined. It is expected tbat a

carefullY, calculated noise prediction in terms of effective perceived noise level or
A-weighted overall noise would have an accuracy of about 4-1.5 (lB, Other variables,
such as ground reflection effects, at|nospheric absorption, mid tilt of tim propeller

axis relative to tile fligbt path, can introduce additional errors,

Futere Deuelopments

It is generally agreed that existing propeller and propfan noise radlatim] models
_rc complete and detailed eaougb to provide good predictions. The prediction
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limitations appear to be in the aerody|tamie codes req,ired to define the inflow to
the propeller and to define the steady mid, especially, tt]e unsteady blade loading. It
is expected ti|at improvements in propeller and propfan noise predictions will come
from improved aerodynamic codes•

Other PredictionMethods

Itisfeasibletoscalemodelpropellerand propfantonenoisedatatofullscale.
Tile scale limit_ltlon is not an acoustic one but rather one imposed by aerodynamics
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(i.e.. Reynolds munber elfects) and the ability to numuflleture an accurate nlodel

preservingairfoilcontours, From an acousticstandpointitmodel propellerhasthe same harmozfic spectrum as a full-scale propeller at the same blade angle,
tip rotational Much number, and flight Maeh mmflmr. Tile tone frequelleil*s are

inve_ely proportional to the diameter ratio. Model broadband noise does cot scale
geometrically.

Experience II_m indicated that models in the 0.fil.m (2.ft) diameter range (ap-

proximately 1/5 scale) or larger scale very well. It shmfld be apparent frole the
foregoing discussion that tile accuracy of scaling nmdel data depends on how well
the nlodel simulates the actual instafiatiom For accurate results, one shonhl consider

including a slmuhttlon of tile flow field of the propeller. It is strongly cautioned that

there is no means for acquiring prolml[er noise under static comlitions that can be
used for flight sinmlation.
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' 1 8 Quiet Aircraft
Design and

' Operational
Characteristics

Lead aufflor Charles G. fledge
i The Boein_ Co.

Seattle, IVa_hinylot*

i_ Scope

In contrast to the preceding chapters, which have dealt largely with the physicsof tile generatioll and suppression of specific noise sources, this chapter deals with

the application of aircraft noise technology to tile design anti op[,'ration of aircraft.
Areas of discussion include the setting of target airphme noise levels, nnljor design
considerations in achieving these levels, operational considerations and their elfoct

on noise, and the sequencing and timing of the design mid development process.
Primary emphasis is placed on commercial transport aircraft of the type operated
by major airlines, The final sections of the chapter inchlde hrief couunents regarding

the noise control engineering of other types of idremft.

Airplane Noise Level Design Requirements
and Objectives

The adoption of the target levels for tile community, interior, and ramp noise of

an airplane includes consideration of regulatory requirements, customer guarantees,
risk assessment, and design margins.

Regulatory Requirements far
Community Noise

Regulatory requirements for commercial aircraft include national regulations,

international standards, and local airport requirements.

FAA Regulations

In the United States, the Federal Aviation Admieistration (FAA) requires trans-
port aircraft to comply with tile noise reqnirements of Federal Aviation Regulations
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(F_R,) PILrl.36 (rl!f_ _ ) aS tlIBecol_diti(m for the issnance of a type eertifieatl! (for a
model) or an airworthiness certificate (fnr an imiividual airplane), Ivlaximum Imise
levels for individual []igJltsare specified under standardized [r(_StFc_mditions at three
h)catlnns: (1) during take(_ff,directly under the flight path at a distauee of (i5((0me-
ters (apprt)xinlately d.9 statute mih!s) fl'oln brake rele_u_e;(2) at the point. _)fmaxi-
mnm noise during takeaffldtlng a sideline dSO meters (al)jJr(iximate]y 9.28 mile) |_'o111
lnld parallel to the ((_X[rC_][l[_([) rnnway centerline', and (:l) during apprtmch, directly
Imder the flight path at a di._t.anee Iff 2[}0()meters (approximatcdy 1,25 miles) from
the nmway threshohl. These local.ions are ilhlsl.rated in figure 1.

(:su_a)
15 m

{,_[Jft)

- S_- _,ideliln, _*, "**'_" ,150 I:I rl'_'T1,ll[',_
rl'fi'[l'll¢:l! _," '* (1.176 fl) [1111111

_+ {el325ft)

L- ']'ak_,lflr

rl*n,r(_lwJ,

Jl_li*ll

FigTwI'.l. FAR Purl 361loire cerllJlcaliotl colIdilious.

The allowable noise levels are specified ia ternl._ of effective perceived _loise h_vel
(EPNL) ill decibels and depend ell th(! nlaximnul certificated takeoff gross wei/4h_of
the airplane, Tllesl! limits are ilhls_rated in I'ignre 2, Tim more stringent limits are
known as the stage 3 requircnmnts and apply to airl)hums fi)r which applications
for type cer_ificat.ions were made on or after Nnvcmber 5, 1975 (which rmlghly
corresponds to commercial trallslmrts certified after 1978). Between December 1,
1969, and Novemlmr 5, 1975, the applic:al)lc requirements were the stage 2 limits,
which wcJ'e no_ Im stringen_ as tile eun'ent stage 3 rules. Airplanes for which
application for type certificates were made prior to December l, 1969, are defim_d as
stage 1 airplanes and were n_t required to meet n_)iseregldatloils. In issuing aircrlfft
noisD stalldar(Is _tll(l reg_llati(i_]s_ the [TA_. lllll_t coils]tier wh(_ther Sl]C}l reqtl_reme]lts

are "cc_nolnically re_.s_)imble, technologically practicable, and appropriate for the
particular type of aircraft" (tel 1). Thus _u_noise reduction technology ]l_m
developed, r(!quirelll/!l]ts ]lltve ]I(]CDI]I_ lilt}re str[llgellt,
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Figure o, FAR Part 86 certification noise rules,

Unlike tile approach and skleline requirements, the stage 3 takeoff limits depend
on timnumber of engines, for the following reasons. Safety considerations requlre timt
all airplane have enough thrust to meet its critical takeoff performance requirement
with one engine inoperative. Consequently, during normal takeoff with all engines
operating, a two-engine airplane is 100 percent overpowered, a three-engine airplane
50 percent overpowered, and a four-engine airplane 33.:1 percent overpowered.
Timrefore, with all engines operating, all airplane with fewer engines can take elf
from a shorter field length at a steeper clhnb angle and thus achieve a higher altitude
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over the takeoff mm_urenlent point mldcr the flight path. Tim noise regulations,
which invoke a policy of equal stringency (i.e., denlallding the same noise control
technology irrespective of thl! numlmr of engines on the aircraft), requlrt, the alrplau(_
witchfewer oIl_hles to Iilel!t'lt lower noise reqlllre]zlellt, _II this ltl/tllller_ the ri!gtlhit[olls

recoglfize the Iloise h]lplicatJoils (_fthe eltg]tu:-otlt safvty reqllJrt!zzlt!iEttllt] the lleed
to be tl!chnolog]ca]]y pral_ticable and appropriate for thl! particuhlr type of aircraft..

All additiolml important feature of tile FAR Part 3fi noise reqtfiremetlt is tile
trade-aft provision: an aircraft may exceed the nominal EPNL limit by a nmximum
of 2 dB at a slngh! point and hy a maxhmlm of 3 dB collectively (it two points
provided that there are compensating margitls at the ather poillt(s). That is, the
5111t] O[' the exceedltllees over the respective nollllnttl r(](lllil'Olllellts at the three points
does ,lot exceed zero. This "3-2 trade" provision is ilhlstratcd graphically in figure 3,
hi which tim region hlskle tile geometric figttre corrcspoi/ds to ctmllllhulce with FAP_
Part 3_J.

Sidt_litit_ Iloisf_

(lll_lative to F_,lt Part 36) EPNI,, dll

l_.pltr(;iLch --

:/
Figure & Three-dimensional illustration of possible combinatio_zs that ensure

cmnpliance lvilh FAR Part 36 requiremeuls.
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In addition to requirements for new type designs, there are also noise Ihnitations

on both continuing production (FAR. Part 36) and operation of previously certified
ab'erak (FAR Part 91, ref. 2). These rules are designed to phrase out tit[! operation
of older, noisier airplanes ill tile United States. Figure ,i shows tile effective dates of
each of the three types of reqnirements.

ICAO Requirements

Similar to the FAA requirements, tim International Civil Aviatiml Organization

(ICAO), consisting of representatives of most governnmnts throughouL the world,
makes recommendatiolls to its nlember eotlntri_2s for noise reqllir_lnents for aircraft to
operate in tl_ese countries. Tile requirements are reeonmmnded for both donlestically
registered aircraft and for tllose aircraft from other countries. Most countries,

inelndlag the European countries, Japan, and Australia, require compliance with
tim I(2AO guidelines, known as AnnEx 10 (ref. 3), which have ewlved to tile point
of being essentially equivalent to the FAA requirements. There has typically been a

time lag between the adoption of tile FAA stage 2 and stage 3 requirenmnts and the
P corresponding ICAO Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 guidelines, _m ilblstrated in figure d.

1970 19_0 1990I
Nrw S t_lg,q' 2 Stag1' 3Stage,I [

J

l Prlllhlr 11[111 S¢Itgl! l S l_lgo
FAR Part 36

Stlmdarlls Olwration Stl04r I _ St_lgr2
N_lw No rrll't CJmptri" _ Chaplrl" ;I

¢h'stl4ll_

lCA(I I_rllducttml Nc_ n,q't Chaptrt _/t] hnl_ex l_

St*m&mls Olu,ratio. N. rrCt ] CI.Lptrr2
Figure 4. Noise l"nle progression,

Local Airport Regulations

In addition to tile FAR Part.36 and ICAO Annex 16 requirements, colmnereial

aircraft are often required to nleeL local noise restrictions at specific noise-sensitiv'e
airports, These restrictions nsty take the form of cnrfew8, noise-dependent usage fees,
noise level reqllirenmnts based on various noise metrics, integrated tinct noise level

restrletions on individual operators, etc. They include a multitude of noise units. The
most prominent and restrictive of these loeal regulations are at Wo.shington National
Airport, John Wayne Airport (Orange County) and other California airports, and
European airports, The widespread nature of _hese local regulations in tile United

States is illustrated in figure 5, filom an FAA document (ref. ,I). Each black

dot represents an airport which hll.s local noise regulations, These requirements
significantly influence airplane sales competitions for indivldunl customers and
increase the complexity of design-goal development.
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6'onlllliance Denloli._tmlion

hfitial eomplia.ce of an IfirpiRllll lll(lilol with Im I?AA (or ICAO) certilieli_ion
reclilirement is deinollstrated lly Iligllt test imd is desilribed ill cll!fltil in a previollS
chaptor of tills book, Till! lliStolx of it glVl!ll lth'l)ltille lnoilel, howevl!r, is typlfh_d
by lllllllCrOllS design chitlige8, SOllll! i)f which llllly iill'¢2eLCOlllnlUllity noisi_, OOllllnon
i_Xlilnilio8 of iniiji)r £htllltlJ8 lit(! (1) Clllilig(!s ill lllllliiilllili tllkl-_ol[ or lillldhl t wlfitht
associlitelt witil ilirlllluie growth or (2) Iliternatlv0 elighil! offerhlllS Oll till! Sillile,
lllrpllinl_, i11 which till) ilolse niliy diffl!r fl'onl that wlth tlil_ lnlrl!nt i+_iigine, hi this
lilttl!r cortlJ_clitloll I wilat hils bei_olnl_ klloWn i18 tiilt "fillllily pllln" is often hivokeli,
lii ll ftilniiy pltiil c_r_ifi_litloll, tlio (_tfl!ct of til_ Cllllili(! (Jhlillg(! is bllSi!d on iSilliii)lli'ati?l!
grOlllld tl_sl_sof tile original Illld the lll_w ellgini! (leSlgllS, l?il'si; tile IlOlS(! |llCrl!lllell_
betlwen fligllt lind grollild tt!stl# of tile plll'l_lllt ilh'erllfl_ (aircraft 1) is dotol-lliilii!d:

_- EPNLfliIht, 1 - _P_Lllroiind,l

This iloise illl_l'ellll_llt 18 tholl Slllli!rinlilOslJd Oil tile groLIild tesl, l'eslllts for the' lii!w
ellglilo to d_t0rliliii(! tile (light lioisl! of this _oliow-oll liir_rlff_ (lllrel'llft 1):

EPNLIIIIIht, 2 = EP_l,llrmlluh I +/_
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Use of the family plan method cau greatly rcdu¢:(_ the cost and time of the
eel'til_c*lt_oll progralll _t]l(] }]_L_ beell shown to provi(]c_ ;ideqll_tte te{:}lllle;l_ _iCCilr_lcy,

Sinalh_r design clmnges, for exaillple, modification nr a ,'_nlall area of acoustic
treatment of an engine duct, can solnetinms be certificated by analysis alolle, without
addltional testing,

Local airport COml)liance is typically ii]onitored in sl!rvic(.* by the nirl)ort autltof
ities themselves.

Airline Customer Guarantees

As part of the hllSill(!ss itrr_tngelilellt ill "_Vllicll_111Ilil'l]lte pllrch_l.st!s _t COllllllCJl'Ci_ll
airliner, the airframe Inanufilcturer is typically required to guarante(_ that the

:tlrplallewillmeet certztillll]_tXillllllll_tI]owitb]ecolnl]llilllty_illt(;r[or,Itlltlr_tlllpllOlse
levels.

Commuuity Noise

As a ininlmlml, the ln_lllllf_lctllrer will be reqtllred to comply with the al)propriate
noise eettifieatiolt standards for tile airplane in the countries i_] which the _tirline will
operate it, For a domestic airline, this requirelnent would be the apl)ropriate stage
of FAR Part 36; for all international airline, the appropriate chapter of the ICAO

guidelines is typical.
Ill .q(l(litloll to the certifieatiOll requlrelllelltS 7 Itll I_irli]ll! lll£ty reqllest or (lelIl_lll(l

colul)liance with the requirements at one or Itlore specific local airports at which the
iliriillr2 exl)ect,q to operate tile alrpian(!. _qllch gllltrltllt@12s ilro oft[_lI very illlportltlll :11

the co_npetition amollg airplane (_tlltl ellgille) nlalnlfimlurers for an illrline order.

Interior Noise

Although there are currently no c_!rtificatlon requirements oil intcril)r (p[t.sse|lger
cabin or flight deck) iloise, nil'llnes still require that the tllal]ufilcturer guarantee
noise levels ill the pa.'_seiiger cRhin. As _t minilnum, the guarantee is Sl)ceili_¢l at
the plmsengcr seats. Often, tlight deck, galley, nlld/or btvatory noise levels are also
specified. Typical guarantees are written for the eruis[! condition ill terms of both

overall som]d pressure level (OASPL) and speech interfcrel]cc lcw!l (SIL). OASPL
includes tile entire audible spectrum al]tl is typically donlinated by low-fi'equency
flmelage-boul_dary-layt_r noise; SIt inchldes tile three octave h_tnds center[_d oil 500,

1000, all(12000 Hz iulrl tyl)ie_tlly inehldl!s I:olll,riblltiolls from both the I)olllldary layer
and the cabln air-conditloJlillg system.

Ramp Noise

Ill addition to airport eoln|ntmlty and i_lterior l_oise gl_arantees, th() lllallllf;It_tllrer

typ_c_tlly a]_o gu_tl'_tld.ees that r_tl_lp iloiso th_tt i_, the ilois_! _!xpos_tre to tile airlim_
illlt_lltOllttnce crew whell setvieing t]l_ ztirp]allo or to l)tLs,q_llgers w]lell boar(lillg or
deplaniltg via outdoor stairways--will not exceed certain limits. The most important

8otlrces of ram I) noise arl_ usually tile auxiliary power ultit (APU) _md the air cycle
tnachines (ACM's).

Co;ttt_le_l_d Arrtz1_e_lle_t_,_

Standard noise guarantees that are offered to all custolners are typie_tlly cited
in tile airphme sl)eeitlcation doeulnent, which describes tile airphtne and the various
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aspectsofitsperformance.Egct_t)t_nnstoth(!sostmldardguarmJteesmay beinchlded
ht jointly signed skis letters, The airphnm contract cites tile specification and/or the
appropriate side letters.

_llflrgti_eC leo_l,q and Iolet*(elCl!,q_ Noi_e gilltrlmtees life Dftell expressed ;usa ]|onli-

halwthte_togetllerwith_lllallowablede/n¢_nstratiolitoleratlcetocoverine_L'_tlrenlellt
lltlc_rtitlntJes dttring eolnl)]itlttee detllOilstr_ttien, Ill 8Olile Cll,_es+ ]low,vet 9 the g_lar-

antee is written shnply lm a not-to-exceed value, which exceeds the nomieal value by
the denlonstration tolerance. These concepts [tlr[_illustrated in figure 6.

J_,wq

gtl_lrlLtltd,¢_ --_DI-- ftll 4r_*lJ_t

!
Pnfllaldfity

di_trih_ttil,rn

Figure 6. Airline customer,quarantec nomenclature,

Compliance de_nonslralion: As part of the contractual arrangemettt between
tile airplane lnannfactltrer alld airline customer, co|nplianee with zmise guarantees
is nsrmal|y clenlonstrated IN tests performed by the manufilcturer. Whell the
guarlmtee is identical to a certification requirement, the certification test itself
suffices. Compliance with local airport rules is denlo|lstrated _W dlfi'(_reet means--
eomethnes by testing at the airport itself, sometimes by analysis based ell tile
ecrtificatiml test data. Istterior ll(_lSl!guftrautee e(_mp|i;mee tests {*.retypieldly
perforiImdon thectmtonler'sairplanc--soznetinlcsforthefirstairplaneofa grollpof
airplanes of a given design, sonletinles on each airplane delivered.

Nominal Noise Estimates,Uncertalnty
Analysls_and Risk Assessment

During tile design of an airplane, expected noise levels are estimated for eommt_-
nity, hlterior, and ramp noise. These estimates are made for wtrioes configuration
optiotls during the preliminary design of the airplane; they are then refined as test
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dirts are obtaiaetl, design details frozen, and csthmtthlg met hods improved as a result
of ongoing noise research, ClosEly related to these c_timate_ is the tm(:ertailLty in the

estilnaL(!s thelllseives all(] the resultillg COlLttd(!iIc(,*level of eolIlp]i_t]lc() with ',,ttriolls
requiretlle]lts,

Nomiltal Noise Lellel EMinJtIlcs

t The i]olnilllll lloise ]fiv(.l estinIat(.s at(, the IlOiSe (,llgineer ,q I]INSL _lCClll_l_l,I, [Stillllltt,s
of the airplazle noise, far exlmlple, a FAR Part 36 approach EDNL of 97.3 dB or an
OASPL in the I_mt aisle seat in the first-chL_s cal)in of85 dB. The englne(w tlm_s not
bl.ieet say ([eliberate collservatisln or optilIllSl/I trite Ihes() estilIl_ltes, Tht_se es/ilillttes
are, therefore, those levels which the airphule him zt 50-percez_t clmllel_ of achievhlg.

For community noise, they are typically based oil _t l/3-octave band synthesis of the
expected contributions from (inch (suppressed) noise source at each direetivlty angle,
as (_xphtlned previously in thls Imok,

Uncertainty Analysis

The process of nolsll level ftssosslllen_ lllso I]IC]II(]I!H _.I1 uneertlt[llty anlt]ysJs--

that is, a deterlnhmtion of tim degree of Imcertainty in the nominal estimates, or
determilmtion of tile probability that the actual level_ will deviate from the estimattm

by it particlllar [!,alOllllt when the COlllpl_lt[Ictt /lelllOllstrllt[ons ;trl! perforlne(L The

possible range of noise levels is typically assumed to Im normally distrihuted al)out
the aomlnnl estlmat(., wlth the distriblltioa characterized h._ its standard d_.viatian,
as illustrated by figure 7(a), The standard devilttion itself is a*l _ngineer's bt_st
estimate, aided by a comparison of estinlated Ilzl(I realized noise levels for silnilar

circalnstltnces ill the past. Thlt stalldard ili_vil_.tioil repre.qelltbtg the Illlcel't_t_llty

in a noise estimate is colnprised of two parts: the l)rc!dietion uncertainty and tile
measurenlent Imeertainty, Several deflllitiolls arit hclpflll in umh!rsta|lding thls

coIlcept:

Tr_e noise ll:vel: The trim noise level is defined im that lewd that would b()

memsured by a (hypothetical) perfect experhnent or the average level thltt would bt!

obt[tilletl frt)m a ]_trgelltlmbe_" of r(.pe_ttedHlea.sllr(_lll(ll_s of _he _h'p]al]ol_olselevel.

Measurement z_z_cerlal;_ty: Th_! illelLSllrelllellt [laeertllblty ts the illic_rt_thlty ill tile

tb lily of an nl vidlml test (e g, tile complia_ c{. demolmtrat on test) to r(.p 't.sc t t e
true wdue of the _mise h!vel, _m illustrated ill figure 7(b). Factors that contrilnlte to
the int)a._llremellt Ulleertaillty ill(_[lltle test. site vltri_ttlo]ls, wtriatio_m in _ttlllosi)her_c

conditions (together with imperfect correctioi_ methods), [ilstrtmlelttatioz_ ilmcea-
facies and imprecision, tr_lacation (or rolmd.olf) errors, pilot or Instrlmlentatlml
operator variability, a*_clwtriatlons (am lie alrphmcs of the seine (h.sign) m_sociat(.d
with mitnufitt:turing variability.

Prediclio_ uncertainly: _l'he prediction uneert_tltlty is the _meertail_ty ill the
tbil ty of tile nominal estimate to represent the true noise h!vtfl, _us shown in

figure 7(c). It jllelutles any hllperfecth)zm ill anltlytlca] or empirical methods (based
on other shnilar alrphln_s or engines) used to prl:dlt:t source Iloise levels, together
with the nle_tlrelllellt lliIcertaitlties ill _lly "liachor |}Oi[lt _ lllelmllri_lnellt8 oil whi(:h

tile predicted nomiaal estimate is based.

Overall uncertainly: The relevant uncertainty in the nois_-cstilnating process is
the ee 't finty t[ efl ture z_le,_.surement l'ehltive to the predicted wdue, Silnplifled
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statistical theory shows that this overall uncertainty, depleted ill figure 7(a), is
tile root sum square of the measurement and prediction nncertainties. This total
uncertainty in EPNL typically corresponds to a standard deviation of 1 to 4 dB
at a specific flight condition, depending on tile basis for the predictions and
measurements. As an aircraft program proceeds from the prellndnary design,
through developmental testing, to tile certification filght-test phase, tbis uncertah|ty
is reduced. For a small design change that can be demonstrated using carcfidly
controlled incremental testing anchored to an existing flight-test data base, tile
uncertainty may he quite low. However, for a completely new engine and new
airplane design_ decisions on airplane go-ahead and customer guarantee offerings

l typically must be made when uncertainties are reasonably high.Risk Assessment

l The confidence of complying with n certification requircelcnt or eustonmr guaran-tee level--or, alternately, the risk of not complying--ls calculated frmn the nominal

i noise level estimate, the overall uncertainty, and tim compliance requirement, as
shown In figure 8. For a single point gnarantee, if the nondnal estimate is cqnal to
the compliance requirement, the compliance risk is 50 percent, characteristically an
unacceptable situation. If the nominal estimate is one standard deviation (sigma)
below the requkement, tim risk of noncompliance is approximately 16 percent--or,

; alternately, the compliance confidence is about 84 percent.
For assessments involving more than one compliance point, the risk assessment

calculation is more complicated. For example, in a FAR. Part 36 certification, there
are compliance requirements at three different flight condltions--approach, takeoff,
and sideline--and limited exeeedances are permitted at one or two points provided
that there are compensating margins at tile other conditions(s). (This sitnatlm| is
pictured graphically in figure 3, in which the three axes represent the noise at tile
three flight conditions, and tile region inside the beveled geometric figure represents
situations of cnmpliance, and that outside the figure noncompliance.) The risk
a_sessment calculation involves calculating tile probability that the result will comply
with the requirement (i.e., it will lie withln tile beveled geometric figure). The result
depends on tile relationship between the three nomhml noise level estimates and
their respective certification requirements, together with the overall uncertainties at
the three conditinns and the assmned degree of dependence of these uncer taintie_ on
one another.

Design Requirements, Objectives,
Marglns_ and Risk

As can be deduced from the previous discassion, tllc imperfections in noise
prediction and measurement processes make it imperative that the design targets
for an airplane's noise levels be below the levels that the airplane is expected to
meet. During the initial stages of a preliminary design, the design requirements and
objectives are established, resulting in tolerances appropriate _o tile situation.

Design Requirements and Objectives

A design requirement is just that--a criterion that an airplane design must satisfy
prior to go-ahead. Examples ofdeslgn requirements are that the airplane be designed
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Fi!l,Te 8, Risk a,ssessment.

to lilt!elFAR Part 36 with 90-percent coll[idell(:e, that the itlrplane bl! designed to be
lmminnlly quieter than _teonllmtitor's airplalle at a certnln _irport fill'a certain crit-
ical missiou, or that the speech illterfi!rcllce level in tile first-chess c_tbill not exceed
_Lccrtaiu wdue with 80-pt!rceilt confidence. If the airphule does not meet a require-
Ill(lllttit is Illlaeceptable al_d must be redesigned, _nd t.he redesigzled ldrplal]tt must be
re-evalllal;ed.

A dl!sigzlobjl!etive is a less stringent gotd t:han it design requirl_ment. All objective
is expected to be IneL, btlt does llot constitute an itl}solute requirement for the d_!sign
to proceed to production go-tthead. Design objectives, nt_vertlleless, arc intcll(h!d to
makl! the airphum more nmrkt!table and nmre profitable for the _drllne customer.
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Design MaTyins

A.q c_).n fit_ .,.;_2flll from Ihe above (JiS(_llSS]oII, ['or Iul ;firpfitne to FIII!f!t _t reqllJrit]lR!tlt

with greater Lfian 50-percent confidence (or equivalently It risk below 50 percent),
it nmst Im designed to have nomfiml noise level estitnaLcs below tile ntmfinal
requirement. These required ln/ffgills, its depicted ill figure 9, are derived fi'(un
the uncertainty analysis described afiovc. The larger the uncertainty and/0r the
lower tile acceptable design risk, the larger the IllargiBs Illllst be. The i)rt!i[Jt!tiOll

and llletL_llrenleBt inlt:t]rtztintles give FiSt'. to design nBd delllottstrat,lon tolerallct!s,

respectively.

n)0

5O

- l)t'gigl* tlllt rgill

N.mtmd Design

H{li_l, h,_*pI rl,qlliflqllPill

_*sthnat_, {}r objq_'ti_e

Figure 9. Design malyilt aud risk.

Design Risk

l_'mn the concepts of nncerLain_y almlysls, it is not, difficult to see that a finltc risk
is m_sociated with any fiaiLc design margin. A key clement of nlrphum (and enghtc)
design, therefore, is determination of tile appropriate risk for it given situation, A
number of facLors afh:ct this choice: the marketabiliLy of file airphnm; the fi!_mibifity
_.nd cost or ft. redesign, ferret|it alld other consellneBees in tile, event of llonC[lllll]lilkllee;

tim performance and cost penalties associated with designing for lower lloise; the
profit potential of tile program; tile development cost of tile program; and ofllers.
For example, if the development costs of an airphulc (or eugine) are very high
and tlm possibility of subsequent successfill redesign and retrofit very relnotl_, the
program manager would require a very low risk of noncolnpfiance (high confidence
of compliance) with a certification requirement and tfiercfore a relatively high desiga
marglm If, oil tile other hand, the clcvelol)nlent costs are low, subsequent redesign
ILIldretrofit qllite fel_sible, and t,ht! goal applicable to very fi!w t:nstomers for very
limited situations, a re_monably high risk would be appropriate, Certification risk
typically ranges frmn 5 percent to an absolute nlaxfizlnnl o["2fl percent,
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Major Design Considerations

Having disctl_;t!d t]le_ atlol)tiozl of_tirp]lllit! di_,slgn reqllir(!l]lelll,s, w(! flow tll.st',lzss tl](]

illl_.iorILspec:Lsof Itll airplaue design whit!haffect tim ahilit,y t,o nlelrt tlles(_objectives,
till! I)e.alties ILssoeilll,(!dwith a ImV-Ilni,_*!th_sig,I,II,ltl the eagillel!ring tff derivalJv0
_fil'l)lltl]eH,

E1agine Acquisition

Zht! m_tjor St)llr_2fl of COIlllllllIl]ty II()is(l, Itlltl of_l!n It s_glliJic/tl]l, contril)llLor to l.]lt!

iiltl_rior imist_of azl airl)lane, is the Ill'O])ll[Sit)l! syslenl, exelnpl[ficd by I'igure 10. The
i_rol)ulsion system [u*chldesbo_,h tile b_,sicglm gczlerator--which inch]di!s the flu* (or
i)rapeller), the colllpressor, (:olllbtzstor,_tllt]tlirbilJl!--Ilnd the lllt(:l!lh!---wllit:hillcltltIes
the izl_(_ I ex]lllllst llt)zzles_ ILII(] thrllst rlwt_r,_t_r.The ba,sic g_,sgell(!ratt)r Itlld (ill re(:[!ll_,
ylmrs) ofLl_ntim nacelle are sl*pplied by a*tengine compluly, The engineeril_g of the
]Itstld]cd I)ro|)ll_.'.lEoll 8ystelll is It cal_perativ(! efforl, illllOllg l.he i]llg]ll(! VOllll)illl)" , tll(_

a[rl)_alle iiiitllllf_lt_tllrer, itlt(| (ill SOlII_ (:tise._) It llllt:e]]l! ill;tnllfill]tllrt_r. This (_ilgin(!erillg

effort ISvery crititml to _]]t! liil*phtlle Ilolsa lllld WIH'rtllli,Sspeeitd (]]st:llSSiOlL

I fl_lll IIil_llt llcmlsti/_ h'[*lllllll,ll[
I fl,l_t iltl_Zlt

Fiyure It). lli!lh-bypt_ss-t_dio ent)ine and nacelle,

_nyine Specifienlion and Guaranteed Nlffse Levels

All angiule specificatiolt is a description of LIm engllm azld other parts of t_he
propulsioi_ system that tile engiIle comptuly supplies. It x_ormltlly h_t:ludes noise
guarantees, that is, i_oisulevels that tile enlghleis required to meet. As in the alrplaue
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_[)ceilicatloll, t]lcse /lilly be I!Xpl'ltgsed ill gel'IllS or IlOlIlilltll l[!vi!]fi lillfl toli!ralll!es,
llot-ta-cxcel!d levels (that have thl! toleralit:o alriuuly hlc¢lrporatl_d)_ o1" lill!rltly thl!
gllarlilltl2o to (:fllllply with cl!rtltill regulatory levels. Typli:ally, the I!llgill(t COllllially
lllliSl; gllaralitee [hi! flight litfise levels.

The engilie eOlllpllny i+_fl'l!qlloiltly r_!qlliriid l;o lill!t!t t:el'taill noise levl_ls dill'hlg
grOlllid static ollerlitlOll. The engillO COlllilliliy also llliiy conlllilt to l)rovltll_ gi'Olliid
stlttie test ¢lftta dllrillg the dlwclOpiliellt I}rogl'liln lnltt to cltl'l'y Ollt it I'i_covel'), lirogl'ltlll
if certltill ilolso levelslirl_ t'.xceeded, The ]llll'lloso of tllesc grOllllll ti!st i'equlrl!lllelltS
is to obtlfill Rn elirly lk'iSe_Slllt_lltalld resohlliflli of lilly lill{l!lltiltl llOlse llrolill_lllS lllld
therefore avoidllll ilnsltti+_flletory llirphlilO and/or llll exliellsive retrol]t.

Compliance Denlon._tralion

All enghm noise coinpllance denioilstration t:llll be of (lliferltllt farms, Usually it
is tied to tim method by which tht! iih'pilinc i._certified; if possible, the i!iigille Cllln-
llliallCe dulnonstrRtloll lllid tile alrplllnl! conipllllllCe dellionstrlttloll are liCcolnpl[shed
with tim ltlllllO le..It alid tile 811illebasle dirt.it. This llhilosoplly avoids tile nltcl!s._ity to
colnpollnd dl!nlOllStl'lltlon toil!rllllCOS tbr twa different tests IIlid inotivilte_ the i!llghl(!
lilld llil'lllllllO lnllnlll_lleturt2r+_to work together towitrd 11_2Oliiii1Ollgoil]; it (lllil!t ah'llltillit
that llleets its llOiSe requirl',lllents iuld objectives. In etfcct, tile airllllilll! certlficatloll
risk is shared by the ollgilil,, eonlptllly lind the ilil'pilllll. _ lllllllllfliCtllrltr.

If tile eliglile i.s ilia lii'_t to be illtl'odliced on it lllodttl, Lhe i!llglli(! iilid itlrllililll!
colliplililiCe test is llSiially the FAll Part 3{] t:i!rtitlelltlOll flight test. ill tidditiOli to
tile prhllliry Lest, thtt lllrllltllle is flowa ill Vt,l'y low power to ¢lallltlilstrato the ilirfrlillli_
lioise levels and at vlu'iflils imlwr seLthigs and liltltiith!s in level tllght to provide It
eOliiprl!llellsivt2 ditl;it llli.se for flltliri! hlierl}ohltiOli alid fiilnliy ll]llll illliilysl!s.

If the ellglno is liar the llrst to lilt hltrodul!ed llll Ii lilOdCl alld the fillnily plilli
eOllCl.'pt is IlScd to certi(7 tile itirllliillt_ _LliiJll the ellginlt liOlsl! I:OIlllliiilllCi! ti!St IS llftell
It grOlllld ..itRtie tl!st or li siligh! r(!preselitiit i vo_itngilie Oll li t(_st sLiind witiiII tilrllllielice
inflow control structllre, sh0wli ii1 figure 1 1, The tllrbilhtnci_ inil(iw i:Olltro] slrilctllre
rethlces till! illHOW tllrblll(311ta! to the fail, whh:h is tGllicaliy I1111(:]1hlgiler stltticlilly
thlili ill tllght, so tliat the re+_illthig fail llOlSOgelil!l'litlOll i_ I'l!lll'eSellLiitivl_ of the Ililht
sltlllttloil, Atl explailied pl'eVlOllsly, till! rasults of tills test, together with resillts (if
a previous _21igilie grolllld litsL and liirplillle Iliglit test with Lhit tlrlghilil i!ligille, ill'it
Ilsed Lo clllclllato tile eeztifi/!d llfllSl! levi!Is of the itlrl)lane.

Major Design Parameters for
Comnmnlty Noise

Dllrlng tile ]_rolilllinliry dcslgn Ol'llll airphuic, a Illlllll)er Of key/]eeisiOll_ ltrit llltldl?

whlch significantly alfect thlr eOlllllillllity liOise or iin ah'l_lane, hi addition to their
ilolsc iniplll:lltiollS, tllese decisions llffect sIIfl!ty_ ill!Ifol'lllilllClt_ lllllllllflif_'tllrillg i,,ost_
alid niailitainlibility of the lih'phtne alid/or cnghle.

Nlilllbel" of Ell_ill¢,q

Tile illliilber of ellgilleS Oll lin alrllhuie can signliicalitly afflict the iilrplRlle llOlSc,
llltrticllllil'ly lit tlikeoff. A8 i!xlllilillell previOllSly_ for a giv(!ii LoUll (t_llgille-tlilL) [hrll_t
requirellll211L, ilii llirl)lltno with fe.wer ellglllt!S tends to have (with all Ollghll!S lllll!l'ItLhig )
higher totill tilkaoff tllrll_t, iilid henel! higher iliRxlnlillil sidelhic llillse levels. Oii I,ht!
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Fitdure 11. l"tm fli!/ht uoisc simtdation ftdl-seah_ testin!l.

otht!l' [mild, the ._IHIIe _tir[)htll(_ has Sllp(!l'iOr (:lintl)otlt ])(!rft)HtlittK:e Illti] lower noise at

the t;tkeoff e[_rtillcatlon tmhlt ;rod other Imints hene_th the flight track, The ell'0ct of
higher altltude is ilsttally strollger thltll the effect ()f higher/hrttsL Thlls, otl bit]_tllee,
fi_r the satlle t;tkeoff gross weight, tilt airplalm with lbwt2v engine.'i tetitls to have lower
noist_ (111takeolL

En!iitle Desi!ln

T]L[! Imwer plant type at_t] llt!l'l'orlrlltnt_t_ /:yele ]lave a In,tier inlilli_nct! ml t]te
(:_)ttLllltlllity nolsl! of llll aiI'plltlle, Tim evtfltttkm or tile turbojet mid l,ttrl)t)f_ln [!llgill{t

hits sigulfiemltly alli_ctt_d tmise. Tlmre has bt_i_lt a cotlt.hnthig t;l't!ltd toward higher
enghm byptms rat:ios, startltlg with the turbojet (with nt_ bylmss Ilow), to the lt_w-
bypass-ratio engine, to the high-bypa._s-ratio engin(_. Eltgine c:ycl[_ mmlysis studies

show that tllrhhl(! tnate.eia[s _tli(] c[)oliltg illtlll'OVellll!llLS, I_Ollpll!tl with hnllrove/I fan
aerodytmmics, make possible significant tirol consumption advantages with higher

bypass ratit_s. A higher byp_ms ratio results in ti larg_r mass flmv of air heing
acceli!rltted to II Im.,'er exhatlst wfloclty (to d/_,.,elt_p a girt!It alliotlllt, of thrust) algl/or
greater power extraction from tim Itll'llhll! re(hlchtg tilt! primary jet velocity. A llllijf)l'
collltnlltlity tlt)ist! ilnplieitth_tl of this trend is reduei!d jet noise _msociated with the
reduced turbulmlce int_msity ol" thc_ jet ¢!ffhtx, This histclriual trend is illustrated in

figur_ 12,

This trelld it)ward higher bypass ratios, larger dialn(!hu' el]gJnes, Illli] reduc:ed
jet II(lise Ires resulted in greater relative inlportanet! el" [llll Hoise alitl other illtl!rnal
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Figure 1_. Noise reduetlon with engine evolution, Total airldane sea level
static thrust ia 100000 lb. (From ref. 5,)

sources, which stimulated the development of sound-absorbhlg duet lining and low-
noise tan blade design techniques. Tim noise from airplanes powered by high-bypass-
ratio engines is typically quite well balanced between fan and jet noise.

Power Plant Location
Tim ellglnes on a subsonic commercial airliner are typically either mounted on

I struts attached near the leading edge of the wing or closely cot|pied to the fimelageat the rear of the airplane. Three-engine airplafies have the center engine integrated
into tim tail cone and/or empennage. The emnmunity noise is affected by this
configuration elmice, g'.xhaust flows from wing-mounted engines often interact with
the wing flaps to cause jet-flap interaction noise. Improvements in engine installation
aerodynamics have made possible more closely coupled engines, resulting in a greater
need to consider not only this jet-flap interaction noise, but also jEt-wb|g interaction
noise. Rear-mounted engines can benefit from shielding of fan noise by the hlsclage,
wings, flaps, and wing wake,

Thrust.to. Weight Ratio

Another parameter that affects community noise is the thrust-to-weight ratio of
the airplane, A higher thrust-to-weight ratio results not only frmn selection of fewer
engines but also from selection of a larger engine to obtain greater cruise thrust,
greater efimb thrust, or shorter takeoff field length+ Again the sideline nOiSEtends
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to be controlled by the thrust lewd, whih! tile takeof]' noise is strongly aff,_cted by
the climbout pt_rformanee.

Flap Sustems

Tile design Ill'tile flap system of all ab'pkme h_mseveral noise hnplications. A more
sophlsticated flap system can ille/lll it ii)ore efliek]llt airplallo oi! takeoff, reSll]tillg ]11
Idgher altitudes and lower noise m_ the grolmd under tim flight path. The design
of the appnlach flap system can significantly alfeet ilot only the thrust required oil
approach bllt It]so the alrl]'allle llolse alld jet-Jill I) illter/tctlOll ilolslL

Engine Needle

The ¢h!siga of the enghle nacelle, imrtlcularly the quality cud e×tent of the
acoustic treal,ulent in the bdet and tim exlmust, can significantly affect tim uoiso
(and other internal uoise sources).

Penalties for Noise Reduction

Tile previo.s chapters of tills book have dealt ill considerable depth with the
physlcs of iloisc generation and suppn_ssiou; and the initial impression of tile reader
might bc that uoise reduction technology is readily available to achil!w_low noise
levels without serious penalties to the airpkule. This is not the c_Lse.To the contrary,
each lloise re(hlct]oll fe/ttllre of ;tll _tirl)l;tllO mllst })c /L_sessed careftl[ly to deterliIble

tile impact rill airl)lano thrust, instalk!d thrust-specific fi:el consumption, weight and
balance, drag, lnanufilt:turiag cost, maintcmmce cost, safi!ty, and dispatch ndiabillty.

Cost-Benefit Law o.(Diminishin!l Rclumls

Noise redl:ctloll, llke IllHIly (]thog eIlvh'olllllCllta] bellefits_ CHll of_ell ])_ represelEed

by a cost-benefit curw_ of a typical qmditatlve shape, zmrepresented in fig.re 13, The
COSt axis IllI[yrepresel_ta p_trRIne/er SIIch /L_block fuel or direct operatklg cost for

a given paylond and raltge. The benefit Ilxis may be iloise reduction at oIle of the
FAR. Part 36 ct!rtifleation locatit)ns, average dl!slgn margin at the three flight paints,
certification confidence level, reduction ill footprint contour area, reduction in speech
iaterference level or OASPL in tile p,_ssenger cabin, or any other noise b(!lleflt.

Each point o. tim curve represents a Imint design, in particular, that dcsiga
which results in tile mkdmum penalty for tllat l)articuhtr noise ]ew!l. All other
designs correspalldblg to that noise lewd[ lie above the cost-benefit curw!, In other
words, optimum designs for a given noise level or for a giwm amount of pmmlty lie
on tile curve, and all other designs lie to the left and above the curve,

It is imlmrtant tn observe tile shape of the cost-benefit curve. Initial iacrcmmnts
of lloise n!duction have It relatively low cast compared with fi:rther ilmrements of
benefit. Eventually, tlm curve ll_usa vertical slope, which represents tlle maximum
possible noise reduction, in most cases at a prohihitiv(! penalty. If the noise reduction
is expressed in terlns of a FAR. Part 36 noise level, tile term "technologically
practicable" refers to the limit imposed by the vertical _symptote of the Him, and
the term "economically reasonable" is related to the slope of the line at the required
level of noise reduction.
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Figure 13. Cost-bene]it law of diminishing returns.

Community Noise Example

An example of a cost-benefit curve is represented by figure 14, h'om refereuce 5.
The curve was 'actually developed m assess the penalties associated with various
hypothetical requirements during the Boeing evaluation of the FAI_.Part 36 stage 3
noise levels wbea tbey were first proposed. Eacb point on tlle llne corresponds to a
different degree of acoustic treatment. The penalty is the additional feel consumption
of the airplane corresponding to the additional weight and drag of the heavier and
larger nacelles. The benefit is tbe reduction in tbe noise level [relative to the stage 2
requirement that was applicable at tbe time of tile evaluation), It can be seen that,
for this particular airplane and mission, the requirement to satisfy the PArt Part 36
stage 3 EPNL (which is 3.5 dB below the stage 2 EPNL] resulted in a penalty of
approxhnately 3 percent in fuel consumption wben design margins are hmluded in
the assessment.

Interior Noise Example

A second example of a cost-benefit curve is illustrated by figure 15. In this
particular case, a number of sidewall treatment options were evaluated, and the
weight penalty associated with each option was estimated by the designers. This
display enabled the designers to e]imbmte some designs as being heavier than others
for the same noise reduction, or less effective• from a noise reduction standpoint tban
others at the same welgttt.
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Fi!lure 14. Noise I_!ductiou pcnaltie,_. Approach powe77 engine treatment only.
(Fromre_ 50

Effect of Technology hnp_mlelneut

Tile elfect of tedmology iml)rovements oa the eost-benetit etlrvt!is worthy of some
discussion. Tile cost-benefit curve represents a given level of techllology or state of
the art in designing airplanes. Teehnolc)gy imprevealents resulting from research
progranls in noise (and ill other teeh,lologies) can shift the cost-bezlelit curve down
aud to tile right, Imindicated in figure ] 6, hz other words, additional noise reduction
canbe obtained at tile same penalty, and/or the shine noise reduction can be obtained
at a less severe ])ellalty.

Returning to tlu! example of figure 1,1, an improvement in the acoustic technology
involw_d in treatment design wotdd result in additional noise reduction within a given
nacelh_ and hence shift the line to the right, On the other hand, an iml)roveamnt in
maLerhd._ technology that would slake possible a lighter lmcelle of the same-shape
and size would shift tile curve downw_rd.

It is seen from the above example 0mr hnprowmlents ill lloise technology alld ill
technologies that aifeet the penalties associated with tile noise reduction together
lllake lower iloist) [ev(_Js lllOre, eeolzolllicalJy retksoltal)Ie altd lllOro teehllc)[ogieally

praetieable,

Derivative Airplanes

The. previous section discussed tile typical steps in developing the first design of a
particular model, for example, a Boeing 7,t7-100. A deriw_tive airphme, ['orexa||lple,
a Boeing 7,17-200, is bltsed on _t de,sign derived from the I'irst of the model oz' parent
airplane. Tile noise engineering relies a.s much Im possible on kllowledge of tile noise
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Figure l& litei#hl l_ennlttl for interior noise reduction.
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Fi#u;'e 16. Effect of technolotd_dimprovement on cost.beneJ_t _ln've.
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rkspects of tile parent airplane. Analyses are performed incrementally relative to the
established noise levels of the parent airplane.

Growth Airlflanes

Many derivative airplanes simply represent growth versions of tim parent airplane.
There are two typical types of growth: (1) growth in payload, usnally accompanied
by a lengthening of the fuselage, and (2) growth in range, usually accompanied by
higher takeoff thrust sod gross weight, together with an increase in fuel capacity, and
perhaps a reduction in fuselage length and p_Lssengercapacity. Growth airplanes are
the natural evolution that results from (1) improvements in technology, (2) engineer-
ing development and refinenlent based on operating experience with tile airplane, and
(3) the requirements of the air transportation system for airplanes with a variety of
payload and range eharaetorlstics--without incurring tim incremental maintenance,
training, and engineering costs associated with introducing a eompletely new model
bite tile operating fleet. The potential for growth mast be preserved during tile de-
sign of tile parent airplane, including tile provision for adequate noise design margins
to aceommudato the typical inere_sos in noise with growth.

Alternative Engines

In some cases, deriw_tive airplanes result from altenmtive engbms becoming
available sad being installed, Fur e×ample, the airlflane manufacturer nmy wish
to generate n more competitive supplier situation by means of introduciag a second
engine supplier w[til a very sindlar engine, Another situation comes from installing
a significantly improved engine from a fuel and/or noise standpoint, for example, tile
introduction of the high-byprL_s-ratio SNECMA/GE CFMg6 on tile Boeing 737-300
airplane and tile reformed Pratt _ Whitney JTgD engkm oil the MeDonnell-Donglas
MD.80.

Major Operational Considerations

Tile previous sections of tills chapter have dealt with design considerations of all
airplane. This section deals with tile effects on noise levels of tile mauner in which
an airplane is operated. These operational considerations are closely related to tile
design itself and are considered durblg the design process.

Tile major determinant of tile noise level of an airplane is the design of the
airplane itself. There is some ability, however, to vary operational procedures to
affect tile certification noise levels of tim airplane, its ability to meet local airport
requirements, or its environmental knpact in eertaiu eomnmnities.

Takeoff Operational Procedures

For a given airplane design, the noise under tile fligbt path (and to tile sideline)
during takeoff is determined by the thrust, flap, ratatloa, and landing gear schedules.
These faetorst in tern, control the altitude and flight speed, which, together with
the power setting itself, determine the noise for a given (flap and landing gear)
configuration. An example of _he wide variety of noise signatures _Lssoeiated with
different schedules is shown in figure 17 (frmn ref. g) which describes different
operational procedures and tile resaltlng noise under tile fllght path. Comparison of
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the noise aspects of different takeoff fiigbt procedures usuafly results ill lower noise
levels for one procedure at some points in the community, accompanied by higher
noise levels at other points.

When noise in proximity to an airport is not buportant, tile normal procedure is
tu maintain full takeoff thrust rating until reaching a given altitude, after which the
thrust is reduced to climb tbrust.

Noise.Abatement Cutback

A takeoff procedure that is sometimes used over noise-sensitive communities
involves reducing tile power to a lower, but safe, level to reduce tile noise exposure
to the community nusr the airport. This results in a shallower cfimbout and tends
to increase the nOiSEover parts of tim community farther from tile airport, as seen
from figure 17, A particular special case eta noise-abatement thrust cutbnak is that
permitted by FAR Part 36 (ref, 1) and ICAO Annex 16 (ref. 3) for noise certification
under tile takeoff flight path.

Tile safety of thrust cutback during in-service operations is_of course, paramount
and can be enhanced by automated features in the flight glddaneo aml control system
which provide for automatic rapid thrust increases in the remaining engines in tile
event of an Engine falhlre.

Reduced.Power Takeoff

When the takeoff field length is not critical, au airplane is smnetbnes operated
at takeoff thrust below the maximum rating; this option tends to extend engbte life
and lower maintenance costs. In this case, the sideline noise is lower than with fllll
takeoff power; however tile fiftoff point is delayed, initial climb rate is reduced, and
thus the nniue benefits under tile flight path are reduced or Eliminated.

Rotation Paint and Oaerspeed

Another flight procedure that can be invoked when takeoff field length is not
critical is to delay rotation, resulting in overspusding tile alrphme compared with its
typical rotation velocity, This tends to reduce sideline noise, increase nOiSEunder tile
flight path at liftoff, bet permit lower takeoff flap settings, more favorable lift-to-drag
ratio, and higher climb rates--resulting ill lower noise filrther from flftoff.

Flight Track ,%lection and Variation

In addition to variations in tbrus_, flaps, landing gear, and rotation schedules,
the taknoff noise In tile community can be affected by tim choice of flight tracks.
Routing airplanes over large bodies of water, indnstrlal areas, or sparsely populated
areas instead of over densely populated resklentlal aree.s can significantly rmhlee
complaints. An example of such a strategy is that developed in tile 1970's for
the Seattle-Tacoma Interuational Airport; era_tbotmd flights taking off to the north
were routed over the industrial area and Puget Sound before turning east over tile
residential areas of Seattle and its eastern suburbs. As a rusult, the airplanes were
at much higher altitude over those rusideatial areas, and community exposure wus
reduced.

CansisteneTt Versus Special Procedures

The many possibilities of flight procedures migbt be misconstrued to buply that
a given airline should fly the same airplane in a different manner at each dillbrent
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Fi_Jure 17. 7hkeoff noise _mriations :llilh flight procedures, Ai_Tdane is
7_7 reran with flaps deflected _*; temperature, 77°F; relative humidilll,
70 percent. (From ref. 6.)
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J ;tirl)org or that each airl)lRlle lit a glv[211 airl)ort C/Ill fly llll Opt[llllllll [lrf]e(!(hlre

independent procedure bei/lg hy airpkums taking landing
of the IIS_(l other off an{]

l ill till! _alll(_ COlll|Iallllt_. Either of these hyl)tlLheti(!al sitll_ttklllS Cllll cEI.IIs[! ci)llfllSiOll

and/or increase workload all the part of the pilot, which can imvo safety hntflk:al, ians,
Therefore speciitl [}rocedllre8 llI'_ ll_t 11sell II,NextcllSively IL_if IlOlse itl)ltt{!lllellt were

tile l)redolllieant objectiva. Safety relllaillS the first priority ill st!lcctillg takeolf
procedures mul Ilight tracks.

Landing Operational Procedures

As with takeoff, lalldhlg operational procedurl!s call Im varied SOllu!whltt to Idfect

tile certificabillty of tile airplane, its ability to lll[!l!_ local Idrpart requirements, or
its allVil'Olllllelltal illlllagt ell certaill COllllllllllitles.

Similar ta tim takeoff situation, for i1 given airplalm design, the noise umier the

approach flight path (and to tile sideline) is deterlnhmd by tile thrust, flap, anld
landing gear schedules. For the typical landing sitlmtian, the grass weight and

approach speed determine tile required lift eoellleicnt. Tile flap setting alld required
lift coeflicieat determine the angle of attack, The flap settleg, hmdixlg gear positiml,
and angle of attack determiee tile drag coeflli:iexlt, which, together with the glide
slope, dcterlalnes tim thrust required. The altitude is determined by the glide slope

and the distanme from threshold. Thus, tile aolse-deterlnillhtg paranmters (thrust,
altitude, lind flight Math lllllnbcr) lira fixed by approlmh 81mcd, flap si!tlillg, iiiltl
glkh! slope.

The Imrmal landillg approach follows a 3° glkle slope alld the llap setting
corresponds to tile llllnhnunl safe landillg sileetl. Thls results ia a rcasollably high
kllldhlg thrust requirclacllt all(i typically correspolltls to higher lhall illillillllllll lloise
oi1 aj)l)roach.

Dec_le1_ttilt[q ,,lpproach

Ill a decok!ratillg approach, _m the airl)lale! I)raceeds down the glhh_ slolm, the
Mglg speed is progressively reduced to tit(! fiaal landing speed, with a ct*rreslmlldlug

increasing angle of attack and increasing thrust until tile final apprtmch thrust is
reached, The decrelLsed thrust reduces tit(! noise levels during the inlitial phases of
final approach.

Reduced Flap Settill.qs

Approach eoisc may also be decreased by reducing the tlap setting, n'ctaininlg the
lift by increlming tile hill(ling speed, auld hence reducing the drag and the reqinh'ccl
thrust. The result is reduced/iolse at the expellse of longer.lluldhlg fi/dd h!nglh alld
additional tire and brake wear.

Multise.qnlent Approach

II1 a lllllltiseglll_ll_ approacll procethlro_ Lho initial 8eglllelgs/ir_2 carried Ollt at I_

steeper glide slope. These segnlents require lower approacln thrust, which, together
with tile higher altitude, redllees approach noise. The overall effect is usually sleall,

since a.pproach noise in the community remote from tile airport is not typically _m
important oil lnndlng r_s on takeoff,
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Consistency Versus Special Procedures

Tim sanle comnlents made previously regardiltg takeoff procedures also apply to
landing procedures. Safety is again tile paratlmunt (:ollsJ(ltwittiolL

The Design and Development Process

The llOJSeellghleerillgfmpectsofallairplavteareItpartofa wn;y coltlplcxcJ(_sigll
process th/lt 11118lllally ellgfileerillg RII[I ecollOlllie factors /tllfl Villi reqtllr_ _u,i lllHeh as

b years to conlplete. This section outlines typical phases and milestones for a zlew
airplane model

The Prelimhmry Design Phase

The preliminary design pfilLse of Im airplane includes the dctcrtnizlatiozl of
cu.stolner aMine needs, together with i!nough depth in tim airphule and major
stlbsystemdesignto_ussllrefilettfit_itir]}IllllOcallmeet tht!s{!llel![I8,

hdlial Preliminary Desitqn and Airline Discussions

The initial prelimimwy design of an alrphnm invoh'e.sdew!loplng nn understanding
of the airlille etlstotners' llflfl(]S Ill terllls of payload, rallge, eCOllOnl[CS 1 COIIllnllllity all/[

filLerior ;loisot ah'pialle price, and other parameters. These nefltls are translated into
an airplane design, incfildlng layout drawings that incorporate the major _uspeet.sof
the configuration.

.initial discussions with enghm suppliers result in selection of cantfithtte enghlcs,
ttNetimr with instalhttlon concepts and acoustic treatment designs. For these
airplanes and installed propulsion systems, tim spccmt and dircctivfi.y of each
(treated) propulsioll and airfi.anle noise source are estimated, suulmcd, and projected
to points in the eonlmlllllty at wilicll tligllt noise thee histories are collstrllcted, These
tfine histories art! tllen used to estimate flight noise levels, which are compared
with design rcquirmnents and objectives at specific locations and also to e.stinlate
certification confidence. If tile engine model is already in opetuttlon on almthcr
airplane type, available flight data are used in the analysis. If the engine is in tile
initial develolmmnt phase, ground test data may Im available for these analyses.

During tills same phase of tim development process, the corresponding work for
interior noise, including preliminary treatment designs, is carried out. Tilt! airphnle
design effort and theairline discussions are iterative and interactive. During this
pt!riod, tile design requirements and objectives are adopted, including those for noise,

Initial Application for Type Certificate

As the airpfiule begins to take shape, preliminary application is made to one or
more certifying author]tie.s, for examph!, the FAA, for It type certificate. A:,mJt:iated
with this al)plieation are discussions regarding the phm for noise certification of the
airplane. Forexample, if tile airphme is tile first ofa model, a certification flight test
is required, If it is a derivative airplane with a new engine, fimlily plan certification
may lm proposed, The re.suit of this phase is a specific plan for noise certification.

Preliminary Design Review

At the culmination of tim preliminary tic.sign effort, a prefiminltry design review
is conducted to scrutinize the design that h+tsevolved, A teen+ of experts reviews the
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desiga to develnp all hgh!pendent opinlmt of its quality and apl)ropriateuess, This
review is often accompanied by aadlts of differeut _mpects tff tile design, ineladlng
lloiso, Noise levels slid risk assesSlllt211ts at'e reviewed {i1detail Major design ehallg/!s

beyond this tlnle period can seriously aifect program cost and sdlednle,

ConJ'tqulutiml 15'eeze

Following the preliminary design revielv, the configuratitm is usually "frozen." In
elfect tim freeze applies to tile majm' _mpectsof tile design. Dt_tailed dcslgn him not
yet been accomplished, but there is high confidence that the major aspects will I)e
amenable to auccessfid detailed design.

AitTlane attd E'ngiue. Specifications

Tile process of preliadnal'y design ef tim airplane mid engine inchldes t.lte
forendation of alrphum and engine specifications, both of which include noise
level estilllates and guarantee_q. These Spf_t?_[1Cltl_iOllS ar_ the [)lL'iiS for ctlntractll_i]

colmltitments by !ira airphme manufacturer and tmgilte supplier, respectively.

Tile Firm Commilsment Phase

After tile prdi,dlmry design ph_me, the airphum devehoItlellt moves into the
firlll colnlrnitlllellt p]l_Lse--flrlll cOllllllitlllfillts on tile part of the airlille ellstOlllers,

the engine suppliers, and the airplane manufacturer,

Firm Pivposal,¥ to Airline Customers

Wilen tile preliminary design and airplane ai_tl engine speciflcatio|ls have been
completed, the next step in airplane development process is that of nmking firm
proposals to the alrlhlo cllstolllers. These proposals ]lleltldo gllllrantg!es for colaalll-
nity, interior, and ramp noise. Tile guarlmtees may wiry for diiferent eust¢mlers,
depending on specific needs in terms of local airport regulatkms, route structures,
and interior noise configurations and desires.

Engineetqn!l Go.Ahead

At engineering go-ahead, detailed design t)f tile airphme i)egins, witil tile goal of
supporting a given production schedule witlt an airphme timt meets tim speeifleatknl.
hi order to protect tile delivery date of tile first airplane, engineering go-ahead inay be
aatllorized before the steps necessary for It production gtJ-ahead ilave been conqfleted.

Initial Orders and Production Go-Ahead

All airplane Inallllftleturer rr!quires It cel'tltill iiIIllll)(w t)f airl)]alle i)tlycllllse eOHI-

mltmel_ts by the airline customers prior to a production go-ahead. Once tile required
number of orders is obtained, a filll production go-ahead is made, and the engine
colltraets aro siglled. This go-ahead igelades a COlllalitlnent to illear the hlllnellse
costs of hard tooling for manufacturing.

Tim Final Design and Fabrication Phase

After firm con|nlitme|tts have been made, the next phtlse of the airplane develop-
meet process is the detailed desigll aad initiatleu of manufacturing, which euhnlaates
in rolloat of the prototype airphtne.
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Delr61ed Dcsi!ln

The detailed design of the airplane includes tim design of tlm hardware that
]l|f[llellc(!s C(]]lll]llllllty_ [l]terior,/tBd l'/tlll[) IIO[8(L Th(_ ll()is_ I_llg]lleer works very closely

w]th hardware d(!signt!rs_lnallllf/lctBrillg [)eop](!_ _1]1(] ¢!]lgilll! CO][)pHlly engineers to
d_ve]IIp th0 optbBuln d_sigll, Detai]so__I_OlIStlCtr_lttlCi!llt_ sgrllctllral dltlllphlg_
Illl{l illtl!r]or tr]lll pall[!]_ ar0 alllollg the ih_elsiolLSthRt are III/RI_dlll'hlg th_s phlme,
Oftcll_ (]CV(!]opIB(!IItII]testhlg o[ selected hardware (!]L_lllelltSIS COll(hlcl_d IN |Lgsllro
tit(! desired aco11sticl)crforln/tllce.

Manufaclurin!] arid Rollout

The design phase dovetails into tile mauufimturing phase. Tile fid_deation of tile
first parts at:d m_qor subassemblies, dcliw_ry of the first ollgines, and final _Lssembly
fir th_ fll'stIlil'p[Itllt_ are I of course, I]l/t,]or stops ill th(_ fieveJoI)Ill{_llt I)rocf2fls,

A key event for the first airplane is the rollout, in which the first airplane of
the model leaves the filial _Lssembly ImikliiEg, usually aecomplufied by consldcrablc
publk:ity.

The Fl|ght-Test and Certification Phase

After rollout, the airplane enters tim Ilight-tcst and certification phase, which
culnfinates in tim first delivery toa customer.

After several weeks or moxlths of taxi tests, the first Illght of the airplane is
pt, rfornled by the fllght-test organization. Initial flight noise mcasurenleats are often
made at this time to kh!ntify mW unforeseen noise level eharacteristk:s _'_ early as
possible,

Tile certification flight-tl!st progrRIB for a new type I)fairplalm typically includes a
noise certification flight test, witnessed IW tile certificating authority, to dcmoastratc
complial,cc with FAR Part 36 (ref. 1) and tim ICAO Anlmx 16 (tel 3) requin!mcnts.
Detniled doculnelitation of the test is submitted as evidence of compliance.

h| addition to tim certification flight test, mlditiolml testing is typieaffy per-
forlllcd to _lelnollstrlttc cotllpIilUlCe with gllaralltees to/tir]illo I:llstolll0rs, Additional

COllllnlllilty noise testing I/lay be rcqllJred_ /Ls a Illill]llllllll, illtel'ior Itll[I ralllp llolso

COl]lplJallct_ lZiltst b(_ delllOllstratcd,

The culmillation of the engineering procl_ss is tim initial delivery of the airplane
to the CilStelcer,

Product hnprovemeat and Derivative
Phase

The noise ¢!uginccring does not end with delivery of the lirst airp[ane. Prodllet
i|nprovenlellts (to the engine mid/or airfranm) aild/or major derivatiw!s req_dre i_fVcn't
until the delivDryof tile h_stairplane of a model.

Product Iltlpl_welaeltt,_

After the design and delivery of the prototype airphule, an airphale model is
eontimmlly iml)roved throughout its production life. Tile design is modified to
iluprove pel'fOflBlillCe_ollhRnce pltss(!ngi!rand airlillo/t|)pl)it_/tll(_reduce cost, Each

design modification is checked for noise implications. For any change that luus noise
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ielplicatlons, the manufimtnrer must sulmdt evidence to the FAA (and/or other
: certification agencies) that the resulting certification levels still comply with tim

- applicable regulatory requirem.nls, This step is often done hy mmlysls; sometimes

;_ engine grmmd testing or flight testing may be necessary.

DcHvative Ai1711anes

The previous discussion roeilsed Oll the typical steps ill developing the first design
0[' It llRrticlllar lllodel. Tilt3 8llllle 1)llsie steps are ]]erforlllel] for _l derivtttive itirplalR!
am far tile first era model; however the central klea is to use im nemh of the design of

tile odginal airplane a.s possible, ill order to signifieaet]y reduce cost and flow tinm
from that required for tile parent design, Correspondingly, the lloise engineering
relies as milch _Lspossible Oll knowledge of the noise lmpeels of the l)areat airplane

(and engine). Analyses are performed incrementally la!lative to tile estldllished noise
level,_ of the parent; designs of wu'imls noise aspects are identical or similar within
the limitation that they still meet the design re(pfirements and objeetiwm of the
derivative,

Tile certification of a derivative airphule is also based on that of tile parent
itirphllle to thl! gfoittest degree possihle. Ill some elLses, the llOiSe ehallges Call be
shown by analysis to be negligible, for example, if the same engine is used and the

gross weight increase is w!ry snmll. In other c_tscs, a snpphmlental flight test is
needed to extelld tile date her a higher gross weight range. Fro" a flew engine, the
fiunily plan certification sehem{_ described previously is often used, in whleh gromld
test hmrements are supi_rhnposcd on the fllght-test data base of tile parent,

Noise Engineering of Other Flight Vehicles

Tall ])reviolls dis(:llssioe hlls ¢elltered Ill)Oil tile ellgilleerillg of Slll)SOllie (:Pill 111el'ellll
airliners powered by eoi:ventiolml turbojet or turbolhn engines, which represent the
largi.'st share of tile lloise engineering and ecrtifieatkm to this point In time. Tim

basic [(leas and lflfilosoplfies of applying noise engieeering I)rineiples to other flight
vehicles are similar, with difh!rmlces ill emphasis resulting from differences i_l the
fllllctll)ll of the vehicle gild the applicable regldatory climate,

Propeller Airplanes

The propeller girl)lanes that preceded the terlmjets as the nminstay of the
commercial fleet wt_re certificated prior to tile age of noise regulations, Smaller (less

than 12500 lb takeoff gross weight) propeller-driwm airplanes are subject to FAR
Part g6 (ref. 1, apllendix F) reqtdremeuts, which are specified in terms tff emximunl

J A-weiglged SuulJd hwel for level flyovers at 10[gJ ft.

fieC0,11taerodyllalllig developlnelltS havl! re_ulted hi renewed illterest ill advltlleed
high-speed propellers _m a propnlsion wstem with tim potcntial for signilicaut tirol

saVhlgs compared with the turbofim. These ultrahlgh-bypt_ss-ratio enghlcs will h/we
no hllet or fan duct awdlable for acoustic treatmeut and will have low-frequency
propeller relies that numt be recognized and controlled hi hotll tile conuullnlty and
the hltedor noise 0,11glneerieg process. Also. in tim ubsenee of hflets to control gild

direct tile flow upstream of tile prl)Imfier, forward speed 8illlulatioe, as is avaihfl)le
with wilal tunnel testing, will be required for valkl sinlulatiml of flight noise during
isolated tests of engines or prolmlh!rs,
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Military Airplanes

Ill illili{:_ll.y/lll.p]_lll_ t]i_sigll, llOiS{! IN11o[;_ISilll]l_l'[llllt ItS ill the ([OSi,_llOf COllll/lIW-
chfl airplanes, partly because their utility is llot typically hi proxlnfit.y to populated

COHIIIIII[IitI(!_ /HIt[ [}al'L]y becltnse o[' _]1(! l}/[rillllOll[l[, l}(!rJ_ol'm_tlR_e reqlliri!nll!nts of a
military alrphme. FAA and ICAO noise requh'emenls apply specifically only to civil
aircraft, lind nlJli_ary reqliirclzlellts _tr(!l.ypicaily h_ss stringent, However, some roll.
i_tl'y |)FocHr(!lll(!tl[, Ct)lll,l+llC_.sreqllh'l! C[)Ill[1HaIIC_!with ]'_A[_+Part. 3(J LHI][!SSS(]fioIIs
]OSNP_S[11 i)t,rforlllanc(! WOtlld |'()sit|t,

The lll!_tr-fiold IIOiso Or ]ligh-i)erfilriilltllCt! Closl!ly COllpll!d [)ow[w phillis hs.'_ SOll[C
fi_tiguo hnl)licatlons that are inlportallt, in service ][fi_design.

Supersonic Transports

Noise i_ a l_lajor cons]dl!ratiolt i_l sllperson[c _Z'[illSi)[l['t tl{!S[g_]* _I|pO['S{)I[]C CrlIIS(!

pf_rfol_lIilHICCCOIISJ(ioI'_tiOIIStonil LQpt'l}tllOt.t! low-I]iI_ili(!tl!l'_ Jligh.pres_nre-ratlo, ]ow-
bypl_,_s-ratio engine designs, which hi tllrll reslllt ill Inllch Ilighl!r jet |raise tllan a higit-
i)yp_Lss-ratio *mghm, Noise consideratimls Inlty drive the propulsion systt!ln design to
a variabh!-cych! engine, having hlghm' bypa.ss ratios and lower nt_isc on takeoff, lind
lower I)yp_Lgs ratios at Crll[Sl! ['or superior Sll])I!I'S¢)II]Ccrll[S_2 |)[!rfi)l'ltl_tIi¢2(!,

All lifJ{[iti()lllt[ illl[)ort_tllt COllSJd(!r#l_i[HIJs (,h{!(!11rOll£e lie|SO ;ISS()C]_t[flI[Wil_hSolIic
booms clulsed by shock waves fixed with the airframe exl.endillg to the ground. FAR
Part 91 {r(ff. 2) pr¢)hiifits SlIi)(!rsollic ilight over U.S. land. alld ihus l}n!vcllts sonic
booms (reaching the groulld) frmn civil aircraft. This rcqllircnlent plays a slg,lillcanL
roJo ill t|]{! desJgll of a SllDl!rgollJC _l'IHlSpC)Z'[,,

]_olllld_ll'y-J_ty(!r I)OL_l! ILl,_ll_(!l'_ol]]e CrIIiSC _,|_1(:]1illllllbl_rs is Cl'[l_]c_l.J[[) [,ll(t |ML¢;-
SOII_(JFILCCeD[4LIIC_()f It Sll|)el?ioll[e _rallSl)Ort, aJr|)]alle.

]3t|s|ness Jets

J]llSinoss jots art* stl|}jcct to the slnil¢! FAP_ Darl, 3{Jnoisl_ t'eglllati/lils I_'_COIIIIHI)I'CJlL]

airlitler,_. [3eCltllSt,. Dr their small size.', most bllslnl!ss jl![, airphules n]eeL FAR
Part 36 standards, pai,til:u|arly thosebeing produced wi_h hlgh-hyplu_s-ratin (mghles.

llowlwer, l)ushwss _ets n]ake ['reqtlel]t list! o£ slnnll _irparts, al, whi{:h strlngetl_, local
ail'I)or_ I'eglllllt, llJilS o_tell [tl)|)ly, COllSeqlli!tltly tller(! itro [)Pessill*(!stoW_tl'd ]OW-IIO[SI)
designs.

Rotorcraft

Helicopters are subject to FAR. Plu't, 3fi (ref, I, ap|}(!ndix Ii) lind ICAO Annex 16

fief. 3. chapter 8) certification requir(!nmnts for imis{_, Helieapters lace severe
collstl';tJlltS I)/!CallSe t|loy operate clc_u t() |)(]]}lllli[,[!_] IlYO;L_ [}oth Ill, heiilmrts I_zl¢|
en r(mh!. Rotar noise, particldarly from the nmh_ mtor(s), is the most prevalent
source. Interior noise and vii}ration duo t,o ImLh the rater(s) and _hc geari)o_ arc
lilSf) wry illl[)Ol'£1tlit design (:OllSideraLit)/is.
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Glossary of Terms

Absorption coefficient--The ratio of sound energy absorbed by a surface to tim
sound energy incident upon tile surface.

Acoustic power level (PWL)--Ten times the logarithm to the btmc 1Dof tile
ratiooftheacousticpowerofa soundsourcetoareferencepower:

IV ,dB
PWL = 10 Ingle iV_et

' where_ in this text, Wre f = 10 -12 W and tV is tile radiated acoustic power
corresponding to a particular frequency bandwidth.

Acounttc shadow region--A region in which souml pressure levels decrease rapidly
as distance increases. It exists at distances larger tban those for which the limiting
rays refracted upward just mi_ the ground.

Active noise control--The nse (by electronic means) of auxilim_ sound sources
to cancel or partially cancel the origimfl sound field.

Airborne noise--Noise generated by aeroacoustic sources such as propellers anti
jet cximusts. It impinges directly on file external aircraft surfaces and is then
transmitted into the cabin.

Atmospheric refraction--Varying conditions of wind and temperature with
height in the atmosphere result in a varying speed of sound which causes sound
waves to propagate along curved perils. For upwind propagation, the sound speed
genbrally decreases with height and ray"perils curve upward. In a temperature
inversion or for propagation downwind_ the ray paths curve downward.

A-weighted sound pressure level (SLA)--Sound pressure level that ijas been
weighted to approximate tim response of the human ear. It is measured with a
standard sound level meter equipped with an "A" weigllting network.

Balk absorber acoustic duct liner---Consists of a single-layer construction with
a solid backplate and a porous face sheet of negligible resistance. The cavity
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between tbe backplate and 5tce sbect is flficd with a fibrous mat baying very
small air passages.

Cabin insertion loss--Less determined by subtractiug cabin sound pressure levels
nlenstlred after tim neonstic treatme_t is in place from levels measured before
treatment installation. Treatment may sometbn_ increase tbc sound pressure
level; therefore, insertion 10_can be negative.

Cutoff_ cut-on modes--Ac0tlstic duct modes wbicb arc attenuated with distance
and carry no acoustic power are referred to _s being "cutoff," wbilc modes which
propagate in the usual seltscare said to be "cut on, l*

Decelerating approach--h noise abatement procedure that may be used to
achieve lower noise exposures under tile approacb path during tbe initial plmses
of final approacb. The airplane fllgbt speed is progressively reduced to tbe final
landing speed, with a corresponding increa._ed tingle of a_tack and incrctL_cd tbrlJst
until final approacl_ thrust is reached.

Derivative airplanes--Growth versions of tbo parent airplane whicb arise as
a result of operational experience, improvements in tcchnelogy_ or cnstomcr
demands. Growth iu payload and/or range is usually accompanied by blghcr
takeoff thrust aIId gross we(ght and a.'_vciated bigber noise levels.

Diffractlon--Tbc amplitude and phv._v distortion of a sound field due to the
presence of a barrier or other solid body.

Dispersive waves--Those waves whoso propagation speed is proportional to tbe
square root of frequency. Forinstance, beading waves in a plate are dispersive.

Duct Insertion less--Loss determined by subtractb_g the sound pressure levels
measured for a hard-wafl_ untreated duct from those levels measured after
treatment panels have bccn inserted.

D-weighted sound level (SLD)--Souad pressure level that bas been weigbtcd
to reduce tile effects of low-frequency noise and to increase tbe effects of high-
frequency noise. It is mcasurcd with a standard soLmdlevel nletcr eqnippcd with
a "D" weighting network.

Eddy convection speed--The speed at which an eddy embedded in tile flow is
transported by tbe flow. Convection speeds are typically 0.5 to 0.7 times tbe
free-streamvalue.

Effectiveperceivednoiselevel(EPNL)--Derivcdfrom perceivednoiselevel
(PNL),butinclndcscorrectiontermsforthedurationofan aircraftflyoverand
thepresenceofaudiblepure-tonecomponents.

Equlvnlent continuoussonnd level(LEQ)--Calculatedfrom A-levelnoise
measurements to provide ml equivalent steady-state value.
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E-weighted sound level (SLE)--Sound pressure level weighted to approximate
the perceived level of a sound, It is mc_ured with a standard sound level meter
equipped with an "E" weighting network.

Excess attenuntlon--Tbrtt attenuation which is over and above that duc to normal
geometrical spreading and atmospheric absorption,

Geometrical spreading--The spreading out of acoustical energy as it propagates
away from a source. For the special cr._e of a point source, the corresponding

_ decrease in sound pressure level is 6 dB per doubling of distance for all frequencies.

i Hydrodynamic coincidence---Occurs when the convection speed of the boundary-layer fuctuating pressure field (about 70 percent of flight speed) equals the

_i flexural w_tvespeed of tbe skin structure,%

_!_i,_ Loudness--Tim perceived intensity ofa sound.Molecular (classical) absorptton--Tbe absorption of sound in the atmosphere
I_ due tr_the direct, transfer of acoustic energy into heat energy tbrough processes
ii involving viscosity and heat condnction and due to molecular rebtxation wldch

is redistributed bite rotational and vibrational modes of the molecules through
;i binary collisions.

Multisegmont approach--A noise abatement procedure that may be used to
achieve lower noise exposurc_ under the approach path during the initbd plumes
of final approach, Tim bfitial segments are carried out at a higher altitude, at a
steeper glide slope, and at a lower approach thrust,

Noise---Sound that produces adverse effects,

Noise abatement cutbaek--A noise abatement takeoff procedure that is some-
times used and involves reducing the ellgine power for a short time to a lower,
but safe_ level to reduce noise exposurcs ever a certain area. This results in a
shallower climbout angle and tends to increase the noise exposures over other
parts of the community fartber from the airport after normal cfmbout power is
reapplied.

Noise certification of aircraft--Usually a requirement for operation of certain
aircraft, particularly for commercial purposes, Certification rides are set hy Fed-
eral and/or international authorities and specify maximum noise levels allowable
during landing approach operations_ during takeoff.clbnbout operations, and in
some cases during en route operations,

Noise exposure forecast (NEF)--Used to determine the relative noise bnpact
of aircraft noise near an airport. It is expressed as the total summation (on an
energy basis) over a 24-hour period, weighted for the time of day, of the effective
perceived noise level (EPNL) minus tile constant 88 dB.
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Noisiness--That characteristic or attribute of a sound which makes it unwautEd,
lmacccptatble, disturbing, objectionable, or annoying and which may be distin-
guishable from loudness, which is also a subjective quantity.

Nondlspersive waves--Those waves wlmse propagation speed is independent of
frequency. For instancE, Iongitudilm[ and transverse waves are nondispcrsiv0.

Normal full-power takeoff--At airports for which noise in proximity to the
airport is not a concern, the normal procedure is to maintain hill takeoff rating
until reaching a given altitude, after whicb the thrust is reduced to climb thrust.

Norhaal landing approach--Approach which follows a 3° glide slope and the
flap setting corresponding to tile adnimum safe landing speed. Tids results in a
relatively high hmding thrust requirement and in higher noise levels on approach.

Overall sound pressure level (OASPL)--A physical measure which gives Equal
weight to all frequencies. This is not standardized but is generally considered to
extend from 20 to 20 0{]0llz, a range wbich corresponds to buman hearing.

Overspeed takeoff--A noise ab_tement procedure that may be used to acldeve
lower noise exposures along tile sideline and far from the airport. Provided field
length is not critical, rotation can be delltyed to higher speeds, thus permitting
lower flap settings, more favorable lift-drag ratios, and ldgher cfinlb rates.

Perceived noise level (PNL)--Caleulated from broadband noise memsurements
to provide a rating of noisi:less for sounds which bave similar time durations rind
which do not contain strong discrete frequency components.

Reduced flap settlngs--A noise abatement procedure that may bEused to achieve
generally lower noise exposures under tim approach path. The lift is mEdntaincd
by incre_tsed landing speed; hence, tile drag and the requircd thrust are reduced,
but with the requirement of greater field length.

Reduced-power takeoff--A noise abatement procedure that may be used where
takeoff field length is not critical Tlds results in lower sideline noise levels than
with hill t_tkcoff power; however, tile fiftoff point is delayed and initial climb rate
is reduced, thus elbninatblg noise benefits under tile flight path.

Single-degree-of*freedom acoustic duct liner-- Consists of a single-layer sand-
wich construction with n solid backplate. A porous face sheet and internal parti-
tions are used, tuswoukI be provided by honeycomb separator material.

Sound exposure level (SEL)-- A duration.corrected noise metric used to predict
the annoyance of a single noise event such as an aircraft flyover. It is time-
integrated A-level noise and is expressed by the level of an equivalent 1-see-
duration reference signal.
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Sound pressure level (SPL)-- Equal to 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of
tileratio of _he sound pressure to a reference pressure:

SPL = 20 ]Ogl0P-_,dB
Pref

where, in this text, Pret"= 2 x 10-5 Pa and p is the sound pressure corresponding
to a pn.rticular frequency bandwidth.

Speech interference level (SIL)-- Developed to evalut_tc tile effects of aircraft
noise on passenger communications. It is cMculatcd frmn the arithmetic average
of the sound pressure levels of four octavo bands having center frequencies of 500,
1000, 2000, and d000 Hz.

Structure-borne xlelse-.-- Noise generated by mecimnical means, stlch _mengine
unbalance, transmitted along the airframe structere, and then radiated into the
cabin.

Turbulent scattering--Occurs duc to local variations in wind velocity and tem-
perature which induce fluctuations in pll_._csimd amplitudes of tile sound waves
as they propagate through an inhomogeneous medium. There is a tendency for
bigh frequencies to be affected more than low frequencies.

Two-degree-of-freedom acoustic duct llner--Conslsts of a double-layer sand-
wicb construction with a porous septem sheet or midsheet and _ porous face
sheet. Internal partitions frmn material reich as lmncycmnb provide spacings for
the two layers.
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acousticpowerlevel,415
acousticrnd[atlon,

v ducts, 101-158
cillniency, 301
interior noise, 317, 318, 321-822,

331,333-334,344
linesource, 55
po_t source, 50

absorption, rcslstance,299
r_tmosphcr[c, 50, 08, 228, 260, acoustic reactance, 17I, 172, 181,182,

307-370 183, 185, 187, I88, 105, 198
molecular, 54, 50-58 acoustic resistance, 171,172, 17G,

absorption coefficient, 172, 289, 200_ 178-181, 182, 183, 186, 187,
346-347, 415 188, 195, 197, 299

absorption nf sound, 90, 307-370 acoustic shadow region, 72, 76, 77, 82,
cabin_ 283, 296, 346-347 80, 90
classical,50,417 |_coustictransmlssiou.Seenoise

acousticcontinuityequation,I{]4-105 transmission;sidewall
acoustic(htmping_ 288-289, 304_337, transmission.

3dO, 343-344 acoustic treatment. See also acoustic
|nateriuls, 343-Z45 lining; experimental methods,

acoustic enclosure, 234, 330-331 acoustic treatment; sidewall
acoustic energy, 5B, 138-141,228, 234 treatment; test facilities,
acoustic energy density, 138, 139, 141 acoustic treatment; trbn.
acoustic energy equation, 104 acoustic treatment,
acoustic energy flux, 138, 139, 141 design, I05-205
acoustic equation of state, 104-105 distributed reacting, 176
acoustic field equation, 103-105 ducts, 138-I41,186-205
acmlstlc fluctuatinns, 79, 115 ejcctorst 240, 241, 24(]
acoustic guido, 302, 303, 331, 382 performance, 105-205
acoustic lining, point reacting, 171,176

bulk absorber, 1{]6-107, 172, segmented, 2{]0
• 178-176, 177, 178, 181-182, acoustic velocity, 171

205, 415 airborne noise, 271,282-315, 415
ducts, 111-118, 122, 133, 135, i_ircraft. See also quiet aircraft,

, 136-138, 143, 147, 148, 105-205 aircraft,
single-de.co-of-freedom, 160-157_ advanced suporso|dc tTansportt 253,

170, 171,174, 170, 177, 182, 250, 257
lfi6, 108, 418 business jets, 412

two-degree-of-freedom, 106-167, 171, commercial transports, 383-411
174-175, 176, 177, 181, 198, 410 high-speed civil transports, 207,

acoustic-mean-flow interaction, 208, 266-267
211,212-214,220 military, 412

acoustic modes, 289, 291 STOL, 281
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aircraft (continued): attenuation (continlzcd):
supersonic transports, 207, 412 atmosphcric, 228, 2,15, 266

aircraft derivatives, ,t02-,lfl4, ,119, ,tll constant, 13,t
aircraft design, 383-40,1, ,108-411 excess, dl7
airlinec11stolncrllceds,,108 IniL_iUlil]II,13'I

Hlallufactilrcr noise gnaralltoes, optinlulll, 133
389-390 nural reflex, 2

margbls, 395 A-weighted sound level, 8-9, 15-16, 21,
measurement uacertainty, 391,392 22, 38, 46, ,17, 272, 310, 359, ,115

objectives, 394 backgrmlnd noise, 28, 30_ 39
prediction uncertainty, 391, 392 Bailey's iteration method, 124
requirements, '.193-394 IJ_Lsedrag, 233, 235, 2,10, 245
risk, 393-395 blade-plkssage frequency, 167, 170, lflfi,
true noise level, 391,392 277, 280, 285, 3,15-3,16

uncertainty analysis, 391-393 boundary layer. See also

aircraft development, ,108-.tll thin-boundary-layer
aircraft noise, 383-412 approximation; turbulent

annoyance, 17-43 bOluRbtry htycr.
community annoyance, 21-30 boundary layer, 133-135, 13{i

compliance, 388-390, 39,1 Imundary layer noise, 274-277, 283_
human response, l-,18 306, 322, 336-337, 344, 412

aircraft noise certific_tion, 13, ,t3-,15, BPF. See blade-pv.ssage frequency.
165, 205, 357, 358, 360, bulk absorher. See acoustic Ihling,

383-390, ,t08-411, -117 bldk absorber.
family plan, 388-389, 397 cabkl noise. See interior noise.

aircraft noise measurement. See catalogs, modal density, 301

flyover-lmlse nieasure]nent, certificatiozh See aircraft noise
aircraft operations. See also approach certification.

noise; ramp noise; takeoff noise, closed-form solutions, 289

aircraft operations, ,104-,1{]8 CNEL. See comnnmity noise
landing procedures, ,107-,108 equiwdent level.
takeoff procedures, 404-407 coherence, partial, 82, 8,1

airport noise annoyance, 33-43 coherEncE dec_ty paranmter, 281
airport noise monitors, 359 coherence lengtb, 82
airport noiSE regulations, 387, 388 coherent theory, 84
ambient noise, See backgromld noise, coincidence conditions, 275

amplitude factor, 62, 63 comnnmity noise, 357, 359, 383-393,
amplitude fluctuations, 80-81 397-,101,404-408

allllOyltllco. _ee aircraft llOiScI COllUnllllity llOiSO aunoyance_ 21-30
anlloyancc; airport ltoisE comlnllll[ty zloise criteria, ,t5-,17
alilloyallcu_ COlllHitlllity noise comnlllnity noise eqlliValellt level, 16
annoyflliee; llOiSe annoyallce, comlnllllity noise sllrvl]ys, 33-,t3, 47,

approach noise_ 384, 385, 386, 407-408 272-273, 1157, 359
decelerating approach, 407, 41fi attitude factors, 4i
multisegrnent, ,107, 417 denlographic wlriables, 41

reduced flaps, 407 duration correlation, 13-15
atmospheric propagation, 53-90 fearhtctors, 41
attemlation, 118 interpretation, 30-37
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community noise surveys (cmdinued): duets (continued):
methodolog2, 34-37 circular, 105-111,106, 111-118, 120,
reliablfity, 36-37 122, 123, 124, 125, 127, 134

computer programs, ANOPP, 313, 377 cutoff ratio, 108-1119, 137-138, 156,
convection, 208, 211,212, 213_ 219, 195-19fi

224,225, 270, 276, 277, 281 design,165-205
eonvecliveamplification, 220, 221,222, design charts, 195-196

223, 224, 225, 225, 227 design criteria, 166, 171-174
correlation, point-to-point, 275,276 hard-wail, 105-111
correlation eqmttious, 136-138, I39, noise suppression, 165, 107, lfi8-202,

140 203
cost benefits, 400=402, 403 nouuniform, 142-158, 205
coupling loss factors. See statistical rectangular, 111-118, 120-121, 122,

energy mmlysis, coupling loss 123, 124, 127,129, ldfi
fimlors, stepped, 142, 1,17-148

creeping wave, 77 uniform, 105-118
Cromer's analysis, 173, 174 duet wall. See also impedance, duct
critical frcqueney, 276, 343,344 wall.
cross spectral density, 270, 275-277, duet wall,

281, 306 boundary condition, 112-113
cutoff. See duct modes, cutoff; ducts, specific acoustic admittance, 113

cutoff ratio. D-weighted sotmd level, 11-13, 21, 22,
cut on. See duct modes, cut-on. 416
data ba_es, 170, 195-196 cars,
day-night average sound level, 16, 28, anatomy of, 2-4

30, 40_4fi, 47 integration time, 't, 7, 27
derivative airplanes, 402, 41fi eddies, 208, 211, 212, 213, 214, 219,
diffraction, .llfi 224, 227, 228, 248, 258
dispersive waves, 419 eddy eonvectiou speed, 416
dive tests. See flight tests, dive tests, effective perceived noise level, 13, 16,
DNL. See day-night average sound 25, 26, 38, 43, 372, 384, 385,

level. 386, 388, 301,401_ 415
doors, 341 eigenvahm problems, 113-117, I18-141
Doppler shift, 23, 224, 220, 370, 371 ejectors, 228, 220, 2,10-241, 2,12,243,
double-wall rcsouance, 297-208, 339 24,1,245, 249
dowmvard refraction, 72-76, 84 engine nacelle, 400
downwind propagation, 72, 73-7,1, 78, engiues,

84 alternative, 40,t
duct acoustics, 101-108, 165-205 bypass, 372, 374, 300, 411,412

nonlinear, 156-158 design, 308-399
duct modes, installation effects, 376, 378t 309

cutoff, 108-109, 416 jet, 372
cut-on, 108-109, 416 noise compliance, 307

ducts, noise level, 39fi-3fi7
acoustic lining, 111-118, 122, 133, propeller-driven, 272, 284,002-303,

135, 13fi-138, 143, 147, 148, 318, 319, 377-381, dll
165-205 propfan, 377-381

rear-mounted, 31fi, 345
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engines (continued): finite-element method, 122, 130-131,
reciprocating, 285, 316, 346 142, 146-147, 149, 150,
specification, 396-397 151-152, 153-156,289
tbrust-to-wcight ratio, 399 flap systems. See approach noise,
turbofan, 101-158, 165-205, 230, reduced flaps; takeoff noise, flap

272, 316, 317, 345, 358-354, system.
371-377, 396 fligbt paths, 351,384, ,104,495

turbojet, 230, 316, 343, 372, 37,1 flight tests, 240, 267, 388, 410
turboprop, 316, 318, 319, 3,13, 345 dive tests, 328, 329
variable cycle, 229, 230 flyover-noise, 358, 359-371,372, 378
wing-mounted, 316-317 interior noise, 274, 275, 277-280,

engine tests, full-scale, 202-205 283-285,286, 303, 304, 315,
engine vibration, 281, 316-321, 322 317, 327-328, 344

unbalanced forces, 281,320, 322, simulated, 259, 2{37
336, 341,345 floors, 289, 296, 313-314

entrainment, 235, 236, 240 flow. See grazing flow; mean flow; no
EPNL. See effective perceived noise mean few.

level, flowresistance,55-67, fiB,178-181,
equivalent continuous sound level, 189-100

15-16, 28, 39, 40, 416 fluid sbielding, 213, 220, 221,222, 224,
excitation. See also structural 225, 225, 227

vibration, flyover noise. See also fight tests,
excitation, 276, 318, 320-327 flyover-noise.
exhaust noise, flyover noise, 357-381

jet, 281,322 prediction, 357, 371-380
rocket, 281, 305-306 fllyover.noise nleasurement,

experimental methods, atmospheric effects, 301-352,
acoustic treatment, 159-170, 367-370

173-174,189-195, 200-205 ground effects, 359-3t]0, 370-371
human response, 17-33 online data systems, 363-364
interior noise, 272, 275, 285, static tests, 372, 378

294-295, 297, 302, 303, 314, test acceptance, 363-364
322-339, 338, 341 test procedures, 301-352

jet noise, 214-228, 229-266 foamed material, 330, 343
E-weighted sound level, 13, 14, 22, 417 Fourier transform, 212
FAR.. See regulations, FAA FAR. frequency. See critical frequency; ring
far-field noise, 142, 208, 214, 218, 221, frequency.

228 frequency weighting, 9g
fast Fourier transform, 323, 324, 325 Frcsnel number, 86, 87
FDM, .qee finite-difference method, fllselages, 298
FEM, See finite-element method, cylindrical, 289, 307-315
FFT. See fast Fourier transform, finite-cylinder, 312-315
fiberglass, 286-287, 289, 291,297, 303, infinite-cylinder, 307-312

304, 314, 330, 340, 347 rectangular, 302-306
filters, analog and digital_ 96 fllselage structure, 2114-295
finite-difference method, 122, 126, 127, Galerkin mothod, 128-129_ 130, 142,

129-130, 142, 147, 149, 152, 143-146, 147, 149, 150, 154 ;
289, 295 i
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geometrical spreading, 54, 55-55, 93, hunmn response (continued):
,ll 7 vibration, human response.

!i grazing flow, 178, 181, 182, 189, humklity_ 56, 57
194-195 hydrodynandc coincklence, 275-270,

ground surface effects. See also 417
::'i flyover-noise measurement, Ilydrodynamic disturbance, 115

ground effects, impedance. See also models,
grmmd surfacs effects, 5,t, 58-71, 72-89 impedance; models, point

composition, 54 impedance.
J grain shape factor, 67 impedance, 58, 60, 63-69, 171, 182,

layered surface, 08 250, 320-321
pore shape factor ratio, 57 acoustic treatment, 133, 143, 147,
porosity, 58,50, 63, fi7, 59 165, 170, 171-174, 176-189,

_: reflection, 54 198-200, 240
shape, 54 characteristic, 59

ground surfaces, 88-90 complex, 62
: _i ground tests, 279-280, 283-285, discontimlity of, 69-71

ii 328-332, 3,14-3.15, 388 duct wall, 112316-817,
• : :_ ground waves, 69-63 ground, 62, 69-7L 82, 88

Htum effect, 7-8 optimum, 136-138, 172.1

• _i harmonics, 167_190, 198, 277 specific normal, 59
_i higher,93 surface,67
_! propeller, 275,280, 285 wall, 288
_"3 second, 93 impedance measurement, 182, 183_
iJ lmad shock, b'eeshock waves, head 189-195

shack, flow rcsistauce, 189-190
hearing, theory of, 2-4 impedance tube method, 190-193
helicopter noise, 343, 354-397, 368, in situ, 19,1-195

'_! 369, 412 normal incidence, 182, 190.-193
blade slap, 25 inertial range. See Kohnogorov range.n
blocking mass_348 insertion loss, 170, 286-287, 290-298,

i_ flyover, 366 419
• !i gearbox, 282,344 interior noise. See also experimental

i hover, 3fl6 methods, interior noiso; flight
!! impulse, 25-26 tests, interior noise; prediction

interior, 282, 317, 318 methods, interior noise; testq

'._ mermnrement_364-367 facilities, noise annoyance.
rotor, 282 interior noise, 30-33, 271.-348, 389_

Helmholtz equation, 106-107, 122, 144, 390, 401
_, 147 jet aerodynamics, 268-211,212-214

'i Hermttian elements, 131 jet decay, 228, 244, 248, 250
. high.frequency panel. See models, jet flow, turbulent, 208, 209, 210, 211,
[r high-frequency panel. 212-214

holography, 325,320 jet mixing. See also turbulent mixing.

honeycomb, 285, 344-345, 347, 348 jet mixing, 208_ 209, 210, 211-212,human response, See aircraft noise, 228, 240, 258, 266
human response; experimental jet noise. See experimental metbods,
methods, human response; jet noise; models, jet noise;
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jet noise (continued): nu_s law, 295
prediction methods, jet noise; mean flow. See also acoustic-mean-flow
unified theory, jet noise, interaction; no mean flow.

jet noise generation, 207-214 mean flow, 182-189
jet noise suppression, 207-207 sheared, 120-132

aerothermodynamic concepts, uniform, 101-110, 122-126, 133
249-257 nmthodofweightedresiduals,122,

geometric concepts, 228-249 I28-129, 143-148, 149, 150-151
mechanisms, 214-228 microphones,
shock noise control, 257-206 flyover mea.surement, 380, 365-357,
theoretical concepts, 221-227 370-371

jets, interior noise Ine_murement, 323-325,
aerodynamic performance, 231-239, 334-335

240-241 mixing. See jet mixing; turbulent
anmdar,227 mixing.
high.velocity, 207, 216, 232, 248, 206 modal analysis, 287-293, 298-299,302,
subcritical pressure, 20,1 303-304
supercritical pressure, 257 modal density. See also catalogs,

jet velocities, ma.ss-averagcd, 231 modal density.
jet velocity, 208, 212, 214, 218, 227, modal density, 299-301

228, 231,232, 235, 236, 240, models,
245, 249-250, 284,250, 260, 262 acoustic-mean-flaw interaction,

joint acceptance function, 305, 300, 313 212-214, 220
Kolmogorov range, 79, 80 analytical, 298-302, 308, 312-315
landing approach procedures, boundary.layer noise, 276-277

decelerating, 407, 410 hlgh-frequency panel, 29,1,295
multisegment, 407, 417 impedance, 185-188, 205
normal, d07, ,t18 jet noise, 208
reduced flap settings, d07, 419 mathematical, 276-277, 280-293,

........... land.use planning, 47-,18 294-298, 305-306
large-amplitude pulses, 93-95 noise intensity spectrum, 21,t
large-_mplitude waves, 90-85 noise prediction, 377-378
LEQ. See equivalent continuous sound nommiform ducts, 1,12-158

level, orthotropie, 29,1-295, 305, 309-310,
levels document, 46-47 312
LighthilI-Ribner theory, 208 point impedance, 288
Lilley's equation, 208, 213 propeller, 380-381
limiting ray, 72, 76 ray acoustics, 150
lined ducts. See ducts, acoustic lining, structural, 203-298, 309-310
LLS,See loudness level, Stevens. theoretical, 168, 171,101-158,
LLZ. See londness level, Zwicker. 207-227, 287-293, 302, 307-308
localization, 7-8 turbofan engines, 101-158
loudness, 4, 5, 0, 27, 417 monitors, airport noise, 359
loudness level, 8-9 Morse chart, 120-122, 123, 124

Stevens, 9, 10,21, 22, 23 multichutc noise suppressors. See noise
Zwicker, 9, 22, 23 suppressors, multichutc.

Mark VI procedure, 9, 10 multiple noise exposure, 28-30, 39-40
Mark VII procedure, 12, 13, 14
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mnltitubu noise suppressors. See noise noise intensity spectrum. 8co also
suppressors, nlnltitllbo, iilodels_ noise b)tellsity

MWR. See method of weighted spcctrunl.
residuals, noise intensity spectrum, 208, 211-212,

NEF, See nylon _mnoyance, nolse 213, 214
exposure forccm_t, noise metrics, 8-17, 22

Ncwton-Rapbson iteration, 122-125, noise reduction. See also acoostle
127 treatment; sidewall treatment.

NNL See noise and number index, noise reduction, 273, 27,1
noise, 417 cabhl, 28',1-287, 295-298, 303-30,1,
noise and number index, 17 307-308, 310-312, 314, 315,
noise annoyance. See also aircraft 322, 342, 343, 3,17-3.18

noise, annoyance; airport noise ellgines, 399

anlloyancc; cmnmunity noise penalties, ,t00,403
annoyance; prediction nlethods, noise source,

:: noise ammyance; test facilities, cnbin, 273-282, 310-318, 319, 322
noise annoyance, cosine exhaust_ 281,305-306,322

noise annoyance, 17-43, 47, 272, ,118 engine vibration, 281,316-321,322,
activity disturbance, 34-36 336, 341,346
complaints, 41-43 flyover, 375
duration, effect of, 23, 24 pntb identification, 272, 322-336
duration correlation, 13-15 propeller, 272, 277-280, 283, 28,t,
measurement, 34-37, 363 302-303, 310-312, 313-31d, 315,
noise exposure forecast, 16-17, 47 322-323, 336, 345
number ofevents, 28, 38-39 propeller wake, 277-270, 281,
prediction, 8-17, 27 317-320, :121

noise certification. See aircraft noise noise suppression. Se_also ducts, nolle
certification, suppression.

noise control. Se_ also noise exhaust ducts, 199-2[}2, 203
suppression; shock noise control, inlets, 198-200, 202

noise control, noise supressor design, 136-138,
ah_rpti_n, 283_295, 3'16-:1.17 165-205
active, 348, 415 noise suppressm' performance, 165-205
cabin, 311, 33fi-348 noise suppressors,
dmnping, 288-289, 304, 337, 340, multichute, 209, 2]d, 217, 221-228,

343-345 229, 230, 23i, 235-230, 2,i0,
Imneycomb pe.nel, 285, 34,i-345, 347, 2,11,243, 2,t,t, 245, 253, 254,

: 348 255, 250, 257
mass affects, 283-286, 343 multielcment, 221-228, 229-239, 260
mnltielement wall, 337-342 multlspoke, 228, 230, 231, 236-230
septmn, 303, 304, 338, 340 moltitube, 209, 229, 231-236
stiffness effects, 285-286, 343, 344 noise tmnsmlssion. Seealsoairborne
synchrophasers, 279, 328, 336 noise; insertion loss; sidewall
vibration isolators, 320-327, transmission; structure-borne

331-332, 341,342, 346 noise; transmission loss.
noise exposure forecast.See noise cabin, 312-314, 325-336, 343-345

annoyance, noise exposure fuselages, 281,294-295, 302-315
forecast, path identification, 322-336
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nolshlcss, 6, 7, 418 perturbation methods, 1,13, 1,19-]00,
perceived_ 9-14 157, 289

no mean flow, 115-117, 118-122 pluL_e[Isctuations, 80-81
nondispcrsive waves, 418 pitch, 5-0
nozzles_ plm_ewaves,59-60

anntl]ar, 228, 247, 253, 25,1,235, prone-wave solution, ld2, 149, 172-173
250, 257, 258, 260-204 planL_wave transmission, cylinder,

bypass, 214-22I 307-308
eoannu]ar, 214, 216, 2,10, 251-253, PNL. bee perceived noise ravel.

258, 260-264, 265-267 point-to-point correlation. See
conical, 214,215, 221-227, 228, 231, correlation, point-to-polnt.

240 porosity..q'ee ground surface effects,
convergent, 258-259 porosity.
convergent-divergent, 258-264, 26fi porous materials, 174-175, 179, 180,
dual-flow, 214, 216, 230, 258, 187

260-264 precedence effect. See Ilans effect.
inverted-flew, 214-221,228, prediction methods. See also flyover

249-250, 251-253 noise_ prediction; models, noise
plug, 228, 240-241, 242-247, 250, prediction.

253, 255, 259, 257,258, prediction metilods,
200-264,267 airframe noiso_376

total thrust coefficient, 237 coelponent noise, 372, 375, 377-380
two-dimensional, 228, 242, 247-249 flyover noise, 357, 371-381

N-waves, 94_95 ground surface effect, 66-69
OASPL. See overall sound pressure interior noise, 275, 281,289, 29,1,

level. 296-298, 298-302, 303, 305-306,
orthotropic petrels. Se._ also models, 309, 310-312, 314, 3_6

orthotroplc, jet noise, 208, 214-228
orthotropic panels, 307, 309-310 noise annoyance, 27
ovcrtdl ._ound pressure level, 214, 215, propagatiQn. See also downwind

220, 245, 272, 277, 278, 400 propagation; sound
panel theory, infinite, 297, 302,397, propagation; upwbld

310 propagation.
path identification. See noise source, propeller noise, 377-380

path identification, cabin, 272_277-280, 283, 284,
perceived noise level. ,See also effective 392-393, 310-312, 312-314,315,

perceived noise level. 322-323, 336_345
perceived noise level, 9-14, 10-17, 21, direction characteristic% 277

22, 23, 24, 25, 217, 222, 224, propellers,
230, 231, 232, 235, 237_240, acoustic interference, 279
2dl, 242, 2,16,250, 251-252, beating interference, 279
254, 418 down-sweeping, 280

perceived noisiness. See noisiness, nottuniform flow, 277
perceived, phase characteristics, 270, 280, 281

perforated materials, 168, 174, up-sweeping, 280
179-18l, 183, 184-180, !.86-187, propeller wake interactions, 277-279,
188-189 28l, 317-320, 321

psychoacoustlc tests, 19-21, 25
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! psychoaemlstie testa (continued): rotational relaxation, 56
constant stimulus differences, 19-20, Runge-I(utta integration, 125, 127-129

21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28 SDOF. See acoustic liuing,
levels of sttbjcctive eqmdity, 20 singlc-degrcc-of-freedmn.

: magnitude estimation, 20, 21 SIVA.See statistical energy analysis.
method of adjustment, 19-2I, 26 SEL. See sound exposure level.
numerical category scaling, 20-21, SENEL. St_esingle-event noise

23,26,28 exposurelevel.
quadrupoles, 213, 224 septum, 156, 167, I58, 17,t-175, 176,
quadrupole sources, mlcorrelated, 212 177, 178, I81,303, 30,1,338, 3-10
quiet aircraft, 383-,112 sheared tlow, ll3-11d, 115
ramp noise, 389, 390 shear layer, 210, 226, 244
ray acoustics. Seealso models, my shock-cell 1_t_i._,2(]8, 221, 222-224,

acmlstics. 225-226, 245-2,18, 250, 257-266
ray acoustics_ 195 shack noise control, 228, 231, 257-2fi6
reactance. Beg acoustic reactance, tthoek screech noise, 266
rcciproclty, 334-336 shock structure, 244
reflection, 59, 61-62, 2r_, 253 shock w_wes, 9_1,91-95, 157
reflection coefticiertt, 58, 59, 69, 61,6,1, head shock, 93-95

73, 76, 77 oblique, 260
refraction. See also downward tail shock, 9:t-95, 95

refraction; upward refraction, sideline noise, 38,1,385, 386
refractio_h 71-78, 213, 250, 415 sidewall trausmisslon, 281-287,
regulations. See also standards; 296-298, 299-302, 303-305, 308,

airport noise regulations. 310, 324, 325, 343-345, 3,17-3,18
regulations, sidewall treatulent. See also acoustic

FAA FAR 36, 43-.15, 357, 3,_8,_161, treatmeut; trim.
371, 383-386, 3_,9, 391, 39,1, sidewall treatment, 277,283-287,
397, 400, 40l, dog, 411,412 296-298, 310-312, 313, :136,

FAA FAR 91, 387, .112 337-342, 3,17
FAA FAR 159, 47-48 cabin, 303-304, 31{1-312,313
ICAO Annex 16,45,358,365, 371, design,303-304,310-312,338,

387,405,412 346-347
Rciehardt's theory, 208-211 doublc_wall treatnlent, 297-298, 312,
relaxation. See rotational relaxation; 339, 341, 3,12

_! vibrational relaxation, multielement sidewall, 337-3,t2
:3 resistance. See acoustic resistance; flow parameter studies, 304

resistance, weight, 302, 393-384, 310-311,322,
resonator panels. See acoustic lining, 337-3-'11

_ sing/e-degree-of-freedom; SIL. See speech interference level.
;_ acoustic lining, single degree of freedom. See acoustic

,:_ two-degree-of- freedmn, lining, single-degree-o f-freedom.
d reverberation time, 288 single-event noise exposure level, 55

Reynolds stress, 210, 211 SLA. See A-weighted sound level.
ride quality, See also test facilities, SLD, See D-weigJtted sound level.

noise annoyance. SLE, See E-weighted sound level.
ride quality, 32-33, 34, 272--273, 277 sone, 9
ring frequency, 308, 309, 312 sonic boom, 95-96, 26-28, 29,412
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sonle fatigue, 2(]6 standarcls (continued):
soood ho.rrier, 88-88 IEC 861 (107{]), 96
sound diffractiolL, 85-89 IEC 051 (1979), 9{}
sound exposure level, 14, 38, 418 ISO 1683-I983, 96
soundmasking,3 ISO2240.1973,96
sound measurement. See a/so SAE AIR-923, 99

flyover.noise measurement. SAE AIR-1072B, 90
sound measurealent, 63-06, 96, SAE AIR-1751, 376

200-20,1 _AE A[R-lfl05, 377
sound perception. See also perceived SAE ARP-8fiSA, 367

noise level; noisiness, perceived. SAE ARP-876C, 375
sound perception, 2-8 static tests. See flyover-noise
SOuIId press.re_ 171 moa.sarement, static tests.

deterministic, 273, 277 statistical energy analysis, 298-302
random, 273 coupling loss factors, 299, 391

souu(l pressure hveL See else over[t|l Stevens. See iouduess level, Stevens.
smmd pressure Ievsl. stiffeners, 294-295, 303, 309-310, 312,

sound pressure level, 118, 198, 314, 336, 347-348
182-189, 20i, 214, 215, 216, structural response, 290-293
217, 220, 221,223, 273, 419 structural vibration. See also

sound propagation, excitativn.
atmospheri0, 53-96, 367-370 structural vibration, 316-317
ducts, 53-110 str_mture-borue noise, 27l, 316-322,
flyers.', 328-329, 339, 331-332, 339,

atmospheric effects, 357-370 340, 343, 349, 419
ground effect% 370-371 suppression. See noise suppression.

mode% 107 suppressor. See noise suppressor.
soundrecorders, surfacecovering,339-331

flyover mesauremeiIt, 36{]-387 surface waves, 60-03
sound speed proilh, 72 mlmcrlcld distl_nce, 61, 02
Space Shuttle, 281 surveys. See eoumamity noise surveys.

payload bay, 289, 298, 305-300, 306 tail silock. See shock waves, tail shock.
spectral content, 21-23, 90 takeoff noise, 384, 385, 389, 397-398,
speech intereronco, 15, 31-32 404-407, 418
speech interfereacc level, 15, 272, 819 engines, 385-38fi, 397-398, d18
spinning modes. Sc_ctraveling waves, (lap system, 4OO,418

_mgular, takeoff procedures,
SPL. Sea _;ound prc_sslnrelevel, noise abatement cutback, 405, 417
standards. See alsorcgulatioas, normal fllil-power, ,106, 418
staudards, overspccd, 495, 418

ANSI S1.11-1976 (1986), 9fl reduced-power, 405, 418
ANSI S1.13-1971 (1980), 96 temperature gradient, 55, 84
ANSI $1.26-1978_ 58, 96, 387 vertical, 71-78
ANSI $1.4-1083,96 temperatureinversion,71
ANSI $1.6-1984,96 temperature]apse,71
ANSI $1.8-1999(R1974),99 terraineffects.Secgroundsurface
ANSI $3.14-1977,15 effects.
ANSI $3.5-1909 (R1971), 15 test facilities,
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test facilities (continued): vibration _h._rher_, dynamic, 34,5-34(]
acoustic treatment, 201,202,203 vtbratiomd rel_at,iou, 56
exhaust duets, 201,203 vihratlan unerg5, traasmlssion_
fuU-seale_ogtue, 130, 140 316-318_ 320-321
inlets, 138 vibmtion isolators,
nois_ annoyance_ engh|e mounts, 320-321,331-332,

NASA Langley Interior Effects 3,16
Room, 18 trbn, 3,ll, 3,t2

NASA Langley Passenger Ride vinyl treat ne t, 303, 30,1,314, 330, 331
Quality Apparatus, 19 wave envelope ulethod, 146, 150

scale elodel, 202 wave equatlonp eonveeted, 105-108
tberalal aeonstic shidding, 228, wavel'orm, zero crossings, 00, 91, 92

250-257 waveforn| distortion, 90-93
thin-boundary-layer approximation, excessvelocity, 91

]31-132 wave number,
time constants, 98 axlal_ 108, 111-118, 119, 130-131,
tones, 24-25 137

eonlbination, 5-6 modal, 110
correction procedure, 24 waves. See creeping wave; dispersive
engine, 283 waves; ground waves;
propelhr_ 283 largc,-amlllitude waves;

transmi_ion loss, 191_283_ 29't-295, nondispersive waves; N-waves;
29fl,297, 304, 307-310, plane waves; shock waves;
32,t-325, 334, 339 surfimc waves; traveling waves.

traveling waves, Webster horn equation, 142
angular, 107 weighted residuals. See n|ethod of
axial_ 107-108 weighted residuals.
harmonic, 115 Weyl-Van der Pal solution, rio

trim. See also sidewall treatment, wind gradient, verl cal. 71-7_
trim, 281,283, 286,207, 304, 339-341p wlndows, 302, 322, 330-331,332, 341

342,345,346-347 windtnnneltests,275,279,281
turbulence, atmospbefle, 78-82 wire mesh, 168, 17,1,170, I81, 183
turbulent Imundary layer. See also zero ernss[ng, See wavefortu_ zero

bmmdary layer, crossings.
turb;thnt tmundary layer, 276-277 Zwicker. See loudness level, Zwicker.
turbulent mLdng_208,221,224_ 225,

226-227
turbulent scattering, 54, 71-78, 419
two degrees of freedoln. See aconstie

lining, two-degree-of- freedom.
Tyler-Sofrill theory, 157, 168
unified theory, jet noise, 208
upward refraction, 76-78
upwind propagation, 72, 77, 78
VCE. See engines, variable cycle.
veloci|neters,lr_er doppler,259
ventilation. 233,234,236
vibration, human response,32-33
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